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Unsettling Whiteness: Disruptions and (Re)Locations 
 
Lucy Michael and Samantha Schulz 
 
The Staying Power of Whiteness  
It is little wonder that issues relating to race and whiteness continue to have 
worldwide reach, when at least outside the broad field of critical race and 
whiteness studies, whiteness so often remains absent in contemporary debate. In 
parts of Europe, Australia and North America, for example, – contexts out of 
which several of the following chapters grow – political leaders may lay claim to 
diverse communities and celebrate the merits of cultural inclusion. Yet denials that 
‘race’ continues to play a fundamental role in social inequality fuels the invisibility 
of whiteness, which remains the key to its power. In this way, to deny that 
whiteness lives on in our post-millennial, post 9-11, post-colonising world, and to 
fail to interrogate its mechanics, is to reproduce the very conditions under which 
racialised domination thrives. 
Unsettling Whiteness brings together an international collection that considers 
anew the politics, practices and representations of whiteness at a time when nations 
across the globe grapple with issues that remain surreptitiously underwritten by 
whiteness. It draws together case studies of the performance of whiteness from 
significantly different political and social contexts with shared purpose; to 
investigate the (re)constructions of whiteness, to explore the mechanisms which 
give whiteness power (and make power itself whitened), and to dissect the social 
processes through which whiteness is made visible and invisible. Renewed ‘wars 
on terror’ have sparked new modes of othering. Global diasporas have invigorated 
new waves of fear and provincialism. And globalised modes of consumption and 
production have continued to trade on naturalised forms of whiteness that entrench 
a complex classed, raced and gendered divide. Drawing these dynamics to light, 
the pieces in this collection signify the ongoing importance of unsettling whiteness, 
while demonstrating, through their varied renderings, the enormity of this task. 
The collection has been carefully organised, not only to support and highlight 
interdisciplinarity – in other words, to make whiteness studies rightfully a 
collective endeavour – but to expose threads and juxtapose perspectives that may 
in turn prove useful in contesting domination. The overarching theme of 
‘unsettling’ speaks to this critical endeavour, to which all of the chapters 
contribute. And while some underscore the power of global discourses of race and 
whiteness, others locate these dynamics in their local contexts. These currents run 
through the sub-themes of unsettling history, representing hegemonies, working 
out of whiteness, and creatively rewriting whiteness. 
We have consciously sought not to segregate this collection in ways that 
reinscribe the divisions of which we are critical ourselves. Our experience of 
academic debate has shown that often those critical positions which are most 
insightful are separated from their proper context. Since whiteness and its 
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reproduction relies upon social division, it is crucial that we are able to properly 
situate studies which expose the ways in which whiteness is (re)created in a variety 
of contexts. Thus contributions in this book which rely upon analyses of gender or 
nationality have been positioned to lend essential critique within their proper 
context rather than constituting separate themes. 
 
Part 1: Unsettling History 
The first part of this collection highlights the historical aspects of whiteness, 
and the ways in which past constructions of white relations continue to operate as 
markers for contemporary readings of whiteness. The contributions collected here 
address a diverse range of topics, but their shared concern with exposing the 
constructed nature of white frames provides a strong foundation for later sections. 
Together, they operate to unsettle definitions and understandings of whiteness 
which are often narrowly constructed through colonial histories or defined through 
contemporary racisms. The interdisciplinarity of the collection is most evident 
here, with studies that utilise photography, theatre, media analysis and participant 
observation to establish new perspectives from which to examine visual, enacted 
and interactive aspects of whiteness.  
In the first historical investigation of whiteness in this volume, Wiebke Leister 
attempts to understand the role of whiteness outside the colonial model by looking 
at its theatrical use in various cultural contexts. Revisiting the historical uses of 
white face in theatre in white and non-white cultures, she focuses on the role of 
whiteness as a blank canvas onto which audiences can project other ideas and 
images. Employing photography to record the nature of ‘whiteface’ as a 
communicative method, she attempts to dissemble and reassemble the social and 
cultural histories behind the white faces. The use of visual methods in analysing 
whiteness is, of course, not new, but Leister’s discussion of the photographic 
expectation is important; the capture of visual aspects of whiteness is no more 
neutral than its enactment. Thus we are prompted to reflect on how we, as 
researchers, are positioned to see and to record whiteness.  Putting on whiteness is, 
for Leister, an essential aspect of the theatrical performance. For this collection, 
Leister’s analysis prompts a further reflection: do we put on whiteness in other 
contexts, and if so, for what purpose? 
While Leister examines pre-colonial enactments of whiteness, Sawsan 
Samara’s contribution examines the turn to whiteness that resulted from 
anthropology’s exclusion from colonial projects. The studies of the Scottish 
undertaken from the 1950s which constructed a racial identity from a cultural one, 
and positioned the Gaels as noble savages in contrast to non-white subjects of 
anthropology expose how whiteness itself can be disrupted and divided. The 
processes of essentialising Whiteness which she describes are important to the 
understanding of how whiteness comes to be defined, prescribed and performed in 
new contexts. That a white national group can be constructed as an ethnic ‘other,’ 
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despite the overarching power of whiteness, speaks to the ways in which whiteness 
parallels power and vice versa.  
In contrast to the noble savage, Youssef Boutahar’s examination of captivity 
narratives reveals the means by which contemporary political and media reports 
reproduce accounts of barbaric treatment of white women in the Middle East. 
White women hostages’ expectation of sexual assault is underwritten by tropes of 
the Muslim abductor as brutish and savage, while their experiences speak to other 
realities. Encountering and exposing the Muslim abductor as the opposite  of these 
tropes has, Boutahar notes, made traitors of white women abductees like British 
journalist Yvonne Ridley because their ambivalence disrupts neo-colonial authority 
and the utilisation of white female bodies as a theatre for cultural war.  
The construction of non-white women as intimately subject to sexual 
oppression and enslavement is played out in the theatrical analysis Carol L. Yang 
undertakes of Wertenbaker’s New Anatomies, a play which foregrounds the 
experiences and assumptions of white women within the colonial project. Here the 
white woman is constructed by the colonial wife and her sister in opposition to 
‘Fatma,’ the interchangeable servant who deserves no recognition of her own 
name, despite the European women’s love of orientalism in fashionable European 
forms (appropriation similar to that discussed by Murphy in a later chapter). 
Isabelle Eberhardt, the nomadic (and critical) sister-in-law disrupts the household 
and Yang uses the conflict written by Wertenbaker between Isabelle and the 
memsahib to produce an analysis of the binaries enacted and inscribed by the 
women within the white household abroad. This foregrounding of the female 
understanding of white privilege, and its ambivalence within the colonial project, 
exposes the contradictions of the civilised white woman; liberated by her rejection 
of the colonial household, the nomadic woman can only maintain her sense of 
freedom by assuming the position of Arab man. 
The theme of white women abroad continues in Karen A. Wilkes’ analysis of 
Caribbean weddings, but here the foreign landscape serves as a stage for the 
achievement, and not the defence, of white womanhood. Exposure to the exotic, in 
the context of luxury and underpinned by guarantees of exclusivity and elegance, 
marks the transformation of the white female body. Wilkes employs a visual 
analysis of wedding advertisements to identify the role of the exotic landscape, and 
the absent exotic body, as backdrop to the lavish ceremonies played out against it. 
In doing so, she reveals the ways in which the constructed romanticism of the 
landscape supports and extends the enactments of historical European gender 
ideals in the white wedding. Applying Butler’s theory of performativity in this 
context, Wilkes argues that femininity here is both racialised and classed, even in 
the visual absence of the exotic ‘Other.’   
In contrast, Nathanael M. Vlachos examines the consequences of becoming 
visually confronted by the racialised ‘Other.’ In his discussion of South African 
artist Brett Bailey’s ‘human zoo’ exhibitions, inspired by late nineteenth-century 
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exhibitions of Africans but transformed into expositions of violence, Vlachos 
draws on his own ethnographic work of the encounters between artist, exhibition 
and audience to understand variant responses by South African and German 
audiences. Confronting the violence done to others – in the context of the returned 
gaze – in order to excavate the formation of one’s own racial history, the exhibits 
prompted both guilt and shame in South African viewers who nonetheless found 
the exhibits worthy and even beautiful. Vlachos’ analysis of the starkly different 
reception by German audiences illuminates how meanings of whiteness are both 
place-specific and geographically contested, becoming fragmented in their crossing 
of borders and histories. Here we see the first indication of the problematic nature 
of crossing borders to which we later return.  
 
Part 2: Representing Hegemonies 
As the six chapters in this section illustrate, part of the work of unsettling 
whiteness involves exposing and destabilising its hegemonic function. In this 
sense, whiteness operates less in terms of overt force, and more, as Leonardo 
explains,1 in the manner of covert discursive practices that habitually transform it 
into ‘common sense.’ Hegemonic whiteness functions ‘as a configuration of 
meanings and practices that simultaneously produce and maintain racial cohesion 
and difference.’2 Whiteness as hegemony thus underscores the circulation of 
seemingly ‘normative’ modes of knowledge-power that are routinely participated 
in, adopted and internalised by a wide range of social actors, to the extent that 
reproductions of white cultural and political power become part of the fabric of 
everyday life.  
A common thread across the chapters considered in part two is also clearly 
provincial: each chapter bears out linkages between white hegemonies and their 
racialised nationalist foundations. The nation functions as an ‘imagined 
community’3 that simultaneously includes and excludes, and the settlement of 
dominant ‘white’ national identity gets played out in a wide variety of sites. Miia 
Rantala demonstrates this in her analysis of contemporary Finnish cosmetics 
advertisements; media with which we are bombarded, which in turn acts as a 
powerful mode of naturalisation. Drawing on Butler’s notion of the performative, 
Rantala unearths correlations between historical attempts to align the Finnish 
nation with the Scandinavian and Germanic ‘white’ races – (opposed to the less-
ostensibly-white Slavic and Mongolian races) – and present-day television 
advertisements for Finnish cosmetics. The latter repeatedly circumscribe a white, 
blue-eyed, blonde-haired version of Finnish womanhood, thus trading on an act of 
repetition which naturalises Finland as an historically ‘white’ nation. Rantala’s 
explorations show how discourses of race and gender, in particular, are co-active in 
the production and reproduction of a naturalised ‘white’ Finnish identity. To this 
end, normative, white, and highly idealised images of Finnish femininity are 
commodified inside the discursive space of the advertisements, reiterating the 
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message that if Finnish women use these beauty products, they too will embody 
‘the one and only kind’ of femininity that is desirable (albeit fundamentally 
unattainable). 
Patrick Gerster undertakes similar work when exposing a normative, white 
national hero at the centre of Steven Spielberg’s Hollywood epic Lincoln. In 
Spielberg’s vision, Lincoln is the Great Emancipator; the noble white man framed 
as being almost solely responsible for black slavery’s demise in late nineteenth-
century North America. However, in Gerster’s revisionist reading, the whiteness of 
Spielberg’s masterpiece is thrown into stark relief. Gerster deftly unearths the 
omissions – or white lacunae – in Spielberg’s rendering, rightly charging him with 
engaging in paternalistic racism ‘by framing Lincoln as the white father of 
abolitionism.’ But what is arguably more affecting here is the broader corollary 
that Gerster makes: namely, that Spielberg preserves Hollywood’s ‘longstanding 
colour codes, [thus advancing] the aesthetic of whiteness to yet new generations of 
film viewers.’ In this way, whiteness is able to retain its hegemonic status as 
something that is consented to, naturalised, and unwittingly participated in by 
consumer society at large.  
In her examination of the 2005 Academy-Award winning Best Picture Crash 
and a 2012 episode of the Emmy-Award winning comedy news television 
programme The Daily Show with Jon Stewart, Carole Gerster corroborates the 
notion that more often than not, visual media functions as a vehicle in mainstream 
Western society for maintaining and naturalising whiteness. However, Gerster goes 
further in deconstructing the ways in which some visual texts in fact perform the 
subversive task of making whiteness ‘visible and vulnerable.’ In culturally diverse, 
highly complex social spaces such as North America, white hegemony must be 
‘stitched together at many seams.’ Using Crash and The Daily Show as stepping 
off points, Gerster carefully unpicks these vulnerable seams to expose whiteness’ 
hegemonic impulse to encourage social consent to ideas and norms that, in her 
final analysis, are essentially harmful to everyone.  
In the following chapter, Robyn Westcott investigates questions of whiteness, 
hegemony and nation from a different viewpoint, by leveraging the concept of 
‘white capital’ to probe contemporary crises of ‘national and governmental 
belonging;’ specifically, the 2005 Cronulla Riots in Australia and BlackBerry Riots 
in England, 2011. During the former, white capital is exploited by members of the 
dominant culture to reinscribe racialised boundaries and assert and affirm ‘white’ 
ownership of space. These ‘riots’ took place at a time when Lebanese and Arab 
Australians were repeatedly positioned within mainstream media and public 
discourse as ‘immigrant outsiders’ and invaders within. Governmental rhetoric 
played into the dialectic by obscuring overt acts of white domination beneath 
claims that race simply ‘played no part’ in the white protestors’ fiercely patriotic 
displays. In subtle contrast, the BlackBerry Riots emerge in Westcott’s analysis as 
an inversion of the capital analytic; as resistance on the part of non-white and less-
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white members of White Britain who are habitually denied homely belonging 
within white nationhood. Westcott unravels the complex racial dynamics of these 
events to demonstrate how routine reproductions of categories such as ‘we’ and 
‘them,’ ‘ours’ and ‘not yours’ in fact reflect each nation’s continued investments in 
white discursive capital at the expense of acknowledging – and redressing – the 
ongoing fact of racial hegemony. 
In Immigration, Identity, and Islam in the Netherlands, Calista L. Ross 
continues the theme of whiteness and national belonging through investigating the 
construction of Dutch national identity. As in other contemporary ‘white’ nations, 
a growing Muslim population in the Netherlands has sparked fear on the part of 
some sectors of the white community who view Muslim immigration in terms of 
threat. In a critical manoeuvre, Ross destabilises contemporary discourses of 
Islamophobia that are espoused by right-wing advocates by revealing that ‘the 
privileging of whiteness’ manifests itself on the level of the nation-state via 
cultural and institutional beliefs that link national belonging with biological 
lineage, hence reproducing racial hierarchy. Ross makes the case that it is in fact 
this privileging of whiteness at the level of the nation that spurs a state of white 
anxiety, and in so doing shifts the critical gaze from the ‘racial outsider’ to 
whiteness processes and the problems they generate for everyone.  
In the final chapter in this section, Jessyca Murphy then returns our gaze to 
questions of ‘beauty’ and cultural consumption. Exploring the North American 
phenomenon of ‘Pocahontas chic’ – the appropriation and consumption of Native 
American imagery on the part of ‘white,’ hipster youth – Murphy deconstructs the 
dense racial dynamics in which these fashion-forward ‘20-somethings’ from 
privileged white backgrounds are embedded. At once an attempt to manifest 
‘revolutionary identities and assuage white imperialist guilt,’ the ‘non-conformist’ 
hipster is in fact caught within a complex predicament. Despite that new hipster 
culture has emerged as an alternative to the ‘environmentally destructive and 
spiritually draining’ white American mainstream, as Murphy illustrates; hipsters 
have become a lucrative consumer market themselves. Thus the hipster’s attempt 
to distance herself from contemporary North American whiteness falters on the 
fact she benefits from the systems she supposedly despises. Moreover, white 
hipsters ‘playin Indin’ (i.e. donning feathered headwear and other iconic Native 
American dress) repeatedly fail to recognise the disturbing nature of white 
appropriations of otherness in which they are deeply implicated. 
Across these chapters, whiteness as hegemony is thus revealed: firstly, in terms 
of naturalised modes of ‘common sense,’ ‘beauty’ or ‘coolness’ in which we 
unwittingly invest, and secondly, in terms of powerful governmental and public 
discourses that conceal whiteness’ complex racial mechanics inside the empty 
space of normality. These writers show that hegemonic whiteness therefore 
constitutes an ever-evolving constellation of beliefs and practices that are 
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simultaneously dominant, yet invisible, hence making the subversive manoeuvre ‘a 
task both urgent and difficult.’4  
 
Part 3: Working out of Whiteness 
In this third section of the book, we have sought to bring together contributions 
that illustrate the nature of whiteness as a starting point for labour in a variety of 
contexts. From the everyday labours of children to define and control conformity 
amongst their peers to the labour undertaken by those who seek to address the 
problems they perceive as associated with racialised identities and their 
consequences, this section offers a nuanced exploration of the shaping of 
institutional whitenesses. It also, in its international diversity, offers particular 
illustration of the ways in which these are intensely local and connected to the 
forms of cultural capital valued and promoted through political and social 
processes.   
In the first chapter, Mai-Anh Julia Bolger explores how German schoolchildren 
construct whiteness as defined by those things that are ‘normal’ and, thus, 
construct whiteness as normality itself. Adopting the theory of normalism as an 
instrument of discourse analysis, Boger disassembles student discussions in the 
classroom and the accompanying normative peer pressures. In doing so, she shows 
us an alternate view of the ethnographic transcript as she explores the everyday 
construction of Bildung (self-cultivation through education). The resulting analysis 
illustrates the distinctly local and contextualised nature of whiteness, as well as 
offering a significant methodological contribution to studies of whiteness.  
Also in the sphere of education, Jennifer L. S. Chandler addresses the 
challenges encountered by mothers of biracial children. An enduring problem 
encountered by those who undertake anti-racism work at any level is the problem 
of managing white privilege. Chandler offers a revealing analysis of this problem 
in her focus on encounters with the education system. Education is a place of 
recognition and a place of discipline, and encounters in this sphere are highly 
structured by the power relations within. For mothers, working for positive 
recognition and attainment of opportunities for their biracial children is not as 
simple as opposing racisms in the classroom. Rather, these mothers perceive their 
whiteness as powerful, and can employ this power to achieve the recognition 
required by the situation, even though its employment reinforces the systems with 
which they struggle.  
Seung-Wan (Winnie) Lo proposes the concept of white capital to encapsulate 
the ways in which whiteness is manifested through body and self-presentation. 
Using evidence from a field study of Chinese and Chinese-heritage students in 
Canadian classrooms, she illustrates how whiteness can be performed as an 
operational norm through expectations of students’ embodied positions in learning 
situations. Her utilisation of Bourdieu’s theory of social capital allows her to 
formulate whiteness as habitus and thus demonstrate its nature as a foundation for 
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further action. Education, here, operates as a space within which whiteness is the 
expected starting point for all students. Together with Samantha Schulz’s study of 
white teachers in Australian Aboriginal schools, this section highlights the ways 
that structural expectations are not neutral, and neither are the habituses of the 
actors within.  
Schulz rejects racism as a starting point for understanding the positioning of 
white teachers vis-a-vis Aboriginal students in her field study. Instead she points to 
the ways in which ‘white’ teachers construct particular behaviours and positions as 
proper to the role of students, and consider their professional responses as proper 
for the ‘good white teacher.’ Investigating how white teachers construct narratives 
of what it is to be a ‘good’ teacher in this context, Schulz contextualises teacher-
student interactions within the power relations in which they reside, wherein 
teachers are situated not just in the school, but within the community, town and 
their own histories. In her description of the tensions which can result from the 
standard-bearing practice of teachers, she exposes the isolation of the teacher 
imposing ill-fitting normative frameworks in the school, and the frustrations for 
teacher, students and the community. The resulting analysis lends a valuable 
counternarrative to earlier contributions on education in this collection, positioning 
teachers as complex citizens of conscience, not blind to their own cultural 
practices, but deeply committed to them.  
A certain parallel appears in this respect between Schulz’s good teachers and 
the white Christians described by George Jacobus (Cobus) van Wyngaard in the 
following contribution. Working out of whiteness in a different context, Van 
Wyngaard explores how white South African churches have sought to cross 
boundaries into black churches. Post-apartheid South Africa offers fertile ground 
for research on whiteness and its performance, as we also see in Vlachos’ chapter 
in Part 1. Missionary work in the past offered revelations to white Christians about 
white privilege in one of the few permitted contexts in which racial borders could 
be crossed meaningfully. But boundary crossing has, implicitly, a starting point 
and it is this that allows Van Wyngaard to ask how successful these crossings are 
now when, despite apparent success, the starting point remains barely changed. 
Contemporary efforts to labour through whiteness may, he argues, entrench rather 
than unsettle perceptions of white superiority.  
Working out of whiteness also captures the difficulties of addressing ideas of 
position, status or habitus when the researcher is oneself the embodiment of those. 
Vanessa Wijngaarden, an anthropologist, is confronted with this issue in her 
fieldwork with Maasai people, and seeks to understand apparently contradictory 
perceptions of whiteness she encounters. She investigates the construction of 
whiteness through interviews with Maasai people about their perceptions and 
beliefs, and attempts to reconcile these with mythological narratives of whiteness 
in Maasai history. Social groups define racial characteristics through storytelling 
and truth-telling processes, and it is this that Wijngaarden addresses in her study of 
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Maasai encounters with white tourists and white others. In so doing, she exposes 
the foundations for apparently contradictory perceptions of white people as 
simultaneously virtuous and not trustworthy. Her own professional position as a 
white anthropologist is utilised to expose these perceptions and highlight ways in 
which European stereotypes also produce a lack of understanding of contrary 
narratives of the ‘Other.’  
Together, these chapters reveal a picture of encounters with whiteness that 
impact on both white and non-white actors through the labour that they themselves 
undertake. What becomes apparent is that actors may be deeply committed to an 
ethical position which is not inevitably reproductive of whiteness, but whose form 
takes on the reproduction of white norms through actors’ attempts to create 
appropriate responses to conformity and deviance in those encounters.  
 
Part 4: Creatively Rewriting Whiteness 
The final section draws together five chapters that creatively ‘rewrite’ 
whiteness.  In doing so, these writers scratch at the façade of whiteness, revealing, 
in Bhabha’s terms, ‘the agonistic elements that make it the unsettled, disturbed 
form of authority that it is.’5 As such, they highlight whiteness’ inextricable 
relation to ‘other,’ and its meaningless without the constructions of ‘difference’ 
that whiteness itself projects. Christine Lucia opens the section by considering the 
work of Lesotho-born composer Joshua Pulumo Mohapeloa and his gradual 
inversion of the ‘white rules’ of choral music. Lucia unfolds Mohapeloa’s long 
career and traces a narrative arc that initially sees him seeking approval from the 
white musical Establishment, only eventually to compose increasingly ‘against 
whiteness.’ Lucia’s analysis does not, however, showcase a radical flaunting of the 
rules of white music. Rather, she reveals in his work a far more nuanced, measured 
approach vested in small-scale, persistent subversions that gradually destabilise an 
idealised Western model. Mophapeloa and Lucia thus invite us to consider a new 
form of whiteness within choral music that is no longer so tightly wedded to the 
denial of its indissoluble relatedness to other.  
Not dissimilarly, Cassis Kilian explores how African film directors have 
successfully found ways to ‘rewrite’ the complex racial relations that restrict the 
casting of black actors in roles historically reserved for whites. And Kevin 
Mulhearn demonstrates how David Goldblatt and Hentie van der Merwe – both 
distinguished South African photographers – masterfully bring the visual 
properties of South African whiteness to light. In Kilian’s analysis the taking over 
of ‘white’ roles by black actors provides a ‘third space’ inside film in which black 
actors and directors may negotiate neo-colonial conditions. It lays bare the 
whiteness of Western film, thus breaking down constructs of difference that have 
become naturalised. Mulhearn’s analysis similarly opens up avenues for rethinking 
that which is taken-for-granted. In his exploration, white South Africa’s long-time 
claim to racial dominance is hauntingly rearticulated via the photographer’s lens. 
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Goldblatt and van der Merwe skilfully illustrate how white privilege, far from 
axiomatic, was (is) taken by force, thus illuminating links between whiteness and 
violence in South Africa that, in Mulhearn’s words, assails the history of white 
dominance of the nation. 
Moving north, Elizabeth Olubukola Olaoye’s chapter unearths new attitudes to 
whiteness in contemporary Nigerian society through the literary work of Ngozi 
Chimamanda Adichie and Chinua Achebe. Similar to the third space of film in 
Kilian’s chapter, Olaoye presents the novel as a discursive context in which black 
writers engage in the agentic act of rewriting black-white relations. In Nigeria, this 
has seen a deliberate rewriting of whiteness such that white characters – the major 
representatives of whiteness in Nigerian literature – are relegated to marginalised 
positions that effectively ‘other’ and destabilise whiteness. As Olaoye shows, this 
work constitutes an important transposal of colonial relations. However, as readers 
we are also left to ponder whether inversions of racial relations inadvertently reify 
the dialectic that keeps racial categories in place. Ruth Adams raises such 
questions in the final chapter in this section, in which she undertakes a critical 
textual analysis of the music video Windowlicker by UK producer Aphex Twin. 
Windowlicker is a dark parody of hip-hop music video clichés that inverts racial 
stereotypes thus making them hyper visible: the video’s white protagonist is 
endowed with all the ‘positive, enviable (and therefore fearsome) attributes of 
black masculinity,’ while the actual black men in the film are stripped of symbolic 
and material power. On the one hand, this music video thus offers a unique space 
for critically rethinking racial and gender stereotypes. However, as Adams 
observes, Windowlicker is also a complex and unsettling production, and thus she 
questions; ‘Does [the video] pose a challenge to racist conventions, or is it itself 
racist?’ The chapters in this final section consequently illustrate that ‘rewriting 
whiteness’ is far from straightforward. Doing so requires rethinking, not only the 
complex ways that racialised domination plays out, but the new constellations of 
power that are forged in the rewriting, which at times have the effect of 
reinscribing hegemony. 
 
Addressing the (Re)Construction of Whiteness 
There are a number of shared points of investigation worth giving particular 
mention to at this juncture. Whiteness carries privileges, but they are not always 
guaranteed.6 The contingent nature of white privilege is exposed in the frequent 
instances visible here where white actors are perceived as not conforming to white 
habitus, and are denied the privileges of speech, access or influence which 
characterise the experiences of their white peers. White privilege is dependent 
upon the hierarchies in place and upon the processes of recognition which afford 
privileges being awarded.  
Racial histories too construct the ways in which whiteness is discursively 
accessible, as we see in the starkly contrasting reception to Brett Bailey’s work in 
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South Africa and Germany described by Vlachos in Part 1. Where there is no 
accepted language within which to discuss the form and power of whiteness, non-
white actors or white actors who seek to address white privilege find their efforts 
made impotent. In that respect, the international nature of this collection is 
extremely valuable. Bringing together scholars from across Africa and Europe, 
North America and Australia, as well as from Lebanon and Taiwan, the contexts 
within which whiteness is recognised as powerful are highly varied and numerous. 
The geographical distribution of the authorship of this edition (as well as its 
editorship) has facilitated a remarkable demonstration of the significant power of 
the local in shaping the lived realities and disputed characteristics of whiteness, 
even as its contemporary global power is indisputable.  
Whiteness is constantly reconstructed, but it relies on the recognition and 
performance of its norms by non-white actors to maintain much of its power. It 
also requires constant policing of white norms in intimate and institutional settings 
– which is why a considerable proportion of the contributions are based in formal 
education settings – while it is most likely to be challenged in artistic contexts. 
Here we see fine art, theatre, photography and literature examined and employed to 
address and understand whiteness. The historical construction of whiteness is not 
easily put aside either. As Schulz and Wijngaarden both reveal, the shared stories 
we tell about where we come from – even at a very personal level – shape our 
recognition and reproduction of white norms and practices.  
As López states, ‘whiteness is not, yet we continue for many reasons to act as 
though it is.’7 Whiteness represents a paradox of our own (re)making, for in the 
moment we consume and desire it as an ideal, we frequently deny its existence. 
This book unsettles whiteness by exposing its modes and methods in multiple 
international sites. It explores the historical foundations of present-day 
configurations of race and power, and contributes to other key theorisations of 
post-colonial whiteness. Each chapter may be considered alone, or the correlations 
between them, and the specific way the chapters have been themed, may be used as 
a springboard for speculating yet new ways of challenging the continued 
maintenance of racialised power. 
 
Notes 
1 Zeus Leonardo, ‘The Souls of White Folks: Critical Pedagogy, Whiteness 
Studies, and Globalization Discourse’, Race, Ethnicity and Education 5, No. 1 
(2002): 32. 
2 Matthew W. Hughey, ‘The (Dis)similarities of White Racial Identities: The 
Conceptual Framework of “Hegemonic Whiteness”’, Ethnic and Racial Studies  
33, No. 8 (2010): 1290. 
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3 Catriona Elder, Being Australian: Narratives of National Identity (Crows Nest, 
NSW: Allen & Unwin, 2007), 30-33. 
4 Jane Haggis, ‘Beyond Race and Whiteness? Reflections on the New Abolitionists 
and an Australian Critical Race and Whiteness Studies’, Borderlands e-journal 3, 
No. 2 (2004): para. 1. 
5 Homi K. Bhabha, ‘The White Stuff’, Artforum International 36, No. 9 (1998): 21. 
6 Bronwen Walter, Outsiders Inside: Whiteness, Place and Irish Women (London: 
Routledge, 2001). 
7 Alfred J. López, ‘Introduction: Whiteness After Empire’, in Postcolonial 
Whiteness: A Critical Reader on Race and Empire, ed. Alfred J. López (Albany: 
State University of New York Press, 2005), 2. 
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Part 1 
 
 
Unsettling Histories 

The Whitened Face as a Visual Gap: Thoughts and Methods 
 
Wiebke Leister 
 
Abstract 
White face-masks and white face-paint have been used in different cultural 
contexts long before the increasingly racial discourses of positivism and 
colonialism started mapping people into anthropometric categories. Japanese Nô 
theatre, French mime, Punu stilt dance, Shamanistic ceremonies, Carnival 
processions and Death rituals equally turn the face of the performer into a white 
screen onto which viewers can project images conjured up by the respective 
performance. The theoretical part of this project compares context and effect of 
different white-face personas in white and non-white cultures on the basis of how 
these visual tropes have been photographically represented. In particular I look at 
the following aspects: the emptiness of the masked face, the stillness of the painted 
face, and the ambivalence of the inverted mask. The practice part consists of a 
photographic exploration of the symbolic figures that lie at the core of Whitened 
Faces by cross-referencing their diverse cultural histories in the form of an 
impossible genealogy of reoccurring visual themes, evoking many fluid variations 
and incantations echoing across time and space. I see my exploration of the 
ubiquitous iconology of these white-face personas as a form of sighting, archiving 
and re-disseminating figures that are in many ways haunted by themselves, thus 
proposing a crosscultural and intertextual anthropological paradigm. The social and 
photographic significance of the project lies in the ways in which I reassemble 
disparate partial meanings of these Whitened Faces, deconstructing the cultural, 
social and at times racial histories they purport to tell. 
 
Key Words: Whitened face, face-mask/face-paint, faciality, Non-Likeness, visual 
gap/empty sign, visual echo, iconology, intertextual cross-referencing, photograph 
as performative life-mask, research by practice. 
 
***** 
 
1.  Introduction 
‘My focus is representation’1 says Dyer in his introduction to White – and so is 
mine. But at the same time my project fundamentally differs from his because I am 
neither searching to find out how white people are, nor how they are perceived or 
what their ‘privileges’ are, nor am I trying to make sense of white people’s self-
image (if that is what Whiteness is about).  
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Image 1: Wiebke Leister: From ECHO. © 2012. photographic print, 24x30cm. 
Image courtesy of the author. 
 
My research is about the whitened face, its screen, its ritualistic and performing 
qualities, its self-conscious design as something to-be-looked-at,2 its 
photographically isolated ‘unlike’ presentations, and the meanings these facial 
structures communicate within different communities. In order to stress that I am 
referring to a discourse of visual practices that exist both in white and non-white 
cultures, I am using the phrase ‘Whitened Face’ (rather than white face), because 
my analysis is based on the practice of putting on a white face or a white mask in a 
culturally coded context.  
This includes the formal procedure of wearing and thus becoming the painted 
or masked face, and taking it off afterwards – a well as depicting these white-face 
personas and encountering them as image, thus transforming them even further. 
The Whitened Face is therefore an ongoing visual and intellectual attempt to 
speculate on why performers draw white screens over their faces, what roles these 
performative processes play within the construction of cultural identities, which 
affects these Whitened Faces provoke in the respective spectator, and how these 
are actualized, manifested and passed on visually. I am interested in the different 
Wiebke Leister 
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tropes, the resulting characters within these tropes, how different performers have 
portrayed them, and how this translates into thinking about photography and its 
processes. And since I believe that a phenomenon cannot be interpreted for itself in 
isolation but only as part of an intercultural system within which the different 
elements leave imprints on each other, I am hoping to imaginatively invite these 
white-face characters into one visual plane, thus creating an impossible genealogy 
of ‘whitened’ facial signifiers: masked or painted.  
Aiming to use the Images of Whiteness conference to clarify my theoretical 
foundation, my presentation had four main sections: The face as a visual structure; 
The masked or painted face; The depicted face; My own photographic proposition. 
What follows is a reflection on what I found out and on how I wish to continue 
with this project. 
 
2.  Interculturalism 
In this research, I situate whiteness and intercultural performance in particular 
as subject matters rather than methodologies. I approach them from a 
photographic, philosophic and semiotic angle, the Whitened Face being my main 
case study and my research strategy to apply and explicate my visual and critical 
thoughts and methods. 
 At the same time the work aims to problematise a question that seems to occur 
within any cross-cultural dialogue – namely:‘Who is allowed to speak?’ – while at 
the same time raising consciousness for political notions of faciality3 by inviting 
hybrid cultural readings into the work without sounding essentialist nor universalist 
or speaking from one perspective only, by remaining outside ‘colourism’ but 
speaking from a position of critical cosmopolitanism without colonising ideas but 
through translating them into new contexts and bringing them together on another 
level to ask different questions and reinterpret tropes and systems in order to 
speculate about a fluid concept of synergies in which all elements feed off each 
other and establish alternate orderings and multiple views that work performatively 
together and mobilise each other as intertextual circulations speaking both about 
and across internal differences…4 So, is it possible to look at the Whitened Face 
outside ‘race’ but within cultural difference (as effected by colonialism and 
imperialism) by integrating common features and structural communalities without 
doing away with the cultural specificities of these practices? 
An excourse: In photography the debate on ‘Who is allowed to speak?’ became 
rather unproductive in the 1990s as it resulted on the one hand in much self-
ghettoisation and victim photography, and on the other hand in much respectful 
silence and few new insights, because on a production level it felt as if nobody 
seemed to have the right to speak any longer outside one’s own experience, while 
people with first-hand experiences were often not able to speak (too traumatised or 
too under-privileged), not able to speak up (not politizised), or not able to speak 
out (not educated or connected enough), or simply were not heard. Whereas those 
The Whitened Face as a Visual Gap 
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who of course had the privilege to choose to go, see and voice their views did not 
really have a right to speak because it was seen as ‘non-PC’ to talk of ‘others.’ 
Today it seems the debate has moved on towards thinking about how to integrate 
other voices or express other interests when speaking of ‘others,’ rather than just 
speaking of things one has experienced and not attempting to speak of things one is 
concerned about or wants to make a contribution to – if only one does not approach 
them from a ‘normative’ perspective. (Research being the business of making 
‘others’ one’s business; researching oneself being that of therapy.) After ‘Who has 
the right to speak?’ became a form of minority-speech, meaning that everyone has 
the right to represent him/herself and not just the hegemonic or dominant culture, 
and after Foucault’s and Barthes’ writing on The Author that invited readers to 
read their stories into texts (given they were able to access them), the hermetic 
ownership of the speaking voice was certainly destabilised, question now being: 
‘Who is able to give interpretations of what has been said and how?,’ which is 
rather a question of education/knowledge, context and perspective chosen. 
 
3. Empty Signs 
This research builds on an earlier investigation I undertook into the 
personalized readings of portraits as Inverted Masks: a research model that 
analyses how we incorporate and personalise photographs rather than treating them 
as likenesses of or copy prints from reality.5 Bringing together semiotic theories of 
the empty signifier (Barthes, Eco, Metz) with acting theories of the neutral mask 
(Lecoq, Decroux) and the empty stage (Brecht, Brook, Hall), I am investigating the 
whitened facial sign as an ‘emptied out’ signifier that allows viewers to project 
meanings onto both the face of the performer and the face of the image. The 
Whitened Face – with its masked referent – is thus emptied out for ‘context’ 
external to the image to imprint itself onto the facial screen. This non-diegetic off-
screen context is not only subjective, it explicates these white-face characters by 
visual application, thinking them through photographically as pensive images that 
have the capacity to distil thought, working not only as visual extensions of these 
theories but also as their internalised criticism.  
 Here I am specifically interested in two phrases that have been haunting 
photographic theory since the late 1960s: on the one hand describing a referent, i.e. 
the performer’s face, as a blank page that is in the process of becoming ‘re-
written,’ on the other hand depicting a signifier as a ‘glove’ that turns itself inside 
out. 
As mentioned above, these thoughts relate to images of cultural production and 
not to ‘reality’ as such. The purposeful layer of whiteness highlights the subject in 
both performance ritual and its photographic transcription. Therefore, on the level 
of the signifier, the Whitened Face includes the emptiness of a masked face, the 
silence of a painted face, and the ambivalence of an inverted mask, all referring to 
imaginatively imprinted signifieds – triggered and established by what surrounds 
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and presents each facial structure, including how it is lit and visually placed in the 
frame, as well as how its ‘bodily’ movements are photographically adapted and 
translated, heightened or abstracted into still images thus adding to or even 
changing their significance.6 The symbol of the Whitened Face is a pre-written 
‘becoming’ and therefore pre-cultural, pre-racial and pre-gendered rather than 
hinting at any moral judgement of ‘emptiness’: a whitened facial field that asks to-
be-looked-at in order to-be-enmasked.7 Accordingly, the Whitened Face exists just 
now, in its present imaginary encounter. 
 
4. The Whitened Face 
So, does the Whitened Face have to be ‘white’ in order to function as an 
imaginary signifier?8 Possibly not, but it has to have characteristics of a neutral 
mask9 to become a silent opening in the midst of the image – a muted blank, non-
expressive, abstract and light – to function as a screen for the respective viewer. 
The Whitened Face is therefore not so much about its literal ‘Whiteness,’ but 
symbolises an approach to the photographic image that in itself has become 
mobilised as a figure of thought: a gap that upsets the fabric of the image and 
stresses the border between written and unwritten space, taken and untaken, past 
and future in the present of viewing the image. 
My gathering and assembling of figures is based on different methods of 
blurring boundaries and crossing thresholds: Firstly, I am merging the distinctive 
borders between cultures to create an intersubjective pantheon of faces that 
simultaneously incorporates ancient and current forms into a hybrid visual gesture 
that reaches out to viewers from different backgrounds. Secondly, I am obscuring 
the material boundaries between photography, painting and sculpture to create 
composites of facial layers, including photographic masks of painted faces and 
painted photographs of facial masks. Thirdly, I am fusing the underlying archival 
or anthropological structure by suggesting a non-taxonomy that consists of only 
one type without hierarchical classifications or systems of progression, thus 
embracing the disparate otherness of images that continuously restructure 
themselves according to context. Finally, I am blurring the definition of ‘the 
photographic’ by treating photographs as moving images – images that move us 
(rather than being still); performative life events (rather than death masks) that can 
be encountered in a multitude of ways, thus exploring a non-linear visual 
continuum of past, present and future possibilities. Perhaps both: an expansion and 
a creolisation of the visual plane.  
 
Notes 
1 Richard Dyer, White (London: Routledge, 1997), xiii. 
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2 This relates more to Brecht’s use of the alienation effect than Mulvey’s use of 
‘to-be-looked-at-ness’. 
3 See Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, ‘Year Zero: Faciality’, in A Thousand 
Plateaus; Capitalism and Schizophrenia (London: Athlone, 1988), 167-191. 
4 See Ric Knowles, Theatre & Interculturalism (Houndsmill: Palgrave Macmillan, 
2010), 56-58. 
5 See: Wiebke Leister, ‘Mona Lisa on a Bad Day’, Journal of Photography and 
Culture 3, No. 2 (2010): 166. 
6 White subject needs high key lighting, which is yet another level of photographic 
masking. 
7 A ‘place holder’ (German: Platzhalter). 
8 See Christian Metz, The Imaginary Signifier; Psychoanalysis and the Cinema 
(Bloomington: Indiana University, 1977). 
9 See for instance: Simon Murray, Jacques Lecoq (London: Routledge, 2003). 
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The Appropriation of the Scottish ‘Other’ as a Race within 
White Culture in Anthropology 
 
Sawsan Samara 
 
Abstract 
Anthropology writings on Europe, and specifically writings on Greece, are argued 
to have created a racial ‘other’ within Europe. In the 1950s, colonies outside 
Europe closed their doors in the face of anthropologists, leading to the study of 
societies within Europe; hence within the borders of the White race. By reviewing 
different literature, this chapter aims to prove the anthropology of Scotland as an 
additional case describing a racial ‘other’ within the racial White. The ‘other’ is a 
label that is often used to describe the society being studied in anthropology based 
on a process known as the ‘othering.’ The communities being ‘othered’ are those 
described as exotic, remote, authentic, primitive or static, which matches the 
descriptions in the literature available on anthropology of Scotland. 
Anthropologists saw the Scottish as filling the role of the noble savage in 
comparison to the savage of the non-Western, non-White world. Furthermore, it is 
demonstrated that in anthropology the Scottish people were defined primarily as 
Gaelic, which comprises a different race, and hence demonstrates the racial 
‘otherness’ of the Scottish communities in anthropology. It is often perceived that 
in post-modernism, anthropology writings moved away from all kinds of ‘othering’ 
which includes racial. On that basis, the paper reviews the anthropology of 
Scotland through two main phases – before and after the rise of anthropology’s 
self-criticism – and argues their similarity in demonstrating the racial ‘otherness’ 
of Scotland from White culture. One of the main similarities is the persistence of 
describing their unique Gaelic racial identity. As a conclusion of such study, it 
becomes evident that racial ‘otherness’ within the White race is appropriated in 
anthropology. Furthermore, the description of the other’s race describes an image 
of whiteness that is ‘othered,’ while it also reflects and essentialises an image of 
White culture which is the ‘self.’  
 
Key Words: Anthropology, appropriation, Gaelic, ‘noble savage’, Othering, 
Other, primitive, primitiveness, race, remoteness, Scotland, Scottish, White, 
Whiteness. 
 
***** 
 
1. Introduction 
Anthropological writings on Europe are argued to have created a racial ‘other’ 
within the racial White. In the 1950s, colonies outside Europe closed their doors in 
the face of anthropologists, leading anthropologists to study societies within 
Europe and hence within the borders of the White race. Such movement was for the 
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most part not the choice of anthropologists, but rather a necessity in order to 
maintain the profession, especially with the increase in number of anthropology 
students. There was a great deal of resentment and resistance within the profession, 
since it was viewed as putting Europeans within the same category as non-
Europeans, non-Westerners, non-Whites which was known to be the primitive, and 
thus the outcome was to study communities in Greece and the Mediterranean 
area.1 Anthropologists also saw Scottish communities as appropriate subjects of 
study within Europe, and hence undertook anthropological fieldwork in Edinburgh. 
Nevertheless, the study was not welcomed, and the group of five researchers 
required justification.2 Despite the resistance, anthropological writing was 
established in Europe, and began describing new societies within Europe, and 
specifically in Scotland. By reviewing different literature, this chapter aims to 
prove the anthropology of Scotland as a case describing a racial ‘other’ and 
therefore creating a new image of whiteness. 
 
2.  The Racial ‘Other’ and the Process of ‘Othering’  
The ‘other’ is the label that is often used to describe the society being studied. 
In anthropological writings, authors have always looked for specific categories of 
people to write about. The societies of choice were usually those described as 
primitive or alien, exotic and distant.3 Strange behaviour and strange phenomena 
to anthropologists were societies and topics that became relevant and worth writing 
about.4 Marginality and remoteness were another two characteristics of societies 
that were chosen and selected by anthropologists to study.5 Hence, since the 
beginnings anthropologists sought out certain societies that fit the criteria above. 
At this point, one should wonder in reference to whom, or what, the criteria of 
strange, distant, exotic, remote, new, unknown and ‘other’ is contrasting to. 
Pandian and Parman state clearly in their book that the reference is to the ‘self.’6 
The ‘self’ can be a variety of different identities, but it is ultimately the identity 
that is contrasted with the ‘other,’ or more accurately the ‘other’ is contrasted with. 
Not only is the ‘self’ contrasted with the ‘other,’ it is further related in one way or 
another. Marilyn Strathern points out clearly that the construction of the ‘other’ 
comes about by the knowledge of the ‘self.’7 Pandian and Parman takes the 
argument further by stressing that ‘the Other is a mirror for us to see ourselves.’8 
Carrier on the other hand states that ‘…the form of the Other is fluid: it expands as 
‘Us’ contracts and contracts as Us expands.’9 
 
3.  The Scottish as a Racial ‘Other’  
Scotland, a country in the northern part of the British Isles, only became a 
subject of anthropological study once anthropology moved to Europe in the 1950s. 
The anthropology of Scotland matched the descriptions in the literature available 
on the ‘other.’ As a start, anthropologists were looking for the primitive within 
Europe, and identified Scotland to explore and study since ‘the Scottish Gael 
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fulfilled this role of the “primitive,”’10 as they were distant enough to be exotic but 
also close in geographical distance. The Scottish Gael are described further in 
Chapman’s book as filling the role of the noble savage in comparison to the savage 
of the non-western world.11 In addition to the primitiveness, remoteness was 
another appealing criterion to the functionalist and structural-functionalist 
anthropologist identifying the subject of study. Ardener describes remoteness as 
areas that represent the lack of material or as Ardener phrases it, ‘…nothing written 
on them.’12 The Scottish Highlands and Islands were described as remote by both 
Ardener and Nadel-Klein. Although Nadel-Klein uses different synonyms, such as 
peripheral or marginal, the use is equivalent to the remote that Ardener uses.13 
Ardener writes ‘The cognoscenti will recognize by now that Western Scotland is 
an area in which canonical levels of “remoteness” are to be found.’14 The 
essentialising of the Scottish as remote demonstrates their difference in status from 
the rest of the societies in the British Isles. So as indicated above, Scotland clearly 
filled the criteria of the ‘other’ that anthropologists sought to identify as their 
society of study. 
To support the argument further, reference will be made to Vallee’s 
ethnographic example of the Hebridean Community written in 1955. Vallee is one 
of the prominent anthropologists writing on Scotland. If one looks at the 
community Vallee refers to, one will notice that the society picked was a relatively 
isolated society, only visited thrice weekly. Its population was comprised of about 
2000 inhabitants, most of which were permanent settlers, due to very little 
immigration to the island. The population lived on small farms, called crofts, each 
with an average of only two or three acres under cultivation. Most crofters kept a 
cow and a small flock of sheep on the common grazing of the township to which 
they belong. A number engaged in fishing for home consumption; a few pursued 
the lobster-fishing for money income. Hence it is clear that such a society would be 
considered as primitive and remote, and hence was picked for the anthropological 
study during the wave of anthropological writings in Europe during the 1950s.15 
There are several other important reasons that made Scotland a good choice for 
anthropologists to study. Scotland as a geographic area is divided into the 
Lowland, the Highlands and the Islands, which in turn is composed of the Western 
Isles and the Shetlands. The Highland and the Islands are seen to be the home of 
the Gaelic language, home of the crofters and the home of the different ways of 
life, which include customs and traditions that are known to describe the Gaelic 
identity, adding to its exceptionality in the eyes of anthropologists.16 The 
Highlands and the Islands are also clustered with rural communities rather than 
urban cities that are thought to be preserved and maintained since ancient times. 
Nadel-Klein highlights  
 
…W. J. Gibson’s comment: “In no part of the British Isles are 
the survivals of an earlier and simpler state of society more 
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definite or more picturesque than in the Outer Isles of 
Scotland.”17  
 
Chapman also adds  
 
…the Highlands have been looked to as a source of a changeless 
fidelity to their own past (and by extension, to the past of 
Scotland and to the past of mankind).18  
 
Now that a better description of the area is established from the anthropological 
writings, it is important to note that most of the anthropology work done in the 
1950s and 1960s was concentrated in the Highlands and Islands, and more 
specifically the Western Islands; Goffman studied communities in the Shetlands, 
Rehfisch studied travellers of Aberdeen and Perthshire, and LittleJohn studied the 
community he named Westrigg.19 Vallee, on the other hand, studied the 
communities of Hebridean in the Barra Island. The Barra Island is the 
Southernmost Island in the group, 100 miles from the west coast of Oban.20  
The existence of the Gaelic identity as a unique, identifiable and significant 
identity is added as an important aspect in selecting the Highlands and the Islands 
as the case study. If one looks at the anthropologists’ communities of study 
mentioned above, one will notice that all of these are associated with the Gaelic 
identity. In the case of the Hebridean Community in the island of Barra, the 
community is Gaelic speaking, and the traditions used for burial and mourning are 
all referred to in Gaelic, such as the death garment or the Gaelic ceremonies known 
as the an togail (ceremony of lifting).21 Nevertheless, one should wonder the 
reference of uniqueness –that separates the communities of Scotland from the rest 
of the communities of the British Isles – is according to whom.  
The uniqueness of the Gaelic identity is recognised by different groups of 
people and communities. One might start by referring to the inhabitants of the 
British Isles in general, as they identify and recognise the Gaelic identity as unique. 
But more specifically, the Scottish people are actively looking to be identified with 
such an identity. James MacPherson, a Scottish writer and poet, was known to 
collect Gaelic poetry as to portray the uniqueness of the Gaelic society. He is best 
known for the translation of the Ossian poems, argued to have been fabricated by 
MacPherson, proving further the importance on recognising the Gaelic identity in 
Scotland. Additionally, encouraged and organised by Sir Walter Scott, George IV 
dressed in the Highland dress when he visited Edinburgh. Finally, the teachings of 
Gaelic in schools and the use of the Gaelic language were, along with other 
cultural traits that are sought out from the Highlands and Islands, particularly 
emphasised from the 18th century according to Chapman.22 Therefore, the Scottish 
society recognised and looked to the Highlands and Islands to provide them with 
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symbolisms and cultural traits that would reinforce their identity and separate them 
from the British Isles. 
Anthropologists also reflected the uniqueness of the Gaelic identity and 
appropriated it in their writings, separating the Scottish communities from the rest 
of the British Isles’ inhabitants. According to Robichaud, the anthropology of 
Scotland contributed greatly to the construction of the nation’s identity.23 Looking 
further at the various anthropologists mentioned – Goffman, Littlejohn and Vallee 
– one will notice that they described those societies as unique with their Gaelic 
identities and hence emphasised their unique Gaelic traditions. A good example is 
Vallee’s description of the mourning and burial traditions of the Hebridean 
community that are referred to in Gaelic. Additionally, Chapman named his 
monograph as The Gaelic Vision in Scottish Culture making the same emphasis. 
The writings on unique identities continued to allow anthropologists to identify the 
remote, the primitive and the authentic, even in Europe, and within the British Isle, 
and more specifically in Scotland. This maintained both the functionalist approach 
of finding the isolated and rural, and the evolutionist approach of identifying the 
primitive, and hence appropriating it as a new race within the race inhabiting the 
British Isles.  
Building on that point further, one will notice that anthropological work on the 
Lowland area of Scotland was almost non-existent for several reasons. The 
Lowland was considered an area to be too familiar, making it not really Scotland 
but North Britain.24 Condry goes further, stating that the boundaries between 
Lowland Scotland and Northern England were boundaries of convenience, and 
hence there was nothing special or different to the Lowland.25 The Lowland part 
was the urban area of Scotland that is too similar to the ‘self’ and could not 
represent the ‘other’ in the eyes of anthropologists and hence the absence of 
writing on it. The lack of writings on the Lowland through the anthropology of 
Scotland reiterates that Scotland is represented as the ‘other’ and furthermore 
appropriated as a unique race. 
One can argue that the Scottish people represented in anthropology are not 
considered as emerging from within the White race. But if one looks clearly at the 
origins of the Scottish, one can see that they are believed to be descendants of 
Gaedals, the ancient people of Scotland that spoke Gaelic. The word Gaedal 
signifies white or fair man, re-iterating the whiteness of the Scottish people.26 
Scotland is also part of the British Isles which are considered the site of the 
Industrial Revolution and Enlightenment creating the same culture within the 
British Isles, nevertheless, Chapman argues that the anthropology of Scotland 
creates dualities such as Celt/Anglo-Saxon, essentialising two cultures within the 
culture, which can be further considered as race according to the Gaelic argument 
above.27 Therefore it is clear that the Scottish writings in anthropology 
appropriated the Scottish Highlands and Lowlands as an ‘other’ describing a new 
image of whiteness within the White race of the British Isles. 
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4.  The Scottish as a Racial ‘Other’ Before and After the Rise of 
Anthropology’s Self-Criticism 
The ethnography used so far refers to anthropological writings prior the phase 
of anthropology’s self-criticism. From the 1960s there was a wave of self-criticism 
of anthropological writings and definitions, one of which is represented by Marcus 
and Fischer’s book published in 1986.28 Similarly, the anthropology of Scotland 
followed the two waves which are outlined through the period from the 1950s until 
the late 1960s that included anthropologists like Vallee and Owen, Goffman, 
Rehfisch, and LittleJohn, as outlined before, and the period after the 1970s which 
was based on critique of the earlier period.29 The second period included 
anthropologists like Susan Parman, Suzanne Brading, Reg Byron, Anthony Cohen 
and P. G. Mewett, as well as other anthropologists that emerged after.30 The wave 
of criticism brought to the table the critiqued and misleading dichotomies 
describing the communities studied and representing the other/self as rural/urban, 
Community/industrial society, traditional/modern that lead Scotland to become the 
Highlands in anthropology.31 Although it seems that with such strong criticisms 
there would have been a move away from the dichotomies created through the 
process of ‘othering,’ it will be argued that this was not the case. In fact, even with 
the existence of the criticisms that pushed anthropologists to replace the words 
primitive, bizarre, exotic with different and distant, the process of ‘othering’ the 
Scottish societies remained indifferent, referring to comparable societies selected 
in the 1950s.32 
The first and most important argument points out the continuation of the 
anthropology of Scotland in covering the same geographical areas and using the 
same logical dichotomies in selecting the communities. Anthropologists for the 
most part studied communities in the Highlands and the Islands of Scotland, which 
included Parman in Shawbost on the west side of Isle of Lewis, Barding in Bernera 
between Harris and North Uist, Byron in Burra in the Shetlands, and finally Cohen 
who went to Whalsay in the Shetlands as well. Looking at more contemporary 
anthropologists, the same will be noticed, Ennew worked in the Isle of Lewis 
(1980), Macdonald worked in Carnan in the Isle of Skye (1997), and Mewett in 
Clachan in the Isle of Lewis (1986).33 All of the communities listed and studied are 
in the Highlands and Islands, continuing to study the same societies as before the 
wave of self-criticism in terms of the criteria of primitive, marginal and remote.  
The second issue is the selection of the societies that reflect remoteness and 
primitiveness. Although it might be the case that the word primitiveness is not used 
today, the societies selected remain the same and remain those that are considered 
remote. Ardener, through his book The Voice of Prophecy, dedicates an important 
section on addressing the issue of remoteness, an issue that was covered by 
previous anthropologists in order to write about societies. Although the argument 
appears different today – in which it is demonstrating that the area anthropologists 
considered remote, was not in fact remote – it continues to address the issue of 
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nd. 
remoteness. Ardener’s argument outlines that the communities are exposed to the 
outer world, and remoteness was identified only when the society was reached by 
anthropologists for the first time.34 In spite of the different arguments, the societies 
being studied remained those considered by anthropologists to be remote one way 
or another. 
Another important argument is concerning the focus on the uniqueness of the 
Gaelic identity, the Gaelic traditions and the Gaelic traits. Looking at a couple of 
ethnographic studies of contemporary anthropologists, one will notice all of these 
addressed the same issues. MacDonald’s ethnographic study on the Carnan in the 
Isle of Skye focused on the Gaelic identity and the means in which its history and 
identity played on its renaissance today.35 Parman addresses the Gaelic identity 
and continues to appropriate it in her writings on Scottish Crofters through which 
she tackles the question of whether the Gaelic language was part of the 
community’s identity since the past or not.36 Other anthropologists like Nadel-
Klein and Chapman’s classic, The Gaelic Vision in Scottish Culture, also focused 
on the Gaelic identity, and its importance in the Scottish identity. Therefore, it was 
clear that anthropologists continued to study societies of the same geographical 
areas, represented primitiveness and remoteness, and focused on the uniqueness of 
their Gaelic identity even in post-modern anthropology, maintaining the same 
process of ‘othering,’ and hence appropriating the Scottish ‘other’ within the White 
race throughout the anthropology of Scotla
 
5.  Conclusion   
As a corollary of this study, it becomes evident that racial ‘otherness’ within 
the White race is appropriated within anthropology. The movement of 
anthropology into Europe allowed anthropologists to seek out societies that 
represent a different image of White within the White race. One of the main 
societies sought were the Scottish communities of the Highlands and Islands that 
historically claimed to have Gaelic customs and continue to do so. The Scottish 
communities were described by anthropologists as the noble savage representing 
the primitive and remote of White communities, those of rural nature and hold a 
unique, identifiable Gaelic identity. The Gaelic identity is recognised by the 
inhabitants of the British Isle, the Scottish themselves and appropriated by 
anthropologists within their writings. One can go further and argue that 
anthropologists assisted greatly in the construction of the unique identity. Their 
writings elaborated on the Gaelic identity classifying it into its own race, which is 
traced back to whiteness as well, hence creating a new image of whiteness.  
Although it is argued that post-modern anthropology has moved away from all 
kinds of ‘othering,’ it was clear that in spite of the possible change in labels, the 
similarities in selecting and describing the Scottish societies continue to reflect a 
racial ‘other’ different from the White culture, thus maintaining the new image of 
whiteness. One can go further and add that the new image represented in the 
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‘other’ reflects and essentialises the image of White culture which is the ‘self’ as 
well. 
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Images of White Womanhood in Contemporary Narratives of 
Middle Eastern Captivity 
 
Youssef Boutahar  
 
Abstract 
The captivity narrative remains one of the most interesting and often troubling 
forms of writing. The captivity genre usually sheds light upon the abduction 
experience of white men and women in North Africa – historically known in 
Europe as ‘the Barbary Coast’ – and the Middle East. As a matter of historical fact, 
white women’s cultural encounter with their captors made them reveal their 
imperial anxieties and perpetuate a stock of pre-conceived clichés about Muslim 
sexual predation as it has been echoed in the traditional Barbary Coast captivity 
narratives. My readings then reveal how white women’s interaction with the trope 
of Muslim captivity in contemporary abduction stories is characterised by 
ambivalence and identity reconstruction. By adopting a comparative study 
approach, this chapter attempts to show how white women’s incarceration in the 
Middle East was deployed by the Bush administration to rally support for the ‘War 
on Terror.’ It also endeavours to subvert the dominant Euro-American perceptions 
of the Muslim Other as ‘infidel’ and ‘rapist’ by foregrounding a counter-
stereotypical discourse on the relationship between white women hostages and 
their captors, and thereby destabilising the legitimacy of neo-colonial discourse 
and power. 
 
Key Words: Captivity genre, white womanhood, Arab/Muslim masculinity, 
counter-Orientalist discourse, ambivalence.  
 
***** 
 
1.  Introduction  
White womanhood has always been regarded as a marker of cultural identity 
and nation-making projects, justifying the West’s intervention in ‘Third World’ 
countries in order to lead a civilising mission against the ‘uncivilised.’ White 
women captives, in particular, have been deployed as patriotic ‘icons’ of war to 
serve Euro-American policymakers’ imperial schemes. Following the 9/11 attacks, 
the Bush administration engaged white women culturally and politically in the 
narrative of justifying the American ‘War on Terror.’ Significantly enough, the 
abduction stories of Dayna Curry and Heather Mercer, Yvonne Ridley and Jessica 
Lynch perfectly fit into the U.S. expansionist agenda of democracy and dual 
liberation; a liberation of ‘vulnerable’ white women from their Arab/Muslim 
abductors, and ‘subservient’ veiled women from the oppression of their 
purportedly ‘misogynistic’ cultures.  
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Accordingly, white women hostages’ expectation of a potential sexual assault 
conforms to a tradition of better-known Barbary captivity accounts which evoke a 
total denial of humanity to the Muslim captor by stereotyping him as ‘savage’ and 
sexual ‘brute.’ Such derogatory descriptions, Edward Said notes, allowed Britain to 
create a ‘settled, clear, and unassailably self-evident’1 rift between the West and 
the ‘Rest.’ They have been historically used as a convenient rhetoric for empire 
building. Ironically, the Muslim abductor’s self-restraint, courtesy and generosity 
in contemporary captivity narratives dislocate the racial stereotype levelled against 
him, thereby allowing his counter-hegemonic voice to be heard from within the 
captive-taking culture.  
Employing postcolonial discourse in analysing white women’s contemporary 
narratives of Middle Eastern captivity, I shall adopt Homi Bhabha’s theory of 
ambivalence of colonial discourse and reconsider Edward Said’s binary model of 
‘West vs. East.’ I shall also demonstrate the identity crisis white women captives 
go through once realising that they have been used as a propaganda ‘machine’ to 
legitimise colonisation in developing countries. 
 
2.  Constructing Dayna Curry and Heather Mercer as the White ‘Heroic 
Victims’ of the Nation 
The hostage story of Dayna Curry and Heather Mercer created a huge fuss in 
Western media at a time when Britain and America cooperated to lead a ‘war on 
terror’ in Afghanistan. Originally published in 2002, Prisoners of Hope: The Story 
of Our Captivity and Freedom in Afghanistan remains an outstanding captivity 
narrative of cross-cultural encounter between America and the Middle East. It 
revolves around the life events of two American missionaries, Curry and Mercer, 
who decide to embark on a journey to Afghanistan – a country that has been 
already ravaged by war – in order to alleviate the suffering of poor Afghan women 
and children while teaching them about the Christian faith. In August 2001, Curry 
and Mercer were abducted by the ruling Taliban after they had been convicted of 
showing an Afghan family a film about the life of Jesus. The two American 
hostages grew afraid at the prospect of being punished with death under the 
Taliban ‘Islamic’ law for their attempt to evangelise their Afghan friends. While 
awaiting trial, Curry and Mercer were held in captivity for four months and a half 
before they were dramatically rescued by the U.S. Special Operation Forces with 
the co-operation of the Afghan Northern Alliance fighters.  
Prior to their abduction, Curry and Mercer had been actively involved in 
humanitarian Christian aid work, helping poor Afghan people, especially women 
who were living in deplorable conditions. Assuming the position of global feminist 
‘saviours,’ Curry and Mercer not only prayed for the most ‘wretched’ and 
‘invisible’ creatures on Afghan soil in the name of Christianity, but they also  
provided them with food and medicine. This scenario of ‘saving’ has already been 
implemented in the British colonial project which engaged middle class British 
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women, as part of the ‘civilising mission,’ to redeem their oppressed ‘sisters’ in 
colonised countries.  
Likewise, Afghan burqa-clad women in Prisoners of Hope – a narrative that, 
one may assume, has been adopted from the bulk of nineteenth-century colonial 
literature – are similarly projected as ‘vulnerable’ and ‘backward,’ and thus in need 
of liberation. Describing the plight of Afghan women, Curry produces a racialised 
knowledge on a misogynistic culture of veiling which reduces women to ‘blue 
ghosts.’ In so doing, Curry denies the humanity of Afghan women, denigrates the 
‘backwardness’ of their Islamic society, and therefore sets the tone for the Bush 
administration’s neo-imperialist agenda.  
 Yet, if the major goal of Western feminism is to reinforce the fight for 
women’s rights and unshackle the chains of their political and religious oppression, 
this goal is undermined by the hegemonic position such Western feminists assume 
in their support for  the lead up to the ‘war on terror’ in Afghanistan. The purported 
war of liberation, as reported by Amnesty International, Human Rights Watch and 
RAWA(the Revolutionary Association of the Women of Afghanistan), has in  
many levels  worsened  the situation.2 Afghan conservatives, in particular, have 
vehemently rejected a war being led in the name of women’s rights since it was 
perceived as a threat to Afghan women’s culture and religion. 
In fact, the abduction story of Curry and Mercer in Afghanistan received a huge 
Western media attention at a time of political and cultural conflict between the 
U.S. and the Middle East. Having been represented as ‘icons’ of western freedom 
and emancipation, Curry and Mercer were, nevertheless, portrayed as vulnerable 
and helpless once they fell into the hands of their abductors; their cultural 
encounter with the Taliban made them reveal their imperialist anxieties and fear of 
Muslim sexual predation. By sensationalising their plight in captivity, 
U.S./Western media managed to construct a lurid narrative of victimised white 
femininity in need of liberation from ‘barbaric’ Muslim masculinity. Indeed, their 
dramatic ‘rescue’ by U.S. Special Forces has been pivotal in the process of 
producing Curry and Mercer as white ‘heroic’ ‘victims’ of the empire. 
White femininity in Prisoners of Hope remains undoubtedly crucial to the 
construction of Curry and Mercer as vulnerable to the trope of interracial rape and 
central to their representation as American heroines. Their heroism was essentially 
articulated in terms of resistance to the ‘infidel’ Other, preferring martyrdom for 
attempting to proselytise Afghan people than renouncing their Christian faith.  
After they had been intercepted by the Vice and Virtue Taliban police, Curry and 
Mercer became paranoid as they feared being physically abused by their captors. 
Just as with her predecessors, Elizabeth Marsh and Maria Martin, Curry exhibits a 
strong tendency towards preserving her white Christian identity even at the 
expense of being exposed to physical torture.  
The white female body, in this respect, discursively constitutes a site through 
which the whole nation or community is represented. So any attempt of violence 
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against the white woman captive may be understood as a violation of the nation 
itself which has to maintain its immunity from the ‘brutishness’ of the racialized 
‘other’ by means of a holy ‘War on Terror.’ Nonetheless, the Taliban never 
perpetrated any violence against them. Instead, they treated them with generosity 
and respect. In this sense, the frailty of the white woman captive turns out to be an 
illusion created by Western media and the U.S. government whenever there is a 
need to justify America’s military intervention.   
Accordingly, the myth of the ‘black’ rapist, which is deeply inculcated in white 
women captives’ imaginary, is inevitably evoked in Curry and Mercy’s captivity 
experience. Given the cultural separation of men and women in both public and 
private spheres, the presence of two female hostages among their male abductors 
engenders a sense of discomfort and fear of sexual molestation on the part of Curry 
and Mercer. In fact, Curry admits that she ‘felt less vulnerable with Heather… and 
thought it less likely the Taliban would commit rape or any other horrible act 
against us now that we were together.’3 Resisting separation from each other, 
therefore, seems the only means to protect their vulnerable white femininity from 
sexual molestation and hence save the honour of their nation.  
      It is noteworthy that the white women detainees’ fear of being raped by the 
Taliban grew even bigger when they were separated from the rest of the women 
prisoners in a reform school. As a group of armed Taliban got ready to escort the 
white women captives to get extra clothing and toiletries from their houses, they 
put Curry, Mercer and Kati, a foreign aid worker, in a separate vehicle. At this 
point, Mercer started imagining a scene of brutality and Muslim rape ensuing: 
                               
Then the men drew curtains over our windows, causing me to 
grow even more anxious. I could not figure out why the men 
needed to pull the curtains. It was totally dark outside, and we 
were draped in our chawdurs. I thought: They could do anything 
they wanted behind these curtains and no one would ever know 
we were in here.4 
             
      It is actually interesting to observe how Mercer eclectically employs words,                 
such as ‘curtains’ and ‘dark’ to generate erotic images of Oriental lust in the 
Western reader’s mind in an attempt to titillate his/her libidinous desires, and 
meanwhile construct white femininity as frail to Muslim masculinity. Ironically, 
none of the women captives was sexually assaulted nor punished with death as 
expected by Mercer and Curry, who were later reassured by their overseer, 
Mariam, that the Taliban were good people. Later, Curry admitted that one of her 
jailers called Bismillah comforted her all the time and promised to help them.  She 
also stated that ‘I appreciated Bismillah’s heart. He did truly care for our safety. I 
believed he would have risked his own security in order to keep our case moving.’5 
Mercer equally wrote that another Taliban translator, Karim, became their close 
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friend. He was so courteous that he was several times referred to as their ‘Taliban 
angel friend.’6 Hence, the ambivalent attitude Mercer and Curry hold towards their 
abductors complicates the representation of the Taliban as ‘depraved’ ‘molesters,’ 
and therefore upsets Bush’s rhetoric that justifies the American campaign on terror.  
 
3.  Yvonne Ridley: The White Woman ‘Renegade’ of the Empire 
Yvonne Ridley’s post-9/11 story shares a few commonalities with that of 
Mercer and Curry’s. Beside their ‘whiteness,’ the three women fell into the Taliban 
hands and were incarcerated in the same Afghan prison during the era of ‘war on 
terror.’ Yet while Mercer and Curry’s account servers the U.S. neo-colonial 
agenda, Ridley’s narrative subversively challenges and admonishes the Bush’s 
disingenuous campaign to fight terror in Afghanistan. Originally published in 
2001, In the Hands of the Taliban tells the story of Yvonne Ridley, a 43-year-old 
British journalist who was sent by the Sunday Express to cover the build-up to the 
Afghan war in 2001. Having concealed her British identity under an Afghan burqa, 
Ridley attempted to sneak into Afghanistan, but she was shortly arrested by the 
ruling Taliban. Soon after her capture, she was convicted of being a spy and was 
imprisoned in Kabul with six Western women charity workers for ten days. Later, 
Ridley was set free on humanitarian grounds; the British government, her family 
and work colleagues eventually managed to secure her release.  
In her account, In the Hands of the Taliban, Ridley states that while she was 
being transported to Jalalabad in a Taliban car, a Talib sitting next to her started 
fondling her. At that moment, she thought that she was ‘probably going to be raped 
or gang-raped.’7 It is astounding to observe how the trope of Oriental rape, a major 
symbolic figure which conjures up the actual relations of power between white 
women captives and their captors, is once again evoked in Ridley’s narrative. Like 
Mercer and Curry, Ridley grows paranoid, dreading being sexually abused by her 
Muslim kidnappers, and eventually stoned to death for being an ‘infidel’ spy from 
the West. Contrary to the Taliban’s reputation, however, Ridley is treated with 
hospitality and respect during her incarceration. Being enthralled with the 
Taliban’s genteel manners, she writes ‘everyone is very bothered that I’m not 
eating and asks if... I prefer hotel food.’8 She also adds that ‘They constantly refer 
to me as their guest and say they are sad if I am sad...The Taliban are trying to kill 
me with their kindness.’9 Clearly, Ridley’s ambivalent attitude towards her captors 
embodies emotions of attraction and repulsion. Her inconsistency in depicting the 
Taliban is analogous to the instability of the Orientalist discourse which generally 
constructs a monolithic vision about the Muslim Other as ‘lewd,’ ‘rapist’ and 
‘terrorist.’ 
It is , indeed, the very ambivalence  that Homi Bhabha dwells on in his analysis 
of colonial discourse and  power when alluding to the relationship between the 
coloniser and colonised, which is often  complex and ‘hybrid.’ By consistently 
deploying the concept of ‘hybridity’ as a means of resistance, Bhabha challenges 
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the homogeneity and hegemony of colonial discourse and power.10 Going beyond 
Said’s Orientalism which reproduces the same problems that result from Western 
generalisation about the East, Bhabha’s theory of ambivalence remains vital in 
subverting the clear-cut authority of cultural and political colonial domination 
since it disturbs the simple relationship between the Self (coloniser) and the Other 
(colonised). 
 In this sense, the white woman captive’s ambivalence disrupts neo-colonial 
authority from its position of power which becomes, to put it in Bhabha’s words, 
totally ‘hybridised.’11 More importantly, the Taliban’s self-restraint and kindness 
undermines the stereotypes of Oriental lechery and violence pinned on the Muslim 
‘other,’ and thus renders their representation ambiguous. Such ambiguity in 
Orientalist discourse, therefore, subverts the trope of racial superiority and 
civilisation the Bush administration deployed to justify its military ‘benevolence.’ 
Interestingly, Ridley goes through a crisis of national identity following her 
release from imprisonment. Having been escorted by the Taliban soldiers to the 
Pakistani borders, Ridley was confronted by a large number of British journalists 
and photographers who had been very keen on interviewing her. When she refused 
to answer their questions, they immediately insulted her and convicted her of being 
both a traitor and a ‘whore’: 
 
“Get the bitch out, she knows the game”, barked one 
photographer. More abuse and anger followed…I really could 
not believe what I was hearing. Not even my Taliban tormentors 
had spoken to me like that...It was very confusing.12 
 
      Unlike Mercer and Curry, Ridley confirmed that she was never treated like a 
‘heroic’ victim, simply because she insisted upon bluntly telling the Western world 
about the kindness and courtesy of Afghan people. By a bewildering reversal of 
roles, it is the Muslim Other who, therefore, proves to be far more civilised than 
the white Christian invader. 
Accordingly, Ridley’s contact with Otherness made her identity no longer the 
same in the eyes of her British fellow countrymen in particular and white 
community in general. This is the very point, indeed, which makes Ridley 
confused by the unexpected treatment of her British male counterparts who could 
only speculate that she was culturally contaminated. Ridley was even terrified 
when she found out that British intelligence or the CIA disseminated false 
information about her being a spy, working for Israel. The dissemination of such 
rumours was meant to persuade the Taliban to execute Ridley, and hence rally 
support for Bush’s ‘Crusade’ to combat terrorism in the name of liberation and 
democracy. 
While in captivity, an Afghan Maulana or cleric visited Ridley and tried to 
convince her to convert to Islam. However, she explained to him that she couldn’t 
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venture into conversion while being in a state of confusion and promised                 
to educate herself about the religion once back home. Ridley kept her promise and 
ultimately converted to Islam, wore the veil and hence turned into a so called 
‘Renegade,’13 harshly castigating Western hegemony. Her embracement of Islam 
raised even stronger reactions in the West, and more particularly in Great Britain. 
Western media were unable to explain this sudden shift in her story, and instead 
suggested that she was a victim of Stockholm syndrome – the psychological 
condition in which hostages begin to identify with and develop positive feelings 
towards their captors. Notwithstanding, Ridley vehemently denied any sort of 
captor-captive bonding. In the interview I conducted with her, Ridley confirmed 
that she was abusive to her captors throughout all ten days of captivity: 
 
I was on hunger strike, I swore at them, I spat at them, I threw 
things at them. And I certainly did not bond with them or was 
enamoured by them.14 
 
      Thus, by providing a counter-narrative to the war in Afghanistan, Ridley 
subversively turns the table upon the imperial discourse and hence redeems her 
Muslim abductors from demonisation. Equally important, the fixity of Ridley’s 
‘Englishness’ is altogether shaken by her British compatriots’ distrust and hostility, 
which subsequently makes her not only redefine her national identity but also 
transgress the religious and cultural  boundaries of her white community. 
 
4.  Private First Class Jessica Lynch: An Icon of ‘Modern American War 
Myth’ 
It is startling how Ridley’s state of disillusionment was equally experienced 
two years later by the American Private First Class Jessica Lynch. Like Curry and 
Mercer, 19-year-old Lynch became what Western media referred to as an ‘icon’ of 
the righteousness of the U.S. ‘War on Terror.’ On 23 March 2003, during the first 
days of Bush’s invasion of Iraq, Private Lynch was abducted by a group of Iraqis, 
after being injured in a road accident, and was taken to Nassiriaya Hospital where 
she was held prisoner in a private room for eight days. Having been informed 
about her abduction, a special U.S. Forces team dramatically rescued Lynch and 
filmed the event on a night-vision-camera. Her story then became an emblem of 
modern American war myth which conspicuously abides by the constructional 
elements of the traditional Indian and Barbary Coast captivity narratives. Lynch’s 
abduction story provoked the American government and media to make up stories 
about her ‘heroism.’ In a Washington Post article entitled ‘She Was Fighting to the 
Death,’ Susan Schmidt and Vernon Loeb reported that Lynch ‘fought 
fiercely...firing her weapon until she ran out of ammunition’ and that ‘she was 
fighting to the death.’15 Later, Americans were bombarded with images of a young 
‘blond’ female soldier whose status as a vulnerable hostage utterly complies with 
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the heroic victim of the empire. Media reports focused this time on her frailty and 
vulnerability rather than her constructed ‘heroism,’ while highlighting the Muslim 
Other’s cruelties and atrocities. 
In I Am Soldier, Too, Lynch’s biographer, Rick Bragg wrote that Lynch had 
been sodomised and tortured either before or after her bones had been crushed.16 
On April 24, 2007, Lynch testified before the House Oversight Committee in the 
American Congress to misinformation surrounding her ordeal in Iraq. Contrary to 
what had been stated in Bragg’s narrative and media reports, Lynch confirmed that 
she had never fired her weapon, and that she was never beaten or sexually 
assaulted.17 Like Ridley, Lynch became in a total disappointment as she realises 
the big lie of the nation to which she belongs. All notions of ‘heroism,’ ‘liberty’ 
and ‘nationhood’ she vehemently fought for were just fake tokens of an ‘imagined 
community’ deployed by the empire to justify its imperialist causes. 
No doubt, the figure of white womanhood evoked in contemporary abduction 
stories signifies the purported ‘benevolence’ that has been deployed by the Bush 
administration to politically rally support for the ‘War on Terror.’ This benign 
image of white femininity was, nevertheless, destabilised in early May 2003 when 
the media disseminated photographs of Iraqi prisoners brutalised by Private 
Lynndie England and other U.S. soldiers at Abu-Ghraib prison. Indeed, the 
dissemination of those gruesome images conjures up the downfall of the Bush’s 
colonial project of saving and civilising the cultural ‘other,’ while simultaneously 
challenges the benevolence and frailty of white femininity. 
 
5.   Conclusion 
Overall, white women’s stories of incarceration in the Middle East exhibit at 
least three outstanding continuities which generally characterise the captivity 
genre: white womanhood’s frailty, fear of rape and the demonisation of the 
‘Oriental’ Other. The deployment of ‘victimised’ white femininity in need of 
rescue from Muslim abduction serves as a convenient rhetoric to politically 
camouflage ‘war on terror.’ Still, the very ambivalence that white women captives 
go through after being treated by their captors with courtesy and respect 
complicates the representation of the Arab/Muslim Other, and thus upsets the 
legitimacy of neo-colonial discourse. Being trapped in their governments’ imperial 
schemes, white women hostages turn the table upon Western hegemony and 
question their sense of national identity which becomes totally fractured.  
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The White Women Abroad: Complicity or Resistance 
 
Carol L. Yang 
 
Abstract 
Timberlake Wertenbaker’s New Anatomies in its adaptation/translation praxis of 
the life of Isabelle Eberhardt (1877-1904) shows no intention to focus on or to 
abide by the lead of the biographical thread. Wertenbaker’s New Anatomies utilises 
a women-centred approach to examine the complexities of colonialism and its 
gendered aspects. By restoring the white women abroad back to the focus of the 
front-stage to enjoy the initiative in narration and movement, the play subverts not 
only conventional androcentric definitions of ‘gender and imperialism,’ but also 
the ethnocentricism used to ungender colonised people and silence colonised 
women. I venture that New Anatomies is characterised by pluralist and polyglot 
narratives which are imbued with senses of hybrid transformation, de/construction, 
and transcreation, in order to interrogate and destabilise rigid identity politics, be 
they of gender, class, race, or nation, history, space, or text. By foregrounding a 
women-centred approach, Wertenbaker renders possible not so much a feminist 
research which challenges patriarchal ideologies and cultural values, but rather the 
creation of a space for the study of the nomadology of the nomadic, the Other, and 
the alien. By focusing on European women’s various participations – their 
complicity or resistance – within colonialism and imperialism, New Anatomies 
aims to question any patterns of absolutist hegemony (be they sexual, racial, 
political, cultural, or epistemological) and to break down forms of binary 
opposition (be they woman/man, or coloniser/colonised), so as to restore 
heterogeneity, hybridity, transversality and virtuality.  
 
Key Words: Isabelle Eberhardt, Timberlake Wertenbaker, New Anatomies, 
nomadology, traveling/dwelling, writing/translation, identity/between-ness, a 
women-centred approach. 
 
***** 
 
1. Introduction 
Isabelle Eberhardt (1877-1904) was a cultural exile who embraced a life as an 
outcast and took extreme measures in order to assert her sense of self. Timberlake 
Wertenbaker’s New Anatomies in its adaptation/translation praxis of such a striking 
female subject shows no intention to focus on or to abide by the lead of the 
biographical thread. Writing for the Women’s Theatre Group for the Edinburgh 
Theatre Festival in 1981, Wertenbaker created a cast of five women and a musician 
for New Anatomies. Except for the actress playing Isabelle, each actress plays a 
Western woman, an Arab man and a Western man; they comprise a cast of 
seventeen characters that is strikingly large and exceptionally diverse. I argue that 
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Wertenbaker’s New Anatomies utilises a women-centred approach to examine the 
complexities of colonialism and its gendered aspects. By restoring the white 
women abroad back to the focus of the front-stage to enjoy the initiative in 
narration and movement, the play subverts not only conventional androcentric 
definitions of ‘gender and imperialism,’ but also the ethnocentricism used to 
ungender colonised people and silence colonised women. I venture that New 
Anatomies is characterised by pluralist and polyglot narratives which are imbued 
with senses of hybrid transformation, de/construction, and transcreation, in order to 
interrogate and destabilise rigid identity politics, be they of gender, class, race, or 
nation, history, space, or text. By foregrounding a women-centred approach, 
Wertenbaker renders possible not so much a feminist research which challenges 
patriarchal ideologies and cultural values, but rather the creation of a space for the 
study of the nomadology of the nomadic, the Other, and the alien. By focusing on 
European women’s various participations – their complicity or resistance – within 
colonialism and imperialism, New Anatomies aims to question any patterns of 
absolutist hegemony (be they sexual, racial, political, cultural, or epistemological) 
and to break down forms of binary opposition (be they woman/man, or 
coloniser/colonised), so as to restore heterogeneity, hybridity, transversality and 
virtuality. 
 
2. New Anatomies of the Passionate Nomad and the Memsahib 
Africa represented the major arena of European colonialism in the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries. Colonialism and imperialism have been traditionally seen 
as men’s frontiers, and white women become visible in this epic only as the 
memsahibs who are expected to create, or to reproduce, the ideal of a Christian, 
civilised European home life in the very barbaric, alien environment.1 In the 
historiography of colonial Algeria, New Anatomies deals with white women in 
colonial societies in order to tackle the complexities of the social situation of 
colonialism in which race, class, and gender are intricately entwined. 
In New Anatomies, the character Jenny, Antoine’s wife, represents the indolent 
memsahib who is neurotically possessive of her man and who is overly concerned 
with maintaining racial superiority. She is the European/Victorian ‘angel in the 
house’ translated into exile in Africa, and filled with stereotypical irony and 
parody. The scene starts with the everyday activities in the middle-class household 
of Antoine in Algiers, and it focuses on gender and cultural conflicts between 
Jenny, the straitlaced snobbish memsahib, and Isabelle, the nomadic cultural 
expatriate. Therefore, the play emphasises that empire is a fact of life and 
imperialism is a core ideology in the colonial culture and society in the period 
under consideration. Jenny appears ‘young and very pregnant’ and she ‘bustl[es]’ 
about her domestic role and responsibilities for the memsahib.’2 Meanwhile, the 
beloved Antoine is seen to be ‘tired’ and ‘grey,’ sitting smoking in a crumpled civil 
service suit.3 Antoine, the only male character in this scene, provides a negative 
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foil to the dominant female personality: he is at best childlike and in need of 
tutoring either from the wife/mother or the sister on instruction in all the things; or 
he is at worst lacking invincible will and integrity in his character. Isabelle is 
described as ‘staring out,’4 displaying her distaste for such trivial domestic 
concerns and towards the revolting Western women (represented by Jenny the 
memsahib as a social category).  
From the very beginning of the scene, Jenny complains to Antoine about 
Isabelle’s behaviours: Isabelle never helps in the household, never listens when 
Jenny talks to her and, as a matter of fact, Isabelle talks more to the servant than to 
the mistress.5 Believing in her own racial and cultural superiority, Jenny represents 
prevailing white perceptions which regard Africa as a dark continent and which 
reject the indigenous cultures of the colonised. The presence of an Arab woman as 
the servant in the household highlights not only the racial antagonism and class 
divisions between the coloniser and the colonised (the memsahib and the servant), 
but also between white women (Jenny and Isabelle):   
 
Jenny Please remember that Fatma is a native and a servant. 
They don’t respect you if you treat them … 
 
Isabelle Her name isn’t Fatma. 
 
Jenny Their names are unpronounceable. We call them all 
Fatma. 
 
Isabelle Her name is beautiful: Yasmina. Poor girl, they tried to 
marry her to a cousin she hated. It was death or the degradation 
of becoming a servant. I’ll write about her. 
 
Jenny I wouldn’t believe anything she says. Help me polish 
some glasses. I can’t trust Fatma with them.6  
 
This is a snapshot of the everyday activities and role of women (both white and 
native) in the colonial society. In terms of her housekeeping politics, Jenny 
discourages any relationship between the Europeans and the natives that would 
transgress such a rigid race and status hierarchy of the ruler and the ruled. In her 
imperialist world view, the native Arab women are reduced to a collective of the 
unknown ‘Fatma’ (‘We call them all Fatma,’ emphasis mine), who are the 
nameless, characterless chattels in the household, and whose power of execution is 
so impaired that the memsahib does not trust them with such delicate duties as 
‘polishing glasses.’ The stance Jenny takes in relation to the native servant in her 
household reproduces the relationship between the European ruler and North 
African subjects.  
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Conversely, Isabelle’s liberal nomadism justifies her desire to escape from the 
household confines, and it explains her empathy with and insight into the plight 
and suffering of the Arab women, who she views as victims of native custom and 
imperialism. Isabelle is able to recognise Yasmina as an individual – rather than a 
faceless, voiceless ‘Fatma’ – who carries her specific identity and life experience 
when transported between local tribal society and the colonial society. Isabelle 
feels attracted by Yasmina’s story (her-story) of life/death, love/hatred/betrayal, 
and claims that she will compose a nomadology of the ill-treated Arab woman 
(‘Poor girl, they tried to marry her to a cousin she hated. It was death or the 
degradation of becoming a servant. I’ll write about her’). In contrast to Jenny, 
Isabelle chooses rebellion rather than complicity and resigns her place in the 
imperialist patriarchal institutions that have become corrupt and depraved. To 
Isabelle, Yasmina is the representative of the native women who, suffering from 
the oppression of the imported European system and the native culture, are the 
backward, untutored, and tortured oriental counterparts to the occidental imperial 
women. Consequently, Isabelle highlights the importance of writing in 
constructing the histories/her-stories and, specifically, in textualising the absent 
Oriental Female Other and her nomadology. It is a mode of anti-colonialist, anti-
patriarchalist, and anti-orientalist writing that does not exoticise the oriental female 
but rather articulates her difference and rootlessness in a kind of patriarchal 
orientalist encounter. 
 
3.  Colonial Encounter, Cultural Appropriation and Nomadology 
Although Jenny despises the Algerian Muslims and distances herself from 
Arabian culture in Algeria, she finds spending time living in the Orient to be a 
resource that will help her and her family to return to Europe to establish their 
social and economic status: ‘Life is much cheaper here than in Switzerland. We’ll 
go back when we have enough money to buy a decent house.’7 Natalie represents 
another kind of colonial agent, the Western shopper-traveller who returns from the 
Orient and North Africa laden with Eastern curios and cultural artefacts. Natalie, 
who enters into the scene of the duel between Jenny and Isabelle, is depicted as 
having ‘arms full of materials and clothes.’8 According to Natalie, Paris and other 
European cities are already deeply influenced by a kind of popular Orientalism, as 
seen in the European fad for the oriental and Ottoman furnishings and dress. Such 
demands for indulging in the fiction of a cultural encounter via a cult of orientalist 
exoticism will naturally offer an opportunity for Jenny the memsahib and her 
sister-in-law Natalie to obtain goods they want for commercial prosperity.  
To Natalie, the diffusion of a subordinate, or even inferior, culture into a 
dominant one is not so much a political issue of the colonialist empire as a 
personal matter of the economic benefits to gain through commercial enterprise. 
Instead of recognising the Orient’s subjectivity – who, in Isabelle’s terms, are 
people of generosity, hospitality, and courtesy – Natalie objectifies the Arabs as 
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the desirable Other in the context of total negation. According to Natalie, the 
natives are ‘savages’ who are so ‘stupid’ in business trade, yet ‘clever’ with 
artefact details, that she can easily take advantage of them and make a fortune out 
of dealing with them.9 As a philistine Eurocentrist, Natalie believes that the 
colonised should be exploited to meet her mercantilist desire: ‘It’s wonderful how 
stupid these people are,’ and ‘We’ll be the first shop in Switzerland to sell these 
oriental things.’10 Without a knowledge of Arabic and with no intention of any 
personal participation in the socio-cultural reality of the Orient, Natalie tries to 
coerce Isabelle into ‘com[ing] with [her] to the market’ to facilitate her trading 
with the natives; a proposition which Isabelle firmly rejects: ‘I told you I won’t 
help you cheat those people any more.’11 Speaking from the ‘margins’ of Western 
morality and ethics, and speaking for those on the Oriental margins who are 
exploited and colonised, Isabelle accuses European imperialism and capitalism of 
land stealing and piratical policies to ensure its political, economic and cultural 
hegemony. 
To Jenny, Natalie, and even Antoine, the Orient (or the Occident vice versa) is 
a world marked by visual signifiers: objects, gestures, and especially costume. 
When Isabelle puts a captain’s jacket – brought back by Natalie from the market – 
on Yasmina, Jenny condemns such a behaviour as ‘blasphemy,’ to which Isabelle 
responds with challenge: ‘Why, do you think clothes make the monk?’12 
Representing a fetishistic shopper, Natalie cannot tell the difference between male 
and female Arabian clothing, yet she strongly recommends Isabelle ‘model’ a 
woman’s dancing costume.13 In order to arouse Antoine sexually, Jenny wraps her 
face in a veil which she mistakes for a woman’s costume, and seduces Antoine by 
saying: ‘I’m in your harem. You’re the sheikh. Oh, come to me.’14 When Isabelle 
takes a jellaba15 and puts it on, she feels ‘at home in it.’16 Obviously, Antoine is 
stunned by Isabelle’s cross-dressing: ‘Isabelle looks like all our recruits. No one 
would know you were a girl. Is this male or female?’17 Meanwhile, Isabelle 
recognizes a sense of identity anxiety about one’s essential being, a paradoxical 
sense that gender and ethnicity is something to be reinvented, reinterpreted, and 
negotiated rather than something that is simply passed on from generation to 
generation to be bestowed, taught, and inherited: ‘But in these … I’m not a 
woman.’18   
Obviously, costume poses the problem of identity. Natalie views such 
orientalist cross-dressing as a form of the theatrical display of a quasi-cultural 
encounter in a consumer society. Jenny adopts the Arabian costume for strategic 
reasons. In order to keep her man, Jenny – the white memsahib – has to re-create 
the exotic referents of Oriental eroticism: the objectification of the women, the 
patriarchal desire for domination, and the exotic lascivious sexuality (‘I’m in your 
harem. You’re the sheikh. Oh, come to me’). To Antoine, the act of wearing 
Oriental clothes is a form of disguising one’s racial and gender identity. However, 
Isabelle views such transvestism as more than a form of orientalist masquerade that 
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will suspend the reality of her womanhood and her Europeanness. In fact, 
transvestism underlines Isabelle’s desire and struggle for identification. It is a 
process of assuming an identity that is characterised by a pluralist and 
multidimensional concept of a mobile, nomadic subjectivity. Isabelle embraces the 
idea of nomadism as a conceptualisation of subjectivity, which presents itself both 
as a social and a subjective dis/order on the fringes of power structure to oppose 
imperialism and capitalism.19 
The memsahib and her sisters are obsessed with the colonial hierarchy and with 
the pursuit of the European way of life in the African colony, so much so that they 
maintain a ‘we and them’ difference between the European whites and the indigene 
Arabs. In her obsessive ways, Jenny represents issues of race preservation, racial 
purity, and racial motherhood.20 Appearing as an imperious pregnant White Queen 
in her colonial household, Jenny will not tolerate any visible stir. Or as Natalie 
suggests: ‘When you’re pregnant you have these caprices.’21 When Isabelle is 
trying to persuade Antoine to go out with her, to go to ‘those dark dens in the Arab 
quarter,’ to ‘go back to [their] dreams’ for ‘at least one evening,’ Jenny exerts the 
privilege of her pregnancy by acting ill to keep Antoine staying with her: ‘Ooooh – 
ooooh my stomach. I think I’m going to faint. Don’t leave me, Antoine.’22 And it 
works. When Isabelle asks Antoine ‘What dictionary are you using? The Swiss 
clockmaker’s or the poet’s?,’23 the answer is the former: the traditional valuations 
of settlement and rational economies will not make room for the logic of 
displacement and nomadic exilic poetics/politics. Antoine, who is literally world-
weary after his escape from Europe into Africa, is exhausted, depressed, and 
disillusioned with any promise of geographical exploration and solace. To 
Isabelle’s dismay and disappointment, Antoine eventually submits his will to the 
will of Jenny, and chooses a sedentary household life governed by routineness and 
mediocrity rather than an adventurous life of vagabondage that is characteristic of 
poetic imagination and vagrant freedom. 
 
4.  Conclusion 
Isabelle escapes into the desert due to feeling betrayed by her brother Antoine, 
who has given up their childhood dream of nomadic adventure and has instead 
converted into sedentary peoples of the despotic empire. When Isabelle exchanges 
her clothes for those of an Arab man, s/he adopts a new identity for himself/herself 
‘I am here: Si Mahmoud.’24 Here and now in the desert of vastness, s/he articulates 
his/her desires to erase the identity of a European woman, to dismiss the terms 
‘foreigner,’ ‘European,’ ‘woman,’ ‘Isabelle’ which might be used to hail him/her.25 
According to Isabelle, s/he used to ‘[want] to possess this country,’ yet now ‘[the 
country, the desert] has possessed [him/her].’26 Isabelle’s Orient is not so much a 
desirable Other as a new home. Indeed, the desert is traditionally the home and 
territory of the nomad, as it is a smooth space set against yet juxtaposed and 
coexisting with a striated space that is the space of pillars and homogeneity.27 Here 
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and now the conjoined figures of desert and nomad engage a poetics and politics to 
engender a nomadic subjectivity and alternative political praxis which subverts and 
resists the sedentarising and regulating process of the Western Empire.  
 
Notes 
1 According to Nupur Chaudhuri, the term memsahib was used originally to show 
respect for a European married woman in the Bengal Presidency; the first portion 
denoting ‘ma’am.’ Over the years the usage spread throughout the British and 
European colonies in Southeast Asia and Africa. Nupur Chaudhuri, ‘Shawls, 
Jewelry, Curry, and Rice in Victorian Britain’, in Western Women and 
Imperialism: Complicity and Resistance, eds. Nupur Chaudhuri and Margaret 
Strobel (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1992), 231-246. 
2 Timberlake Wertenbaker, New Anatomies in Timberlake Wertenbaker: Plays I 
(London: Faber and Faber, 1996), Act I, Scene 4, 19. 
3 Ibid., 19.  
4 Ibid.  
5 Ibid.  
6 Ibid.  
7 Ibid., 21.  
8 Ibid., 23. 
9 Ibid. 
10 Ibid. 
11 Ibid., 25. 
12 Ibid. 
13 Ibid., 23. 
14 Ibid. 
15  A jellaba is a loose-fitting unisex outer robe with a hood and long sleeves, worn 
in the Middle East and northern Africa.  
16 Wertenbaker, New Anatomies, Act I, Scene 4; Wertenbaker, Wertenbaker: Plays 
I, 24. 
17 Ibid., 25. 
18 Ibid., 26. 
19 See John K. Noyes, ‘Nomadism, Nomadology, Postcolonialism’, Intervention: 
International Journal of Postcolonial Studies 6, No. 2 (2004): 159-168 for his 
thorough exploration of such concepts in the field of postcolonial cultural studies. 
For a genealogy of this nomadic thought, nomadic desire, and nomadology, see 
Deleuze’s and Guattari’s Anti-Oedipus and A Thousand Plateaus. 
20 The terms race preservation, racial purity, and racial motherhood are Mariana 
Valverde’s. See Mariana Valverde, ‘A Passion for Purity’, book review of The 
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Sexuality Debates, ed. Sheila Jeffreys, The Women’s Review of Books 5, No. 6 
(January 1988): 6-7. 
21 Wertenbaker, New Anatomies, Act I, Scene 4; Wertenbaker, Wertenbaker: Plays 
I, 24. 
22 Ibid., 25. 
23 Ibid., 22. 
24 Wertenbaker, New Anatomies, Act I, Scene 5; Wertenbaker, Wertenbaker: Plays 
I, 26; emphasis mine. 
25 Ibid., 26. 
26 Wertenbaker, New Anatomies, Act II, Scene 2; Wertenbaker, Wertenbaker: 
Plays I, 42. 
27 Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and 
Schizophrenia, trans. Brian Massumi (Minneapolis and London: University of 
Minnesota Press, 1987), 370 and 474-475. 
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Whiteness and Postcolonial Luxury: Representations of the 
White Female Body in Contemporary Tourism Visual Texts 
 
Karen A. Wilkes 
 
Abstract 
The Caribbean was repeatedly used as a backdrop for European colonial narratives 
to convey ideas of the exotic and tropical nature in the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries.1 This chapter discusses the continued appropriation of the 
Caribbean landscape to express romanticism, alongside the display of Western 
gender ideals;2 in particular the display of the white female body is convincingly 
represented as a modern-day princess bride, and carries associated symbols of 
entitlement to privilege, power and social status within the Caribbean’s tourism 
context. The chapter discusses the display of gender and beauty ideals used to 
promote white weddings as luxury in representations of the Caribbean as a 
consumer utopia.3 The empirical analysis of 6 Sandals images, taken from the 
2012 destination weddings packages, discusses how the language of feminism has 
been used to represent idealised white women as liberated sexual agents, whilst 
continuing to be symbolically central in visual representations of normative 
heterosexuality. ‘Certain expressions of gender’ are idealised to produce ‘forms of 
hierarchy and exclusion’ in order to construct distinctions within market ‘systems 
of economic transaction’ and ‘symbolic exchange.’4 The analysis draws on Judith 
Butler’s5 discussion of performativity to explore the cultural practices which, 
whilst centrally positioning the white female, reveal a demand for femininity to be 
confined within stringent and narrow prescriptions of beauty within a masculinist 
framework. Representations of performative gender ideals within mainstream 
media utilise the intersections of race, class and heterosexuality to privilege white 
femininity in displays which universalise notions of entitlement to privilege. Thus, 
the chapter discusses the ways in which femininity is always visually represented 
as racialised and classed.6 
 
Key Words: Representation, whiteness, gender, luxury, race, class. 
 
***** 
 
1.  Introduction 
The representations of the Caribbean as tropical and the narratives of romance 
and white weddings are interlocking phenomena; the positioning of matrimonial 
representations of white femininity to connote luxury, are located within existing 
discourses of the ‘paradise’ landscape.7 Both discursive formations work in 
tandem to sell Jamaica and the wider Caribbean as a destination for self-indulgence 
and pampering thus appealing to the aspirations of affluent white women, by 
drawing on wider discourses of consumption.8 It is perhaps the illusion of taking 
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ences.   
on a new identity – the transformative qualities of becoming a princess bride for 
one day, and the ability to reinvent oneself through marriage – that is so appealing 
to white female audi
 
2.  Performing as the Island Bride 
The discourse of white weddings which epitomises the romantic utopia is 
salient as it links and overlaps with established fantasies, myths and tropes of the 
colonial utopia of the Caribbean as an earthly paradise. The effect is that the 
performative nature of tourism enhances the performative display of white 
weddings. Already familiar with the ‘desire’ for individuals to perform in Western 
cultures, vacation weddings appear to satisfy this appetite.9 The transformation of 
the postcolonial island state into a vacation wedding site permits uncomfortable 
truths regarding colonialism and slavery to be rewritten by ‘tightly scripted’ and 
‘multiple representations’ of modern day princesses in apparently neutral displays 
of ‘paradise.’10    
The elaborate white wedding is also a visual display of traditional femininity; 
the ultimate form of public recognition which gives the feminine subject 
legitimacy and social acceptance. This celebration is a public pronouncement of 
social achievement, a performance, and a ‘spectacle of wealth’ which is the climax 
of the accruement of white social privileges and consumerism and ‘sets up in sic 
dichotomies of Otherness and power hierarchies between women.’11 
The Sandals images forcefully display the enjoyment of luxury and visually 
establish distinctions between individuals who have the economic resources to 
spend on average, £15,000-£20,000 on one day and individuals who do not.12 In 
the contemporary context, the white wedding appears to have become ‘a marker of 
social distinction.’13 As Ingraham states, ‘wedding marketers are aware that white 
middle-class women are more likely to consume wedding products than any other 
group, and so they target their marketing campaigns to white women.’14 The 
Sandals 2012 promotional leaflet reads: 
 
Every little girl grows up excitedly imagining her perfect day, 
from the time she pretends to walk down the aisle in her mum’s 
high heels and a curtain veil, to the magical moment when he 
pops the question. So how do you decide on the ideal style for 
you? Luckily Sandals Weddings by Martha Stewart™ makes the 
job a whole lot easier, as you can choose one of these charming 
wedding ceremonies in an amazing choice of romantic Caribbean 
locations.15 
 
3.  The Island as Tropical Escape 
Sandals weddings are framed by the recurring use of white in the montage of 
images used in the Sandals brochures and the ceremonies featured on Sandals  
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website (which can be accessed via the Social Media page, and then clicking on the 
YouTube option).16 The heterosexual white couples wear white wedding attire, 
stroll along white sandy beaches and in the 2012 Sandals brochure the promotion 
of the white wedding experience continues to overwhelming feature white couples; 
there are three images of black couples; one head and shoulders close-up and two 
pictures taken at a distance. They receive the Sandals treatment by being 
incorporated into the white wedding narrative, yet they are marginal to the central 
narrative of whiteness as special. There are no ethnically mixed couples featured 
on the website or in the brochures. 
The way in which the Caribbean is imagined in the West is through the 
repeated visual display of the region as a tropical ‘island landscape,’ and the 
origins of this positioning can be located in the pictorial and textual narratives 
produced by colonial travellers in the late nineteenth century. Contemporary 
representations of the Caribbean are framed by these visual accounts; thus how we 
have come to understand Jamaica and the wider Caribbean is through visual 
texts.17 This may explain why contemporary representations of Jamaica in tourist 
brochures suggest that the ‘scenery is unchanged as “natural” as tropical nature 
itself was made to appear’ in nineteenth century travel accounts produced by 
Anglo-American visitors.18 The practice of referring to Caribbean nations as 
principally tropical retreats is an additional discursive strategy which reinforces the 
binary and positions the region as timeless and pre-modern in comparison to the 
West.19 
The establishment of tourism in Jamaica stemmed largely from the desire of the 
colonial authorities to reverse the decline in the white population and to generate 
business with the opening of American owned hotels.20 Jamaica was represented 
through the eyes of the local ruling white elite as a tropical idyll.21 Their focus was 
on developments which portrayed Jamaica as modern and picturesque, thus the 
emphasis was on ‘tourism-orientated locations.’22 The colonial aesthetics of 
tourism had a tangible effect on the development of the island as the focus was on 
providing visitors with a luxury experience and modern amenities, yet the ruling 
authorities neglected to provide an infrastructure for the local population.23 The 
promotion of Jamaica as a tropical haven was a process of selection and 
construction and any representations which did not fit within the framework of 
Jamaica as bountiful tropic were omitted.24 
The ‘tourist-Other relations’ that are portrayed in the Sandals images are 
concealed beneath Western generated myths of the ‘seductive,’ ‘exotic’ island 
paradise, thus the Caribbean landscape is presented as a dream-like fantasy, with 
white beaches and azure blue skies and ocean, which enable tourists to escape the 
social realities of modernity, and without reference to the region’s urban realities 
and violent colonial history.25 Such visual constructions disguise the power 
relations of the agent constructing particular myths and their intentions for 
encouraging particular perspectives. 
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Ca
ism images, yet continue to be socially constructed in relation to white 
me
erate to reference luxury, style and the 
sop
 femininity which in turn are framed 
by 
can culture, romance, weddings and marriage continue to be 
4.  Re-Presenting Gendered Ideals 
The prominence of white women in the Sandals 2012 wedding booklet 
promotes the message that by conforming to beauty norms, some white women 
have an avenue through which ‘to claim power.’26 However, more significant is 
the way in which these messages are contained within a constellation of 
intertextual and overlapping themes and ideas which contradictorily position the 
white wedding as an exclusive preserve, yet an attainable luxury within the 
packaging of a Sandals wedding. By perpetuating the myth that the white wedding 
is every female’s ultimate fantasy, Sandals present their audience with wedding 
packages which suggest that the dream of a white wedding can be a reality in the
ribbean. 
Indeed, the repeated displays of the white female body in Sandals’ promotion 
of the Caribbean are significant for conveying notions of good taste. Alongside the 
specific use of language such as ‘cute,’ ‘chic,’ ‘classic,’ ‘heaven on earth’ and 
‘luxury included,’27 the images signify the exacting standards of the elite and 
privileged.28 White women are displayed as ‘symbolically’ central to whiteness in 
the tour
n.29  
The displays of white brides appear to be the ultimate articulation of hyper 
femininity, as all the elements which are deemed to identify the white female as the 
guardian of beauty are utilised in the Sandals 2012 brochure images.30 The images 
feature white brides with slim physiques, long, sleek hair, and [tanned] white skin. 
All the brides are styled to epitomise delicate femininity and refinement by 
wearing white wedding dresses made of silk and organza, and decorated with lace 
and brocade details, which all op
histication of a Sandals wedding.  
The Sandals images rely heavily on ‘textually mediated discourse’ which 
portray white women as the ideal in consumer culture.31 The female subject is an 
active creative subject, yet her activities are organised and structured by the 
existing historically determined discourses of
‘wider global markets’ of consumption.32 
In a post-feminist context where a small, yet significant number of white 
women have been able to win spaces of independence in the forms of economic 
emancipation and sexual liberation, the ability and possession of the economic 
resources to travel to foreign destinations is a key mechanism through which social 
status can be expressed. White women are imbued with certain amounts of power, 
such as that of a consumer and possessor of cultural capital.33 Although the 
language of feminism has been used to represent idealised white women as 
liberated sexual agents, they continue to be symbolically central in visual 
representations of normative heterosexuality. In particular, the context of 
contemporary Ameri
social aspirations.34 
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rs back to a key feature of upper-class femininity during the nineteenth 
cen
 are underwritten by racial codes of 
pur
 
app
liday/wedding destination 
ensures that the white female body is not out-of-place.44 
Embracing the Rewards of Feminism 
Against the backdrop of the quasi feminist rhetoric of liberation, ideals for 
women to aspire to remain narrow and are largely dependent on prominently 
projecting a sexualised image which appeals to ‘the desires of men.’35 Adopting 
the identity of a princess bride or hyper-sexed vixen does not entail gaining 
independence, but conversely, encourages reliance on traditional masculinity 
which refe
tury.36 
However, sexism has not meant an absolute lack of choices for white women, 
and the suggested message in the Sandals visual texts is that white women are not 
subject to the ‘same respects or constraints’ as women from racialised 
communities.37 Therefore, the Sandals images are addressing women who have 
largely benefited from the social changes produced by the feminist movement. Yet 
articulations of femininity are only successfully performed with the correct 
‘gendered stylization of the body’ by conforming to the contemporary beauty ideal 
as young, white, and thin.38 As Butler argues, the extent to which the gender norms 
are considered to be real depends on the ‘ideals and rule of proper and improper 
masculinity and femininity, as many of which
ity and taboos against miscegenation.’39 
The traditional hierarchies of respectability have been subsumed under more 
liberal cultural attitudes towards the body. Yet, it is still the practice for ‘certain 
bodies [to be] allocated certain values and their access to physical comfort is 
shaped by the allocation of value.’40 The idealised white female body is encoded 
within the discourse of marriage and white weddings. Retaining social positions of 
economic and cultural privilege, they carry the discourse of respectability. Through 
marriage, middle and upper-class women are able to use the institution as a vehicle 
to attain social recognition and social status through behaviour, language and
earance which continue to ‘operate as both social rules and moral codes.’41 
Butler’s discussion of performativity explores the cultural practices that 
centrally position the white female within discourses of idealised gender roles. The 
concept of performativity assists in gaining an understanding of the demand for 
femininity to be confined within stringent and narrow prescriptions of beauty that 
are also constructed within a masculinist framework.42 Representations of 
performative gender ideals within mainstream media utilise the intersections of 
race, class and heterosexuality to privilege white femininity in displays which 
universalise notions of entitlement to privilege. Thus whiteness has been bolstered 
by the discourses of white weddings, the commodification of the message of 
second wave feminism, and notions of entitlement to luxury which are propagated 
by the cosmetics industry and celebrity culture.43 These are a complementary mix 
of discourses which reinforce the narrative that white women are ‘special’ and their 
prominence in the promotion of the Caribbean as a ho
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The beauty matrix is reliant on social categories such as sexuality, race and 
class for its meaning. To understand these beauty norms, they need to be placed 
within a historical context, since ‘white women’s privileged position with respect 
to beauty is premised, in part, on their [historical] comparison to women of 
colour.’45 The racialisation of beauty can be traced back to the travel literature of 
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. This period is significant in the 
history of tourism in the Caribbean as it was during this period that an increasing 
number of Anglo-American travellers visited the region and recounted details of 
their visits for the public back home.46 Although the white female is not the 
identified subject of the travellers’ accounts, she is present due to the vehement 
comparisons that were made between African women and European ideals of 
beauty. In the writings of colonial travellers, black women were derided for their 
physiognomic features, as the following comments indicate: ‘buxom black 
negresses, with their thick lips, gay turbans, merry laughter, and somewhat 
aggressive curiosity,’ and ‘Their faces are almost always repulsive, the thick lips 
and wide nostrils being fatal to European ideals of beauty… .’47 
The discussion here draws on wider research into Sandals’ promotion of white 
weddings and holidays in the Caribbean for heterosexual couples.48 ‘In the 
commercialised environment of the contemporary wedding’ Sandals’ White 
Weddings all-inclusive experience offers the materially affluent the opportunity to 
live out the fantasy of being a princess for one day, within the context of a location 
which once produced the wealthiest colonialists in the British Empire and was 
infamous for high and extravagant living.49 It is the excess in terms of 
overabundance, lavishness and extravagance which is inscribed in whiteness and 
celebrated in the Sandals images. There are no references to modernity and, in 
particular, the urban landscape and representations of the local population are 
absent.50 The brides’ white wedding gowns encapsulate the idea of luxury and 
displace any obvious requirement to undertake employment to support such 
extravagance.  
The West and the Rest binary is exemplified by the use of the Caribbean region 
as a destination appropriated to display the ‘refinement of white civilisation’51 and 
perpetuates the idea that the Caribbean, as a ‘Third World’ region is reliant on the 
West for its ‘development.’52 There are indeed ‘large disparities in wealth between 
tourist-generating and tourist-receiving societies.’53 However it is the tourist-
generating societies that define the terms of the tourist/host interactions by the 
dissemination of images which are used to woo Anglo-American tourists by 
revering their cultural traditions. The imbalance in the tourist/host relationship in 
the Sandals context is obscured by celebrating the conventions of heterosexual love 
and romance with American advertising style taglines which have a direct and 
personalised address. These can be found, for example, in phrases common across 
Sandal’s promotional material such as ‘love is all you need,’ ‘luxury included’ and 
‘discover your wedding style.’  
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   The use of the ‘hard sell’54 in the form of hyperbole and overstatement in phrases 
such as the ‘best all-inclusive,’ may be intended to distinguish Sandals from the 
competition and directly appeal to the target audience of American tourists. This is 
perhaps an indication of the extent to which Jamaica, via the prominence of 
Sandals in the region is ‘entangled in a relationship of dependence on the 
economies and industries of the United States.’55 Thus the ‘dominant images of the 
Caribbean’ demonstrate how they are ‘products of Euro-American perspectives’56   
and convey the perennial need for the structures of the social hierarchies, those of 
marriage and gender norms to be maintained and reproduced. 
 
Notes 
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Brett Bailey’s Traveling Human Zoo: Fragmentations of 
Whiteness across Borders 
 
Nathanael M. Vlachos 
 
Abstract 
In the last twenty years, studies of whiteness have drawn attention to the visible 
and invisible privileges of whiteness and have also productively complicated the 
view that whiteness is uniform and homogeneous. Yet questions of transnational 
whiteness are posed much less often, especially with regard to how whiteness 
becomes contested intraracially between and across international borders. In this 
chapter, I address this question by examining two productions by white South 
African artist Brett Bailey, both of which were theatrical recreations of the ‘human 
zoos’ that situated Africans as ethnographic spectacles from the mid-nineteenth 
century up until the Second World War. One production took place in 
Grahamstown, South Africa and the other in Berlin, Germany, and though their 
content was nearly identical, Bailey approached his work with radically different 
intentions in each context. In South Africa, I argue, Bailey staged the work as a 
‘technology of the self’ both to excavate his own racial history and to facilitate 
moments of self-formation for his cast. In Germany, however, Bailey’s approach 
was much more confrontational, intended to spark public discussions of race and 
provoke emotions of guilt and shame in his mostly white audiences. Further, while 
the work was well received in South Africa, its staging in Germany was marked by 
protest and criticised for recreating the very violence that the work set out to 
critique. Drawing on participant observation and interviews conducted in South 
Africa as well as media surrounding the performance in Germany, I examine 
Bailey’s differing approaches and pose the question of what his shifting intentions 
might reveal about the dynamics of whiteness across borders. Doing so, I argue, 
illuminates place-specific configurations of whiteness in South Africa, illuminates 
how these configurations circulate in other contexts, and more broadly, illuminates 
how meanings of whiteness become fragmented and contested transnationally. 
 
Key Words: Brett Bailey, theatre, South Africa, Germany, transnational, 
whiteness. 
 
***** 
 
1.  Introduction  
In the last twenty years, studies of whiteness have drawn attention to the visible 
and invisible privileges of whiteness and have also productively complicated the 
view that whiteness is uniform and homogeneous. Yet questions of transnational 
whiteness are posed much less often, especially with regard to how whiteness 
becomes contested intraracially between and across international borders. In this 
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chapter, I address these questions through a discussion of white South African 
artist Brett Bailey and two theatrical productions that he staged in two different 
countries. Exhibit A and Exhibit B were theatrical re-creations of the ‘human zoos’ 
that situated Africans as ethnographic spectacles from the mid-nineteenth century 
up until the Second World War. Exhibit A took place in Grahamstown, South 
Africa and Exhibit B in Berlin, Germany, and though their content was nearly 
identical, Bailey approached his work with radically different intentions in each 
context, and was also met by very different reactions in each context. Drawing on 
ethnographic research of Brett Bailey’s work in South Africa as well as the media 
surrounding the work’s staging in Berlin, I want to contrast and examine Bailey’s 
differing approaches and pose the question of what his shifting intentions might 
reveal about the dynamics of whiteness across borders. Doing so, I argue, 
illuminates place-specific configurations of whiteness in South Africa, illuminates 
how these configurations circulate in other contexts, and more broadly, illuminates 
how meanings of whiteness become fragmented and contested transnationally.  
 
2.   Exhibit A: Self-Excavation in Grahamstown, South Africa  
At the National Arts Festival in Grahamstown, South Africa in late June and 
early July 2012, Brett Bailey’s Exhibit A gave audiences the opportunity to ‘gaze at 
a variety of people from across the continent’1 for 55 Rand (approximately $5.50). 
Once inside the exhibit, festival goers were treated to a grotesque re-creation of the 
‘human zoos’ that put Africans on display from the late nineteenth to the early 
twentieth century. Rather than the happy or dancing ‘bushmen’ and ‘Hottentots’ 
that would have been on display in nineteenth-century London, Paris, or Berlin, 
however, audiences were confronted with the grim realities of African 
colonisation: a Herero woman in a concentration camp, forced to clean the skulls 
of executed prisoners with a piece of glass, a man on a chair holding the two 
severed hands of an African rubber tapper who did not meet his quota, and to make 
things more current, an illegal immigrant bound, gagged, and terrified on an 
airplane. All of these roles were played by live actors, who returned the gaze of 
audiences with their own – sometimes with a look of fierce determination and 
other times with a look of pleading or desperation. The exhibition certainly lacked 
the festive atmosphere that would have characterized the ‘human zoos’ of 
nineteenth century Europe; housed in a darkened and dreary schoolhouse, Exhibit 
A displayed grotesque bodies and scenes of death in the register of a haunted 
house. 
After experiencing the work myself, I sat with members of the exclusively 
white audience and engaged them in conversation about their reactions, which 
were almost uniformly those of shame, disgust, and grief over the horrors of 
colonialism in Africa. These reactions seemed to attend every discussion of the 
work, whether in more intimate settings immediately outside the venue or at more 
public discussions. Although many found beauty in the exhibition, the experience 
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of gazing at the African body and having that gaze returned was deeply unsettling 
to the audience members I spoke with.  
Brett Bailey was well aware that his work provoked intense feelings of shame 
and guilt in many of his white audience members. Yet in interviews about the 
work, he repeatedly stressed that he did not make Exhibit A in order to shame 
people:  
 
People say to me, did I make this work to shame people? And 
it’s like, no, not at all. I made this work to excavate. Another 
thing that’s in this work is that I’m a white South African. My 
family has been here since 1674, the one side of my family. They 
were probably slave owners; they were complicit in everything 
that’s happened here, really. My own society, my people have 
been immensely enriched by a lot of these atrocities here. And 
also I was born in 1967, I was conscripted into the army, the role 
models at school were the priests, the guests on TV were putting 
forward a philosophy of racism, of racial superiority. So I can’t 
ignore that that is part of my cultural DNA, my intellectual DNA, 
it’s part of who I am, I can’t deny it. I was brought up with that, 
and it’s the soil that I absorbed as a kid. How do I unravel that? 
What were the roots of that? What was that all about?2  
 
The archaeological metaphors used by Bailey stand out prominently: denying that 
he made the work to shame others, he instead emphasizes an excavation of his own 
racial past, a study of the cultural soil that he grew in, and ultimately a dig down to 
the roots of his own racial formation. 
Bailey is not the first white South African to engage in such an excavation. The 
archaeologist Carmel Schrire, for instance, does so quite literally as she blends her 
own history with the apartheid past into a broader archaeological study of colonial 
contact in South Africa that begins in the seventeenth century.3 But what, exactly, 
does this excavation amount to for Bailey?  
Exhibit A was a depiction of the horrors and exploitation of colonialism in 
Africa, some of which, Bailey admits, his ancestors were complicit in and the 
benefits of which he still enjoys today. ‘I wasn’t out to create images of shame,’ he 
argued in the same interview, ‘except a lot of the stuff I came across shamed me 
and then I tried to find images that articulated that.’4 Beyond merely functioning as 
an articulation of his own racial history, Exhibit A was also explicitly structured to 
give the actors the power of the gaze, as he told his cast that they were to treat the 
people walking past them as the real performance and themselves as the audience. 
The reversal of this gaze – the ability of the performers to interrogate and scrutinise 
the looking of solitary audience members as they filed by each exhibit – was 
indeed part of what made the work so uncomfortable for the audience members I 
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spoke with as well as for myself. Bailey and his cast held debriefing meetings after 
each performance to discuss the issues of race that were raised by the work, and the 
cast members that I spoke to expressed that their experience of performing in 
Exhibit A was a deeply empowering one.  
In Whiteness Just Isn’t What It Used to Be, Melissa Steyn charts the emergence 
of new white subjectivities after apartheid and the strategies that white South 
Africans are using to cope with the actual and potential losses of economic, social, 
and cultural forms of capital. Some white South Africans, she argues, openly 
recognise the guilt of a racial past that needs to be confronted, and try to do so 
while engaging in open and dialogic relationships with racial Others.5 The 
teleology of these projects is not to completely discard whiteness but instead to 
negotiate new meanings for it as a project entered into with others.6 In his 
emphasis on the excavation of his own racial guilt, his explicit attempt to reverse 
voyeuristic forms of looking, and his conversations with his cast and crew about 
the issues of race that the work inevitably raises, Brett Bailey used Exhibit A as a 
Foucauldian ‘technology of the self’7 that would allow him to work toward 
occupying a specific subject position: one that is constituted by a uniquely post-
apartheid form of South African whiteness that is, at least at its most idealistically 
construed, informed by reflexivity about his racial past and dialogical relationships 
with others. The use of the work as a technology of self for acts of self-excavation, 
however, would not accompany Bailey as he took the work to Berlin. 
 
3. Exhibit B: Brett Bailey in Berlin   
When Bailey’s Exhibit B came to Berlin in October of 2012, the content of the 
work was nearly identical to its staging as Exhibit A in Grahamstown. The work 
remained a re-creation of a human zoo that displayed living ‘specimens’ as the 
spectacles of a grotesque colonial project. At the same time, Bailey’s approach to 
the work was much more confrontational. In an interview about the piece, for 
instance, he spent much more time emphasising the guilt and shame that white 
audiences would (or perhaps should) feel in response to the work, and went on to 
say that ‘perhaps there is also a kind of catharsis – this is definitely something 
Europeans need and I give it to you with the help of a black cast.’8 While he did 
mention his own reflections on creating the piece as well as the catharsis of his cast 
members, the intervention in this context seemed much more targeted at audience 
members.  
The response to Exhibit B in Berlin was certainly not as celebratory as the 
acclaim the work received in Grahamstown as Exhibit A. Unlike its South African 
iteration, Exhibit B was roundly criticised, and protests not only attended the 
production’s opening night but also a subsequent panel discussion of the work. 
Bühnenwatch (Stagewatch), an organisation that protests and calls attention to 
racism in German theatre contexts, led the protests, arguing that Bailey does not 
reverse the colonial gaze in any significant or meaningful way: 
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We cannot see any reversion here…After all, it is not whites, but 
Black Africans that are standing motionless for over 45 minutes 
– some of them almost naked…The staging will purge feelings 
of shame in white people, but there is no analysis of sources and 
mechanisms of racism, so there is no fostering of a critical 
discussion. It is not anti-racist to mirror their own everyday 
experiences of racism to Black members of the audience. Here, 
painful Black history is being abused to advance the careers of 
white protagonists and to soothe the bad conscience of a white 
audience that is constantly ignoring the voices of their Black 
fellow citizens.9  
 
The work, Bühnenwatch and their supporters felt, does not empower the actors but 
instead recreates the very violence that it sets out to critique. 
The racial context of Berlin, and Germany more generally, deserves far more 
attention than I can give it here. But it is worth noting, briefly, two things. First, 
Bühnenwatch’s concerns over racism in German theatre are not unfounded. 
Practices of blackface in German theatre persist, despite the criticism of 
Bühnenwatch and other organisations that point to a legacy of racist and 
stereotypical depictions of racial Others.10 Secondly, scholars have also spoken to 
a widespread sense that issues of race are seen as foreign and external to many 
Germans, even, unfortunately, among scholars attentive to race.11 Even as 
antiracist mobilisations organise in favour of immigrant rights and recognition, 
minority voices within these organisations, as Melisa Salazar points out, are often 
structurally and systematically excluded.12 Bühnenwatch thus engages and 
responds to a context in which many racist practices – especially in theatre – go 
unexamined, while at the same time white voices continue to speak ‘on behalf of’ 
minority interests.’ 
Bailey’s reactions to these protests did not assuage such concerns but instead 
reiterated his commitment to using his work for racial pedagogy. On the Facebook 
page of his production company, for instance, Bailey responded to the controversy 
surrounding Exhibit B with the following:  
 
Exhibit B has cause a huge stir here in Berlin. Really shaken 
things up. A left wing protest. A symposium on colonisation and 
Germany dominated by angry discussion about the piece: 
academics tearing into it, they don’t wanna hear about 
colonialism from a white boy. Faced with all this one realizes 
how much we have processed in South Africa: race might be in 
our face all the time, but we talk about it, we try to deal with it. 
Here it seethes and festers in silence. I’m happy to make art that 
provokes discussion, debate – brings things out into the open, 
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shakes the cages. How sad that some highly-educated people 
believe that such art should not exist at all: that art should toe 
their narrow ideological line. Exhausted…13 
Needless to say, Bailey’s statements both here and in the interview belie a shift 
from the philosophy that seemed to underpin the work in Grahamstown. Here, the 
work is discussed as something meant to shame, to rattle cages and to provide 
Germans with something that they need but can’t seem to produce on their own. 
Whoever ‘they’ are in his statement that ‘they don’t want to hear about colonialism 
from a white boy,’ it was clear that the work’s staging in Berlin was meant to teach 
the audience a lesson in racial history, and also clear that Bailey found the 
scepticism that attended the work upsetting. 
 
4. Whiteness across Borders  
Bailey’s shifting intentions with the work as he moves from one context to 
another are instructive for a deeper examination of how whiteness becomes 
fragmented and contested in its movement across transnational borders. The same 
forms of whiteness that compel Bailey toward reflexive and dialogical 
relationships in one context allow him to become what Melissa Steyn calls ‘a 
whiter shade of white’ in other contexts: someone who presumes to stand above 
local accusations of racism and deny complicity in them.14 For Steyn, South 
Africans who claim this whiter shade of white ‘dissociate themselves from the 
white groups who are held responsible for the country’s dismal racial record, while 
yet screening out attention to personal involvement in structures of whiteness,’15 a 
strategy which ultimately ‘confuses problematizing whiteness with evading it.’16 It 
is certainly not the case that Bailey invokes this shade of white in his own context, 
as he quite publicly owns his own racial history and expresses an attempt to 
unravel and understand it in relationship with others. But his shape-shifting 
intentions with regard to Exhibit A and Exhibit B, and in particular, his blunt 
dismissal of his critics in Berlin, shows that whiter shades of white can have more 
transnational scope. Confronting one’s whiteness in one context, that is, can 
become a presumption that one does not need to do so elsewhere. Of course, 
Bailey’s whiter shade of white is not particularly convincing for Bühnenwatch and 
the other groups who protested the work. Far from moving conversations about 
race into a more productive place, they argue, Bailey exacerbates locally grounded 
racial tensions that are already in place and ends up reinscribing colonial history 
with his work. Worse still, he does not actually empower his own cast, according 
to Bühnenwatch, but cynically advances his own career at their expense. 
Perhaps, to some degree at least, some white South Africans deserve to be 
called a ‘whiter shade of white’ when compared with their transnational white 
peers. Numerous white South Africans, in ways both large and small, wrestle with 
the complexities of race and the privileges of whiteness in a way that Americans or 
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Germans simply do not have to in virtue of their location within a particular social 
context and history. Brett Bailey, for his part, has spent an entire career in theatre 
wrestling with his own racial subjectivity through the production of theatre, a 
process that has led him to form dialogical relationships with a wide variety of 
racial Others.17 At the same time, the presumption that doing so makes one less 
culpable in other contexts can itself be an assertion of superiority vis-à-vis other 
whites. As the controversy over Exhibit B and Brett Bailey’s comments shows, this 
whiter shade of white hardly goes unnoticed by others.   
Becoming a ‘whiter shade of white’ as the result of a border crossing, it should 
be said, is also something that works to my own advantage and perhaps other 
anthropologists as well. Once Black, Indian, or Coloured South Africans identify 
me as a white who is not South African but instead American, I often gain a level 
of access and candor from my informants that would doubtless be more 
complicated had I been a white South African. To the extent that Brett Bailey – or 
myself – remain unreflexive and uncritical about the privileges that we try to 
derive by being ‘whiter’ than the other whites whose borders we cross, we evince a 
form of whiteness that asserts itself against other forms of whiteness, not in the 
same way as, but at least in addition to, its assertion against other racial groups.  
It is worth giving greater analytic attention to the ways that whiteness is 
understood, contested, and circulating in such transnational encounters. Tracking 
Brett Bailey and his production as it crosses borders illuminates forms of racial 
antagonism that are intraracial and at the same time transnational, showing that 
such antagonisms do not merely take place in local contexts but also play out 
across borders. Deeper examinations of such antagonisms will not only throw 
place-specific functions of whiteness into relief, but also contribute to knowledge 
of where, why, and how they are contested as they move outside their local 
contexts, and what these contestations mean for understandings of transnational 
whiteness more broadly. Such studies deserve more ethnographic contextualisation 
than I have given them here – due both to lack of space and the preliminary nature 
of the research – but I hope to have at least shown that ‘whiter shades of white’ are 
just as likely to garner greater criticism as they are to receive greater privilege as 
they travel, and that it is worth exploring more deeply where and why they are not 
taken at face value.  
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Maiden of Finland in Finnish Cosmetics TV Adverts: 
Performing Racially White Finnish Female 
 
Miia Rantala 
 
Abstract 
In this chapter, I analyse three Finnish television (TV) adverts for cosmetics shown 
on prime-time, mainstream Finnish TV. I analyse how Finnish females are 
represented; what kind of females are selected to represent Finnish femininity; and 
what kind of signifiers and cultural meanings are connected to the idealised Finnish 
woman. Finnish women are represented in Finnish TV adverts for cosmetics as 
idealised white women who represent the beauty norms of long blonde hair and 
blue eyes. These idealised representations of white Finnish women reproduce the 
imaginary of the Maiden of Finland, which is connected with the nation-building 
process. Racially white, blonde Finnish women wearing the national costume have 
been central symbols of the Finnish nation since the late 19th century. In the 
contemporary adverts that I analyse, the protagonists are not wearing national 
costumes, but they are situated in wild, Arctic nature, which is also representative 
of Finnish nationhood. Pure and wild nature is a central aspect in Finnish cosmetics 
advertisements. Purity and nature are connected to racially white females, which 
supports the idea of white femininity as a beauty norm and the idea of white 
females as the normative, ideal Finnish woman. This chapter will argue that the 
beauty industry lends structure to and is structured by the idea of race, and thus, the 
beauty industry idealises white feminine beauty. 
 
Key Words: TV adverts, gender, maiden, beauty, cosmetics, representations, 
nationalism, performativity, whiteness. 
 
***** 
 
1.  Introduction  
This chapter is based on my doctoral thesis in which I analyse the 
representations of Finnishness in TV commercials.1 According to contemporary 
norms of beauty, a beautiful woman is supposed to be feminine, slim, long-legged, 
young, and white, with smooth skin, long hair, without body hair, a high forehead 
and symmetric features.2 A significant amount of current media images work as a 
corset: they narrow and idealise the beauty standards. Advertisements play a 
significant role in idealising beautiful bodies; despite the fact that these idealised 
beautiful bodies are nearly impossible to achieve.3 Beautiful and handsome 
protagonists are chosen (or digitally manipulated) to act in adverts4 because the 
advertisers’ goal is to create desirable and idealistic representations of ‘life.’ The 
goal is to make spectators buy the product or absorb the representation of the ideal 
body.5 In the Finnish context, the ideal Finnish woman is a mythical Maiden of 
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Finland,6 who has been represented as a young blonde woman with long hair and 
blue eyes. The Maiden has been a symbol of the Finnish nation since the late 19th 
century. In this chapter, I analyse three Finnish cosmetic advertisements shown on 
Finnish mainstream prime-time TV channels in the 21st century. I analyse the 
production of gender and nationality in these three contemporary Finnish cosmetic 
TV advertisements: Favora, Lumene and Priorin.7 I investigate how a Finnish 
woman is represented by asking: How is nationality connected to the Finnish 
woman and what kinds of meanings are connected to Finnish women? 
I make use of Judith Butler’s8 idea of performativity in analysing TV 
advertisements. I understand performativity are acts of ‘doing gender’ and ‘doing 
nationality;’ for example ‘doing gender’ happens by representing a woman as 
feminine or a man as masculine. Repetition of these representations, for example in 
media texts such as TV adverts, strengthens the idea of the ‘right and only possible 
kind’ of womanhood and manhood. In accordance with Butler’s theory of 
performativity, I also view nationality as performed. Performative nationality does 
not consider nationality to be essential; instead, it is produced by repetitions in a 
certain time and place. Nationality is not only imagined, it requires repetitive acts 
of ‘doing nationality,’ in the same way as gender does. For example, Finnishness is 
performed by repetitively connecting representations of Finnishness into wild and 
pure nature, forests, lakes, and blondness as in the cosmetic adverts analysed in this 
chapter. Therefore, I argue that nationality – like gender and race – is constructed. 
Repetition strengthens the idea of ‘the one and only kind’ of Finnish woman, when 
the same representations are offered again and again, they become accepted as the 
norm.9 Finnish sociologist Kirsti Lempiäinen10 writes about programmed 
communality when she talks about referring to one kind of nation. It happens 
through performativity and repetitive acts of doing nationality. 
Nationalism is understood to be a collection of conscious political acts, whereas 
performative nationality is more unconscious. However, unconsciousness does not 
mean that it is any less political. Representations of nationality, gender and race, 
are connected to hierarchies and power.11 In ‘doing’ nationality, the doer is often a 
collective subject, which uses its generalised voice of ‘society,’ ‘Finland’ or ‘self.’ 
Slavoj Žižek defines nationalism as an ideology, which hides oneself behind non-
ideology.12 
I will now give some background on the Maiden of Finland, how she became 
the mythical symbol of the Finnish woman and how the racial categorisations 
affected the birth of the myth. 
 
2.  How the Maiden of Finland Became White 
The image of the Maiden is based on a painting called ‘Hyökkäys’13 from 
1899, painted by the artist Eetu Isto. The painting portrays the Maiden of Finland, 
who represents the Finnish nation. She is a young, slim, white woman with long 
blond hair and blue eyes. She is holding a big law book in her hands, which 
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sely to Russia. 
represents the legal rights inherited from Sweden and which Finland was allowed 
to follow, even when Finland was The Grand Duchy of Finland and ruled by the 
emperor of Russia in 1809-1971. The painting was completed in the same year 
Tsar Nikolai II launched the manifest, which reduced Finland’s autonomy and 
special rights in order to connect Finland more clo
In the painting, there is a two-headed eagle attacking the Maiden of Finland and 
trying to take the law book from her hands; the two-headed eagle represents 
Russia, and the Maiden represents Finland. In the background of the painting there 
is a stormy sea, which represents the unstable situation in Finland and the Finns’ 
dissatisfaction with the Tsar. This was the time when national romanticism rose in 
Finland. There were different representations of the Maiden before Isto’s painting 
and she has not always been a blonde. Before, she was represented in different 
forms, but by the end of the 19th century the blonde and blue-eyed Maiden became 
the standard. This was due to political reasons: the Finns had been categorised 
racially as Mongolians and after the nation-building process, the elite wanted to 
prove that Finns belong to the Scandinavian and Germanic white races.14 White 
and blonde women signified the Scandinavian and Germanic races and women 
with dark hair were connected to the Slavic and Mongolian races. 
Later, a second version was painted in which the Maiden stands still and strong 
and the two-headed eagle has given up the fight and flown away towards the east. 
The storm is over and the sun is shining. This image of the Maiden was varied, 
copied, and multiplied. Many posters and postcards with her image were printed in 
Finland during that time. 
The Maiden of Finland had been established and it still symbolises Finland and 
the idealised white Finnish femininity today. It has become the beauty guidelines 
to Finnish women. The first and very important embodiment of the Maiden of 
Finland was Armi Kuusela who won ‘The Maiden of Finland’ beauty contest and 
was nominated as Miss Universe in 1952.15 She wore the Finnish national costume 
in the Miss Universe contest, as well as in the many photos of her after she was 
nominated. She was described as naturally and innately beautiful and representing 
‘Finnishness’ the right way, because she was a blonde and blue-eyed female.16  
By winning the Miss Universe beauty contest, Armi Kuusela finally proved that 
Finns belong to the white race, which had remained uncertain despite the fact that 
racially white Finnish nationality was performed in several fields in the beginning 
of the 20th century. After Armi Kuusela became Miss Universe in 1952, she needed 
to take part in a world tour. During the tour she met a Filipino man and they 
married. She moved to the Philippines and did not visit Finland for two years. Her 
personal choices were accepted, but she was also criticised as if she had let the 
Finns down by leaving the nation and marring a non-Finn.17 Armi Kuusela was 
risking the purity of the white nationality by marrying a non-white man, but at the 
same time, this ‘racial contrast’ was constructing the racial white Finnishness – 
from an Asian perspective Finland was placed naturally as part of the civilised 
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North, Western Europe and the white race; thus ‘distancing from its previous 
designations in racial hierarchies functioning also as “contact zones”, connecting 
Finland to colonial history and its racialized relations of power.’18 
For example, the Olympic Games and other sporting events had been the scene 
for performative gendered nationality19 in which females had been represented the 
nation. Aino Sarje20 has written about the female gymnast as a symbol of Finnish 
nationality. The gymnasts were chosen carefully; they had to have a slim body and 
long blond hair.21 Finnish female gymnasts toured the world, and one of the main 
reasons for the tour was to export ideas of Finnish beauty.22 Indeed, they were also 
called a ‘whole team of Maidens of Finland.’23 
The Maiden of Finland has appeared in Finnish visual culture and commercials 
both explicitly and implicitly. For example, Elovena oatmeal24 explicitly uses the 
image of the Maiden of Finland on its packaging and in their advertisements. The 
Elovena image was challenged by the leading Finnish-Swedish newspaper 
Hufvudstadsbladet in 2006. In their advertisement, the blonde Maiden was 
replaced with a black female. The Maiden seems to be sacred to the Raisio 
Company, which produces Elovena oatmeal, because they reacted by demanding 
Hufvudstadsbladet to stop using the image of a black woman in national costume, 
because it is too similar to their Elovena image.25 
The artist Jani Leinonen created the artwork ‘Banned Elovena adverts’26 in 
2007 intentionally to discuss Finnishness. The Raisio Company reacted again and 
accused Leinonen of using their Elovena brand without permission.27 Leinonen 
replied to Raisio that he is not going to ask for permission from any company when 
he is using the brand images in his artwork, because he is not dealing with the 
Elovena brand, but discussing and challenging the ideas of Finnishness. 
 
3. Heavenly Maiden 
A young, thin and racially white woman with long, blond hair is smiling shyly 
to spectators in a close-up picture. A female voice in the background is singing 
with a light voice: ‘Smiling, you will show your best parts.’ Next to her face some 
text appears: ‘Clean, moisturize, protect and radiate.’ Now the picture changes to a 
mid-shot in which she is positioned a little bit sideways, still smiling. The singer 
continues: ‘Trust your feelings.’ Some skin care cosmetic products appear next to 
her body in the picture – and a sliced avocado. Her skin is very light and the 
background is extremely white with a little bit of light green. She is wearing a 
white top, which blends in with the background. She is bathed in very bright light, 
which makes her body ethereal and angelic. She is almost transparent, almost a 
ghost. She almost becomes one with the background; she is almost unreal or 
absent. She is the female protagonist in the Finnish cosmetic brand Favora’s TV 
adverts. 
This female protagonist in Favora’s advertisement is a beautiful young blonde 
woman; typical of the Finnish female used in cosmetics adverts. The brightness 
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and whiteness in the advert, as well as the blondness of the woman all connect the 
product to ideas of purity. This advert also implicitly represents the Maiden of 
Finland – a blonde, white, blue-eyed young woman. Wild nature is also thought to 
represent purity – you can drink straight from the stream and breathe the clean air. 
The same atmosphere, colours and themes are also present in the next advert, 
which is for Priorin. The advert begins with a full-frame image of a racially white, 
blonde woman who is sitting in the lotus position. She is the well-known Finnish 
actress Maria Sid. The colours are the same, a blonde woman wearing all white 
clothes, the lighting is extremely bright white with a little bluish-green tint; the 
background music is calming and relaxing. The picture changes to a close-up of the 
woman’s hair from behind, her long, flowing, almost white hair. The camera turns 
from her back to her face. At the same time a female voice is talking: ‘Well-being 
begins from inside your body,’ her eyes open and the picture stops there. 
The viewpoint changes; now she is filmed from the top. She is raising her 
hands and the female voice continues: ‘You can feel it in your mind…’ she is 
putting her hands together and nodding, while the female voice continues: ‘…and 
your body.’ From this viewpoint the spectator can see that the protagonist is sitting 
on a pure white carpet on a wooden floor painted pure white, and she is wearing 
white trousers and a white shirt, her hair is blonde – a bit yellowish – and the bright 
light is coming from behind her, radiating into her blonde hair. Only the skin of her 
bare arms is visible – ‘white’ skin of course. The picture changes again to a close-
up of her face and now she is actually talking by herself and it is the same female 
voice. She says: ‘… always all the way in your hair…’ and she shakes her head a 
bit and smiles. 
Now the picture changes to an animation of two strands of hair in a close-up. A 
male voice is saying: ‘Priorin capsules nourish the roots of your hair and prevent 
hair from thinning. Hair will grow stronger, healthier and denser.’ Now the female 
face is shown again and she is nodding to the spectator. The bright light is directed 
from above her head, like a heavenly light. The picture changes to a full-frame 
image of her sitting beautifully and the Priorin products are placed in front of her. 
The male voice continues: ‘New life for your hair. Bayer’s Priorin. From 
pharmacies.’ 
In the Priorin advert described above, the female protagonist is not as thin as 
the female protagonists usually are. She is breaking the standard slimness of 
beautiful females. But she, Maria Sid, is a well-known actress in Finland and 
Sweden, which apparently supports her role as a model. In all other aspects the two 
adverts are remarkably similar: there is the same bright white light, blonde 
protagonists, and white background in both. Both of the protagonists are 
represented almost transparently, almost as ghosts, living dead kind of light.28 It 
feels a bit ambivalent to connect health and death so closely to each other. 
However, in popular culture, especially white women have traditionally been 
uplifted and emblazoned by bathing them in bright light, which has made their 
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bodies ethereal and angelically immaterial.29 This glowing and radiant bright white 
light is an example of glamour lightning that was created in Hollywood in order to 
film white women and to increase their glow. It has a connection with Christian 
symbolism, which makes the protagonists appear heavenly because the bright 
white light makes the protagonist’s flesh and blood disappear.30 This type of 
glamour lighting was used in filming Marilyn Monroe.31 This glamour lightning 
makes the Maiden of Finland in this advert seem angelic and sacred and it 
constructs the white woman as a desirable goddess, everything that a man can 
want. These products sell female ideals of beauty to women and thereby suggest 
that if they use these products they will be goddess-like and men will worship 
them. However these white goddesses remain unreachable and no-one can imitate 
them.32 Dyer claims that it is typical for representations of whiteness to have the 
feature of all-and-nothing at the same time, something unreal.33 The Favora and 
Priorin adverts implicitly represent the Maiden of Finland as glorified and goddess-
like, a highly desirable female body. 
 
4. Natural Maiden 
The Lumene advert begins with a full-frame image of an Arctic natural scene: 
Arctic hills in the background, a small lake, moss, peat and lichen, and branches 
growing in the foreground. It is a picture of an Arctic swamp. Violins are playing 
quietly. In next shot there is a small cream can on an old pinewood, which is lying 
on the ground. At the same time a female voice is talking: ‘Discover the power of 
Lumene vitamin-C+… .’ In the next picture there is a small bottle of something 
that looks like oil on the old pinewood; and the female voice continues to talk: ‘… 
a skin care line for all ages… .’ 
In the next picture a white and slim female arm reaches to pick up a cloudberry 
from the swamp; and the female voice continues: ‘… developed with rare Finnish 
ingredient, the Arctic cloudberry.’ The picture changes to a close-up of a young 
blonde woman holding the cloudberry carefully between her finger-tips and 
looking at the berry. The voiceover continues: ‘Its unique nectarine seed-oil 
detoxifies, brightens and diminishes the signs of aging.’ The camera moves a little 
bit and the bright light is glimmering and touching the young, white female, 
making her look radiant. She is filmed in mid-shot and her upper body is almost 
naked. Only the narrow white straps of a top or bra are pictured. The voiceover 
continues as the picture angle changes to show the female protagonist from her 
side and back to a close-up of her face: ‘Leaving brighter, softer and younger 
looking skin. Experience this multiple skin care benefit captured ….’ As the female 
protagonist lifts up her soft and innocent gaze to the camera; the female voice 
continues: ‘… in every Lumene vitamin-C+ product.’ Now there are several 
Lumene products pictured in the shot while the voiceover continues: ‘That’s the 
power of Arctic nature.’ In the end text appears: ‘Lumene, Finland’ and 
underneath: ‘The power of Arctic nature.’ 
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Lumene is a leading Finnish cosmetic brand, selling its products in both 
Finland and globally. Lumene uses symbols of nature such as the forest, lake, sea, 
berries, and fells. There is also the bright light, which highlights the purity, 
freshness, and innocence of the exotic but ideal Scandinavian blond beauty. All 
these aspects refer to purity and natural beauty in the same way as the Maiden of 
Finland and Miss Universe Armi Kuusela were represented as natural females, 
beautiful women without make up. The female protagonist in the Lumene advert 
has light make up and she is positioned almost naked in the Arctic nature almost as 
if she is part of the pure nature and as pure as the nature itself. She is like a 
mythical Maiden of Finland without a national costume, or a goddess of magical 
Arctic nature. The glamour lighting is also used in this advert to make her look 
even more heavenly.34 When the protagonist looks up softly and innocently, she 
looks like the Virgin Mary in Christian iconographies, furthering the association 
with the sacred and heavenly. 
Because Lumene sells its products globally, it also exports the idea of Finnish 
female beauty and repeats the same work that was done during the Olympics in 
Helsinki and by Armi Kuusela35 in the 1952 Miss Universe Pageant and also the 
female gymnastics who were touring around the world36 to prove that Finns are 
racially white and belong to the Scandinavian and Germanic race instead of 
Mongolian and Slavic non-white race.  
 
5. Conclusion 
The three cosmetic TV adverts analysed in this article are repeating the idea of 
the racially white Finnish woman, the Maiden of Finland. These female 
protagonists are represented as sacred and heavenly females, the unreal goddesses 
of humans. They are the epitome of ‘a perfect provocateur’: beautiful and sexually 
attractive. The representations in these Finnish TV adverts for cosmetics continue 
to place Finnish females into the white race but also into Finnish nature: pure 
berries, nature, forest, clean air, and thousands of lakes. Racially white Finnish 
nationality is performed through female bodies. Whiteness and female beauty are 
also hyper ritualised with bright light and white settings. The racially white Finnish 
woman is naturalised as the normative representation of the nation by connecting 
the female protagonist with the romanticised Finnish nature. These adverts can be 
seen as a specific arena or place where the imagined homogenic racially white 
community of Finland as a nation is constructed and affirmed. 
 
Notes  
1 In my master’s thesis I analysed TV adverts in 2004, and the representations have 
changed in many ways. In 2004 the Finnish woman was represented in a similar 
way in cosmetics adverts as she was in 2010: mostly young, thin, blonde, and 
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always white. In 2004, only the global adverts were representing racially different 
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History Written with Whiteness: The Colour of Steven 
Spielberg’s Lincoln 
 
Patrick Gerster 
 
Abstract 
After a White House screening of D. W. Griffith’s iconic film Birth of a Nation  
(1915), President Woodrow Wilson declared it ‘History written with lightning.’  
Nearly one century later, Steven Spielberg’s Lincoln (2012) premiered to many 
positive reviews declaring it aesthetically equal to The Color Purple (1995), 
Amistad (1997), Saving Private Ryan (1998), and Munich (2005), films that 
collectively helped establish his global reputation. Contrary criticism, however, 
declares Lincoln lacking in attention to the role of African Americans in their own 
emancipation. Such minority reports expose the colour of Spielberg’s Lincoln as a 
white wash, inviting judgment that the film ironically advances the tradition of 
Griffith – as ‘History (still) written with whiteness.’ Spielberg’s portrayal of the 
Great Emancipator, even while deserving much merit for its cinematic skill set and 
timely portrayal of the combative underside of American politics, is notably 
unsuccessful in liberating itself from a paternalistic racism predicated on white 
saviours and marginalised blacks. Though history tells a more complex tale, as re-
imagined by Spielberg and performed by Daniel Day-Lewis, the film accords 
exclusive white agency in black slavery’s demise. As with slavery’s sordid history 
at large, whiteness again prevails. The film’s privileging of whiteness centres on its 
portrayals of President Lincoln and Congressman Thaddeus Stevens, thereby 
squandering opportunities to note the black foundations of freedom’s work. It casts 
no blacks in major roles. It ignores the work black abolitionists performed on the 
national stage, including the critical efforts of those such as Elizabeth Keckley and 
William Slade in residence within the White House but servants only within the 
film itself. Ironically, as the screen ‘fades to black,’ it conspicuously omits the 
strong cast of black abolitionists of whom the historical Lincoln – but not the 
cinematic Lincoln – was well aware. 
 
 Key Words: Cinema, white privilege, slavery, Spielberg, paternalistic racism, 
Lincoln. 
 
***** 
 
Upon the occasion of screening D.W. Griffith’s iconic film Birth of a Nation in 
the White House, which celebrates white supremacy and the Ku Klux Klan, then 
US president Woodrow Wilson famously declared it ‘History written with 
lighting.’ Nearly one century later, Steven Spielberg’s Lincoln premiered to 
positive reviews declaring it an aesthetic rival to the best efforts found in his 
expansive filmography – equal to films such as Empire of the Sun (1987), 
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Schindler’s List (1993), The Color Purple (1995), Amistad (1997), Saving Private 
Ryan (1998), Munich (2005), Flags of Our Fathers (2006), and War Horse (2011), 
‘history films’ all, which helped establish his global reputation as a cinematic 
auteur of the first order. A countervailing body of film criticism has emerged, 
however, judging Lincoln lacking in attention to the role of African Americans in 
their own emancipation. Such minority opinion exposes the colour of Spielberg’s 
Lincoln as rather a historical white wash. In the end, the film is a plausible fiction 
which sustains the illusion of authenticity, but which fails the litmus test of 
historical research. It invites judgment that Spielberg’s film engages in 
paternalistic racism by framing Lincoln as the white father of abolitionism, rather 
the singular agent of black emancipation, by omitting the work of black 
abolitionists. In doing so, Lincoln thereby sustains Hollywood’s longstanding 
colour codes, and advances the aesthetic of whiteness to yet new generations of 
film viewers. Spielberg accordingly, and ironically, fast-forwards the cinematic 
tradition inaugurated by D. W. Griffith of ‘History [still] written with whiteness.’ 
Too often at the expense of historical fidelity, Spielberg re-inaugurates 
longstanding cultural stories associated with Abraham Lincoln, since both Lincoln 
the historical figure, and his imaginative associated image as Father Abraham, 
serves as a re-useable reservoir of remembrance in American cultural memory. 
Spielberg does so just as earlier cinematic practitioners used Lincoln’s image as 
symbol and saviour of the nation’s ideals to build upon a usable past collectively 
fashioned over time via the cinema by D. W. Griffith’s Birth of a Nation (1915) 
and Abraham Lincoln (1930), by John Ford’s Young Man Lincoln (1939), and by 
John Cromwell’s Abe Lincoln in Illinois (1940). Steven Spielberg’s (2012) Lincoln 
similarly traffics in the cult of Lincoln, thereby additionally contributing to a 
national narrative offering an omnibus image blending history and mythology of 
Lincoln as the nation’s greatest president, the Great White Hope, the nation’s 
paternalistic White Father of Emancipation in the White House.1 
With Lincoln, Spielberg visually reiterates racial assumptions predicated on 
whiteness common to Euro-American thinking, and often repeated in cinema.2 The 
film begins with two scenes that visually dramatise the white over black design of 
the film at large. An opening scene shows Lincoln astride a horse reviewing 
carnage from the American Civil War, which is followed by an image of Lincoln 
bathed in white light in a soldier’s camp, sitting on a pedestal assuming the posture 
of the historical Lincoln memorialised in public art such as the Lincoln Memorial. 
It occurs even as a black soldier laments the ‘$3.00 less pay’ black soldiers get, 
‘paying $2.00 more for their uniforms,’ and the fact that there are ‘no 
commissioned black officers.’ This image serves to reactivate the audience’s 
public memory – the pre-produced ‘mental movie’ – the culturally conventional 
idea of Lincoln as ‘the nation’s greatest president.’ President Lincoln is soon 
thereafter again bathed in an ethereal white light in a dream sequence showing the 
iconic Lincoln on a ship speeding toward a shore beckoning with white light, 
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which his wife Mary Todd Lincoln interprets as Lincoln’s intention to speed 
passage of the 13th Amendment. Cinematically, Lincoln ‘fulfils his dream’ of 
emancipation – both literally and metaphorically – while steering the ship of state 
in the context of the prevailing ‘white aesthetic’ indigenous to the film at large.  As 
with slavery’s sordid history writ large, whiteness literally keynotes the prevailing 
visual aesthetic in this cinematic retelling of Lincoln. Truth be told, History tells a 
more complex and colourful tale of emancipation, but as re-imagined by Spielberg 
and performed by Daniel Day-Lewis, the film accords exclusive white agency to 
black slavery’s demise, and in doing so compromises the historical literacy of yet 
another generation of cinematic citizens.  
Despite his enviable movie making skill set, Spielberg’s body of work prior to 
Lincoln discloses a propensity for repeating Hollywood and cultural conventions 
that privilege whiteness over blackness. As film critics have noted, and as 
demonstrated specifically by films such as The Color Purple and Amistad, 
Spielberg’s black characters are weakly realised – at best. Though having worked 
personally with Alice Walker in the film adaptation of her novel, for example, 
Spielberg’s rendering of her work was initially viewed by Walker in 
‘overwhelming negative’ fashion relative, among others, to the ‘lack of fullness’ of 
certain (black) characters, the distortion of ‘folk speech’ and the overripe 
‘sentimentality.’3 L. A. Weekly critic John Powers declares in clear reference to 
his reading of whiteness issues in The Color Purple, ‘Spielberg’s suburban 
background shows all over the place.’4 Two years later Spielberg’s Amistad 
(1997), about the historical revolt aboard the slave ship Amistad in 1839, accords 
ultimate authority for exposing the inhumanity of slavery in later legal proceedings 
before the United States Supreme Court not to Amistad’s rebelling slaves, but 
rather to defence attorney and former US President John Quincy Adams.  
According to academic film scholar Vincent Rocchio:  
 
In Amistad, the introduction of John Quincy Adams at the trial as 
the  man who sways jury opinion to set Cinque and his fellow 
rebels free with his evocation of American ideals ellipses viewer 
identification with the African Americans.5   
 
In this fashion, Amistad functions as a paternalistic prelude prefiguring his film 
Lincoln in which, again, blacks are marginalised and a white male prevails as their 
saviour.  
In sympathy with both Hollywood and personal past practice, in Lincoln 
Spielberg casts African Americans to the margins of the film and tells the story of 
black emancipation with a distressingly ‘whites only’ mentality. All scenes in the 
film showcase white characters, including cabinet members, lobbyists, and House 
members doing Lincoln’s bidding to pass the 13th Amendment. Both his visual and 
thematic focus invariably resides with white politicos, most especially with 
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President Abraham Lincoln and the Radical Republican Congressman, Thaddeus 
Stevens, assumedly the white architects of black liberation. The two in tandem, via 
the White House and the US House of Representatives, are deemed triumphant as 
singularly responsible for pushing the passage of the 13th Amendment to the 
United States Constitution. Lincoln is lionised in Spielberg’s saga as he too 
narrowly focuses on the president’s politicised and ethically problematic efforts to 
effect quick passage of the constitutional amendment to abolish slavery. To this 
end, Lincoln lobbies congressional members of a ‘lame duck’ session of the House 
of Representatives filled with recalcitrant white legislators scarcely sympathetic to 
legal initiatives destined to challenge white privilege. With echoes of Herman 
Melville’s classic Moby Dick, Lincoln notes with reference to the country at large, 
‘we have been chasing this whale for some time.’ Against this Great White Whale 
of white opposition to emancipation, President Lincoln is the Great White Hope 
politically positioning his full force behind passage of the amendment by enlisting 
his fellow white colleagues’ lobbying and cajoling efforts toward mustering by any 
means necessary the necessary votes in the House of Representatives pursuant to 
passage of the amendment. The problem is, and despite this apparent literary 
allusion to white opposition as a dangerous white whale, in privileging whites 
Spielberg himself does not treat even his diverse cast of activist political characters 
either affirmatively or equally. 
In reality, said amendment was certainly as much or more the product of 
grassroots activism, especially thanks to both slave and free African American 
abolitionists, as it was noble compromising and strategic lobbying by white 
Washingtonians. In the balanced assessment of historian of slavery Eric Foner, 
‘slavery died on the ground, not just in the White House and the House of 
Representatives.’6  As a strong body of historical research led by historians such as 
Foner repeatedly has demonstrated over the last number of decades, ‘abolitionism 
was nine parts grassroots outrage to one part Washington machination.’7 One 
might profitably argue over the proportions here cited, but it is clear that Spielberg 
got the proportions wrong – showcasing ‘the white guys’ as THE architects 
affecting the contours of historical change. Or, in the words of Lincoln scriptwriter 
Tony Kushner in a recent televised interview with Bill Moyers, the film is a case of 
‘wanting to tell the story truthfully, which meant that we were dealing with a 
bunch of white guys in this ugly little town, muddy, crummy little southern town 
[of Washington, DC] surrounded by the Civil War.’8 Being partially based on the 
work of three noted professional historians who were party to the Lincoln 
production project – Doris Kearns Goodwin, James M. McPherson, and Harold 
Holzer – and Kushner having spent some seven years in script preparation, the 
notion of African Americans’ alleged historical passivity in the face of their slave 
conditions is an inexcusable omission.9 It was more than just Lincoln who 
emancipated the United States from the slavery of slavery and the custody of 
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colour. Multiple ‘others’ helped steer the ship of state toward a future promise of 
greater racial equality.   
From the very advent of the West African slave diaspora, enslaved Africans 
were in habitual rebellion according to their means against their condition. As 
Harvard historian John Stauffe concludes: Slavery ‘represents a perpetual state of 
war from the point of view of the slave.’10 As such, even on the infamous Middle 
Passage, slaves jumped overboard rather than endure their loss of place and 
identity. Slavery’s subsequent establishment in the United States, where rural-to-
frontier geographical conditions prevailed and draconian fugitive slave laws were 
in conspiracy against collective action favourable to emancipation, passive 
aggressive/non-violent forms of rebellion such as tool breakage and work 
slowdowns prevailed. Major Black uprisings also occurred, such as the Stono 
Rebellion in 1739 in South Carolina, Gabriel’s Rebellion in Virginia in 1800, 
Denmark Vesey in 1822 in South Caroline, and that led by Nat Turner in 1831 to 
name but a few. In addition, pro-activist work of African Americans such as those 
conducted by David Walker, Samuel E. Cornish, Peter Williams, Nathaniel Paul, 
Henry Highland Garnet, and many others, served as preamble to the work of white 
abolitionists. Free blacks, in fact, constituted the majority of subscribers to William 
Lloyd Garrison’s The Liberator. Clearly, passivity, meekness, and docility – much 
less invisibility – does not characterise the patterns of black abolitionist activities 
preceding white political initiatives in Washington. There was an enormous 
number of black abolitionists who kept the issue of slavery at the forefront of 
political debate and consciousness. Theirs was not a cameo role. The real Lincoln 
was very conscious of their proactive activities, yet the film is blind to their 
existence and efforts. 
Besides Spielberg omitting any reference to what noted revisionist historians 
such as Eugene D. Genovese call ‘the world the slaves made,’ the profoundly 
transformative abolitionist contributions of Lincoln’s contemporary, Frederick 
Douglass, have also ‘gone missing’ from the film.11 As a number of historians 
have noted, ‘it was Douglass who knocked tirelessly at Lincoln’s conscience’ – not 
a moral meditation borne of a Euclidian equation – as a scene in the film where 
Lincoln invokes Euclid’s ‘First Common Notion,’ to the effect that ‘things that are 
equal to the same things are equal to each other’ as his inspiration for envisioning 
the Thirteen Amendment suggests.12 That Douglass was the most important agent 
advancing the continuum of resistance against slavery in fact is conspicuously 
absent from Lincoln. Even though no role in the history of emancipation is larger 
than that of Douglass, not just as participant but as leader, this inconvenient truth is 
omitted from the film. By President Lincoln’s time and tenure, the abolitionist 
dialogue was mature, and Douglass was THE major articulator of the cause. As a 
former slave and friend of Lincoln, Douglass spoke authoritatively and articulately 
in his consistent and strategic challenges to Lincoln and directly to whiteness.  
Prophetically and assertively, in the interest of speaking truth to power, better than 
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a decade after Lincoln’s death, Douglass’ ‘Oration Delivered on the Occasion of 
the Unveiling of the Freedmen’s Monument in Memory of Abraham Lincoln,’ in 
Lincoln Park, Washington, DC, April 14, 1876, clearly asserts his assessment of 
the 16th President. Douglass thereupon said: 
 
…truth compels me to admit, even here in the presence of the 
monument we have erected to his memory, Abraham Lincoln 
was not, in the fullest sense of the word, either our man or our 
model. In his interests, in his associations, in his habits of 
thought, and in his prejudices, he was a white man. He was pre-
eminently the white man’s President, entirely devoted to the 
welfare of white men.13 
 
Even though Douglass indeed attended Lincoln’s second inauguration and the 
historical record shows he attended the reception thereafter, Spielberg’s cinematic 
attention to the second inaugural at film’s end summarises the inattention to 
African American contributions to their own liberation found in the film at large. 
The concluding scene in Lincoln occasions not even an afterthought cameo 
appearance of Douglass in the interest of interpretive balance. Without removing 
Lincoln from centre stage regarding his acknowledged role at the level of national 
politics, more diverse directorial choices at least visually acknowledging black co-
authorship is in order – but, alas, never directed by Spielberg. 
Most conspicuously, within Spielberg’s narrative, opportunities to note the 
complex historical variables occasioning eventual passage of the 13th amendment 
are lost. Spielberg’s and script writer Tony Kushner’s portrayal of Lincoln’s man 
servant/butler William Slade (Stephen Henderson) and Mary Todd Lincoln’s 
White House servant and confidant Elizabeth Hobbs Keckley (Gloria Ruben) are 
telling examples – though not told by Spielberg – that Lincoln squanders 
opportunities readily at hand to tell the rest of the story of emancipation. Even 
though purposely included in the film by Spielberg and Kushner, the portrayal of 
Slade and Keckley fails via historical marginalisation to include at least some 
reference to their true historical role in the diverse history of emancipation. Though 
major players in the black community’s engagement with the cause of freedom, the 
cameo roles of Slade and Keckley are so diminished that the actors quiet literally 
‘would not be eligible for an Academy Award for the best supporting actor.’14 
Slade was in fact a leader in the Social, Civil and Statistical Association, a black 
organisation that worked to advance arguments for freedom and civil rights by 
collecting data on black economic and social successes. Yet, Spielberg’s cinematic 
Slade is ‘portrayed as an avuncular butler, a black servant out of central casting,’ 
relegated at film’s end to watching with theatrical admiration as the paternalistic 
president passes from the White House to his fateful demise at Ford’s Theatre.15 
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Slade, it might be said to the contrary, both literally and metaphorically, ‘set the 
table’ for President Lincoln. 
Similarly, the historical Elizabeth Keckley was also party to the highly 
politicised community of former slave African Americans, playing an activist role 
in the antislavery movement. Rather than alluding to Keckley’s ‘important work in 
establishing a Contraband Relief Association in 1862 to gather funds and clothing 
for former slaves seeking refuge in Washington,’16 facilitating their transition to 
freedom and autonomy, the film relegates her role to that of a servant closely 
modelled after Hollywood tradition. Even though accorded a quota of camera time 
in some ten scenes, even showcasing a personal conversation with President 
Lincoln on the steps of the White House, her Kushner-scripted dialogue allows no 
mention of her personal role in the struggle surrounding emancipation’s historical 
evolution. Rather, the scene defers to the Lincoln comment, ‘I don’t know you,’ 
meaning not just her, but all black people. Thus is the audience disallowed an 
opportunity to know her either. To viewers she remains a rather demur seamstress, 
the personal modiste, a lady-in-waiting, and as she accompanies Mary Todd 
Lincoln to the legislative chamber in Lincoln, literally a balcony spectator to 
emancipation. To Mary Todd Lincoln she was behind the seams, while to Steven 
Spielberg, she was behind the scenes, never allowed her proper role as a participant 
designer to the fabric of history.  
In the end, Steven Spielberg’s Lincoln is awash in white, still in bondage to the 
culture’s custody of colour, especially so via its consistent blindness to black 
abolitionists’ monumental efforts toward emancipation and its deferral to the 
paternalistic leadership of Lincoln and his associated legislative leaders such as 
Thaddeus Stevens. To most cinematic consumers, cinematic history is the only 
history they ‘know.’ Though it has been known at least since Plato that a 
representation of a thing is not the thing in itself, film’s power frequently trumps 
that recognition, especially as it so powerfully affects the way we are invited to 
imagine, visualise, and ultimately value the past.  In that sense, far more reflecting 
the memorialised ideas of his own time than the documented historical time 
portrayed, Spielberg’s Lincoln is a white lie, omitting the greater historical truths 
of black emancipation. Lincoln’s white dream of black emancipation misconstrues 
the true complexion of the abolitionist movement. 
 
Notes 
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After Whiteness: Exposing the Old and Envisioning the New 
Multicultural Normal 
 
Carole Gerster 
 
Abstract 
Whiteness and white hegemony survive via invisibility. Whiteness refers to the 
unmarked, invisible, and unquestioned white norms and standards by which all are 
measured and by which non-whites are judged to be the ‘other’ – physically, 
mentally, and morally. And white hegemony (white dominance and control) 
maintains white privilege and power in invisible and seemingly invincible ways. 
Visual media, however, can provide an antidote to invisibility. Visual media, 
especially film and television, are the primary, popular, and often the only venue 
by which audiences learn about important racial issues and allow their ideas to be 
shaped and reshaped by their visual experiences. While most often used to 
maintain whiteness, some visual media make whiteness and its perpetuation visible 
and vulnerable. Notable challenges to whiteness and white hegemony in the US 
include the 2005 Academy-Award winning Best Picture Crash and a 2012 episode 
of the Emmy-Award winning comedy news television program The Daily Show 
with Jon Stewart. In ways unique to the feature film and to comedy news, both 
expose visual media attempts to maintain whiteness as invisible and unquestioned, 
both examine whiteness status anxieties and changes in who can be white to de-
normalise and destabilise whiteness, and both raise viewer consciousness about the 
realities of America’s multicultural diversity to envision a new (after whiteness) 
multicultural norm. 
 
Key Words: Visualising invisible whiteness, Crash, The Daily Show, anxieties, 
multicultural diversity. 
 
***** 
 
In the face of increasing multicultural diversity, whiteness and white hegemony 
are under visual scrutiny in the United States. Whiteness refers to a multitude of 
pervasive, invisible, and thus largely unquestioned white-created norms and 
standards by which all are measured and non-whites are judged to be ‘other’ – 
physically, mentally, and morally. Whiteness and white hegemony (white 
dominance and control) survive via constant maintenance and a willing (although 
often coerced or unconscious) acceptance by both whites and people of colour. 
Visual media – especially films and television – are an excellent means to 
understand current manifestations of recurring racial issues, including the current 
status of whiteness and white hegemony. Paradoxically, although we see them 
maintained continuously on film and television screens, whiteness and hegemonic 
white power and privilege survive in invisible and seemingly invincible ways.1 
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While US mainstream visual media most often maintain whiteness norms and 
standards, independent films and cable television are able to consciously and 
deliberately challenge whiteness by making it visible and vulnerable. Notable for 
their direct challenges to whiteness and white hegemony are Paul Haggis’ 2005 
Academy-Award Best Picture film Crash2 and a 2012 episode of the Emmy-
Award winning comedy news television program The Daily Show with Jon 
Stewart.3 Understanding whiteness as a problem that requires public awareness 
and scrutiny in order to be solved, both Crash and The Daily Show expose visual 
media attempts to maintain the normality of whiteness, examine whiteness status 
anxieties and changes in who can be white to de-normalise and destabilise 
whiteness, and raise viewer consciousness about the realities of American 
multiculturalism to envision a new multicultural norm. 
It is important to recognise how whiteness survives in twenty-first century 
visual media via examples of those who supposedly are and those who supposedly 
are not worthy of privilege and power. Nightly television news programs, which 
get much of their content from police reports, regularly note suspected criminals as 
Latino American or African American, but very rarely mention white crimes or the 
race of white suspects, which remain largely invisible. These news stories 
normalise the idea that there are few white criminals compared to non-white 
criminals by what they report, and by what they do not report: the (invisible) facts 
that Latino Americans and (especially) African Americans are routinely detained, 
arrested, convicted, and imprisoned at disproportionately higher rates than whites.4 
A specific instance of how whiteness is maintained occurs in Michael Moore’s 
2002 documentary Bowling for Columbine. Moore is infamous for exposés of 
untouchable topics for public scrutiny, but whiteness as norm slips right past him 
unnoticed. In Bowling for Columbine, one of Moore’s goals is to expose how easy 
it is to acquire guns in America, so he goes to a bank where he can register for and 
get a new gun as a premium for opening a new bank account. When asked to fill in 
his race on the registration form, he pauses to ask whether he should write ‘white’ 
or ‘Caucasian,’ but he does not pause at all when he is assured that his race will not 
be a cause of concern to those issuing the gun. Because he is white, Moore gets a 
gun without question. And because the white privilege accorded him goes 
unnoticed as a naturalised, normalised, everyday occurrence, white hegemony 
remains unrecognised and whiteness is maintained as an invisible and therefore 
unquestionable norm and standard for both Moore and his viewers.5  
Like the nightly news and Moore’s film, Stewart’s comedy news The Daily 
Show and Haggis’ film Crash include scenes of how visual media maintain 
whiteness, but they differ substantially in that they are both deliberate exposés of 
the process. As US hegemony experts Lee Artz and Bren Ortega Murphy conclude, 
because of America’s ‘cultural diversity and complexity, hegemony must be 
continually stitched together at many seams and thus has many points where it may 
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unravel.’6 Crash and The Daily Show astutely unravel some of those many 
vulnerable seams. 
Crash exposes television’s maintenance of whiteness by revealing how it 
perpetuates the stereotype of blacks as less intelligent than whites. Crash’s 
representation of a fictional television studio shows a white producer insisting that 
a black director re-shoot a scene in order to portray a black character as 
unintelligent. The white producer claims that because this black character is not 
supposed to be ‘the smart one,’ he is not speaking black enough when he speaks 
standard American English and must therefore restate his lines – from ‘Don’t talk 
to me about that’ to ‘Don’t be talkin’ ‘bout dat.’ It is literally behind the scenes that 
this television studio scene visualises the otherwise invisible: the media 
reproduction of whiteness as the standard of intelligence that black characters are 
often not allowed to meet. The scene suggests that stereotyped representations of 
African Americans are often the result of white producers who insist on repeating 
what they have seen as a norm and who are in control of what others will continue 
to see in the same way. As this white producer uses his white power and privilege 
to define what it means to be black for television viewers, and the black director is 
coerced into retreating from his initial objection for fear of losing his job, Crash 
makes the invisible visible and points to the need for more cultural diversity in 
decision-making positions. 
Crash also exposes how whiteness norms and standards, again including 
speaking standard American English, give people of colour whiteness status 
anxieties. An opening scene car crash shows how Latina- and Asian-American 
characters readily employ racial stereotypes of otherness when they seem to justify 
a self-interested end. In this Crash scene, a Korean-American driver (Kim Lee) 
rear-ends the car driven by a Latina-American driver (Ria) and immediately 
blames Ria for the crash by invoking the stereotype that all Latinos are Mexicans 
who cannot drive, as she claims ‘Mexicans no know how to drive’ and this one 
‘blake too fast.’ Ria responds in kind by invoking the forever-foreign stereotype of 
Asian Americans, noting Kim Lee’s smaller-than-the-average-American height and 
dialect-inflected English, with her accusation that if this driver ‘could see over the 
steering wheel, maybe she could blake too.’ Kim Lee then contends that Ria is not 
only foreign but is an undocumented Mexican worker, telling the police officer on 
hand to call immigration authorities. Ria counters, by invoking the model-minority 
stereotype of Asian Americans, that she wants the police officer to record how 
shocked she is to have been hit by an Asian driver. Both women have internalised 
the dominant white culture’s master narrative of racial difference and hierarchy. 
Their xenophobic, Eurocentric exchange7 reveals their whiteness status anxieties, 
as each woman attempts to position herself closer than the other to the norms of 
whiteness that make all non-whites into less-than-white ‘others’ in order to blame 
the other for the car crash.  
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 exposes and unravels.  
As cultural hegemony expert Antonio Gramsci explains, and Crash 
demonstrates, hegemony maintains itself by encouraging social consent to ideas 
and practices that everyone comes to believe operate in their best interests, even 
though, in actual practice, they best serve only the interests of the dominant 
group.8 To de-normalise whiteness and white hegemony, Crash exposes these 
characters’ (and the nation’s) unconsciously internalised assumptions about 
whiteness norms and standards – by which all non-whites are judged, inevitably 
fall short, and thus conveniently fit into popular racial stereotypes – as both 
harmful to others and self-detrimental. The discriminatory assumption that 
speaking standard American English (the language brought by British colonisers 
and standardised with American spellings, pronunciations, meanings, and correct 
usage in white-authored dictionaries) is an acceptable white norm and standard by 
which to dismiss American speakers of other languages and dialect-inflected 
English as foreign and inferior is a vulnerable seam of hegemony that Crash 
carefully and repeatedly 9
The Daily Show not only exposes how television attempts to maintain 
whiteness, it also de-normalises whiteness by depicting the white hegemony status 
anxiety of a white conservative and it dismisses whiteness as a fictional construct. 
Stewart targets the conservative Fox News programme The O’Reilly Factor in his 
critique of the status-anxiety complaints of host Bill O’Reilly. O’Reilly laments the 
change in American demographics, from a vast majority of whites to a rapidly 
growing non-white (soon-to-be minority majority) population that rejected the 
conservative Republicans in 2012 and voted instead with the progressive 
Democrats to re-elect African-American Barack Obama as US President.10 Stewart 
shows a clip of O’Reilly lamenting that, with the re-election of Obama, ‘It’s not a 
traditional America anymore. The demographics are changing. The white 
establishment is now the minority,’ and ‘America as we know it is gone: Ward, 
June, Wally and the Beav – out of here.’ O’Reilly’s reference to characters in a 
popular 1950s television sitcom called Leave It to Beaver reveals that, for him, 
what constitutes ‘a traditional America’ is the all-white nuclear family on an old 
all-white television sitcom.  
Stewart’s comedic response reveals how popular fictional television sitcoms 
maintained, and still maintain through media memories, the notion of whiteness as 
norm for audiences, including O’Reilly, and exposes the very idea of whiteness as 
a fictional norm accepted as reality. Stewart mockingly says, ‘Yes, Bill, Obama’s 
re-election marked the moment when traditional America ended; when the family 
from the 1950s sitcom Leave It to Beaver ceased to be real.’ Here, Stewart 
positions O’Reilly’s lament as out-of-touch with reality, chiding O’Reilly for 
returning to America’s pre-Civil Rights 1950s as his benchmark for whiteness as 
norm, and dismissing whiteness itself as no more than a fictional construct 
promoted and maintained by a fictional television sitcom family that existed only 
in the imaginations of its white creators. Stewart exposes O’Reilly’s laments about 
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the loss of a traditional white America as his calculated appropriation of racial 
otherness designed to gain sympathy for whites and for a ‘traditional’ white 
America as the supposed true victims of racial discrimination. And Stewart 
exposes how O’Reilly’s attempt to maintain the status of white hegemony in 
America includes the maintenance of his own privileged status. 
Crash also visualises the white hegemony anxiety of a conservative white man 
to expose his appropriation of racial otherness as his desperate attempt to maintain 
white hegemony, and to reveal the racism that often accompanies white fears and 
anxieties. With its multiculturally diverse ensemble cast, Crash is notable for its 
lack of the conventional white male protagonist, from whose perspective viewers 
see and understand non-white others and who serves as the voice of authority. 
Instead, Crash has a number of multiculturally diverse main characters, one of 
whom is a white male, Los Angeles Police Officer John Ryan, who serves, not as 
protagonist, but as the film’s focused critique of the anxious white male who fears 
falling from his place in the established white racial hierarchy. Crash shows that, 
while attempting to get better health care for his ageing father, Officer Ryan 
assumes his racial status is threatened by government policies of equal opportunity 
for non-whites, so he twice insults an African-American health management 
organisation (HMO) supervisor, Shaniqua Johnson. After Johnson refuses to assign 
Ryan’s father to a new doctor outside the organisation because Ryan has insulted 
her (by guessing that her name indicates her race and suggesting that her race is the 
reason for his father’s lack of good health care) Ryan insults her again, telling her 
he is sure that she only got her job ‘over five or six more qualified white men’ 
because of affirmative action policies and by suggesting that she therefore does not 
have the abilities needed to do the job. As Ryan assumes Johnson is an affirmative 
action hire and insists that affirmative action policies discriminate against naturally 
more qualified white males, Crash exposes his racially charged criticism of 
affirmative action as his appropriation of racial otherness in order to reposition 
whites as the real victims of racial discrimination. 
Crash exposes Officer Ryan’s erroneous assumption that all non-whites in 
management positions have been hired via affirmative action as his desperate 
attempt to maintain whiteness as the norm and standard that non-whites cannot 
meet. As racial privilege expert Peggy McIntosh reveals and Crash illustrates, 
whites are not victims of racism. Whites still experience preferential treatment with 
the continuing unofficial affirmative action of racial discrimination against non-
whites. And, even with affirmative action policies for non-whites, whites can 
continue to give themselves an unfair advantage: by insisting affirmation action is 
unfair, they perpetuate the normalised assumption that whites earn their jobs 
because of their qualifications rather than their race.11  
In exposing the assumptions and complaints of Bill O’Reilly and Officer John 
Ryan, The Daily Show and Crash both focus on Irish Americans as a means to 
destabilise the very notion of whiteness. The history of Irish Americans shows that 
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there is nothing stable about whiteness and who can be white in America. As Noel 
Ignatiev explains in How the Irish Became White, although they are white skinned, 
Irish Americans were not always considered white. Irish Americans became white 
with their decision not to join nineteenth-century American abolitionists in 
working for the emancipation of African Americans, and in their decision, instead, 
to position themselves as superior to African Americans (with whom, as another 
low-cost labour force, they were first aligned in American society).12 Reminiscent 
of the characters Kim Lee and Ria in Crash, who blame each other for a car crash 
based on the idea that other non-whites cannot possibly measure up to white 
standards, Irish Americans worked to place themselves higher on the hierarchal 
scale of whiteness than black Americans. In doing so, Irish Americans bettered 
their social position in America. They were accepted as white by whites because 
they helped cement the hegemonic notion that whiteness is the standard to which 
everyone must aspire in order to be considered American. 
To unravel the vulnerable seams that hold white hegemony together, Crash and 
The Daily Show reveal how both the white status whites assigned to themselves 
and the white status achieved via Irish-American status-building efforts must be 
constantly renewed. Crash’s Irish-American Officer Ryan insists that African-
American Shaniqua Johnson could only have gotten got her job over ‘five or six 
more qualified white men’ because of affirmative action in his attempt to secure 
his own insecure status. He ignores past and present discrimination against African 
Americans while engaging in racial discrimination himself as he erroneously 
categorises African Americans as so low on the whiteness scale that they can only 
obtain supervisory positions via policies that override their supposed innate 
inadequacies. And The Daily Show counters Bill O’Reilly’s attempts to secure his 
‘traditional’ white status by noting that there can be nothing innately superior about 
whites or whiteness since notions of who can be white arbitrarily change. To 
remind his viewers of O’Reilly’s ancestral Irish-American non-white status, 
Stewart says O’Reilly must have forgotten ‘the nineteenth century when someone 
with a name like O’Reilly’ was dismissed ‘in prestigious American publications 
such as The Christian Examiner’ with discriminatory descriptions such as ‘the ill 
clad and destitute Irishman is repulsive to our habits and tastes.’ Crash and The 
Daily Show reveal whiteness as a vulnerable fiction that needs to be constantly 
maintained to keep non-white others under white control, and, as such, calls for 
direct exposure and public scrutiny. 
 Crash and The Daily Show also envision a new (after-whiteness) multicultural 
norm, where people of colour claim their rightful place in an increasingly 
multicultural America that publicly prides itself on being a nation of immigrants 
and a society of equal opportunity and equal rights. Paul Haggis’ characters 
include a Mexican-American girl who represents America’s past (because much of 
the United States was originally Mexico before white Manifest Destiny policies 
claimed it) and America’s future (as the only child in the film and representative of 
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America’s fastest growing – Latino/a – minority). Crash also shows how the 
African-American television director, who was bullied by his white producer to 
make a black character appear unintelligent, becomes so disgusted with white 
power that he stands up to two white police officers even as they point guns at him. 
And Crash includes a scene where a new Asian immigrant stares in wonderment 
into a glass-front store, its shelves stacked high with VHS tapes and DVDs and its 
doors wide open to the public. Like the viewing audience watching him, this young 
man is easily drawn into an America defined by film and television representations 
continually available for viewing and re-viewing. This media-store scene invites 
him to add to the racial representations already available, and to add his own story 
to its small beginning in Crash. These characters and this invitation to continue the 
story of America from the perspective of a non-white ‘other’ define film and 
television as primary sites where ideas about whiteness and otherness are 
formulated, challenged, and reformulated, juxtaposing old and new perspectives to 
open new directions for public thinking in changing times.  
 Jon Stewart’s final response to Bill O’Reilly also dismisses whiteness in favour 
of new multicultural realities in a country with ever changing racial categories.13 
As Stewart identifies himself as a Jewish American and thus, like Irish Americans, 
as belonging to a historically discriminated against non-white minority that became 
white, he admonishes O’Reilly one last time, saying,  
 
You don’t need to worry so much. What you are demonstrating 
[with your white anxieties about a post-white America] is the 
health and vitality of America’s greatest tradition: a feverish, 
frightened ruling class lamenting the rise of a new ethnically, 
religiously diverse [minority majority] that will destroy all that is 
good and virtuous and bring the American experiment crashing 
to the ground. Except you’re forgetting one thing: that IS the 
American experiment. … Enough with your lamentations! 
  
 Akin to Crash’s invitation to a new immigrant non-white ‘other’ to add a new 
perspective to the changing media history of race in America, Stewart here 
includes his own invitation – to other nonwhites who became white, to contribute 
to what he calls ‘America’s greatest tradition’: the increasing inclusion of diverse 
Americans. Instead of working to secure their own insecure status, Stewart 
suggests that formerly non-white whites are uniquely qualified to reveal the unfair 
discrimination against and the inherently equal worthiness of non-white others. 
Crash and The Daily Show both envision and promote the inclusiveness of a 
multicultural norm. They do so by making otherwise invisible discriminatory 
norms and standards of whiteness visible, exposing exclusionary attempts to reach 
or maintain a white status, inviting the diverse perspectives of ‘others’ into public 
discourse, and promoting the great American tradition of increasing inclusion.   
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Notes 
1 Whiteness studies often note the invisibility of whiteness. See Mike Hill, After 
Whiteness: Unmaking an American Majority (New York and London: New York 
University Press, 2004), 117, 183 and 242. 
2 Crash, dir. Paul Haggis (Los Angeles, CA: Lions Gate, 2005), DVD. 
3 Chuck O’Neil, ‘Episode 18026: It Was the Best of Times, It Was the Best of 
Times’, The Daily Show with Jon Stewart, aired 15 November 2012, accessed 15 
July 2013 (New York: Comedy Partners), 
http://www.thedailyshow.com/videos?term=Bill+O’Reilly+November+15+15%2C
+2012.   
4 A 2007 study found that ‘9.5% of African Americans – compared with 8.8% of 
Latinos and 3.6% of whites – are likely to be searched after being pulled over by 
the police, and that African Americans are twice as likely to be arrested.’ ‘Briefing/ 
Numbers’, Time, 14 May 2007, 26. In 2013, US Representative Rose DeLauro 
cited new statistics: ‘While African Americans make up about 15% of the nation’s 
drug users, they are 36% of those arrested, 54% of those convicted, and 74% of 
those sentenced to prison for a drug offence’, Washington Spectator, 1 September 
2013, 3. 
5 Bowling for Columbine, dir. Michael Moore (Los Angeles, CA: United Artists, 
2002), DVD. 
6 Lee Artz and Bren Ortega Murphy, Cultural Hegemony in the United States 
(Thousand Oaks, CA, London and New Delhi: Sage Publications, 2000), 28. 
7 In critiquing these characters’ Eurocentrism, Crash follows the thinking of Robert 
Stam, who says, ‘Multiculturalism is actually an assault ... on Eurocentrism,’ 
which ‘permeates and structures contemporary practices even after the formal end 
of colonialism’ because ‘a multicultural view critiques the universalisation of 
Eurocentric norms.’ Robert Stam, Film Theory: An Introduction (Madden, MA: 
Blackwell, 2000), 269. Crash accurately represents recurring stereotypes of 
Latino/a Americans and Asian Americans. See Charles Ramirez Berg’s Latino 
Images in Film: Stereotypes, Subversion, Resistance (Austin: University of Texas 
Press, 2002); Ediberto Roman’s Those Damned Immigrants: America’s Hysteria 
over Undocumented Immigration (New York and London: New York University 
Press, 2013); and Ronald Takaki’s A Different Mirror: A History of Multicultural 
America (Boston: Little, Brown, and Co, 1999). 
8 Antonio Gramsci, Prison Notebooks (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1992), 233-238. 
9 While the US insists on the importance of reading and speaking English, and does 
not promote or support teaching other languages, the US state of Utah has become 
a successful exception. See Jeffrey Kluger, ‘The Power of the Bilingual Brain’, 
Time, 29 July 2013, 42-47.  
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10 According to exit polls during the 2012 US presidential election, the white vote 
was 39% for Obama and 59% for Romney; the black vote was 93% for Obama and 
6% for Romney; the Latino/Hispanic vote was 71% for Obama and 17% for 
Romney; the Asian-American vote was 73% for Obama and 26% for Romney; and 
all others voted 50% for Obama and 38% for Romney. ‘Exit Polls 2012: How the 
Vote has Shifted’, The Washington Post, 6 November 2012, 1. 
11 McIntosh writes, ‘As a white person, I realised that I had been taught about 
racism as something which puts others at a disadvantage, but had not been taught 
to see one of its corollary aspects, white privilege, which puts me at an advantage.’ 
She also finds that ‘such privilege simply confers dominance, gives permission to 
control.’ Peggy McIntosh, White Privilege and Male Privilege: A Personal 
Account of Coming to See Correspondences through Work in Women’s Studies 
(Wellesley Colege Center for Research on Women, 1988), 1-20. 
12 Noel Ignatiev, How the Irish Became White (New York and London: Routledge, 
2009). 
13 Although the Census Bureau did not even count Latinos until late in the 20th 
century, it is considering changing the classification of Latinos/ Hispanics from an 
ethnic group to a racial group for the next census count. Haya El Nasser, ‘Census 
Rethinks Hispanic’, USA Today, 4 January 2013, 3A. 
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TechnoRiot: Whiteness, Capital and the Violence of Belonging 
 
Robyn Westcott  
 
Abstract 
In this chapter, I consider the potential of deploying the motif of capital to 
explicate the non-material, symbolic dimensions of white supremacy. In figuring 
whiteness as ‘capital-like,’ I am interested in examining its aggregative function – 
the mechanics through which various capacities to act within the socius are 
accumulated. Like capital, white supremacy produces distinctions between bodies 
that labour and bodies that do not; bodies that suffer in alienation and bodies that 
are inalienable; bodies that inscribe and bodies on which inscriptions are made. 
Unlike metaphors grounded in the forms and thematics of the economy, the trope 
of capital is invoked much less frequently in white critique. As such, my interest in 
utilising capital as a figuration with which to probe the crisis of national and 
governmental belonging set in motion by both the Cronulla Riots in Australia 
(2005), and the ‘BlackBerry’ Riots in England (2011) is directed, in part, to testing 
its rhetorical and explanatory possibilities. In exploring the critical insight that 
metaphors of capital (cultural, social, symbolic and national) bring to bear on 
struggles over recognition, political agency, national belonging and access to social 
hope, I will contemplate the tensions that the riots exposed within multicultural 
communities and consider how the dynamic interplay of the familiar and the 
strange affected the way in which whiteness was represented in public, 
governmental rhetoric. Using Bourdieu’s theorisation of the relationship between 
economic capital and its discursive emanations, I will examine the ways in which 
racial formations are organised through the distribution of discursive and 
representational resources. I will then draw on Ghassan Hage’s formulation of the 
relationship between whiteness and national capital to analyse, firstly, how the 
possession of white, national capital secures an authorial relationship to categories 
of stranger-ness and belonging, and secondly, how discourses of welcoming the 
immigrant and pursuing an ethics of hospitality to the ‘stranger’ were constrained 
and explicitly challenged by a symbolic capital of homely belonging. 
 
Key Words: Bourdieu, capital metaphor, symbolic capital, multiculturalism, white 
supremacy, violence and protests. 
 
***** 
 
1.  Introduction 
In this chapter, I consider how racial formations are always and already 
organised by the distribution of non-material, representational resources. Race 
continues to matter in terms of how we make and (re)make narratives of 
nationhood, citizenship, political agency, recognition and, most significantly, 
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social hope. In both Australia and Britain, whiteness secures an authorial 
relationship to discourses of, to borrow an idea from Derrida, ‘ontopology,’ that is 
the condition of being in place. The subject who is ‘in place’ governs the 
outworking of complex formations, such as stranger-ness and hospitality, that are 
inextricably bound to ideas of ‘territory, native soil, city, [and] body in general.’1 
While this type of authority is necessarily governmental and juridical, it is also 
invested in racialised performance; in the collective and networked relations that 
this performance makes possible; and in the symbolic power that the racial 
majority exercises. 
I want to take up these issues in the context of the crises of national belonging 
catalysed by the Cronulla Riots in Australia in December 2005, and the 
‘BlackBerry’ Riots that occurred in London in the summer of 2011. These events 
throw the capital-like energy of whiteness into stark relief. In comparing whiteness 
to capital, I want to explore how it facilitates the accumulation of specific 
capacities to act within the socius. How is the relative status of subjects – that is 
racialised bodies – determined within the Western ‘multicultural’ collective? How 
are appropriate or proper racial performances adjudicated? How are particular 
subjects – their experiences, histories and biographies – granted the boon of 
recognition? And how are these questions negotiated within the rhetorical flux of 
public conversation? 
Obviously, these are extremely complex issues that deserve careful, detailed 
and subtle consideration, which cannot be accomplished adequately in a chapter of 
this length. What I hope to do, however, is to show how the metaphor of capital 
might be used to sketch a broad framework that makes a deeper, more penetrating 
analysis possible.  
I start by introducing Bourdieu’s and Hage’s conceptions of capital. I then 
consider the events of the Cronulla and BlackBerry Riots in order to explore how 
the trope of capital might be use to decode, and to complicate the public, 
governmental rhetorical that emerged in the wake of the riots. Using capital as an 
analytic allows us to make three useful critical readings of the Cronulla and 
BlackBerry Riots. Firstly, the riots on Cronulla Beach can be understood as the 
outcome of white Australians exploiting their reserves of semiotic and 
governmental capital to represent the non-white other as socially and culturally 
incompetent and therefore not deserving of either positive rights or civic 
protections. Secondly, the BlackBerry Riots can be read as a response to varying 
manifestations of white capital deficit. In this context, being other than white – or 
improperly white – automatically predisposes the subject to the state’s surveillance 
and its sanctions.  
Finally, I am interested in the ways in which a nominally white symbolic 
capital was deployed to represent the riots as simply or only manifestations of 
criminal behaviour, and not as a response to the condition of specific racial group 
either denying, or being denied, the right of homely belonging within the nation. 
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2.  Capital 
My conception of capital is drawn from the work of both French sociologist 
Pierre Bourdieu and Australian anthropologist Ghassan Hage. Bourdieu’s theory of 
capital produces two particular insights that are significant to the study of 
whiteness. The first is that an agent is unable to advance her position within a 
social or cultural field unless she accumulates those competencies, credentials and 
connections recognised as authentic by the field’s dominant group.2 Secondly, an 
agent’s ability to realise a ‘profit’ on her capital is affected by her relative position 
within a particular field.3 To possess whiteness thus equates to holding power, or 
in Bourdieuian terms a ‘stake in the game,’4 within a particular social world. This 
stake enables white subjects to participate, more or less effectively, in cultivating 
and administering those practices by which ‘some groups of people act upon the 
possible actions of others.’5 Bourdieu’s extension of the figure of capital into 
social, cultural and symbolic formations heightens critical awareness of those 
mechanisms through which whiteness is engaged as an authoritative resource, that 
is, as Theresa J. Guess explains, ‘the capacity to generate command over actors and 
persons.’6 As an articulation of socio-cultural, discursive and spatial power, 
whiteness is implicated in the (re)making of representation and, ultimately, in the 
‘organisation of life chances.’7  
Bourdieu captures this dynamic movingly in the Pascalian Meditations: 
 
one of the most unequal of all distributions [he writes], and 
probably, in any case, the most cruel, is the distribution of 
symbolic capital, that is, of social importance and reasons for 
living. … [T]here is no worse dispossession, no worse privation, 
perhaps, than that of the losers in the symbolic struggle for 
recognition, for access to a socially recognised social being, in a 
word, to humanity.8 
 
Thus, to accumulate capital is to not simply acquire economic resources, but to 
command the production of cultural, social and political meaning. 
Ghassan Hage extends Bourdieu’s schema to theorise that the struggle for 
national capital within a white supremacist multiculture produces the fantasy that 
individuals inhabit one of two distinct and irreconcilable subject positions: that of 
the ‘national-spatial manager’ or the ‘managed national object.’9 The national-
spatial manager engages in the work of classification, enforcing distinctions 
between those citizen-subjects who are ‘in place’ and those subjects who are 
objectified as being ‘out of place.’ Space, as Achille Mbembe reminds us, is the 
‘raw material of sovereignty and the violence it carrie[s] with it.’10 In seeking to 
contain both the movement and the proliferation of the non-white or less-white 
other, the national-spatial manager rehearses the terror of the original colonial 
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encounter. Her discursive capital is the source of prohibitions that map and 
interpellate bodies and territory.  
 
3. Cronulla, Australia, December 2005 
In December 2005, a story began to find traction in the Sydney media. Tensions 
were rising at Cronulla Beach. One Sydney newspaper ran a headline claiming that 
Lebanese and Arab Australians from Sydney’s western suburbs had turned the 
beach into a ‘war zone.’11 ‘They’ harassed white women and young girls;12 
disrupted the quiet enjoyment of other beachgoers by playing soccer on the sand; 
and their large family groups ‘took over’ the picnic areas at nearby Gunnamatta 
Park.13  
Then the story shifted gear. A group of up to twenty Lebanese men had 
allegedly attacked two young, white volunteer surf lifesavers on North Cronulla 
Beach. Reports emerged of a text message circulating in southern Sydney. It urged 
recipients to gather their friends and: 
 
come to Cronulla this weekend to take revenge [for the assault on 
the volunteer lifesavers]. This Sunday every Aussie in the Shire 
get down to North Cronulla to support the Leb and wog bashing 
day. Bring your mates and let’s show them that this is our beach 
and they are never welcome … let’s kill these boys.14 
 
On Sunday 11 December 2005, a crowd of 5,000 people gathered at Cronulla to 
‘reclaim’ the beach for its apparently natural and rightful custodians – the white 
Australian residents of the surrounding Sutherland Shire. Numbers of flag-draped, 
flag-waving, flag-tattooed sympathisers swelled throughout the morning. Other 
protestors sported T-shirts emblazoned with handwritten slogans: ‘Respect Locals;’ 
‘Wogbasher 1 Aussie,’ ‘Mohammed was a camel raping f*ggot;’ ‘Ethnic 
Cleansing Unit.’ Some simply wrote on their skin with coloured marker: ‘F*ck off 
Leb c*nts;’ ‘Save ‘Nulla [sic], F*ck Allah.’15 Barbeques were set up and beers 
passed around. The crowd sang the national anthem and ‘Waltzing Matilda’ as if 
they were at the rugby or the cricket. Then they took up a chant, ‘Go f*cking 
home, go f*cking home.’ It was, as one attendee recalled later, ‘sort of like 
Australia Day, like everyone was celebrating.’16  
Between 26 and 31 people were injured in violent attacks that escalated over 
the course of the afternoon. At least five racially motivated assaults took place and 
16 rioters were arrested. In a particularly disturbing incident, police wielding 
batons drove back a mob of rioters attempting to storm a train arriving at Cronulla 
station in search of passengers of Middle Eastern appearance.  
The protestors at Cronulla Beach staged a fabulous inversion of the colonial 
encounter. On the very same peninsula where the British explorer Captain James 
Cook had landed in 1770, the white neo-indigene perceived herself as menaced by 
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the arrival of the swarthy interloper whose actions are interpreted as both hostile 
and expansionary. The crisis at Cronulla was, thus, profoundly ontopological for 
particular white Australians. It jeopardised their ‘land rights’ and threatened their 
right to feel ‘in place,’ that is ‘nurtured,’17 by and through their surroundings. In 
seeking to ‘reclaim’ the beach, the protestors acted to (re)secure their position as 
managers of the national space and thus their entitlement to discipline the 
‘undesirable national object’ who destabilises the comfortable relationship between 
the white nationalist and her phantasmic homeland.18 
The Cronulla Riots can be read as the vehement restatement of whiteness as the 
‘repository for a specific kind of capital – one that allows for a fit between 
individual bodies and a collective fantasy of nation.’19 As such, the protestors can 
be understood as attempting to limit the corporeal and existential dimensions of the 
unfit, non-white body – the body that inspires fear and anxiety; the body that 
actively resists the domestic disciplines of suburban ritual and, disconcertingly, 
politicises the physical and psychic space of national leisure and relaxation.20 As 
managed national objects, Lebanese and Arab Australians were stereotyped as 
‘immigrant outsiders,’21 ‘invader[s] of the homeland’22 and ‘rude, coarse guests 
who do not know how to say thank you.’23 The full white body, as a repository for 
the accumulated capital of belonging, engaged in the (re)making of phantasies of 
history and nation. In contrast, the ‘not-whole’ body of the racially other was 
represented, as ‘unlimited, uncontained, [and] even unhinged.’24 
 
4. Tottenham, London, August 2011 
On 4 August 2011, Mark Duggan, described variously by media outlets as 
black or Afro-Caribbean and a ‘well-known gangster,’ was shot dead in Tottenham 
by police who intercepted the mini-cab in which he was travelling. The 
circumstances of the shooting are still unclear: reports of whether Duggan was 
armed and, if so, who fired the initial shot were confused. While the issue was 
ultimately referred to the Independent Police Complaints Commission,25 at least 
one hundred people, including members of Duggan’s family, congregated at 
Tottenham police station two days later seeking an explanation as to the 
circumstances of his death. Missiles were thrown from the crowd, and two police 
cars were torched. Rioting began in the Tottenham High Road.  
On 7 August, a message, sent via BlackBerry Messenger, pinged exponentially 
across North London. It read: 
 
Everyone in edmonton enfield wood green everywhere in north 
link up at enfield town station at 4 O clock sharp!!!! Start leaving 
ur yards n linking up with your niggas. Fuck da feds, bring your 
ballys and your bags trollys, cars vans, hammers the lot!!26 
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By the following night, rioting, looting and arson attacks had spread to 22 of 
London’s 32 boroughs, and to cities including Liverpool, Birmingham, Nottingham 
and Manchester. There were calls to suspend social media services, such as Twitter 
and Facebook. By the time all 66 outbreaks of civil unrest were contained, 15,000 
people had been involved in the turmoil and five people had died. Half a billion 
pounds’ worth of property damage had been inflicted, and over 4,000 people 
arrested on riot-related charges.27   
Whereas the Cronulla Riot was an overt demonstration of racialised capital 
harnessed to (re)inscribe racialised boundaries – to maintain regimes of being in 
and out of place – the ‘BlackBerry’ Riots complicate the capital analytic. 
Commentators and academics have attempted to make sense of the ‘BlackBerry’ 
Riots by placing them in a trajectory of civil disturbance beginning with the 1981 
Brixton and Toxteth Riots, and continuing through the Broadwater Farm Riot in 
1985.28 While the ‘BlackBerry’ Riots share an immediate provocation with these 
past events – suspicion of, and deteriorating relationships between law 
enforcement and African-Caribbean British communities – they differed 
significantly in their rapid movement across London, across England and across 
racial groups.  
Interviewing Stuart Hall in The Guardian, columnist Zoe Williams described 
the riots as ‘the place where the austerity, these so called “failures” of 
multiculturalism, the absence of politics, all meet, in Foot Locker, of all places.’29 I 
want to suggest that the failures and absences that Williams gestures toward can 
also be understood as capital deficits: stigmatisations based not only on race, but 
also on class, age and gender.30 Being out of place – outside capitalist structures of 
wage labour and conspicuous consumption, outside orthodox systems of political 
and social recognition and outside the safe boundaries of private space – the rioters 
engaged in the one form of representation left to them: violence and contempt for 
the rule of law. It was, said one protestor, like ‘everyone was smiling. It was 
literally a festival with no food, no dancing, no music but a free shopping trip for 
everyone.’31  
The complex racial dynamics of the ‘BlackBerry’ Riots resist easy 
interpretations, such as that offered by the historian David Starkey on BBC2s 
Newsnight.32 Starkey argued that the riots offered proof that members of the white 
underclass – ‘the chavs’ – had elected to ‘become black.’33 The ‘blackness’ to 
which this white precariat34 had surrendered was:  
 
[a] particular sort of violent, destructive, nihilistic, gangster 
culture [that] has become the fashion. And black and white, boy 
and girl, operate in this language together, this language which is 
wholly false, which is this Jamaican patois that’s been intruded 
in England, and this is why so many of us have this sense of 
literally a foreign country.35 
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Starkey’s assertions were ethically and politically problematic. In resuscitating 
moral claims about racial groups, they were profoundly injurious to all Britons 
who identify as black. In repeating the simplistic binary of white=good/black=bad, 
he sought to collapse a diverse range of human experiences (inflected by ethnicity, 
gender, class, sexuality, religion and ability, amongst other factors) under the 
signifier ‘race.’ In reflecting on the ‘BlackBerry’ Riots, it may be more productive 
to pursue Slavoj Zizek’s observation that the: 
  
conflict is not between different parts of society; it is, at its most 
radical, the conflict between society and society, between those 
with everything, and those with nothing, to lose; between those 
with no stake in their community and those whose stakes are the 
highest.36 
 
5. Conclusion 
In both Australia and Britain, the skilful and strategic deployment of white 
discursive and representational capital enabled politicians to insist that the harms 
inflicted during the riots could be resolved in their entirety as violations of the law. 
In no way could either riot be understood as constituting the response to, or the 
generation of, violations of justice. If the rioters violated the law, rather than 
justice, then there were no existential or ethical transgressions to be redressed. The 
management of the public conversation about the Cronulla Riots by (then) 
Australian Prime Minister John Howard was notable for its (re)alignment of 
(white) Australian identity with hegemonic discourses of tolerance, balance and 
coherence. Cronulla was, he asserted on a current affairs programme broadcast the 
evening after the riots, ‘primarily a law and order issue.’37 Offenders would be 
‘caught, if possible, and punished.’38 Asked by the programme’s host to reconsider 
that assessment in the context of a clip package of the previous day’s events, Mr 
Howard insisted that although ‘things [were] said, … epithets hurled at people, … 
[and] racial abuse used,’ he would not accept ‘some glib assertion that this country 
ha[d] suddenly become very racist.’39 When pushed to comment on the actions and 
intent of those protestors who had wrapped themselves in the flag and chanted 
nationalistic slogans on the beach, described by the interviewer as ‘chilling,’ his 
moderate tone and careful defence of national inclusiveness slipped momentarily: 
‘I would never condemn people for being proud of the Australian flag. I don’t care 
– I would never condemn people for being proud.’40 The Prime Ministerial précis 
of the riot was precisely calibrated and vigilantly on message. While the 
disturbance at Cronulla had been a ‘sickening’ example of mob violence directed 
against a racial minority, it was an isolated incident and in no way representative of 
a racist or pathological disposition in broader Australian society. 
In reiterating a mythos of white Australian nationhood, Howard focussed the 
greater part of his public comment on the need for the stranger (the 
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immigrant/foreigner/sojourner) to become more familiar and less disconcerting. 
UK Prime Minister David Cameron, however, raised the spectre of ‘Broken 
Britain’ to invoke a discourse of bio-political control in which those non-white and 
less-white bodies whose actions were seen to breach the covenant of white 
nationhood would be subject to various forms of discipline. In this way, whiteness 
can be understood as enabling the accumulation of ideological power, such as the 
capacity to ‘brand’41 the racial other or the subject whose identification as white is 
suspect or compromised. 
Addressing the House of Commons on 11 August 2011, the British Prime 
Minister, David Cameron, refused to admit either structural factors or the 
conditions of possibility for social participation and community belonging to the 
discussion of the underlying causes of the riots:  
 
“Young people stealing flat-screen televisions and burning shops 
– that was not about politics or protest, it was about theft,” he 
avowed. “It is criminality, pure and simple – and there is 
absolutely no excuse for it … We will not put up with this in our 
country.”42  
 
I want to conclude on this statement. It is the power of white discursive capital 
that underwrites our continued investment in ‘we’ and ‘them;’ ‘ours’ and ‘not 
yours;’ and being in and out of place. 
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Immigration, Identity and Islam in the Netherlands: White 
Privilege and the Construction of Dutch Identity 
 
Calista L. Ross 
 
Abstract 
The Netherlands has a global reputation for its progressive policies concerning 
social issues like prostitution, drug use, euthanasia, abortion, LGBTQ rights and 
multiculturalism. However, an upsurge in conservative political rhetoric and 
legislation is threatening to roll back some of the progressive advances that the 
Netherlands is known for. This chapter focuses on the reaction within the 
Netherlands to recent demographic and political developments, like the growing 
Muslim population and the rise of right-wing, anti-immigration/anti-Islam 
politicians. Moreover, I examine how white privilege and the construction of 
Dutch identity have combined to exclude some members of Dutch society and 
interfere with the constructive discussion of societal issues like immigration, 
identity, and integration. Hopefully, this discussion of notions of national identity, 
whiteness, and cultural belonging will reveal useful implications for intercultural 
relations in society.  
 
Key Words: Whiteness, immigration, identity, Muslims, Dutch, racialisation, 
white privilege, integration, national identity, multiculturalism. 
 
***** 
 
1.  Introduction 
The Netherlands has a global reputation for its progressive social policies 
concerning issues like prostitution, drug use, LGBTQ (lesbian / gay / bisexual / 
transgender / queer) rights, women’s rights, and multiculturalism. However, 
recently, an upsurge in conservative political rhetoric and legislation has threatened 
to roll back some of the progressive advances that the Netherlands is known for. 
Additionally, immigration and changing demographics in the country have begun 
to test the boundaries of acceptance. This shift in political and social climate has 
resulted in a hostile environment for Muslims in the Netherlands. This chapter 
focuses on how the construction of a white Dutch national identity has excluded 
Muslims from the national community. 
This chapter will review the demographics of the Netherlands, explore the 
construction of Dutch identity as a white identity, and discuss the impact of 
Islamophobia on the racialisation of Muslims. I will examine how white privilege 
and the construction of Dutch identity have combined to exclude some members of 
Dutch society, and I will explore the reaction within the Netherlands to recent 
demographic and political developments, like the growing Muslim population and 
the rise of right-wing, anti-immigration/anti-Islam politicians. It is hoped that 
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exploration of these issues will shed light on the societal impact of restrictive 
notions of cultural belonging, and illuminate ways to help create more inclusive 
national and cultural identities. 
 
2.  The Netherlands: Demographic Facts and Figures 
The Dutch Central Bureau of Statistics population figures for 2009 indicate that 
there are approximately 16.5 million people living in the Netherlands.1 Of this 
number, about 13 million people are designated as being of Dutch background, 
which means that they are ethnically Dutch, that is, coming from white Dutch 
parents.2 However, the remaining 3 million members of the population are marked 
as being of foreign background.3 These 3 million residents of the Netherlands 
constitute almost 20 percent of the population, and are split almost equally between 
those of ‘Western’ (1.4 million) or ‘non-western’ origin (1.8 million).4 ‘Western’ 
foreigners are from Europe, the United States, Australia, or Japan, while ‘non-
western’ foreigners are those from Africa, Latin America, the Middle East or Asia. 
In the Netherlands, most non-western immigrants are from Turkey, Morocco, 
Suriname or the Dutch Antilles/Aruba.5  
 
3. Who Is Dutch? Dutch Cultural Identity and Citizenship 
What does a Dutch person look like? Many people who are asked this question 
may begin thinking of stereotypical responses like tall, blonde hair, blue eyes, 
wooden clogs, etc. This very specific and racialised image provides some insight 
into the culturally-constructed image of Dutchness that is prevalent not only within 
the borders of the Netherlands but around the globe as well. 
In a very basic sense, the question of ‘Who is Dutch’ can be answered by 
visualising that stereotypical cultural image. However, based on the statistics 
mentioned earlier, it should be apparent that answering the question of ‘Who is 
Dutch’ through that image provides an incomplete picture of Dutch society. While 
there are tall, blonde-haired, blue-eyed people residing in the Netherlands, there are 
just as many people living in the country who do not fit that constructed image. 
Furthermore, while many white Dutch people may not fit the cultural profile, it 
must be understood that the punishment for not fitting the cultural image of ‘Who 
is Dutch’ will fall heaviest on immigrants and people who are not ‘white’ due to 
the fact that these people are already marginalised from inclusion in Dutch society 
owing to their status as ‘foreign’ and/or due to being perceived as a racial ‘Other.’ 
Wekker asserts the following: 
 
A first interesting paradox is that the majority of the Dutch do 
not want to be identified with migrants, although one in every six 
Dutch has migrant ancestry. […] In the public sphere, the 
assimilation model of mono-ethnicism and monoculturalism is so 
thorough that all signs of being from elsewhere are erased. Of 
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course, those who can phenotypically “pass for” Dutch, that is, 
who are white, are in an advantageous position. It is migrants 
with dark skin color who do not succeed in enforcing their claim 
on Dutchness or have it accepted as legitimate.6 
 
Wekker’s analysis is salient in that it confirms that one of the integral 
components of Dutchness is whiteness. The implication of this is that those Dutch 
people who either are not white or are not white enough to ‘pass’ are not accepted 
as Dutch by Dutch whites. While this may not be true in every case of how every 
white Dutch person perceives a non-white Dutch person, this analysis is still 
critical to understanding the power of cultural images and national identity. 
Additionally, Wekker’s statement indicating that one out of six Dutch people have 
migrant ancestry is important because the Central Bureau of Statistics does not 
keep track of the ancestral origins of the 13 million native white Dutch, but does 
keep track of those people that it has labelled as foreigners.7 
Moreover, it is interesting to note the Central Bureau of Statistics’ breakdown 
of those deemed foreigners into two distinct groups: Western and non-western. I 
feel that this distinction of ‘Western’ and ‘non-western’ is exceedingly 
problematic. This distinction creates two ‘us’ and ‘them’ dichotomies: 1) native 
white Dutch vs. all foreigners, and 2) native white Dutch and Western-origin 
foreigners vs. non-western foreigners. The second dichotomy can be viewed as a 
compromise by the Central Bureau of Statistics and Dutch society. The reasoning 
behind the compromise seems to be something akin to ‘Western-origin foreigners 
are foreigners, but at least they are Western … at least they are somewhat like us.’  
Non-western origin immigrants are viewed as least desirable by Dutch society, 
so much so that they are referred to by another term: allochtoonen. This term helps 
illuminate the hierarchy of ancestral origin that operates in Dutch society: Native 
Dutch on top, Western-origin foreigners in the middle, and allochtoonen on the 
bottom. Nimako and Small state that since the 1989 Allochtoonenbeleid, (that is, 
the policy for non-natives), ‘anyone with traces of “color” other than “white” is 
classified as allochtoo[n], a Dutch word for “nonnative” or “alien,” irrespective of 
citizenship.’8 By marking anyone who is not white as allochtoon, Dutch policy and 
Dutch society have made Dutch cultural citizenship a whites-only space. This 
means that even people of colour who have lived in the Netherlands for 70 years 
and are full political citizens will never be considered full cultural citizens – they 
will always be allochtoonen, that is, they will always be considered ‘others,’ 
simply because of the colour of their skin. Therefore, Dutch national identity, 
which includes cultural citizenship and belonging, has been constructed to be so 
white as to be impenetrable by people of colour. 
 
4. White Privilege 
Peggy McIntosh describes white privilege as the following: 
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I have come to see white privilege as an invisible package of 
unearned assets that I can count on cashing in each day, but 
about which I was “meant” to remain oblivious. White 
privilege is like an invisible weightless knapsack of special 
provisions, maps, passports, codebooks, visas, clothes, tools, 
and blank checks.9 
 
As McIntosh points out, white privilege is an invisible set of entitlements, 
benefits, and advantages, which can be financial, social, and/or cultural. White 
privilege is conferred on people who are white, are perceived as white, and/or have 
white skin. 
So what does white privilege have to do with the construction of Dutch 
identity? McIntosh hints at the answer with number seven on her list of white 
privileges: ‘When I am told about our national heritage or about “civilization,” I 
am shown that people of my colour made it what it is.’10 As discussed earlier, the 
socially-constructed Dutch identity, that is, ‘Who is Dutch’ – and by extension, 
‘what is Dutch,’ that is what things, ideas, religions, etc. can be considered ‘Dutch’ 
– is a very white, Western cultural construction. Some people may say this is 
appropriate and to be expected because the majority of the population of the 
Netherlands is white. While this is true, it is also true that a significant minority of 
the Netherlands is not white, and, as citizens (and/or resident immigrants) within 
the country, these people should still be able to have cultural capital – that is, 
cultural standing and a sense of belonging due to their citizenship and/or residency. 
Also, as discussed earlier, Dutch policies and the cultural use of terms like 
allochtoonen have made it virtually impossible for non-whites to be considered 
fully Dutch, simply based on their skin colour. 
 
5. Islamophobia and the Racialisation of Muslims 
There has been a recent push to conceptualise racism as being not solely based 
on biology, but as being also tied to notions of culture and religion.11 For example, 
Meer advocates for the acknowledgement that ‘religious culture and biology are 
deemed as co-constitutive of a racial category.’12 With this more comprehensive 
understanding, discrimination against Muslims in the Netherlands can be classified 
not only as religious-based bigotry but also as racism. 
Often, the privileging of whiteness manifests itself on the level of the nation-
state via cultural and institutional beliefs that a national identity can be traced via a 
‘racially delineated community of “original” citizens, [that is,] a “volk” [to be] 
constituted against foreigners.’13 Beliefs such as this create the urgent idea ‘that the 
state must protect itself from those who do not share its values.’14 As Razack 
states, it is through this process that national sovereignty ‘becomes embodied [not 
only] in citizens sharing territory and culture, [but also in citizens] sharing the right 
to punish strangers.’15 When national identities are constructed in such a way that 
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only white people are members of the national community – that is, that only white 
people are true citizens with unquestionably unalienable rights – then everyone 
outside of that national community (that is, everyone outside of whiteness) are 
strangers who can be punished. This means that people who are racialised by white 
society, like people of colour and Muslims, ‘become marked as [being] outside 
[the] political community [because] they are assumed to carry within them the 
possibility of threat to the nation.’16 It is this perceived threat to white national 
identity that makes the stranger, that is, the Muslim, or any other social persona 
non grata, an expendable bodily and/or societal presence to be punished, expelled, 
and/or destroyed. 
The climate of white privilege in the Netherlands has contributed to the 
growing hostility and vitriolic public debate surrounding relations between native 
white Dutch and foreigners – specifically, Muslim immigrants. In recent years, 
discourse concerning immigration and integration within the Netherlands has 
become increasingly divisive and frequently has a war-like fervour to it. Often, 
words like ‘invasion’ are interspersed with phrases declaring that there is a ‘war of 
civilizations’ between ‘us’ and ‘them.’ This kind of violent, separatist rhetoric is 
counter-productive and only results in further division and exclusion of the group 
that has been ‘othered’ by the dominant society/culture. 
One of the foremost right-wing critics of immigration, and, specifically, 
Muslim immigrants, is Geert Wilders. Traynor quotes Wilders as saying the 
following: 
 
Islam is something we can’t afford any more in the Netherlands. 
I want the fascist Koran banned. We need to stop the 
Islamisation of the Netherlands. That means no more mosques, 
no more Islamic schools, no more imams ... Not all Muslims are 
terrorists, but almost all terrorists are Muslims.17  
 
Wilders is leader of the ‘Freedom Party’ and provides prime examples of the 
type of right-wing, populist rhetoric that can be heard spoken freely in the 
Netherlands. It is interesting to note that McIntosh discusses how white privilege 
includes the ability to ‘freely disparage, fear, neglect, or be oblivious to anything 
outside of the dominant cultural forms.’18 With this in mind, it is easy to see that 
Wilders uses his white privilege to disparage Islam and rile up populist, white 
Dutch fury against non-white immigrants in the country. 
Although Geert Wilders expressed that ‘Islam is not a religion, it’s an ideology, 
[…] the ideology of a retarded culture,’ it is widely known that Islam is indeed a 
religion; in fact, it is one of the world’s oldest and most widely-practiced 
religions.19 Furthermore, as Buruma states ‘French scholar Olivier Roy is right: 
Islam is now a European religion.’20 Due to immigration into the Netherlands and 
the rest of Europe, many places that only had Catholics, Protestants, and/or Jewish 
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religious adherents before are now experiencing influxes of Muslim newcomers. 
Buruma uses Amsterdam, the capital of the Netherlands, as an example: ‘In 1999, 
45 percent of the population was of foreign origin. If projections are right, this will 
be 52 percent in 2015. And the majority will be Muslim.’21 Van de Pol states that 
there are over 850,000 Muslims living in the Netherlands, and statistics like the 
ones mentioned earlier show that the flow of Muslim immigrants to Europe will 
remain constant and even increase throughout the coming years, therefore it is 
crucial that members of Dutch society learn to coexist together.22 
One major obstacle to peace in Dutch society will be overcoming the existence 
of Islamophobia among white Dutch, and overcoming the mistrust of white Dutch 
that may exist among Muslims who have dealt with being discriminated against by 
white Dutch. The Runnymede Trust published the following list of elements of 
Islamophobia: 
1. Islam seen as a single monolithic bloc, static and 
unresponsive to new realities. 
2. Islam seen as separate and other – a) not having any aims or 
values in common with other cultures b) not affected by 
them c) not influencing them. 
3. Islam seen as inferior to the West – barbaric, irrational, 
primitive, sexist. 
4. Islam seen as violent, aggressive, threatening, supportive of 
terrorism, engaged in a “clash of civilisations.” 
5. Islam seen as a political ideology, used for political or 
military advantage. 
6. Criticisms made by Islam of “the West” rejected out of hand. 
7. Hostility towards Islam used to justify discriminatory 
practices towards Muslims and exclusion of Muslims from 
mainstream society. 
8. Anti-Muslim hostility accepted as natural and “normal.”23 
 
Overall, Islamophobia functions as both 1) a form of racism and 2) a means by 
which racialisation occurs. The elements of Islamophobia are, for the most part, all 
present in Dutch society because they are views espoused within Dutch social and 
political spheres whenever anything somewhat related to Muslims is discussed. 
This results in the essentialisation of Muslim people to Western stereotypes and 
furthers misunderstandings and cultural divides within the country. However, anti-
Islamic sentiments are not just relegated to the upper-class political sphere; they 
can also be frequently heard coming from Dutch people who are not involved in 
politics. The prevalence of anti-Muslim attitudes makes it hard for Muslims to 
integrate into society, and also prevents non-Muslims from being receptive to 
getting to know Muslims beyond stereotypes.  
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One frequently heard justification for Islamophobia is the belief that Muslims 
will repeal all of the progress on social issues that the Netherlands has prided itself 
on, and the belief that Muslims will interfere with the social and political 
consensus-building process in the Netherlands. Castle and Erlanger quote  
 
Dick Houtman, a professor of political sociology at Erasmus 
University in Rotterdam, [as saying] that Mr. Wilders [has] 
successfully avoid[ed] the overtly racist language of far-right 
politicians in other countries by highlighting issues like freedom 
of speech, female equality and gay rights […] That serves to 
exclude Muslims from the Dutch political consensus.24  
 
While it is correct to point out that right-wing leaders like Wilders have stuck 
to highlighting social topics like gay rights instead of using ‘overtly racist’ 
language, it is still important to understand that this is simply another way of 
rhetorically ‘other’-ing Muslims from the Dutch majority.25 
However, even that is a problematic way of thinking about and analysing the 
issue, because it assumes that all Muslims are anti-women, anti-gay rights, and so 
on. This is not true, and it essentialises Islam and its adherents to the most 
fundamental and conservative members of the religion. Like all other religions, 
Islam has liberal, moderate, conservative, and fundamental denominations. It is 
also important to realise that Dutch liberals do not seem to be as fearful of white 
conservatives who might roll back progressive gains as they do of Muslim 
conservatives. On number 23 of her list of white privileges, McIntosh notes that 
white privilege allows her to ‘criticise [the] government and talk about how much I 
fear its policies and behaviour without being seen as a cultural outsider.’26 This 
aspect of white privilege shows how whiteness lends legitimacy and acceptability 
to the opinions of white people, even if their opinions dissent from the established 
order. 
 
6. Conclusions 
Razack states that the camp is not only a space where there is a ‘legally 
authorized suspension of law,’ but also a space that constructs ‘communities of 
people without “the right to have rights.”’27 Juxtaposed against citizens with 
nationally-recognised unalienable rights, those people who are members of the 
camp have no rights; they are not considered citizens, and they are not considered a 
part of the national community. While it is essential to recognise sites such as 
Auschwitz and slave plantations as camps of indefinitely-detained people who 
have been expelled from the national community, it is also crucial to recognise 
how camps can exist in forms that are based on cultural exile rather than physical 
exile. 
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McIntosh lists ‘I will feel welcomed and “normal” in the usual walks of public 
life’ as a benefit conferred by white privilege.28 Feeling welcomed and normal in 
public life should not be a privilege based on characteristics like skin colour, 
gender, or religion, but should be a right enjoyed by everyone. It is important that 
societies seek to create inclusive national identities that reflect a nation’s diverse 
citizenry. Additionally, national immigration and integration policies should allow 
people to retain their individual and collective customs and beliefs when they join 
the national community. Accepting people who may seem different from ourselves 
is the only way forward if there is to be peace and understanding in this 
increasingly globalised world without borders. 
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The White Indin’: Native American Appropriations in 
Hipster Fashion 
 
Jessyca Murphy 
 
Abstract 
In recent years, the popularity of Pocahontas chic – fashion inspired by traditional 
Native American dress – has sparked significant controversy and even legal action. 
In February 2012, the Navajo Nation sued Urban Outfitters Inc for alleged 
copyright infringement and violation of the Indian Arts and Crafts Act of 1990.1 
Native American activists and allies have successfully made use of social media to 
incite boycotts against style icons and retailers participating in the trend. Among 
the most frequently critiqued for their flagrant appropriation of indigenous and 
other non-white cultures are individuals associated with the contemporary hipster 
subculture.2 This chapter examines Native American imagery within hipster 
fashion through a post-Marxists and post-colonialist framework. In an effort to 
contextualise the topic, it will begin with a brief survey of recent literature on the 
oft-debated definition and sociological significance of the hipster. By building on 
the groundwork of Philip J. Deloria and bell hooks, I will explore how this 
demographic uses and consumes Native American imagery in an attempt to 
manifest revolutionary identities and assuage white imperialist guilt.3 Through 
Dick Hebdige’s semiotic analyses of 1970s punk rock culture, I hope to bring 
closer examination to how hipster style perpetuates hegemonic ideologies about 
race, conquest and Otherness, despite and sometimes because of its counterculture 
aesthetic.4 
 
Key Words: Appropriation, otherness, Native American, fashion, hipsters, post-
colonialism, semiotics, post-Marxism, indigeneity, sub-cultures. 
 
***** 
 
1.  Who Is the ‘Hipster’? 
 The hipster is like the ‘curious things’ in Lewis Carroll’s Old Sheep’s Shop. 
When you think you’ve spotted one in the corner of your eye, she will slip ‘through 
the ceiling as quietly as possible, as if [she] were quite used to it.’5 In the summer 
of 2008 when Ad Busters journalist, Douglas Haddow, attempted to pin down the 
hipster, all interviewees scoffed at the implication. ‘If you don’t know why then 
you just shouldn’t use it,’ one young woman insisted, despite adorning the 
stereotypical attire: American Apparel skinny jeans, a keffiyeh scarf, and non-
prescription wayfarer glasses.6 
Hipster style has been heavily critiqued for being a superficial pastiche of 
working class and minority cultures. Writer and alleged hipster expert, Mark Greif, 
argues that hipster-dom is: 
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a subculture of people who are already dominant. The hipster is 
that person, overlapping with declassing or disaffiliating 
groupings – the starving artist, the starving graduate student, the 
neo-bohemian, the vegan or bicyclist or skate punk, the would be 
blue-collar or post-racial individual – who in fact aligns himself 
both with rebel subculture and with the dominant class, and 
opens up a poisonous conduit between the two.7 
 
Hipsters have been known to draw influence anywhere from African American 
hip hop culture to Palestinian resistance movements, but in recent years hipster 
style has heavily trended towards appropriations of Native American culture. 
Haddow argues that appropriative hipster fashion is ‘completely meaningless.’8 I 
would agree with him that these garments have been divorced from their original 
cultural context. But I would argue that these images contain a lot of meaning. 
They tell a complicated story about contemporary anxieties surrounding whiteness 
and imperialism. This chapter explores how the hipster demographic uses and 
consumes Native American imagery in an attempt to manifest revolutionary 
identities and assuage white imperialist guilt, and in doing so relies on hegemonic 
ideologies about race, conquest and otherness. 
The contemporary incarnation of the American hipster emerged out of counter-
cultural music scenes in the mid-1990s and reached its media coverage peak by the 
end of the first millennial decade. Even though the hipster has been declared ‘dead’ 
by many, the term is still used in abundance to refer to a particular group of 
fashion-forward 20-somethings who come from middle to upper class white 
families but refuse to conform to parameters of traditional adult life. The 
consumption of alternative media takes precedence over attempts to secure a career 
or nuclear family unit.9 
Unlike most other youth cults, hipsters do not identify with their namesake. 
Despite all the socioeconomic and sartorial similarities, most see themselves as 
absolute nonconformists.10 Greif explains this semantic predicament: ‘When 
“hipster” is used in a contemporary frame, it is always pejorative. This is not a 
term people apply to themselves. But neither is it an all-purpose put-down: its 
contours are very specific.’11 To be given the label is like a back-handed 
compliment. It is used to signify an individual who conforms to non-conformity, 
and yet there is no term in widespread usage to differentiate the supposedly 
genuine ones. 
Zeynep Arsel and Craig J. Thompson’s sociological investigation demonstrates 
the push-pull relationship hipsters have with their namesake. While the hipster 
consumer myth is perpetuated through purchasing choices in the marketplace, it is 
simultaneously denied through a lack of cohesive public identification in social 
situations.12 ‘For these consumers,’ they explain, ‘the hipster myth is akin to a 
funhouse mirror that distorts and potentially devalues their cultural interests, 
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aesthetic predilections, and social milieu.’13 Hipster and DIY culture are premised 
as an alternative to the environmentally destructive and spiritually draining 
American mono-culture. Because of this, individuals within the group are 
apprehensive to latch onto over-arching definitive terminology. As this outsider 
group gained wider visibility, though, their aesthetic became easily marketable and 
likewise, they became a lucrative consumer market themselves.  
It is important to note that identity and cultural legitimacy are fluid and often 
subjective. Although I speak about social trends and large cultural shifts, I must 
acknowledge the slipperiness of these generalisations and that there are many 
exceptions to the descriptions I provide. I do not seek to impose or promote ‘rules’ 
about who can wear what and when, but rather I intend to explore the spoken and 
unspoken tensions between these two groups, as well as probe the possible 
motivations behind this unique American context of this tradition. It is arguable 
that these groups are not mutually exclusive and the borderlands between them are 
vast and often indecipherable.  
 
2.  Native Appropriations 
 On Columbus Day 2011, blogger and activist, Sasha Houston Brown, wrote an 
open letter to the retailer Urban Outfitters, publicly chastising the company for 
their rampant misappropriation of Native American cultures, especially their 
misleading use of the Navajo name to promote a line of products.14 In this same 
year, the Navajo Nation opened a lawsuit against the corporation for their direct 
violation of the Indian Arts and Crafts Act of 1990 (P.L. 101-644), which states ‘it 
is illegal to offer or display for sale, or sell any art or craft product in a manner that 
falsely suggests it is Indian produced.’15 As of today, the case has yet to be settled, 
but Urban Outfitters has since pulled the controversial descriptions from its in-
store marketing and website.16 
One year earlier, Adrienne K., founder of the blog forum, Native 
Appropriations, instigated a series of online discussions criticising the popular 
hipster trend of the headdress-as-fashion-accessory. K. explains how donning a 
faux feather headdress offends and stereotypes Native peoples, denies the ‘deep 
spiritual significance’ of indigenous garments and makes light of ‘a history of 
genocide and colonialism’17 that continues to this day. Recent years have seen a 
spike in boycotts and public criticism against this kind of appropriation within 
hipster culture and the fashion world at-large, but little literature on the subject 
delves into the possible reasons why this group maintains such a strong attraction 
to these particular symbols.18 
The hipster’s faux-Navajo performance is part of a long tradition of white 
American sub-cultures using ethnic costume to assuage individual and collective 
anxieties. In the 1950s, the label hipster referred to white beat poets and jazz-
enthusiasts who appropriated their name and their style from underground black 
musicians. Norman Mailer chronicled this social phenomenon in his essay, The 
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White Negro, where he explained how societal confines drove the early hipster to 
turn to minority suffering as a source of identification: 
 
A totalitarian society makes enormous demands on the courage 
of men, and a partially totalitarian society makes even greater 
demands for the general anxiety is greater. Indeed if one is to be 
a man, almost any kind of unconventional action often takes 
disproportionate courage. So it is no accident that the source of 
Hip is the Negro for he has been living on the margin between 
totalitarianism and democracy for two centuries.19 
 
Greif describes how ‘the desire of [the] white avant-garde [was] to disaffiliate 
itself from whiteness, with its stain of Eisenhower, the bomb, and the corporation, 
and achieve the “cool” knowledge and exoticized energy, lust, and violence of 
black Americans.’20 Today’s hipster might be called the White Indin’. She wishes 
to distance herself from the whiteness of the Bush era, globalisation and corporate 
personhood and return to a pre-colonised America that she perceives as genuine, 
peaceful and pure. The outcomes of two world wars encouraged Mailer’s hipsters 
to question the validity and invulnerability of American and white authority. 
Decades later, we see the current hipster arise out of the generation who 
experienced September 11 and its subsequent wars (it is hardly a coincidence that 
Brooklyn, NY, became the birthplace of the 2000s hipster). Ironically, the hipsters’ 
opposition to American global dominance is heavily laden with contradictions, 
since these young people benefit greatly from the systems they supposedly despise. 
The white hipster desires the best of both worlds – to embody the experiential 
authenticity of racial minorities while still maintaining the economic and social 
mobility granted by their privileged backgrounds. Philip J. Deloria describes how 
this combination of conflicting desires is the sociopsychological formula that 
results in ‘playing Indian.’21 Dressing native, he explains: 
 
offer[s] Americans a national fantasy – identities not built around 
synthesis and transformation, but around unresolved dualities 
themselves. Temporary costumed play refuse[s] to synthesize the 
contradictions between European and Indian. Rather, it [holds] 
them in near-perfect suspension, allowing Americans to have 
their cake and eat it, too.22 
 
Since the Boston Tea Party, the rebellious spirit of American individualism has 
been outfitted in feathers and buckskin. Deloria recounts how nearly every 
significant cultural shift in the United States has seen a revival of the costuming 
that took place on that day in 1775. Indigenous dress-up has continually served as a 
metaphor for a quintessentially American revolutionary ethos. ‘Whenever white 
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Americans have confronted crises of identity,’ Deloria explains, ‘some of them 
have inevitably turned into Indians.’23 Just like the hippies of the 1960s and 70s, 
who played Indian in response to the Vietnam War, the hipster is able to ‘critique 
modernity and yet reap its benefits;’ to ‘revel in the creative pleasure of liberated 
meanings while still grasping for something fundamentally American.’24
 
The 
Navajo trend emerged on the scene during the peak of the 2008 American 
recession when nationally, American economic dominance and the fruits of the 
free market were being called into question. For many young people at this time, 
the formation of a cohesive adult identity was put on hold.25 The American dream 
had been shattered, leaving once potentially prosperous youth with conflicted 
feelings of defiance and remorse. At this time, playing Indian allowed for young 
people to articulate their disenchantment while simultaneously expressing a 
nostalgic nationalism for a more powerful America. Other fashion trends evolving 
in tandem to this one also express a sense of conflicted patriotism, such as stars and 
stripes print and bald eagle emblems.  
The relationship hipsters have developed with Native American themed fashion 
mirrors bell hooks’ discussion of racial commodification of black culture. In what 
hooks describes as a process of ‘eating the Other,’26 the images and bodies of non-
whites are imbued with spiritual nourishment only to be absorbed through sexual 
or economic consumption. Regardless of the seemingly positive association, 
oppression is not eliminated by this way of thinking: 
 
Even though the focus is often on the ways that the past was 
“superior” to the present, this cultural narrative relies on 
stereotypes of the “primitive,” even as it eschews the term, to 
evoke a world where black people were in harmony with nature 
and with one another. This narrative is linked to white 
conceptions of the dark Other, not to a radical questioning of 
those representations.27  
 
The hipster’s image of the Indian relies on the essentialist stereotype of the 
noble savage. Additionally, the metaphor exists primarily to serve the whims and 
sartorial fantasies of young white Americans by breathing new life into previously 
humdrum modes of self-expression. hooks continues: 
 
The commodification of Otherness has been so successful 
because it is offered as a new delight, more intense, more 
satisfying than normal ways of doing and feeling [...] Ethnicity 
becomes spice, seasoning that can liven up the dull dish that is 
mainstream white culture.28  
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s:’  
 We can see this treatment of otherness as ‘spice’ at work when Navajo prints 
are transformed with neon colours and Northwest coast totem art is used to create 
statement pieces.  
 The double appeal of these garments is both their exotic nature and their 
capacity to pacify white guilt. hooks makes an important distinction between 
‘mournful imperialist nostalgia’ which ‘constitutes the betrayed and abandoned 
world of the Other as an accumulation of lack and loss’ and ‘contemporary longing 
for the “primitive.”’29 The latter, she explains, ‘is expressed by the projection onto 
the Other a sense of plenty, bounty, a field of dreams.’30 These reveries are not 
interpreted as ‘perpetuating racism,’ in fact, they are understood as quite the 
opposite; wearers often see themselves as ‘honoring Native culture.’31 This kind of 
exotification evolves from white guilt and provides a reconciliation from that 
regret, while additionally offering an exciting distraction for those who feel that 
they themselves have been negatively impacted by oppression.  
 It is important to point out that hooks complicates the notion of racial 
commodification by explicitly stating that ‘diverse ethnic/racial groups can also 
embrace this sense of specialness, that histories and experience once seen as 
worthy only of disdain can be looked upon with awe.’32 This interjection is not 
used by hooks to downplay or justify the oppressive function of cultural 
appropriation, but rather it points to how non-white individuals live and operate 
within the same systems of meaning as their oppressors. What hooks calls ‘the 
white crises of identity in the West’33 is thwarted in comparison to the alienating 
experiences lived by many Indians in today’s America. Being non-white does not 
make one exempt from the influences of mythologies surrounding otherness. Just 
like white guilt, the impact of historical trauma can be temporarily assuaged by the 
pleasures offered within commodity culture.  
 
3.  The Ideology of Coolness 
 ‘But I just think it’s cool’34 is a common defence for the trend in question. This 
argument treats coolness as if it were outside of language and social context. It 
begs the question, what is coolness and also, where does it come from? Although 
transformative throughout time and place, coolness is the arena where ideologies 
take shape. In his analysis of 1970s UK punk culture, Dick Hebdige defines 
ideology as a system of values that ‘penetrate[s] every possible level of social 
life.’35 Basing his ideas on several post-Marxist theories, he goes on to explain 
how ideology ‘thrives beneath consciousnes
 
It is here, at the level of “normal common sense,” that 
ideological frames of reference are most firmly sedimented and 
most effective, because it is here that their ideological nature is 
most effectively concealed. [...] Social relations and processes 
are then appropriated by individuals only through the forms in 
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which they are represented to those individuals. These forms are 
[...] by no means transparent. They are shrouded in a “common 
sense” which simultaneously validates and mystifies them.36 
 
 Style is a form of ‘common sense;’ this is exemplified by phrases such as, 
‘sense of style’ or ‘fashion sense.’ Fashion often appeals to us on an unconscious 
level and this makes it difficult to recognise the ideology ingrained within its 
imagery. Effortlessness is at the root of coolness and this also contributes to the 
concealment of its constructed nature. Nothing is ever ‘just cool;’ coolness always 
reflects the values, desires and anxieties of the cool group, as well as the society 
within which this group exists. Hipsters who are operating within the context of US 
ideologies are communicating their antagonism to the status quo via widely 
recognisable, yet virtually undiscussed, visual queues. Semioticians like Hebdige 
refer to these queues as signs: ‘elements in communication systems governed by 
semantic rules and codes which are not themselves directly apprehended in 
experience.’37 The feather headdress, the chieftain, and the dreamcatcher are all 
signs for exotic freedom and purity – connotations that paint the Indian as a 
mythological channel for the spiritual salvation of the white man. A hipster need 
not experience an actual Native person in this light in order to cash in on or 
perpetuate hegemonic definitions of Indianness.  
 Pulling from several post-Marxist theories, Hebdige defines hegemony as: 
 
A situation in which a provisional alliance of certain social 
groups can exert “total social authority” over other subordinate 
groups, not simply by coercion or by the direct imposition of 
ruling ideas, but by “winning and shaping consent so that the 
power of the dominant classes appears both legitimate and 
natural.”38 
 
 We can see this process at work both in the examples Hebdige provides and in 
the contemporary expressions within the hipster subculture. Hebdige describes how 
‘the relative success of a few individuals’ within the punk scene of the 1970s 
‘created an impression of energy, expansion and limitless upward mobility,’39 
despite the fact that the movement had originally set out to critique the current 
economic system. Likewise, while hipster style may have the intention of 
questioning racial binaries, this tension is easily resolved through a 
commodification of these signs in a manner that benefits and promotes the same 
capitalist systems they critique.   
 Filmmaker, Jim Jarmusch once observed that Native Americans ‘are now 
[considered] mythological; they don’t even really exist – they’re like dinosaurs.’40
 
The indigenous peoples of the United States have been systematically targeted for 
genocide and continue to struggle with institutional and cultural oppressions. 
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Fashion appropriations are among some of the least egregious of these assaults. 
There are Native American people who struggle everyday just to survive, let alone 
pass on and preserve their languages and traditions that have literally been on the 
brink of extinction. Many of those ways and words are gone forever.41 The fact 
that hipsters and others who wear these garments are unable to recognise the 
disturbing nature of their actions, speaks to the effectiveness of those early 
suppression campaigns. So long as the power to shape the meaning of their own 
images remains out of Native hands, the dinosaur-ing of indigenous America will 
continue. 
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Working out of Whiteness 

Whiteness in a German Classroom 
 
Mai-Anh Julia Boger 
 
Abstract 
What is the German (self-) image of whiteness? To analyse this image, whiteness 
is framed as ‘white normality’ according to the theory of normalism (Lingenauber; 
Link) in the tradition of Foucault’s concept of normalisation. Taken as an 
instrument of discourse analysis, this theory implies that the legitimation of white 
supremacy can be found in the self-image of whiteness. The method is a Grounded 
Theory Analysis of an ethnographic transcript. The hypothesis generated by this 
qualitative data analysis is: The German image of whiteness is an image of en-
light-ened skin. The most interesting implication of this hypothesis for further 
research is the conceptualisation of whiteness as a habitus (Bourdieu), which 
enables us to elaborate a framework for research on the performance of whiteness. 
 
Key Words: Whiteness, normalism, inclusion, habitus. 
 
***** 
 
1.  The Problem  
Recently, members of the Afro-German community tried to introduce the 
theory of Critical Whiteness into their anti-racist activism in Germany.1 They took 
their Afro-American colleagues as models, wishing to reform the debate on anti-
racism. But this resulted in severe problems of transference, as the image of 
Whiteness in Germany is utterly different from the image of Whiteness in the 
United States. In fact, the Afro-German community is a statistically small minority 
among the ethnic minorities in Germany. By clinging to the specific perception of 
‘white’-ness, they excluded most of the minorities in Germany from their studies 
and political activism. Beforehand the concept of post-colonial studies was often 
rejected by Germans: as a member of the anti-fascist action group of my alma 
mater put it, ‘As Germany has never been successful in colonizing, how could they 
be successful in decolonizing?’ This German self-image does not fit the facts of 
German history and therefore it is often understood as an effect of collective 
denial.2 It could also be an effect of framing the Holocaust and Nazi history as 
something different than colonisation: As colleague Shinn pointed out at the 
conference ‘cultural supremacy was mainly defined against other non-Aryan 
“whites”, i.e. the Jews primarily, but also the Slavs, the Sinti and Roma, the Poles, 
the Czechs, the Serbians and, in fact, other Indo-Europeans who were not Nordic 
or Teutonic in origin.’3 We must therefore keep in mind, that in German history, 
‘whiteness’ is associated with some sort of ‘being whiter than white.’ This chapter 
aims at finding what this ‘whiter than white’ is nowadays. 
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Another effect of Germany’s history is mentioned in the comparison of 
European concepts of managing diversity by Allemann-Ghionda:  
 
In two of the countries which look back to a recent past of fascist 
dictatorship (Germany, Italy), the concept of race is considered 
as the extreme expression of essentialism and therefore harshly 
criticized.4  
 
Even in the scientific field, German studies tend to be color-blind, not 
controlling for ‘race’ in statistics, but only asking for ‘migration background.’ But 
it is equally problematic that the inquiry of genealogical trees stays alive in this 
form of speaking about ‘race’ as a question of family history. 
Therefore, this chapter studies the patterns of whiteness in Germany with a 
discourse analysis following Foucault, in order to ascertain whether a Critical 
Whiteness debate in Germany is possible once we identified the whiteness of 
which to be critical. This study is part of a larger work dealing with discovering the 
homologies of the four dimensions of intersectionality (class, race, gender and 
disability).  
 
2.  Shares of the ‘White’ Population 
In Germany most ethnic minorities are rather ‘white’ (as a skin color) with 
origins in the European Union, in former Russian satellites and Russia itself, or in 
Turkey. As many of these countries are part of the European Union, they must be 
considered as culturally closer to each other as the countries of origin, which 
dominate the US-American concept of Whiteness. According to the official 
statistics, the most frequent non-German nationalities in Germany are Turkish, 
Italian, Polish, Serbian-Montenegro, Greek, Croatian, Russian and Austrian.5 In 
the United States, one would call all of these nationalities ‘white’ except perhaps 
the Turks, if one were to perceive the Turkish people as being closer to the Arabian 
Community than to the Western World.  
This implies that neither the prejudices nor the portrayal in mass media are 
linked to a visible ‘deviance’ of skin or hair colour. Stereotypes are therefore more 
likely to be constituted by the habitus; in clothing, gestures and especially in 
language. For this reason, the major question of this research chapter is: What is 
the image of ‘Whiteness’ in Germany of which to be critical? 
Who is considered to be a member of the ‘In-Group’ and who belongs to the 
‘Out-Group?’ The most common German word for people of color is ‘Auslander.’ 
Literally translated it means Out-Land-ish. So we must ask for a specification of 
this perception of ‘outlandish’ habitus.  
A useful example is ‘Leitkultur,’ a frequent term in German mass media, 
wherein supremacy is openly addressed. It literally means ‘leading culture.’ It was 
created specifically to make the claim that members of other cultures must adapt to 
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this leading culture and was also a part of the argument against the incorporation of 
Turkey into the European Union.6 So we had already assumed that Turks would 
not be part of the In-Group. But what about the other ‘Others’? 
 
3. Theory of Transnormalism and Inclusion 
The theoretical framework for this analysis comes from the current discussion 
of inclusion in schools. Lingenauber designed a model to distinguish processes of 
integration and inclusion, following the theory of normalism of Juergen Link, who 
works in the tradition of Foucault.7 The basic idea of this set of theories is to ask 
how an image of normality is constructed. It can be applied to all sorts of social 
constructions of norms, whether it shall be ‘the able-bodied’ as the normal body or 
the construction of ‘whiteness’ as ethnic normality. It follows Foucault’s concept 
of normalisation, wherein ‘normality’ is about power, not about statistics or actual 
valid information.8 In our case, this implies a perspective on the normality of 
whiteness which puts white people in power exactly because the others are now 
‘othered.’ 
Protonormalism is the most rigid form of construction of normality. It is a 
dichotomous perspective of the world, where one can only be in or out, normal or 
Auslander, without many options to change that position. Flexible Normalism in 
contrast, is a construction with flexible and broad borders of normality. It works 
via an idea of a ‘centre’ of society and people, who are more or less at the margin 
or marginalised. In most cases it operates with such metaphors of space and 
comparative wording (‘she’s a bit handicapped’ or ‘he lives in a quite multicultural 
family’). As you might imagine the last step implies giving up the conception of 
this centre.  
Transnormalism is an image of the world wherein people are not compared to a 
norm/centre anymore, so that ‘deviance’ is not perceived as deviance, but as 
individuality. This last step is associated with the idea of inclusion, whereas the 
former two are linked to the terms assimilation and integration. One can be 
assimilated to the protonormalistic norms; one can be integrated to the In-Group of 
flexible normalism, but inclusion means transnormalism. In terms of Critical 
Whiteness this means that white supremacy will operate as long as we assimilate or 
integrate people to a leading culture. The concordant concept in contemporary 
continental philosophy is ‘The Different’ and ‘The Fundamental Other’ as you may 
find it in Levinas or Byung-Chul Han’s work. ‘Different’ is one who differs when I 
compare him to myself. Without these comparisons I am confronted with the Other 
‘face-to-face’ in Levinas’ language, taking all the ethical implications it has.9  
In these words we ask: How do the pupils describe this ‘white normality’? And 
do they describe it as a ‘leading culture’ to which the ‘Others’ do not have access 
(protonormalistic)? Or do they describe it as superior and at the same time as 
something ‘achievable,’ like a goal worth working for (flexibly normalistic)? 
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The data was collected within the classroom by asking open-ended questions, 
which invited the pupils to associate freely. The pupils then wrote their answers by 
hand on the answer sheets. A problem with this method is that answers are limited 
by the literacy of the pupils. According to the findings of PISA the covariation of 
literacy with the socioeconomic background of the pupils is particularly strong in 
Germany.10 We must therefore keep in mind that in average middle-class children 
produce longer and more elaborate answers than working / poverty class children. 
After the writings, the pupils were engaged in a group discussion by one of the 
two researchers. These group discussions were held in the classrooms as we 
wanted to be able to trace the group dynamics of children who knew each other for 
a relatively long time.  
 
4. Method and Data Analysis  
In this study, the discourse analysis after Foucault is combined with the open 
coding process of Grounded Theory to trace what we call ‘Zero-Point’ in post-
structuralism.11 Following the methodology of post-structuralism we therefore ask 
for the zero-point of the symbols that pass through the field ‘leading culture’ as the 
predominant construction of normality.  
As the idea behind Critical Whiteness implies the deconstruction of the 
‘objectivity of the white observer’ it is necessary to try not to make a transcript 
look ‘objective’ or ‘neutral.’ Instead of concealing the effects of power by reading 
and writing color-blindly (see third version of the transcript), this method 
emphasises the subjectification of both, the observer and the observed – 
objectified.  
The easiest way to see that neutrality / objectivity is impossible in this field 
study is to think about what might have happened had a white person asked the 
pupils these same questions. Of course I have to assume that my ‘Asian 
appearance’ affects the answers of the pupils. But to call my ethnic background a 
‘distortion of data’ and at the same time claim that the presence of a white observer 
would be ‘neutral’ is one of the roots of racism which Critical Whiteness seeks to 
deconstruct: White is not neutral!  
Another example of this problem is the discussion on when and how mass 
media mention that, for example, a criminal(ised) subject is black. Whether 
whiteness and blackness are considered to be ‘relevant information’ is always up to 
debate. Especially if we wish to study the invisibility of whiteness and/or the 
silencing of blackness, we cannot ignore the question when and how we mention 
ethnic background / race in our own research. Therefore an ethnographic transcript 
cannot be ‘neutral’ or ‘objective.’  
To give you a really short impression on how we work, there are three 
possibilities to write an ethnographic transcript: 
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A. A Colorblind or Blindfolded Version  
This transcript is fully anonymised, which means gender and race are made 
invisible. The technique is most often used in ethnographic studies on ‘doing 
difference.’ The analysis implies talking about intuitions on ‘who is who and what’ 
and reflecting what made you think that Mister X is a Mister rather than a Miss. 
What made you think that a person who says or does ‘this’ must be white to act 
this way (for the ambiguous cases)? And which situations are unambiguous? When 
do we know for sure that whiteness/blackness matters in this situation? [You can 
try this experiment yourself with the transcript below, as we did it at the 
conference. For didactical reasons, I picked a scene from my fieldwork where you 
can clearly see a moment in which white supremacy operates… ] 
 
B. An Uncensored Version 
This follows the rules of psychoanalysis and its theory of censorship. 
Researchers working with this method shall not censor their thoughts, especially 
not if they are racialising/racist. By writing the counter-transference in the 
transcript, they are made accessible to analysis and reflection. According to this 
method, ‘neutral’ versions are forms of denial, repression and taboo (Freudian).  
 
C. The So-Called ‘Neutral’ Version 
Whereas the two techniques above emphasise an active (self-) reflection of 
stereotypes, clichés and doing difference, this older approach sticks to the belief of 
a possible neutral perspective. But who decides, whether whiteness matters? As 
pointed out above, it would be racist to call the white perspective the neutral 
perspective on things. The below excerpt from my fieldnotes serves as an example 
of a blindfolded version. 
 
[A] was the first who had the courage to say in front of the class 
the things [_s*he_it] wrote down in privacy and silence. [A] 
starts with  
- [PeopleOfCultureA] are successful  
- Success…? 
- You know – last night! 
The previous night the [CultureA]’s national team had won a 
football game. This was something so “normal to know” that it 
made me the only fool in the classroom. Who needed to ask? He 
continued: 
- Virtuous, democratic, … 
The pupils added 
- Determined, well-planned and organized, punctual  
The class continued telling each other what they associated. 
Suddenly [B] mentioned the first negative attribute: 
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- Cold. It is cold. 
The class dynamic stopped [B] by laughing and groaning. I try to 
draw the attention back to [B]’s comment by asking  
- Cold temperatures – because of the winters – or cold, 
metaphorically, for the CultureA’s mentality …? 
- Especially the hospitality and the way they serve their 
guests.  
A’s peers tried to convince [B]: 
- You should go to [BigCityInCultureA.] ([C] made a gesture, 
which is associated with the stereotypical performance of 
gays) 
After reassuring [B] that [_s*he_it] had my emotional support, 
[B] went into detail. [B] talked about [his_her_its] experience of 
being invited to have lunch or dinner at another person’s home  
- In a [CultureA] household, [PeopleOfCultureA] only ask 
once. They just don’t care. If you say No, they won’t ask 
you again whether you’re still hungry or not. 
- Once is enough, or not? 
[D] replied. Again laughter arose. [E] added – 
- That’s just rational behavior. Why should one ask twice? 
Makes no sense.  
 
In this scene we had a clear dominance of the leading culture forcing the Other 
to justify the mentioning of a possible negative aspect of their culture. The 
‘defense’ works via the idea of ‘rational behavior.’ The Other is thereby left to the 
implied but unspoken label of ‘irrationality.’ The alternative is also associated with 
being ‘gay.’ 
On the level of the analysis of the manifest content and wording we find the 
classical motives of enlightenment: strong virtues, democracy, expressions of well-
functioning cognitive abilities such as planning, organising and being focused – a 
doxology of the rational and noble-minded – and football. In the whole sample of 
answers enlightenment is also associated with:  
 
- Refusal of religious explanations: No Gods and no God in 
singular!, refusal of “superstitious” rituals or beliefs and the 
celebration of one’s own profanity (saying ‘Football-God’ 
without perceiving it as blasphemy).  
- A strong belief in the autonomous subject and therefore no 
understanding of family-centered/collectivist cultures and/or 
perception of those as inferior and less “emancipated” (you 
might think of what you call “German school” of sociology); 
a strong belief in emancipation as setting free the 
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autonomous subject from every kind of “unnecessary” social 
bonding; glorification of the eremite (you might think of 
Nietzsche).  
- Not talking about money, but about Bildung. This implies 
mentioning educational inequality but not talking about pay 
gaps and the belief that all you need is Bildung. Even as the 
class discussed the stereotype of the Auslander “abusing our 
welfare-system”, the pupils pointed out that “the basic 
problem is, that they’re not doing well in school”. 
 
Obviously there is an analogue to ‘white supremacy’ within Germany that I just 
cannot call ‘white’ supremacy. As the two most discriminated and criminalised 
groups are perceived as white, the status marker in this country is an idea deeply 
rooted in German history: Bildung. There is not even an English word for Bildung 
as the word is closely linked to Germany’s cultural identity and to its history of 
enlightenment. Bildung, humanist education, a German invention, which became 
so world-famous that many languages use it as a xenologism. If you are prone to 
word games you could say that ‘The brighter/lighter the enlightenment, the 
“whiter” you appear.’ The hypothesis generated by the qualitative social research 
presented in this chapter is: The German image of whiteness is an image of en-
light-ened skin.  
As ‘being enlightened’ is pictured in terms of rationality, autonomy, 
emancipation and Bildung in itself, we can summarise this status that is conveyed 
by language, habits, gestures, clothing, as distinguished habitus. This empirical 
finding perfectly fits the theoretical concepts of two other speakers at the 
conference, who conceptualised ‘whiteness as a form of cultural capital’: Seung-
Wan Lo and Robyn Westcott both pointed out, that white privilege can be 
described as ‘national capital’ and/or as a form of cultural capital the tradition of 
Bourdieu.12  
 
5. Conclusion 
If we conceptualise supremacy as the ‘belief in the superiority of a culture,’ 
supremacy in Germany is, according to the data we have collected so far, based on 
the idea of enlightenment and Bildung. It therefore implies a distinguished habitus, 
that can – according to Seung-Wan Lo – be described as cultural capital:12 It is 
about the belief of being superior ‘thinkers and poets, writers and intellectuals,’ a 
self-description, which is still frequently used by Germans themselves. The 
outlandish habitus we were looking for can now be seen as a discourse of flexible 
normalism. As the myth of meritocracy tells us, Bildung is something achievable, 
something one has to work on. As whiteness is an image of en-light-ened skin, the 
outlandish habitus is the habitus of the out-group, where this specific cultural 
capital is ‘missing,’ as ‘they’re not doing well in school.’  
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As most of the Turkish people in Germany have immigrated as so-called ‘guest 
workers,’ the average level of their education is not representative for Turkey.  
This leads to a distortion, exactly on the level which we found crucial for the 
German image of whiteness. On a theoretical level it shows how important it is to 
be aware of the specific image of whiteness in a country before conceptualising 
anti-racist pedagogical interventions.  
This emphasis on en-light-ened skin and Bildung also sheds a light on how 
whiteness is performed. It can be used for further research working with the 
concepts of performance theories. Independent of the historical facts, the image of 
German colonisation emphasises the idea of Bildung as the most famous 
imperialistic export product. It also suggests a tight connection between racism and 
classism in terms of intersectionality. This intersection of race and class, which can 
be seen as a direct implication of the association between whiteness and Bildung as 
distinguished habitus, is to be the subject of our continued analysis of this 
fieldwork.  
 
Notes 
1  The most popular source is: Noah Sow, Deutschland Schwarz Weiß: Der 
Alltägliche Rassismus (München: Goldmann, 2009). 
2 María do Mar Castro Varela, Postkoloniale Theorie: Eine Kritische Einführung 
(Bielefeld: Transcript Verlag, 2005). 
3  Christopher A. Shinn, ‘The War against Whites: Nazi Germany and the 
Postcolonial Discourse of Race’, paper presented at the 3rd Global Conference: 
Images of Whiteness: Exploring Critical Issues, Harris Manchester College, 
Oxford, United Kingdom, July 22-24, 2013.  
4  Cristina Allemann-Ghionda, ‘From Intercultural Education to the Inclusion of 
Diversity: Theories and Policies in Europe’, in The Routledge International 
Companion to Multicultural Education, ed. James A. Banks (Routledge: Chapman 
& Hall, 2009), 136. 
5 Statistisches Bundesamt Destatis – 2011, accessed 18 December 2013, 
https://www.destatis.de/DE/PresseService/Presse/Pressemitteilungen/2011/03/PD1
1_132_12521.html. 
6  Angelos Giannakopolous, Europa-Türkei-Identität: Der ‘Ewige Kandidat’ und 
die EU seit der Zollunion (Wiesbaden: Springer VS, 2012). 
7 Sabine Lingenauber, ed., Handlexikon der Integrationspädagogik (Band 1, 
Kindertageseinrichtungen, Bochum/Freiburg, 2008.), 160-168. And Jürgen Link, 
Versuch über den Normalismus: Wie Normalität Produziert Wird (Göttingen: 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2006). 
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8  Michel Foucault. Surveiller et Punir / Überwachen und Strafen: Die Geburt des 
Gefängnisses (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1993). 
9 Byung-Chul Han, Agonie des Eros (Berlin: Merve-Verlag, 2013). And Emmanuel 
Lévinas, Totalité et Infini: Essai sur L’extéritorité (La Haye, 1971). 
10  VBW – Vereinigung der Bayerischen Wirtschaft, eds., Bildungsgerechtigkeit. 
Jahresgutachten 2007 (Wiesbaden: VS, 2007). 
11  Gilles Deleuze, Woran Erkennt Man den Strukturalismus? (Berlin: Merve 
Verlag, 1992). 
12  Seung-Wan Lo, ‘White Capital: Whiteness Meets Bourdieu’, paper presented at 
the 3rd Global Conference: Images of Whiteness: Exploring Critical Issues, Harris 
Manchester College, Oxford, United Kingdom, July 22-24, 2013, accessed 18 
December 2013, http://www.inter-disciplinary.net/critical-issues/wp-content/uplo 
ads/2013/05/lowhitepaper.pdf. And Robyn Westcott, ‘TechnoRiot: Whiteness, 
Capital and the Violence of Belonging’, paper presented at the 3rd Global 
Conference: Images of Whiteness: Exploring Critical Issues, Harris Manchester 
College, Oxford, United Kingdom, July 22-24, 2013, accessed 18 December 2013, 
http://www.inter-disciplinary.net/critical-issues/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/R-We 
stcott-white3-wpaper.pdf. 
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Narratives from White Mothers of Biracial Sons and Daughters 
 
Jennifer L. S. Chandler 
 
Abstract 
Little research with White mothers of biracial daughters and sons exists globally. 
Research that does exist, including work from Harman,1 Levine-Rasky,2 Reay et 
al.,3 Robinson-Wood4 and Twine5 indicates there are some common experiences 
with racism and discrimination. Experiences result in narratives that are created 
within the national cultures where the mothers reside. Narratives from White 
mothers of biracial daughters and sons interviewed in the United States (US) were 
analysed using the following categories: (1) colliding with White privilege; (2) 
colluding with White privilege; and (3) contending with White privilege. Analysis 
revealed that White privilege operates as a social mechanism whereby society 
reproaches White mothers of biracial daughters and sons for having transgressed 
dominant social norms. Efforts toward dismantling White privilege in the US 
education system that include multicultural teacher training can benefit by 
addressing this dynamic. 
 
Key Words: Biracial, discrimination, mother, principal, race, school, teacher, 
White privilege. 
   
***** 
 
1.  Introduction 
White privilege refers to the benefits of being a White person that exist in the 
US because racism and discrimination exist. White privilege is ‘the other side of 
racism.’6 White privilege is a process that operates in all aspects of US society, 
including in the education system. Racism and discrimination accomplish two 
things simultaneously: oppression of people of colour and privileging White 
people. Whether anyone prefers to receive either of these effects of racism and 
discrimination is immaterial. Furthermore, there is no separation of the oppression 
and the privileging so that the oppression is only experienced by people of colour 
and the privilege is only experienced by people who are White.  
 
Systems of privilege are defended by most of their beneficiaries 
in a variety of ways. ... most do so by following the normal 
customs and practices that help keep the system in place.7  
 
White privilege is under investigation in the US at a time when the proportion 
of Whites in the overall population is decreasing. It is predicted that by the year 
2043 the number of individuals in the US that will identify themselves as only 
White (using the 2010 US Census Bureau definitions and options for ethnicity and 
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race) will be the minority.8 The American Mosaic Project, ‘a multi-year, multi-
method study on the bases of solidarity and diversity in American life,’9 used a 
survey, conducted in 2003 of 2,081 adults, to test three tenets of critical whiteness 
theory. The three tenets of critical Whiteness theory were as follows: compared to 
people of colour, White individuals on the whole are: less aware of or concerned 
about their race; less aware of their privilege; and more likely to believe that race 
does not matter, that to succeed in life all that matters is individual effort. The 
researchers found that ‘Whites are less aware of White privilege than other racial 
groups and do adhere to colorblind, individualistic ideologies.’10 The study also 
found that all the Americans surveyed tended to believe in colour-blind ideologies. 
This study examined stories from mothers interviewed that included their 
interactions with teachers and principals at the schools their children attend. It is 
important to note here that the racial profile of the populations of teachers and 
principals in public schools does not reflect the overall US population. US public 
schools are staffed predominantly by Whites. In the 2007-2008 school year, 80.9% 
of the principals across all public schools were White.11 In 2008-2009, 63.0% of 
all public school teachers were White females.   
The 30 mothers interviewed for this study all self-identified as White and 
identified the fathers of their daughters and sons as a race other than White. The 
ages of the sons and daughters of these mothers ranged from under one year to 
over 40 years old. Not all the mothers have had experiences with public schools 
due to the ages of their daughters and sons. Those mothers provided input 
regarding their experiences with preschools, day-care providers, and mothers 
groups. Some interviews were face-to-face and some were conducted using a video 
and audio internet function.  
The phrase ‘White privilege’ arose in only two interviews. During the 
interviews, the researcher did not use the phrase ‘White privilege’ unless the 
mother did. The researcher explained that she wanted to hear about any 
interactions that the mother wanted to discuss. The researcher emphasised that she 
was interested in all manner of interactions and allowed the mothers to take the 
interview in any direction they desired. Frequently, the mothers spoke about many 
experiences beyond school interactions. When this occurred, the researcher wound 
the conversation back to the school context in an attempt to capture additional 
experiences while also collecting the data about the broader experiences the mother 
was addressing. 
This chapter is not a moral indictment of the mothers nor of the teachers and 
principals. Similar to the challenges of Ruth Frankenberg’s work,12 it is important 
to avoid framing the results as moral indictments of the women interviewed. The 
reader is cautioned against considering either the mothers or the teachers and 
principals solely as individuals making individual moral choices. Rather the reader 
is directed to focus on the influence that White privilege exerts on the lives of all 
these women and consider the position of each woman alone as she attempts to 
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resist the unseen and unacknowledged force that White privilege wields in every 
aspect of her life. 
 
2.  Colliding and Contending with White Privilege 
Collisions are the abrupt and unexpected ways in which the mothers bump into 
White privilege. One mother explained that she had not thought of herself as White 
until she became the White mother of a ‘brown son’13 and that had ‘taken [her] on 
a different journey through life.’14 Contending is how the mother works against 
White privilege after she becomes aware of it. This same mother who had not 
thought of herself as White felt like it was an immense education process that she 
likened to being in graduate school to ‘make [herself] more aware’15 of what life is 
like in the US for people of colour. She also set about learning about her position 
in that context and began using that information to make informed choices. 
Another mother referred to a ‘shift’16 in her thinking. She explained that it was not 
until after she became a mother that her thoughts moved from ‘intellectual non-
specific thoughts’17 of, ‘That’s not fair. That’s wrong. We have to do something 
about it.’18 Now she has specific fears regarding her son. ‘Now it’s my kid. Now I 
am reading an article in the paper and I’m thinking, disproportionate ... how 
children of colour can be disciplined more harshly in school than White students. 
...That could be my child!’19  
Another mother explained that she was already aware of racism and its impact 
before having children. She did not feel protective of her husband, but she does 
feel protective of her children.20 Another mother was asked by a close friend ‘Why 
is he so White?’21 when the friend met her infant son for the first time. The day-
care manager at a facility one mother was visiting with her husband spoke only to 
her even when her husband asked the questions.22 Another mother had a similar 
experience with an obstetric doctor during her pregnancy who would not look at 
her husband even when responding to his questions.23 These mothers experienced 
colliding with White privilege long before their daughters and sons began school.  
Almost all of the mothers described contentions involving schools. One mother 
described meeting with the principal who repeatedly referred to her son’s learning 
disability during a meeting. At one point in the meeting, the principal told this 
mother that her son should probably be ‘institutionalized’ and would not ‘amount 
to anything.’24 Another mother explained that early in her son’s education, all the 
first grade students were to be tested for the advanced placement programme 
unless the parents opted out. The teacher advised her to ‘go ahead and just sign him 
out because it is just going to frustrate him to take the test.’25 This mother was not 
particularly interested in the programme at the time and she was wondering what 
her son would be doing while the other students took the test. She had not given it 
much thought and was wavering on whether to have him take the test or not, in part 
based on his feelings about the test. As it turned out, her son did take the test. He 
scored the highest in the class. This mother recalled that the ‘teacher couldn’t 
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believe it and they retested him and he did it again.’26 She explained that ‘they do a 
re-test to see if it was just a fluke.’27 As she was explaining this in the interview, 
she surprised herself by questioning ‘if they always do that.’28 She realised she did 
not know whether it was a standard policy to always conduct a retest. She 
explained that it was a few years later when she attended a workshop designed to 
foster conversations about race that she began questioning the teacher’s actions. 
‘Why did that teacher suggest that my son would be frustrated. ... other than that 
he’s Black? I have no idea. Why did [the teacher] suggest that?’29 This second 
example is particularly illuminating because it reveals that collisions happen, and 
yet the full impact of them may not be seen and understood until years later. 
Mothers sometimes end relationships when their continued efforts to improve 
the situation are not fruitful. Ending the relationship in the context of schools can 
include removing the student from the school. One mother felt that her son was not 
being intellectually challenged by the assigned teacher. When she presented her 
concerns to the teacher and the principal, they dismissed her and her concerns. 
Soon, the teacher began to report this mother’s son as a behaviour problem. This 
mother believed her son was bored in class. She found a different school with a 
richer programme and moved her son to the new school a few months into the 
school year. Since that experience, this mother has ‘been very careful about what 
schools [her sons and daughters] go to.’30 Another mother explained that after a 
long series of frustrating interactions with teachers and the principal to resolve the 
issues her son was experiencing, she moved him to a different school. One of the 
experiences that contributed to her decision was the way that the school staff 
implemented discipline. Students who broke a rule in class were required to sit on 
the stage at lunch. When she went in at lunchtime, ‘it was all the Black kids sitting 
on the stage at lunch.’31 Her son was one of those students. He had walked his 
younger sister to class which resulted in him being in the hallway during a time 
when students were not to be in the halls. Another mother moved her son to a 
different school after trying to work with the teachers and the principal for two 
years. She explained that she ‘did not like how the teachers interacted with’32 her 
or her son. This mother did not identify one specific incident as the reason for 
leaving the school. She explained that it was ‘like a feeling.’33 She always felt ‘not 
welcome’34 at that school. It was not just the teachers contributing to the 
unwelcome environment she explained, it was the other parents too.  
White mothers of biracial daughters and sons bring unique perspectives based 
on their experiences that can contribute to the learning of the individuals and 
organisations with whom they interact – teachers, principals, day-care providers, 
and other professionals who work with children. While the learning process can be 
uncomfortable and contentious for some, it can contribute to transformative results. 
Contending with White privilege when interacting with school staff requires 
continued engagement. Yet these mothers cannot be expected to remain in harmful 
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environments that are not showing signs of changing. Removing one’s daughter or 
son from the school ends the relationship.  
Efforts to work with the school staff to improve the situation presumes a belief 
that improvement is possible and are grounded in shared values. One mother 
described her involvement with the school her sons and daughters attended to 
improve the image that the larger community held regarding the students who 
attended that school. The school her sons and daughters attended was not ‘the 
better high school.’35 This mother’s efforts to create a partnership between the 
school and the larger community were productive. The staff at the school were 
‘very open to’36 working with the larger community and their openness ‘broke 
down barriers.’37 This mother brokered arrangements with churches and employers 
in the community so that people who did not have kids attending this school could 
participate with students of the school in community projects. The people who 
participated in the events learned that the kids who went to that school were not 
‘scary kids.’38 While this is an example of one mother working to make 
improvements, it must be noted the improvements she sought were not within the 
school itself. She had selected this school for her sons and daughters because the 
principal already shared her philosophy about learning and social justice. It was the 
larger community’s negative impression of the school that she was addressing with 
her efforts. As mentioned above, mothers sometimes remove their daughters and 
sons from a school after attempting to work with the school to remedy the 
inequities that are impacting them. Removing the biracial students also removes 
the pressure to make changes that school staff experience from the White mother. 
 
3. Colluding with White Privilege 
All the mothers interviewed told of experiences that revealed their collusion 
with White privilege in some fashion. Collusions are either conscious or 
unconscious. Unconscious collusion with White privilege means that the mother is 
not aware she is doing it. Collusion is accepting that ‘this is just how things are.’ 
Conscious collusion with White privilege means the mother is intentionally going 
along with White privilege to avoid something or trying to use it to gain 
something. One mother reported that she hadn’t ‘really run into any issues or any 
problems.’39 This mother also said that she was ‘not sure’40 if she could give me 
‘situations or examples where race may have been an issue.’41 As she compared 
where she lives to other regions of the US, this mother emphatically declared that 
she would never move away from where she lives because she ‘could not’42 live 
anywhere but where she lives because she believed the levels of racism and 
discrimination are much lower where she lives. This is an example of unconscious 
collusion. 
Another mother described a series of recent events that began with an incident 
at the elementary school with her young son. A formal letter came home in her 
son’s school folder informing the mother that her son said something to another 
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student that was determined to be outside the boundaries of acceptable behaviour 
by the teacher. The mother was ‘mortified.’43 She immediately required her son to 
write a letter of apology to the other little boy. She also wrote a letter to the other 
boy’s parents to ‘let them know how we had handled it’44 so the other parents 
would know that she and her husband were good parents. She ‘sent’45 that letter to 
the school asking the teacher to pass it on to the other parents. In the interview, she 
described her actions as ‘covering all her bases.’46 She was comfortable that the 
teacher was ‘not judging her’47 because that teacher ‘knows’48 this mother and her 
family. This mother acknowledged that she had gone to greater lengths than a 
‘random’49 White mother of a White son would have done.  
Through her actions to dispel the negative opinions she believed existed in the 
minds of the parents of the other child involved, this mother unconsciously 
colluded with White privilege. By not addressing the actions of the teacher 
involved with the situation, and by directing her efforts toward the other parents, 
her actions endorsed the structures that contribute to the disproportionality of 
discipline in schools that she referred to earlier in the interview. By sending her 
letter to the other parents rather than arranging to speak with them directly, she 
also positioned the teacher as the intermediary and therefore in the position with 
more power. Her mortification positions her with the teacher, and with the other 
parents, as the White mother who erred. Whether it is intentional or not, collusion 
with White privilege supports White privilege. Linguistic examinations of the 
interactions and conversations between White mothers of biracial daughters and 
sons and school personnel reveals the structural ways in which expectations to 
collude are constructed in those contexts.  
 
4. Discussion 
The White mothers interviewed want what is best for their daughters and sons. 
Teachers are heard to say that they want what is best for their students. Teachers 
and principals at schools are, however, not benefitting from the knowledge that 
White mothers of biracial daughters and sons create through their experiences and 
their reflections on those experiences when those mothers are not full participants 
with the schools that their sons and daughters attend. Their knowledge could assist 
school staffs in addressing the ways in which White privilege damages the learning 
environment for all students. One of the reasons schools do not benefit from this 
knowledge is that they do not believe it exists. Another reason the staff at schools 
do not seek to build collaborative relationships with these mothers is because 
‘although the extent and nature of social censoring and controls has changed over 
time, the behaviour of white mothers of mixed-parentage children is, arguably, 
morally doubtful because they are seen to have transgressed dominant social 
norms.’50  
One of the locations where society rebukes all mothers for their perceived 
transgressions is in the education system. It is there that one of the strongest of the 
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nation’s images of appropriate womanhood exists. The image of ‘White women 
teachers’ role as benevolent saviours of children in need is one deeply embedded in 
history.’51 Thus every contentious interaction between a White mother of a biracial 
student and a White female teacher or principal or parent who does not have 
biracial daughters or sons is never solely about the issues that either party brings to 
the table. Teachers and principals are not just identifying the biracial student as 
having committed an infraction, they are also framing the mother as living outside 
the boundaries of acceptable White motherhood. Thus the mother is not just 
defending her son or daughter from being discriminatorily identified as the sole 
troublemaker who was caught not following a rule, she is also fighting the 
education system to recognise her as a legitimate mother. Efforts to dismantle 
White privilege within the teacher education realm would do well to address this 
entrenched discord from this perspective. 
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White Capital: Whiteness Meets Bourdieu 
 
Seung-Wan (Winnie) Lo 
 
Abstract 
Whiteness studies attempt to make visible the unmarked power and domination of 
the white cultural norm. But not all manifestations of whiteness are tangible or 
even visible. Many are obscured by a normalised appearance and beyond the 
consciousness of human minds. That is what makes naming and redressing 
whiteness a challenge. The embodied or performative dimension of whiteness is 
one of those misrecognised operations of whiteness that is under-explored in 
research studies. What is embodied whiteness? How is whiteness performative? 
How does whiteness operate in normative and ‘normalised’ actions and practices to 
reproduce racial dominance? In this chapter I make visible whiteness as manifested 
through body and self-presentation from the term I coined, white capital. I 
integrate whiteness with Bourdieu’s cultural capital. I then contextualise the subtle 
yet powerful workings of white capital with examples from my dissertation 
research. My study utilises a Bourdieusian frame to understand the mechanisms of 
inclusion and exclusion through the experiences of sixteen Chinese students from 
six southwestern Ontario universities. I use cultural capital and habitus to elucidate 
how racial hierarchy is inscribed in the body to reproduce whiteness in the 
academe. I show that just as cultural capital in its embodied state is a most 
‘transfigured’ form of power, white capital is evasive. Habitus foregrounds the 
complicity of agency in the reproduction of whiteness, be it consciously or 
unconsciously. It exonerates no one. It is a sober reminder that people daily enact 
whiteness in their actions unwittingly. Whiteness as such is not a passive concept 
out there, but incorporated in our bodies in taken-for-granted acts and behaviours. I 
conclude the chapter with an implication of white capital in redressing whiteness. 
 
Key Words: Embodied whiteness, white capital, Bourdieu, habitus, cultural 
capital, performativity, higher education, Chinese students. 
 
***** 
 
1. Introduction 
Whiteness makes visible the unnamed power and domination of the white 
cultural norm.1 But not all manifestations of whiteness are tangible or visible. 
Many are obscured by a normalised appearance and beyond the consciousness of 
human minds. That is what makes naming and redressing whiteness a challenge. 
The embodied or performative dimension of whiteness is one such misrecognised 
operations of whiteness that is under-examined in research studies. What is 
embodied whiteness? How is whiteness performative? How does whiteness operate 
in ‘normalised’ actions and practices to reproduce racial domination? This paper 
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locates whiteness in the cultural realm. In Bourdieu’s conception, culture is that 
taken-for-granted way of social life, which is so mundane that, like the air that we 
breathe, it ceases to exist in our consciousness. Such is the potency of the cultural 
manifestation of whiteness – it reproduces white domination without notice. I draw 
on Bourdieu’s concept of cultural capital to illuminate the corporeal manifestation 
of social relations in racial context. Viewing whiteness in terms of cultural capital, 
whiteness takes on agency through our bodies in taken-for-granted acts and 
behaviours. Cultural capital is a sober reminder that people daily reproduce 
whiteness in their actions albeit unwittingly.  
In what follows, I show how I integrate the concepts of whiteness and cultural 
capital to form what I call white capital, and show the link between embodied form 
of power relations and the (re)production of racial dominance. I then illustrate the 
workings of white capital from my doctoral research about Chinese students’ 
experiences in higher education. I conclude with the implication of white capital in 
redressing whiteness. 
 
2. White Capital 
White capital is a term I coin to capture the body as a subtle signifier that 
mediates social relations of power in normalised behaviour. It integrates the idea of 
the invisible white norm (i.e. whiteness) and the idea of the illusive corporeal 
manifestation of normative values (i.e. cultural capital). 
Although Bourdieu’s concept of capital resonates with contemporary 
understanding of capital as something of currency or ‘market value’ that generates 
profits, his conception explicitly implicates social relations of power.  
Capital is that which structures the positions of power (or ‘market value’) in a 
field,2 thus implicating a power that defines what is of value.  
Cultural capital initially presented itself to Bourdieu in the course of research as 
a theoretical hypothesis which explained unequal scholastic achievement among 
children of different social classes.3 Although cultural capital exists in three states, 
objectified state (e.g., cultural goods), institutionalised state (e.g., education 
qualification), and embodied state (e.g., verbal facility),4 Bourdieu focused on the 
embodied state in his research on the French education system. By embodied, he 
meant whatever is cultivated through one’s social class culture, styles and manners 
being the simplest examples. In his research, for instance, Bourdieu found that 
academic success in humanities requires cultured disposition, general cultural 
awareness, and a refined and elegant style of both spoken and written language, 
and these qualities are found most often among the dominant class.5 As such, 
embodied class qualities serve as reproduction mechanisms of class inequality. 
Cultural capital foregrounds the idea that social hierarchy is inscribed or encoded 
in the body.6 What accrues currency in certain embodied qualities or behaviours 
corresponds to the existing social order, so that embodied qualities become the 
organising principle for life chances and trajectories. Cultural capital exposes a 
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much subtler and less tangible manifestation of power in behaviour and self-
presentation, as Bourdieu considers the embodied form of cultural capital ‘heavily 
disguised, or even invisible,’ and therefore most dangerous.7  
The embodied state of cultural capital relates inextricably to habitus. In 
Bourdieu’s anti-dualistic worldview, mental structure (i.e. the subjective) and 
social structure (i.e. the objective) are mutually constituted in a dialectical 
relationship. They constantly make and re-make each other. Habitus is the hub for 
this interaction from which action emerges. As such, action is neither entirely 
rational nor conscious, but more like a habit, hence the term habitus. Habitus shifts 
our understanding of oppression as outcome of wilful intention to unwitting 
complicity. In similar vein, Rossiter locates oppression in a seemingly innocuous 
and mundane context where people are simply in pursuit of living.8 Using Melissa 
Orlie’s notion of trespass, Rossiter writes,  
 
Trespasses are the harm brought to others by our participation in 
the governing ways of envisioning and making the world…The 
trespasser is the “lawful citizen” who, because well-disposed 
toward the law, daily becomes the agent of injustice…From the 
perspective of trespass, evil is not a mysterious force without nor 
an obstinate element deep within us. In its most common modern 
forms, evil is rarely intended and seldom the product of malice 
but is an effect of living our locations and pursing our felicity.9 
 
Cultural capital as Bourdieu uses it is a class-based concept. As such, it is 
widely critiqued for its failure to engage with other social relations such as race 
and gender.10 Coining the term white capital is my attempt to extend cultural 
capital to ‘race’ context by crossing it with the concept of whiteness. To see 
whiteness in the context of cultural capital is to see the embodied and performative 
dimension of whiteness. In white capital, the norm and privilege of whiteness are 
translated into taken for granted and normalised pattern of behaviour and action. 
Jeyasingham talks about whiteness as performative of ‘race.’11 It echoes 
Bourdieu’s idea of the body as signifier of social relations without explicit 
Bourdieusian language. Drawing on Judith Butler’s notion of performativity and 
Ariela Gross’s application of the notion on whiteness, Jeyasingham brings to light 
the performative aspect of whiteness in the form of ‘self-presentation and 
behavior.’ Whiteness comes into being through interaction and behaviour, the 
author writes. Similarly Diangelo’s study shows the production of whiteness in a 
college classroom in the form of students’ speaking pattern and participation 
style.12 
White capital is significant in understanding Chinese students’ experiences in 
higher education, where their silent habitus (i.e. learning style) is problematised 
and becomes grounds for marginalisation and exclusion. Literature pertaining to 
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Asian students in the West is littered with descriptions of exclusion: isolation, 
feeling invisible, being made to feel inferior, not fitting in, and the like. Yet much 
of the analysis within this literature opts for more benign discourses, such as 
cultural differences,13 ‘cultural preference,’14 or psycho-social adaptation.15 It fails 
to recognise or name the power and privilege disguised in the body, in normalised 
behaviours. The performance of a norm is a ‘quiet power’16 because it eludes 
consciousness and recognition. That the embodied quality and expression of non-
mainstream groups are problematised while those of the dominant white group left 
unquestioned bespeaks this ‘quiet power.’ 
 
3. White Capital as Seen in a Study of Chinese Students in Higher Education  
I choose the emerging theme, acting white, from my current study to 
contextualise the concept of white capital. However, the theme is best 
contextualised within the overall merging picture of the study. I will, therefore, 
first introduce the overall emerging analysis of my study in section A, then 
followed by the contextualisation of the theme acting white in section B. 
 
A. Overall Emerging Picture 
To date my study involves 16 participants from 6 southwestern Ontario 
universities. Eight, whom I refer to as Group 1, are recent immigrants or 
international students with English as their second language and identify 
themselves as Chinese (not Chinese Canadian). The other eight, whom I refer to as 
Group 2, are Canadian raised and identify themselves as Chinese Canadians. The 
16 participants have cultural origins in China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Vietnam.  
Two distinctive patterns emerged from the 2 groups of Chinese students in my 
study. The two groups have obvious differences in cultural capital. The most 
obvious is that members of Group 1 have English as a second language and an 
‘education’ habitus characteristic of their home countries, whereas members of 
Group 2 speak impeccable English and studied in Canada all their lives (i.e., a 
Western education habitus). But at the same time, to various extents, Group 2 also 
has a ‘Chinese habitus’ from the influence of family. Participants in Group 2 use 
words such as ‘hybrid,’ ‘in-between,’ or ‘weird space’ to describe their bi-cultural 
embodiment. This point is important to note when we come to understand the 
experience of one participant, C8, from Group 2 later on. Group 1’s story as a 
whole is marked by ‘struggle’ with inclusion, as evident in salient descriptions of 
feeling ‘isolated,’ ‘invisible,’ ‘huge sense of non-existing,’ ‘outlier,’ ‘being a 
nobody’ – all the lucidity of exclusion. Many in Group 1 participated in the 
research because they feel like they have a story to tell, although they may not fully 
know what to make of their stories. This is telling. Their experiences seem so stand 
out to them that they feel the need to speak. Even more telling is that many 
participants were visibly emotional during interviews. Why? Unless there are 
feelings that run deep.  
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Furthermore, this struggle cannot be understood in terms of outcome since all 
in group 1 ‘successfully’ completed their degrees; many impacts from a process 
perspective are invisible. For example, one participant C3’s aspiration for further 
studies is clearly curtailed.  
 
C3: …in my [Master’s] program, you could have continued to 
PhD program, as long as you applied. But I don’t want to 
continue the PhD program. And I feel, um, I’m not happy when I 
was taking the [Master’s] program, why do I need to torture 
myself again, so, yeah, I didn’t apply. Actually, if I apply, I 
probable can continue to PhD program.  
 
But such impact is eclipsed by her successful graduation from the Master’s 
program (i.e., successful outcome). Thus struggle is to be understood in the ‘social’ 
(as opposed to technical) aspect of academic process as insightfully articulated by 
two of the participants: 
 
C14: the social spills over to the academic.  
 
C2: the reason I came to Canada first was for education. 
Education means academics. But, yeah, what bothers me the 
most, or, or kind of impacted me the most is those social aspects. 
 
Education is socially embedded. One cannot fully understand inclusion and 
exclusion solely through the academic (or technical) aspect, as Wacquant points 
out, ‘the acquisition of technical proficiency is never separable from acquisition of 
the “social dispositions” that govern the utilisation of technique.’17 Non-
mainstream students were done violence to because, as Bourdieu argued, education 
requires of everyone what it does not give – an understanding of and ability to 
appropriate dominant culture.18  
In contrast, not only is there an absence of ‘struggle’ for inclusion in Group 2 
that is so marked in Group 1, but inclusion for members of Group 2 largely 
resembles what Leonard calls an ‘effortless belonging.’19 Additionally, Group 2’s 
apparent unawareness of their ease, as if expected and entitled, is a striking 
resemblance to Bourdieu’s notion of doxa.20 In this case, doxa is the condition in 
which those students who have the capital and habitus so seamlessly integrative of 
the field like fish in the water that they take for granted their condition as ‘natural’ 
and therefore unremarkable.  
Against this overall emerging picture, one salient theme is acting white. It is the 
idea that to be recognised is to act white. It is most demonstrative of the workings 
of white capital in that many participants from Group 1 struggle to perform the 
normative behaviour as their mainstream counterpart in order to be accepted and 
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recognised. By recognition I mean students feel that their presence is affirmed and 
acknowledged, and that they are an equal member among the peers.21  
 
B. Acting White 
Many students in Group 1 find themselves invisible and rendered as being of 
‘depleted value’ in the ‘vocal culture’ of the Western academic environment. C1 
says, 
 
C1: …western students are more active, they’re more assertive, 
they’re more able to raise their opinions in classes than Chinese 
students. Um, Chinese culture, we’re taught not to be assertive. If 
you’re assertive you are rude, right? But my quiet, my silence 
doesn’t necessarily mean that I’m not participating. My quietness 
just means that my understanding of raising my opinion may be 
rude… it’s not that I’m not thinking about anything. I am 
thinking. I am actively participating for sure. I’m there listening.  
 
Yet, many from Group 1 declared that they are the ‘loud one’ or ‘noisy type’ back 
home. So what to make of their silence in a Western classroom?  
Being vocal is a normative behaviour in a Western classroom, what Bourdieu 
would call the unspoken rule of the game.22 Any other way than being vocal is at 
risk of being under-valued. Edward Said talked about the power of the dominant 
group in defining itself by contrasting the ‘other.’23 If being vocal is defined as 
active participation and intelligence, then its contrasting image ‘silence’ can only 
mean inferior, which C1 echoes saying, ‘they somehow seem to be more superior 
than me.’ Reasons such as a different knowledge and value system as C1 alluded to 
never come to the fore. The construction of ‘other’ is always ‘interested’ – in this 
case, quiet behaviour is used to show the superiority of the vocal and assertive 
behaviour of the mainstream counterparts.  
The most poignant example about white capital in this research comes from an 
expected place – a negative case, C8, in Group 2. C8 is in Group 2 by default 
because he was born and raised in Canada. Like all participants in Group 2, he has 
all kinds of cultural capital. But in terms of habitus, he is more aligned with that of 
Group 1. He describes himself as not outspoken, ‘I don’t know if it’s all Chinese 
people but for me um, I’m not a very outspoken person.’ He talked about how his 
‘upbringing’ carries over to his practice in his field placement, and how he 
experienced a white ‘archetype’ mode of practice imposed on him: 
 
C8: from what I’ve seen in my placement and at work, um, social 
workers who fit that archetype, who are white, who very much in 
my opinion fit that role, they demonstrated to me that while 
they’re therapeutic and they’re good at their job, they’re very to 
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the point, like, “let’s get this done”…they’re very problem-
focused, solution-focused, just get things done. Very professional 
– I don’t know, it just doesn’t seem very personal to me, and 
when I do therapy it’s very different...I don’t talk much, I kind of 
let them do their thing…I listen more than I talk. I feel like it’s 
more effective and I feel like it’s something I got from my 
upbringing, like I listen to my relatives, listening to grandparents. 
You don’t need to talk much, you just kind of respond, be 
respectful. I think that’s carried over to how I practice. It’s very 
different…I want the client to kind of shape what they want to 
tell me, I want them to kind of take charge... I feel like it’s most 
effective.  
 
C8 repeatedly iterated that he believes this is most effective, as he says, ‘I have 
really, really great relationships with clients who are willing to tell me things 
because they know I will listen.’ Despite C8’s confidence on the effectiveness of 
his style, he kept receiving low evaluation from his supervisor because his way is 
perceived and defined as ‘too passive’ and ‘doesn’t get the job done quick’: 
 
C8: It’s always been that it doesn’t seem like I’m taking enough 
initiative to lead or to take charge, which in my opinion falls 
right into the archetype of that outspoken, white. 
 
At the end, in order to pass placement, C8 had to ‘force myself to do what they 
want me to do because I have to pass placement.’ In other words, he is forced to 
‘act white’ in order to pass placement. By doing this, he said he feels like he is 
‘losing’ himself, ‘I wouldn’t be an Asian social worker anymore. I’d be an Asian 
social worker who’s been made white.’  
From this experience, C8 talked about Canada not a ‘mosaic’ but a ‘melting 
pot.’ Indeed, a ‘melting pot’ does not allow different values to equally exist, 
including the embodied or corporeal manifestation of those values. That C8 is a 
negative case is even more telling than if he were a participant in group 1. C8 is 
expected to be insulated by his many important cultural capitals, and to experience 
university like the rest of the participants in group 2. He is not expected to share 
the kind of exclusionary experience as those in group 1, and yet he does. The issue 
at stake for him clearly centres around the performativity of a white habitus. It 
bespeaks the centrality of the performative aspect of whiteness. 
 
4. Conclusion 
White capital speaks to the power of whiteness as disguised in bodies and 
normalised behaviour. Whiteness as such is more than just skin colour. It is power 
and privilege encoded in behaviours and actions that we take for granted as 
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‘normal’ and good. In presenting itself this way, whiteness becomes 
unrecognisable. White capital also speaks to the idea that whiteness has agency. 
We give agency to certain actions to be performed, be it voluntary or involuntary, 
conscious or unconscious. Whiteness as such does not exonerate anyone, not least 
those who claim no intention in their oppressive acts. White capital alerts us to our 
deep complicity in whiteness – whiteness is not an abstract concept out there, it is 
about us. Finally, white capital attests to how ingrained the Western knowledge 
system is, as habitus is field-specific – it is informed by practical knowledge of a 
field. If one knowledge system dominates another, so does its embodied 
manifestations. White capital challenges our perception of what is ‘normal’ or 
‘valued’ embodied qualities. In redressing whiteness, we can hardly escape the 
issue of the domination of the Western knowledge system. Whiteness will persist 
so long as it denies other knowledge systems.  
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Images of a Good White Teacher 
 
Samantha Schulz 
 
Abstract 
What does it mean to do good as a ‘white’ subject, particularly for those 
historically positioned as Other? This chapter draws on research into the 
dispositions of white teachers who live and work in a remote Indigenous context; 
the term ‘white’ denoting the entwinement of gender, class and race in the making 
of white identity. While overt acts of racism have characterised aspects of the 
history of White Australia, acts of benevolence on the part of well-meaning whites 
have equally constituted covert modes of racialisation. Incorporating ideas from 
Foucault with a critical whiteness standpoint, this paper uses white 
governmentality as a framework to deconstruct the life history interviews of its 
white teacher research participants. The chapter situates the white teacher in social 
relations and, by asking what it means to be a good white teacher, explores how 
racialised discourses govern good teaching and identity.  
 
Key Words: White governmentality, white teacher, whiteness, subjectivity, life 
history.  
 
***** 
 
1.  Insider Status  
Uncomfortable. Nearly 20 hours’ drive from my coastal home over desert 
terrain I would not dare tackle on my own, not this far in. I have neither showered, 
nor slept well; my neck is in knots. But I have been planning this for months and I 
am determined to press ahead. I do not know this man – many years my senior – 
and even after nearly three hours of conversation I still feel claustrophobic inside 
the tiny house decorated with religious symbols, just the two of us on the outskirts 
of the isolated community. At my suggestion we move the conversation outside. I 
rest my tea, now tepid, on the step and carefully blow red dust from the exterior of 
the digital voice recorder. The sun stings my eyes. He has asked me to pause the 
recording while in a hushed voice offloads a range of unsolicited secrets. He has 
worked up to this and is relishing the moment, obviously starved of intimate 
attention. I do not want to feel ‘intimate’ with this man but he trusts me – I am 
white – and in a way, this is what I have hoped for. Yet, the descent to ‘insider’ 
status leaves me feeling tense. I am anxious to get moving and so, with a smile, 
flick the recorder back on. My skin bristles as he articulates his next point: ‘They 
talk about the Stolen Generation,’ he says and continues, ‘and I think the ones who 
were stolen, they’re better off.’ He says this with genuine sincerity. My jaw 
tightens at the brazen racism – I have grown up in a different era. But I hide my 
discomfort and give an appreciative nod. I want to understand this teacher’s 
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position, as much as my own, and the other participants’. Whiteness has revealed 
itself in this interview, but I suspect, with time, I will see it in all fifteen. 
 
2.  Contexts 
The research out of which this paper grows is an exploration of cultural 
reproductions of ‘race’ in contemporary Australia. While the context of White 
Australia specifies the research, the critical lens it uses could be applied to other 
contexts. Remote Central Australia refines the research focus; an area in which 
Western education operates and where Aboriginal groups live in communities and 
on homeland stations, some still pursuing aspects of a traditional lifestyle. From a 
critical whiteness standpoint, remote Australia constitutes a contact zone where 
conflicts inside communities and classrooms continue to play out the problems 
brought about by the first waves of British colonisation. It is within this context of 
cross-cultural interactions that this chapter considers what it means to be a ‘good’ 
white teacher today. This question is explored through brief extracts drawn from 
the life history interviews of two of the study’s fifteen participants. 
 
3. Whiteness and White Governmentality  
To ask what it means to be a good white teacher implies an orientation to 
subjectivity. For several writers,1 ‘white’ subjectivity is formed during the era of 
Empire when race, class and gender emerge as ‘articulated categories.’2 These 
relations form the basis of Western identity which, as Said illustrates,3 is 
constructed through the establishment of difference. In the Australian context, the 
‘Aboriginal’ remains the most enduring ‘Other’ in the re-making of the white 
Australian,4 who in turn takes shape against a range of shifting Others; for 
instance, working-class and immigrant whites who are variably configured as ‘as 
white but not quite.’5 Thus ‘white’ is used here to denote the persistent classed, 
raced and gendered privileges of white subjectivity, as much as it signifies the 
fluidity of the category into which different groups have been allowed in and 
forced out over time.6  
These relations can be explored utilising Foucault’s concept of governmentality 
– a lens for tracing racialised power in its dynamic forms.7 This includes the more 
obvious ways in which we are governed as well as covert modes of governance, as 
expressed through everyday beliefs and practices. The latter are often naturalised 
for white people and not experienced as expressions of racialised domination.8 
Within this milieu, ‘white’ teachers may adopt a range of stances in relation to 
hegemonic whiteness – positions which take shape inside the terrain of Indigenous 
Education. 
Indigenous Education in Australia has evolved from a patently essentialist 
model – in which many ‘full-blooded’ Indigenous children were excluded on 
account of beliefs concerning biological inferiority9 and racial contamination10 – 
to more progressive models in which Indigenous children have been included, 
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though on the terms of the dominant culture. The latter models have been shaped 
by political developments whereby hopes for a pure White Nation were gradually 
superseded in Australia by the need to attract non-British migrants, which hence 
paved the way for the creation of a more ‘multicultural’ Australia.11 
Thus while whiteness originally operated in the field according to openly 
racialised beliefs it continued to operate decades later through mechanisms that (at 
least ostensibly) disregarded the physiological reality of skin colour differences. 
This masking of race beneath a veneer of inclusion reflects the conflation of 
discourses from the colonial period with the emergence of discourses relating to 
‘equality, diversity, and sovereignty’ in Australia.12 This also reflects what Hage 
has termed the rise of ‘benevolent whiteness.’13  
After periods of inclusion and empowerment of Indigenous peoples in 
Australia, a shift to a conservative government in the 1990s then saw the return of 
far greater emphasis on monitoring Indigenous students and communities, who 
were viewed, once more, as lacking discipline and achievement against 
standardised measures. The dominant discourses associated with each of these 
phases overlap providing standpoints for white teachers to resist or reproduce 
hegemonic whiteness. Today’s white teachers may therefore adopt openly 
essentialist stances. But they can also adopt stances that are inadvertently raced 
(i.e. colour blind or benevolently inclusive), or indeed stances that are critically 
reflexive. 
 
4. Growing Up White in White Australia 
‘Joseph’ and ‘Cliff’14 both grew up in metropolitan suburbs of South Australia 
during the 1950s through 70s in close geographical proximity. Unlike Cliff, Joseph 
had had fewer encounters with difference and had not engaged actively with the 
kinds of critical education discourses at university that would later shape Cliff’s 
more reflexive standpoint. Joseph explained; he was a fourth generation Australian 
whose British ancestors had established market gardens in the ‘Glayde’ area, the 
same suburb in which he grew up. Several local street names bore his family name 
and this was something Joseph discussed with obvious pride.  
Naturalised in this early section of Joseph’s recollections was the importance of 
his ancestors’ naming and claiming of the local space. From a reflexive viewpoint, 
the significance of claiming space is that place names signify ‘power and 
ownership.’15 The naming of space connotes a powerful enactment of white 
governmentality through staking an overt claim to white belonging.16 The 
assumption embedded in white street names is therefore ‘our’17 right to belong at 
an ontological level.18 This in turn necessitates the denial of Indigenous 
sovereignty,19 and this was patent throughout Joseph’s narrative.  
Joseph had a large extended Anglo-Australian family comprising over a 
hundred cousins with whom he was very close. Essentially, Joseph grew up in a 
large ‘white’ family that rarely associated with non-whites. But despite Glayde 
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being Anglo-dominated, it was also beginning to attract Italian migrants during 
Joseph’s growing up years. Joseph recalled living next door to three of ‘the 
Italians’ but despite that his parents were tolerant of their ethnic neighbours, they 
had no genuine Italian friends and neither openly accepted nor adopted any Italian 
cultural practices.20 Joseph appreciated particular aspects of Italian culture – such 
as certain ‘delicious’ foods – but he also spoke at length about his neighbours’ 
proclivity to drink ‘backyard wine,’ to lean over the fence and to encourage him to 
join in. This was framed as particularly problematic given Joseph’s committed 
religious beliefs, which forbade the consumption of ‘filthy liquor.’21 Joseph 
remembered worrying that the Italians were ultimately ‘too different’ for his liking, 
and he echoed dominant beliefs from the era when resurrecting the concern, ‘little 
Italy’s going to take over Australia.’22  
These sentiments intersect with the historical antecedents of Cliff’s story. 
Unlike Joseph, Cliff was encouraged to socialise widely as a child and this 
increased ‘sociality’ led him to enjoy a variety of cross-cultural friendships. Cliff’s 
friendships enabled him to move beyond the form of ‘boutique multiculturalism’23 
evident in Joseph’s narrative, whereby non-white people and their atypical ways of 
living are seen to be tolerable by open-minded whites who embrace aspects of 
other cultures – Joseph’s acceptance of certain delicious Italian foods being an 
expression of this. But Cliff’s encounters with difference went beyond exotic foods 
to include a level of social interaction that was transformative. 
Moreton-Robinson describes sociality in terms of our exposure to difference 
and highlights its power to shape our understandings of Self and Other. She 
explains:  
 
Sociality plays an important part in affirming or disrupting 
subject positions in cultural contexts. As such cross-cultural 
intersubjectivity provides an opportunity for encountering 
differences and similarities that may lead to disrupting 
assumptions about Other.24   
 
Cliff grew up in the suburb of ‘Stafford,’ only kilometres from Joseph’s nearby 
home. But unlike Glayde, Stafford was far more heavily populated by ‘new’ 
Australians during that time; in fact, Cliff’s was the only family of Anglo-Celtic 
origin on his street. Cliff’s neighbours drew from Croatia, Serbia, Germany, 
Austria, Poland, Greece and Italy – people groups that Joseph had discursively 
positioned as threats to his otherwise safe, all white community. But Cliff enjoyed 
growing up in a highly diverse cultural setting and, though he remained part of the 
cultural majority at school and in other public spaces, being a member of the 
dominant culture was not naturalised for him on the streets of Stafford.  
In fact, virtually all of Cliff’s friends were newly arrived migrants who were 
positioned as ‘not quite white’ within the context of White Australia. 
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Consequently, Cliff grew intimately aware of the struggles that many immigrants 
faced in order to fit in to the Australian mainstream during a time when relaxed 
immigration policy had worried white Australians whose beliefs remained 
grounded in a form of ‘white colonial paranoia.’25 Cliff plainly remembered that 
‘when [white Australians] did see ethnic people coming into [their] community, 
they felt threatened. The old life that they knew, they could see was going to 
change and change quite radically.’26 Even Cliff’s own cousins from the eastern 
states would openly remark,  
 
Oh those wogs, they’ve moved into the neighbourhood. They’re 
taking over the neighbourhood. They’re all wogs […]. They’re 
not used to our Australian ways. They come in with this foreign 
food, you know, like pizza!27 
 
But unlike Joseph, Cliff embraced rather than feared other cultures – a 
disposition which would shape his orientation to teaching. 
 
5. The Good White Teacher in Remote Australia Today 
At the time of interview, Cliff was in his sixth year as a teacher in a remote 
Aboriginal community; Joseph was in his second term (roughly five months). 
Despite the brevity of Joseph’s tenure, he expressed strong views concerning what 
constitutes ‘good teaching’ in a remote setting. He explained: 
 
[The] boundaries were quite wide before I got here […] I’ve just 
given the normal boundaries. They don’t get away with saying, 
“music Joseph”. I say “I beg your pardon; you give me a 
sentence and write it out on the board”. So now they must speak 
in those sentences: “Could I please, could we go to [the Music] 
Hall please, Joseph so that we can play music?” Otherwise they 
don’t get their music. And they only get it now for a half an hour 
on Friday afternoons.28  
 
In Joseph’s estimation, the Aboriginal boys in his care required strict regulation 
and control. Earlier, he had stated; ‘I think my life experience has helped these 
Aboriginal boys. Probably someone out of college they’d chew them up and spit 
them out.’29 Evident in his narrative was thus the belief that he was ‘doing good’ 
by the boys and this in turn enabled Joseph to secure a moral image by stating that 
he had something to offer. Joseph implied that his maturity and life experiences 
rendered him more capable of managing the wayward Aboriginal boys than a 
younger teacher, whom they would presumably chew up. Within Joseph’s logic, it 
was therefore the firm hand and rationality of the mature white man that ultimately 
makes for a good white teacher in the region. But by asserting that he ‘had 
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something to offer,’ Joseph overlooked a number of factors, including that what he 
had was based on his whiteness and not necessarily transferable to the boys. 
Despite his good intentions, Joseph swung between standpoints that reproduce 
whiteness. On the one hand he adopted an essentialist stance by portraying the 
boys as ‘delinquent’; a discursive manoeuvre that confirms black bodies as deviant. 
This fed into an essentialist stance on Indigenous Education in which the 
Aboriginal body warrants additional monitoring and control. On the other hand, 
Joseph drew on a complicit (colour and power evasive) stance by subjecting the 
boys to the ‘normal’ boundaries. In other words, to white modes of regulation and 
control that Green and Reid refer to as ‘disciplinary work;’ work that is aimed 
toward shaping individual bodies of students into the ‘good subjects’ of 
disciplinary control.30  
Joseph’s approach thus implied a white teacher whose low opinion and 
expectations of Aboriginal students is divorced from a reflexive view of their own 
pedagogy. This can be likened to a form of strategic rhetoric in that it bolsters the 
view that Aboriginal students need to try harder to reach ‘normative’ standards. As 
a strategy of governance, strategic rhetoric has essentialist roots, and this was 
borne out most patently in the narrative when Joseph finally stated:  
 
I’ve got to the stage where I don’t care about being politically 
correct […] because here they don’t think it’s real school; these 
kids don’t. [One of my senior boys] was schooling in the 
mainstream. Sharp kid. He’s now in my class. He came the last 
week of last term, very … on time, very respectful. But this time 
around he’s all, he’s become more Aboriginal. He’s late, he’s 
disrespectful and in fact he’s the most disrespectful of all of 
them. I really give him trouble […] And that’s not politically 
correct to say that, I know but … you know they talk about the 
Stolen Generation and I think in a way the ones who were stolen, 
they’re better off.31 
 
In this excerpt, Joseph’s racialised beliefs are fully developed. He articulates 
Aboriginality together with poor behaviour, for to become more Aboriginal is to be 
late and disrespectful. Joseph fails to put his own racial identity on trial and thus 
his standpoint on ‘good’ teaching is built on the highly pejorative and non-
reflexive view that Aboriginal students are inherently unruly. For that reason, 
Joseph aims to produce docile students by rewarding submissive behaviour, which 
in turn articulates ‘good teaching’ together with ‘firm control.’ 
In contrast, Cliff had developed genuine friendships with his Aboriginal co-
workers, community and students and consequently, had started to gain insight into 
what the Aboriginal community had long seen: (what Cliff described as) a ‘white 
mentality’ or striving for control, which many new white teachers to the region 
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tended to bring along with them. Cliff explained; as a result of this ‘white 
mentality,’ the Aboriginal community were losing ground with every new turnover 
of white staff.32 Cliff explained: 
 
They [new white teachers] go into a defensive mode of thinking 
[whereby] the only way that they seem to be able to adjust to the 
new environment is to try to dominate everything. [… The 
Aboriginal community] are appalled by this situation.33 
 
This is reflected in the literature on ‘white’ teachers in remote Aboriginal 
schools wherein white teachers implicitly expect to be ‘in control.’34 But this also 
highlights an aspect of white governmentality whereby ‘white’ actors are 
conditioned to conform to white norms and values lest risk being viewed as lacking 
control by other whites. Writers of whiteness have observed that within the field of 
whiteness, white people therefore learn to scrutinise their own and others’ 
behaviour to keep ‘white’ territorial order in place.35 But within the context of an 
Aboriginal community in particular to take ‘white’ norms for granted is akin to 
exercising ‘dysconscious racism’: the covert negation of Indigenous wisdom and 
ways of being.  
Unlike Joseph, Cliff was cognisant of the history and significance of race 
relations in the region and sought out various ways to make space for Aboriginal 
people to take control. Multiple aspects of Cliff’s curricula were therefore 
negotiated, relationships within and outside the classroom had been slowly 
developed in culturally appropriate ways, and the discursive space of the classroom 
was depicted in Cliff’s narrative, not as a white space, as in Joseph’s narrative, but 
in terms of Aboriginal territory: 
 
This is actually an Aboriginal school. Well, it’s their country 
isn’t it? It’s their space. It’s their school. They’re very much a 
part or would like to think that they’re very much a part of the 
decision-making process. […] Whitefellas come and go, but the 
people will always be here.36 
 
Thus in a reflexive manoeuvre, Cliff positioned Aboriginal people as powerful 
agents in their own right, and he questioned white standards and norms. 
 
6.  On the Inside Looking Out 
The extracts examined here are insufficient for a detailed analysis. They neither 
illustrate the variability of individual teacher’s stories nor the nuanced positions 
they occupied between ‘essentialism’ and ‘reflexivity.’ However, Joseph and 
Cliff’s narratives do start to highlight salient links between past and present, and 
the manifold means by which racialised domination may be resisted or reproduced. 
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They also signal the contingency of the ‘good white teacher;’ a discursive construct 
with shifting roots. Yet as a white researcher researching whiteness, I remain 
‘discomforted’ by a number of choices I have made. In some ways I have ‘cashed 
in’37 on my whiteness – my insider status – to get what I want. As personal stories 
have been revealed to me so too has whiteness, as much in the stories as in my own 
gradual understandings. In narratives like Joseph’s the relations of race were, at the 
very least, blatant and obvious. The harder task has been tracing subtle expressions 
of ‘race’ as articulated by good white teachers such as Cliff, or indeed in my own 
reflections. And while this research has therefore sought to disrupt whiteness by 
exposing the relations that continue to render white domination invisible, also left 
invisible – in this chapter at least – are the stories and voices Aboriginal people. As 
Heron explains, this is the risk of deconstructing dominance for ‘in the moment it 
is challenged, it reclaims centre stage […]. Yet if not challenged, the relations of 
domination will continue.’38 
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White Christians Crossing Borders: Between Perpetuation 
and Transformation 
 
George Jacobus (Cobus) van Wyngaard 
 
Abstract 
‘Crossing borders’ is an important metaphor in Christian theology. While it has 
been expanded upon in numerous contexts, one of the primary spheres in which we 
have found theological reflection on the metaphor and Christian practices of 
crossing borders has been in churches’ mission work and theological reflection on 
mission. Historically, when white Christians in South Africa spoke about 
‘mission,’ it referred exclusively to the white churches’ and missionaries work 
among black communities. When individual members of churches were involved 
in mission, it involved ‘reaching out’ to black people in particular. Missionaries 
and mission work played an important role in the construction of whiteness, 
however, the close relations between black and white Christians developing in 
mission contexts at times also destabilised whiteness in the minds of white 
Christians. Under apartheid the experiences of crossing borders associated with 
mission was often the first place where white Christians were confronted with the 
reality of black South Africa and the cost of white privilege. Post-apartheid South 
Africa remains largely segregated, and churches continue to facilitate encounters 
where racial borders can be crossed. The chapter focuses on the reappropriation of 
language on crossing borders in the post-apartheid white Dutch Reformed Church. 
The chapter will draw on earlier examples of how mission as crossing borders has 
both reinforced and destabilised whiteness in order to highlight the ambiguity of 
contemporary use of language on mission and crossing borders. The growing body 
of research on how whiteness is being reconstructed in post-apartheid South Africa 
is then used to analyse the way in which contemporary Christian talk about 
crossing borders might work to entrench white superiority while still, as in earlier 
times, contributing to transforming and destabilising whiteness. 
 
Key Words: Whiteness, mission, Christianity, South Africa, Dutch Reformed 
Church, crossing borders. 
 
***** 
 
1.  Introduction 
Let me start the short sketch of my own social location not with reference to 
whiteness or Afrikanerdom, but at another position which incorporates this, and 
provide some important background to this chapter. I participate in this dialogue as 
an ordained minister of the Dutch Reformed Church, a denomination which is 
white and at least somewhat aware of this fact, constantly haunted by having been 
judged by history and the ecumenical church for its support of institutionalised 
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racism in South Africa. I work from within this space, as theologian seeking to 
contribute to the internal critique of this particular religious tradition.1 What I say 
specifically concerns this church, although it might have implications beyond. 
While I identify with the insider-outsider experience described by at least some 
whiteness scholars who research their own group,2 I add to this the insider-outsider 
relation to a very particular white religious institution or community. I work as one 
who is an insider to this community, while critically reflecting on the way in which 
whiteness is perpetuated through this same community. This consciousness add to 
being reminded that I cannot describe whiteness as if I am excluded from what I 
describe. 
While a relation between Christian theology and the construction of race and 
whiteness would seldom, if ever, be denied, recent arguments continue to state that 
the inception of race cannot be understood without understanding the theology 
which gave rise to it.3 The influence of Christianity is not merely found in the 
individual arguments supporting racism but, rather, in how it was the underlying 
textual field supporting the construction of whiteness.4 However, Christian religion 
and theology has also contributed towards subverting racism and destabilising 
whiteness. In South Africa we can start by listening to South African Black 
Theology. 
My interest in this chapter is in how Christian theology and religion continue to 
support the construction and reconstruction of whiteness in South Africa, but also 
in how people’s faith convictions can contribute to subverting the rules which keep 
whiteness in place, and become a resource for change. Here I explicitly draw on 
church resources and the language developed in religious communities (as opposed 
to academic theology) to explore how white Christianity both affirms a sense of 
superiority and finds ways of shifting the centre from which it is working. 
 In a previous publication analysing the church’s online conversations on 
diversity,5 one of the key metaphors which emerged in relation to diversity was 
‘Christians crossing boundaries.’ 6 Diversity in this context implied that Christians 
should follow Jesus in crossing boundaries, connecting with and loving people 
across the boundaries between groups. This chapter investigates the concept in 
more depth. I focus on crossing borders as used by white Christians within the 
Dutch Reformed Church in reflecting on their relation to a changing post-apartheid 
South Africa, and in particular to black South Africans. A key motivation for 
exploring this is the broad acceptance of this metaphor. I find this to be one of the 
central Christian tropes attempting to renegotiate white identity and place in 
society.  
 
2.  Ambiguity of Missionaries Crossing Borders 
In the documents discussed below, the Afrikaans translation of mission, 
sending, was seldom used, but the missionary roots of the metaphor ‘crossing 
borders’ cannot be denied.7 There are some important differences which will be 
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pointed out, but the ambiguity around white missionaries under apartheid can 
provide a helpful introduction to a critical discussion of the use of the metaphor 
today. 
The critique against white missionaries is well known. Christian mission and 
colonial expansion lived in a symbiotic relationship, with missionaries spreading 
Western civilisation, and economic relations, under the guise of Christian religion, 
contributing to the dismantling of social structures of colonised people. When 
missionaries ‘crossed borders,’ in spite of possible good intentions, they were not 
the allies of the black people with whom they worked, but rather allies of the white 
colonialists with whom they came. A hard version of this argument would state 
that they were in alliance with an emerging capitalist class and working in support 
of it. A softer version would state that due to being white, missionaries remained in 
a privileged position and failed to critique the status quo to which they were 
ideological captives.8 
On the other hand it is argued that from among white clergy and theologians, it 
is exactly those with a missionary background that were challenging and critiquing 
apartheid, motivated by the intimate knowledge and relations with black South 
Africans.9 But while the relationships with black South Africans built around a 
missionary experience might have provided the motivation to critique apartheid, 
this did not necessarily guard against the political naïveté which would often make 
these missionaries totally ineffective in challenging apartheid,10 and such actions 
often repeat paternalistic behaviour when good whites see their role as challenging 
racist structures on behalf of blacks. 
Alternative examples can however also be found. In reflecting on his own 
journey towards working against racism, theologian Klippies Kritzinger point out 
how as a white student under apartheid, becoming involved with a congregation in 
an Indian group area was a turning point, which led to a lifelong commitment to 
anti-racism and critical reflection on whiteness.11 Black Theologian Zuze Banda 
described this phase of Kritzinger’s journey as one of preparation for the road of 
solidarity with Black people lying ahead, and of insertion into this particular 
context. While Banda acknowledge the pious and ‘noble missionary’ motivation 
behind Kritzinger’s actions during this phase, and would be critical of these on its 
own, he recognises this as part of a broader process of conversion which he 
evaluates positively.12 
This cursory overview reminds us that ‘reaching out’ to black people often 
affirmed the sense of superiority and paternalism in white missionaries, but that 
these experiences at times provide the door to a deeper and critical engagement of 
whiteness and a political stance against racist structures. 
 
3. Elements of Religious Talk on Crossing Borders 
This section will provide an overview of contemporary talk of crossing 
borders. I draw on sermons, bible studies and other church publications all dating 
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after 2008 as examples of how crossing borders is used within the contemporary 
white Reformed religious context in South Africa, as found in the Dutch Reformed 
Church.  
Two differences need to be emphasised between the texts which were analysed 
and the history of mission in which the descriptions above should be read. The first 
is that in the sources discussed crossing borders was never used to refer to the work 
of professional missionaries, but always to emphasise a way of life among all the 
members of the community. This is connected to a broader theological shift 
towards the laity in congregations, and particularly a changing understanding of 
mission where the local congregation is seen as the primary agent in mission.  
This is also partly the basis of my interest in this approach, since it attempts to 
be a process of formation which cuts across a broad section of white South 
Africans. Within the broad South African experiment of renegotiating identities,13 
this can be described as an attempt to transform the identity of an entire community 
of white people through changing their religious language. 
The second difference can be summarised in the words of the World 
Communion of Reformed Churches. ‘Mission’ is described as one of its key 
values, of which it says the following:  
 
Our understanding of mission has changed over the past 100 
years. Our grandparents believed mission involved converting 
people in faraway countries to Christianity while serving as 
ministers, doctors, nurses, teachers and agriculturalists. Mission 
in the 21st century still involves crossing borders. But today 
borders are understood to be the barriers that separate people 
from one another.14 
 
Consistent with this, the sources described below emphasise local relations, 
participating in the local community, or even crossing borders between people 
within the congregations, such as generational borders. The emphasis is constantly 
on the borders which confront people daily. 
I will in brief point out a number of elements of white Christian rhetoric of 
crossing borders found in Dutch Reformed congregational resources. This provides 
a glimpse into some of the actual uses of this metaphor. These elements are at 
times contradictory, and all of them will not necessarily be visible in a specific 
instance where the metaphor is being used, nor will all who draw on this metaphor 
subscribe to every aspect. But these uses of the metaphor are currently alive in the 
white church. 
First, crossing borders is considered part of the essence of being Christian.15 In 
motivating this particular Christian value two traditions are particularly 
emphasised. God is described as one who crossed borders by reaching out to 
humans through Jesus Christ. This draws on the church’s doctrine on the 
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incarnation of the divine in the God-man Jesus Christ, given a popular translation 
by drawing on the language of crossing borders. On the other hand Jesus is 
described as an example of one crossing borders to people in all spheres of society, 
an argument which should compel those who profess to be Christians to do the 
same. We might say that crossing borders is drawing from both Christian theology 
and Christian ethics.16 
Secondly, the list of borders connected to this metaphor and the list of practices 
which would be considered part of crossing these borders both open a wide range 
of possible interpretations. Reflective of ways that the language of diversity in 
diversity management is used for an endless list of diversities, the borders in 
crossing borders are used to refer to anything which might separate people. In this 
vein one small group guide talks about ‘cultural, ethical, generational, ethnic, 
social, [and] economic’17 borders in the community. But the borders can also refer 
to internal borders such as ‘lack of knowledge’ or ‘unwillingness.’18 Race is at 
times explicitly mentioned as a border, but often missing from the lists.  
A third very important thread is that borders should be crossed to care for those 
in need.19 This is at times explicitly disconnected from race, emphasising that 
Christians should care for those in need around them, regardless of ‘race, colour or 
nationality.’20 This emphasis criticises approaches in the history of Afrikaner 
Christianity which explicitly argued that the church should care for ‘their own 
people’ (white people), but leaves silent the intimate connection to race, as 
congregations that are predominantly or exclusively white would mostly be found 
in more affluent areas, and crossing borders to poor areas would often imply 
moving into traditionally black areas. The two focus points associated with 
crossing borders, race and economy, should not be conflated, but cannot be taken 
apart either. At times the charity work of the church is still used to deflect criticism 
of racism in the church.21 
Fourthly, an interpretation which is being developed, revealing some internal 
tension when placed next to the previous point, is to at least partly disconnect 
crossing borders from ‘charity’ or ‘outreach.’ Building on the idea that the crossing 
of borders between people should be considered an essential part of the Christian 
faith, people are motivated to cross borders with the primary purpose of listening 
and learning. For example, a young minister started a practice where white 
congregants are encouraged to cross borders by ‘moving their bodies’ in order to 
attend a black congregation in the city. This is seen as a learning experience.22 
Finally, a few comments on explicit connections on crossing borders and race 
need to be made. The congregational handout on the learning and listening 
experience mentioned in the previous point explicitly emphasises challenging 
prejudice and racism as part of the process which involve crossing borders.23 But 
cultural difference is at times the main focus when crossing borders to black people 
is emphasised, apparently shying away from explicitly referencing race as it relates 
to this practice. In a study guide for members participating in a small group, 
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identified loosely as being ‘Western,’ they are challenged to cross borders towards 
‘people of Africa.’ Africa is described by its primary fears, which concern 
forefathers and magic, and members are encouraged to make contact with people 
for whom these fears are a reality.24 
This overview cannot reveal how people respond to the use of the metaphor in 
local communities, but draws out some key examples of how language is being 
constructed. In the final section I briefly reflect on this overview. 
 
4. Between Perpetuation and Transformation 
I have elsewhere argued that the language that is being created in this church to 
deal with diversity is drawing on language from diversity management.25 The way 
in which a catchall approach26 is created for everything from the borders created 
by theological differences through to the borders of oppression by gender, race and 
class diverts attention from how relations of power and privilege impact on some 
of these borders, but not on others. The conflation of race into culture also 
contributes to this, opting to emphasise difference while hiding how relations of 
power historically developed around these differences. 
The implicit assumption evident in this church literature appears to be that the 
whiteness which delineates the border which needs to be crossed can remain 
invisible. What is described as a racial border is intertwined with the construction 
of whiteness, yet by presenting crossing borders as a universal approach of 
responding to historical divides in society, the explicitly white identity at work 
when crossing racial borders is hidden. In a racialised world it is a particular white 
privilege to have the choice of crossing borders into a black world. But in this 
metaphor crossing borders is presented as simply what normal Christians would 
engage in, and the racialised lives of those engaging in this practice is edited out, 
thus contributing to making whiteness invisible.27 
By neglecting to critically reflect on the way in which this practice ties into 
whiteness, it runs the danger of perpetuating whiteness through the very act which 
claims to challenge racism. The mere assumption that it is normal and that people 
have the right, even the moral obligation, to cross racial borders builds on 
assumptions of whiteness: where the whole world is accessible to those who are 
white, while the white centre is guarded, with such a white centre being found in 
spaces like church or gated community.  
A similar problem can be revealed when crossing borders is closely associated 
with reaching out to those in need. While the vast material needs in Africa, 
including South Africa, complicates this analysis beyond the scope of this chapter, 
the connection between benevolence and white Christians crossing borders create a 
very effective ideological support structure for guarding against any critique 
against the perpetuation of whiteness: in short, if these white people are so good 
for black people how can anyone still critique whiteness? 
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While never explicitly mentioned, it might be helpful to read this metaphor next 
to the dominant Afrikaner metaphor of drawing into the laager. The laager is most 
famously depicted in the narratives and art surrounding the battle of Blood River, 
and seen in the architecture of the Voortrekker monument.28 The laager is often 
used critically to describe behaviour of withdrawing into white spaces. ‘Crossing 
borders’ call white Christians out of the laager, but often leaves the laager intact. 
The assumption remain that a laager is available into which we can draw back. But 
some of the practices built on the metaphor do carry the potential to work the 
cracks in the laager, and these need to be noted as possibilities where this popular 
Christian metaphor might be used to open up a critical reflection on whiteness. 
If a key aspect of white supremacy is the assumption of being the one that 
should speak and be listened to, then emphasis on crossing borders in order to 
listen and learn would be one aspect of this framework that is being constructed 
which challenges the normal white engagement with the black world. But the focus 
is mainly on learning ‘about others,’29 shying away from creating processes which 
would actively challenge our knowledge about ourselves.30 What this metaphor 
fails to develop is a rationale for assisting white members of faith communities to 
listen to a black unmasking of white complicity in the suffering and oppression of 
black people.31 
However, listening as part of crossing borders at times also emphasise that 
processes of truly listening might involve uncomfortable experiences as we are 
confronted by another, but since listening is such an essential value, it is expected 
that such discomfort should be allowed, even embraced, by Christians. Some 
possibilities for deeper transformation are opened up in this approach. If it is 
indeed possible to assist white people to move through uncomfortable processes 
where their own connection to systems of social injustice are revealed,32 then this 
might be an important step in a broader process. But at this point the limits of the 
metaphor must be made clear: by recasting white Christians as the acting agents, it 
leaves the control of which borders will be crossed and which black voices will be 
listened to in white hands. If white people are the acting agents crossing borders, 
they also determine the level of discomfort involved. 
 
5. Conclusion 
When white Christians draw on the metaphor of crossing borders as resource 
for finding a new identity in a changing South Africa, they choose to emphasise the 
transformation of society and to present those using this metaphor as the acting 
agent in this process. This choice repeats practises which potentially reinscribe a 
problematic white identity.  
It does open a door into destabilising problematic white identities when 
developing practices which emphasise listening to black people and provide a 
moral and religious motivation for sitting with discomfort without withdrawing. 
While this is not the dominant use of the metaphor, it points to possibilities of 
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religious language and practices through which white assumptions on superiority 
might be challenged. 
However, practices built on crossing borders which are successful in drawing 
white people into spaces where complicity in oppression is unmasked, would have 
to inevitably reject the very rationale which motivated these practices, since this 
rationale keeps the white privilege of control firmly in place.  
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A Tanzanian Maasai View of Whiteness: A Complex 
Relationship between Half-Brothers 
 
Vanessa Wijngaarden 
 
Abstract 
Understanding Maasai perceptions of whiteness can give insight in how and why 
images based on racial constructs continue to be (re)produced. Embedded in 
anthropological methods I used Q methodology with illiterate people to create 
detailed mindmaps of their images of ‘the other’ which can be compared to make 
visible more general social perspectives. The image that Maasai from a small 
village in Tanzania have of what they call ‘whites’ is remarkably positive and 
consistent among a variety of demographic categories. ‘Whites’ are characterised 
as people of God, having a white heart. They are described as extremely capable 
and virtuous, which distinguishes them from Maasai. However, they also share 
with Maasai a certain sociability and familiarity. Under the influence of increased 
interaction, negative characteristics and mistrust are added to the extremely 
positive image, however without replacing the positive traits. The stubborn 
character of the positive characteristics in the Maasai’ views leads to an overall 
contradictory image of whites as having a double character. These views are 
reflected in a mythological story that explains the differences and similarities 
between Maasai and ‘whites’ while prescribing and legitimating their relationship 
and behaviour towards each other in terms of a mythical blood relationship. As is 
the case with tourists’ image of Maasai as ‘noble savages,’ Maasai’ idea of 
‘whites’ as capable and virtuous, has an ideological function. It is a mythical image 
that was never constructed to adequately describe ‘the other’ but created to explain, 
legitimise and cope with the position of ‘the self’ vis-à-vis ‘the other.’ 
 
Key Words: Maasai, Tanzania, Q method, anthropology, inequality, intercultural 
understandings, fetishisation of whiteness, intercultural kinship, mythological 
stories. 
 
***** 
 
1.  Introduction  
In a small village in Northern Tanzania I observe the interaction between local 
Maasai and Dutch tourists who come to visit their cultural tourism project. I use a 
combination of research methods, including the traditional anthropological 
methods of participant observation and interviewing, living in Maasai homes for 
extended periods of time, but have embedded Q method and film-assisted 
observations in this ethnographic approach. The aim of my research is to provide a 
two-sided perspective using similar research methods with Maasai and Europeans, 
in order to make visible the underlying patterns that exist in the construction of 
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images of ‘the other’ and their relation to strategies of interaction with ‘the other.’ 
In this chapter I focus only on constructions of images of ‘the other’ by Maasai 
which were made visible through Q method, largely without placing these findings 
in the context of my other research findings. 
One of the first things that struck me when I first arrived in East Africa was 
how locals treated me and referred to me as someone who was somehow ‘better’ 
than they were. Because of my skin colour, I was for example treated not only as 
rich and probably important, but also automatically considered more honest and 
reliable than the average African. Being critical of the colonial past and the 
continuation of images (re)constructed to legitimise global inequality, I became 
interested in analysing these ideas. I did so whilst sharing daily life with Maasai in 
small villages for extended periods since 2007. Speaking the local languages 
Kiswahili and Maa and living under the same circumstances as the villagers, 
actively sharing in daily chores and hardships, social life and cultural events, 
helped me to understand these racial value judgments better, although I realise my 
privileged position and phenotype continue to play a role in what I am told and 
shown as well as in what I hear, see and understand. My wider research has been 
executed using a triangulation of methods and reflexive considerations, which 
place the image of ‘the other’ which my research participants constructed through 
Q method in a larger context. Here I merely want to present this image and point to 
its mythical nature and ideological function. 
The images presented here are constructed based on Maasai’ perspectives of 
people they call ‘whites’ (oloibor/ilooibor).1 The Maasai I work with do not make 
a categorical distinction between overseas visitors: Whether they are tourists, NGO 
workers or researchers, and whether they are European, American or even Asian, 
all are labelled ‘whites.’ In the images I describe, tourists and NGO workers of 
European decent play the most prominent role, because most interactions in my 
research locality take place with these groups. In this chapter I will use the term 
whites to refer to this socially constructed racial category, despite its arbitrary and 
problematic character. That this idea is based on privilege more than on phenotype 
is illustrated by the fact that European tourists regardless of skin pigmentation 
qualify as whites, whilst African albinos are not considered white.2 The term 
whites in this chapter thus refers to people who are identified as white by Maasai, 
and I do not use inverted commas because other classifications of people such as 
Maasai which are written without inverted commas are likewise problematic and 
fluid social constructs with partially phenotypical aspects.3 When I speak of 
Maasai in this paper, I am referring to the general tendencies among people in my 
research locality who consider themselves as members of the Kisongo Maasai 
section. As this community is of course a varied whole, personal nuances and 
exceptions are mentioned where relevant. 
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2.  Maasai’s Image of Whites 
Q methodology has its roots in psychology and has been used to map people’s 
subjectivity. It is an approach that allows research participants to create mindmaps 
which are then systematically compared and subjected to factor analysis.4 The 
British physicist and psychologist William Stephenson invented Q method in 1935 
as a way to map people’s viewpoints, beliefs, attitudes, perspectives and personal 
opinions in a variety of situations.5 In Q, a person is approached holistically and 
subjectivity is not understood as partiality but ‘a person’s communication of his or 
her point of view.’6 In a Q methodological study participants are presented with a 
sample of statements about a topic, which they rank-order from their individual 
point of view by placing them on a grid according to how much they agree or 
disagree with them. Concurrently and subsequently, the Q sort is used to invite 
participants to elaborate on their choices, interpretations and views. The combined 
results of the sort and the interview are analysed using statistical and interpretative 
methods. 
 During the first fieldwork phase I collected a large amount of views and ideas 
European visitors as well as local Maasai expressed in interviews and 
conversations concerning ‘the other.’ Coding and categorising these statements I 
selected a sample of 42 positive and negative characterisations of ‘the other’ that I 
considered representative according to Fisher’s experimental design principles as 
well as theoretically interesting, and used these statements during my second 
fieldwork phase to create mindmaps with participants on both sides.7 The 
translation of the statements in Maa and the creation of systematic mindmaps with 
illiterate people proved to be challenging but very rewarding. Whilst deciding to 
what extent characteristics applied to whites, Maasai participants extensively and 
freely spoke about their views and experiences with them, and it is these 
explanations that I used to interpret how the statements were understood, and what 
was expressed in the mindmaps and social perspectives created based upon them. 
The interviews after laying the cards typically took one and a half to over three 
hours, and most participants I know well, also having interacted with them in a 
variety of different daily as well as research situations over extended periods of 
time. 
With one exception, the mindmaps produced by the Maasai participants were 
remarkably consistent. Whether they are male or female, young or old, and had 
much or little contact with whites, Maasai typically characterise them as follows: 
In the first place whites are extremely capable.8 They are defined as people who 
know and have the capacity to do a lot in comparison to Maasai. The second theme 
is virtue: Whites are characterised as highly ethical people, which is also regularly 
contrasted with Maasai.9 Thirdly, whites are pictured as people who are easy to get 
along and deal with, having a sociability that Maasai share with them.10 Another, 
more modest theme that is expressed is familiarity,11 which Maasai and whites 
share with each other as well. 
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I have constructed a social perspective that I call the general Maasai view, 
based on the mindmaps of eight participants whom I picked to represent a 
maximum variation in demographic characteristics, societal positions and contact 
with whites.12 I visualised this image in a wordcloud (Figure 1), which consists of 
the fourteen statements that the Maasai selected as most true and as most untrue in 
their overall view on whites. The shade of the words is only to improve readability, 
what is relevant however is the size of letters, which indicates how much strength 
the participants awarded to the characteristic.  
 
 
Figure 1: General Maasai View of Whites © 2013. 
 
The following two quotes illustrate the most important characteristics of whites 
according to the Maasai. 
 
I decided to say this [civilized] for these white people because 
they have already gone ahead…. They are developed people. 
They are far from us, if we need to reach them… I don’t know 
how we can beat them, because they have already gone, they left 
us [behind], with this technology, with this education…. So they 
have already known more things than the African people.13 
 
They [white people] are educated people because, if you get 
education, you become clever. Because education can make you 
to be a rich person…. A clever person can think of something to 
do, the clever[ness] can make you able, to think of something 
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and after thinking you do [it], so that is why it is very true [for 
white people].14 
 
According to the illiterate Maasai it is the knowledge of whites that makes them 
capable. From this basis they use technology to further extend their knowledge and 
capabilities, leading to ‘development’ (maendeleo) which is associated with 
wealth.15 This momentum is also described by the Maasai as being ‘civilised’ 
(ooshomo dukuya), which literally means having gone ahead. Finally, knowledge is 
the most important distinguishing factor of whites, because knowledge is closely 
related to power, and it is this power discrepancy that is most important in their 
relationship with whites. 
I found the general view of whites’ capability as well as virtue was symbolised 
in the ideas participants expressed about whites having a white heart and being 
people of God.  
 
When you see the white people, their faces are white, their heart 
is white…. So when you compare [them with other peoples] their 
heart is white because they do like other people [and] it is not 
without action. They like by action to help people. [For] the 
white person … God gave him [a] brain, [he is] clever to know 
everything [and] able to do everything. So that can differentiate 
us. Because he is the one who has much knowledge.16 
 
Even though the overall view on whites is extremely positive, I found that the more 
interaction Maasai have with tourists and NGO workers, the more they see them in 
varied ways, and the more they add negative observations to the overall positive 
characteristics that define them.  
In this locality, the village leader Joshua is the most extreme in this regard and 
he is the only person who created a significantly different mindmap. Joshua has 
had by far the most contact with whites. He expresses a perspective that is mostly 
positive, including characteristics and views that were also expressed by others and 
that appeal to the common themes of capability and virtue. However, he also 
mentions some negative characteristics, describing (some) whites as greedy, 
impatient, lacking peace and not being morally clean, being uncomfortable and 
lacking freedom. The following wordcloud (figure 2) is based on the mindmap he 
created, and can be used to visualise the conformities and differences with the 
general Maasai view. 
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Figure 2: Joshua’s View of Whites © 2013. 
 
According to Joshua, as a result of their development, whites have lost some of 
their virtues such as politeness and respect. He gives a variety of examples of 
which I selected one. 
 
You know, for whites because of this technology they have 
already lost, the mind…. So it is that when you [white people] 
meet, you don’t want to greet [a] person because you say that 
you are interrupt[ing]. Because they [whites] don’t have the time. 
Every time they need to run. Run run run run. They don’t have 
the time like now, this time we [the researcher and himself] sit 
here, and talk. Any time is busy. Is busy, busy. busy…. They 
don’t care about the other person because [they think] I, I am 
going to do my things, so why do you greet? Why should I talk 
with [you]? To say what?17 
 
The theme of sociability does not run through Joshua’s view and it is striking that 
although he knows whites more intimately than any of the other participants, to 
him they are less familiar: He characterises them as more varied and more 
unknown than the other Maasai do. Joshua describes whites as having a double 
character. They are pretenders who instrumentally present themselves as helpers, 
and although they can behave well for a long time, often their actual concern is to 
further their own goals. Joshua observes that whites have contributed immensely to 
the improvement of the quality of life of the local community, for example by 
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providing access to water, a school and making possible income generating 
projects, but feels they also use the Maasai to run their own businesses and try to 
take over their land. 
The strong contradictory feelings and double character of whites that Joshua 
expresses are typically part of the view of Maasai who have been in close contact 
with tourists and NGO workers for extended periods. Over time, they have 
developed a paradoxical relationship with them. Ideas of the virtues and goodness 
of whites do not disappear from their perspectives and vocabulary, but become 
mixed with mistrust as negative characteristics are added, due to negative 
experiences. The extremely positive view of whites is ‘stubborn,’ as it remains 
present in the face of contradictory ideas, rather than becoming nuanced or 
replaced by them. Often this leads to extremely positive and extremely negative 
characterisations existing side by side. 
 
3. Maasai’s Relationship with Whites 
The tension between sameness and difference defines the relationship between 
strangers in general and between hosts and guests in tourism specifically.18 The 
Maasai see the incentives for and success of their contact with whites as a result of 
the differences between them and whites (capabilities, virtues) as well as the 
sameness (sociability, familiarity) they share with them. This tense relationship is 
symbolised in a mythological story that is told among the Maasai in this area and 
portrays them and whites as half-brothers within a polygamous marriage.  
According to this story, long ago an old father had two wives, a Maasai wife 
whom he favored and a white wife whom he did not love so much. When he was 
about to die he told the Maasai son to come early the next morning so he could 
give him his blessings. However the white wife overheard the conversation and 
sent her own son to come earlier. As the old man was nearly blind he did not notice 
the trick, and gave all the blessings to the white boy, including wisdom, wealth and 
‘all technologies, until you make [something] like a bird [to] go in the sky.’19 The 
Maasai boy, being described as proud or lazy as a result of being loved most, did 
not get up early and arrived when the father had already given away all blessings to 
his brother. The father scolded him but as things could not be turned back, he gave 
him that which was left: the job of tending livestock whilst living in the bush. And 
as the two boys share the same blood, the Maasai youngster should try to convince 
the white lady’s son to help him.  
This story is almost an exact copy of the story of Olenana and Senteu.20 It also 
shows striking parallels with the biblical story of Jacob and Esau in Genesis. 
However some details are slightly transformed to explain and portray the complex 
local relationship between Maasai and whites. The story solidifies the common 
claim by Maasai that whites are similar to them in physicality, status and character 
(familiarity). The blood relationship also explains why whites have a special 
connection and good social relationship with Maasai, coming from afar to visit and 
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help them even if they do not know them personally (sociability). However, at the 
same time the fact that they are the children of two different wives, and the way 
they were blessed, explains the profound differences between Maasai and whites. 
The storyline explains how whites became so knowledgeable and ‘developed’ and 
how they obtained their enormous wealth and good traits (capability and virtue), 
while at the same time making clear why Maasai are poor, uneducated and 
submitted to whites, all these traits being aspects of the Maasai image of ‘the self’ 
which can be extracted from their portrayal of ‘the other’ and their supposed 
position vis-à-vis him. 
Whereas in the biblical story and the story of Olenana the deceit is underlined, 
in this local story the power that whites have over Maasai has become partly 
legitimised; the Maasai son is partly to blame that he missed the blessings of his 
father. In contrast to the Olenana story, he came too late not only because he was 
tricked, but also because of his proud (or alternatively lazy) attitude, which was 
caused by the fact that he had been favored and therefore pampered.21 
Nevertheless, the deceit by the white lady and her son remain a central issue in the 
story. This kind of trickster aspect is common in ancient oral stories, and Maasai 
have many of these trickster stories in their mythology.22 However, these stories 
are normally used by ‘colonised peoples’ to celebrate their heroes, who against all 
odds trick the more powerful colonisers.23 Moreover, in the case of the story told 
above, the Maasai who tell the story are not the descendants of the celebrated 
trickster, but the descendants of the one who has been deceived! It is an illustration 
of the idea, painfully but deeply and widely felt in the society, that in important 
regards Maasai are structurally ‘less’ than whites. Trickery of the more clever 
whites seems not even an option, so the Maasai only have the comfort of being the 
descendants of the most favored wife.24  
By describing the deceit and the hierarchy in favour of ‘the other,’ this story 
appeals to Maasai fears of the white’s betrayal and double character. Joshua 
repeatedly describes how whites are so powerful, educated, dynamic and thus 
capable, looking so much further ahead than Maasai, that he experiences this as 
threatening, because he feels overwhelmed and largely powerless against them. 
Despite the brotherhood and good relationship, the admiration for whites and the 
gratitude for their help, there is always a tension, because Maasai can be helped by 
whites but they can also be ‘tricked’ and victimised by them. The tension between 
trust and distrust runs parallel with the ever present tension between sameness and 
difference and together they characterise the relationship with whites. 
Trust/mistrust as well as sameness/difference are symbolised by the relationship 
between half-brothers, who are bound within one family through blood and 
cooperation, but also separated by competition and the risk of betrayal. 
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4. Conclusion 
The extremely positive image Maasai hosts describe of their European guests 
can be experienced as disturbing because the phenotypically-based value 
judgments that are inherent in them, which are the heritage of a colonial system of 
inequality legitimised by racial constructs, the relational hierarchy that was 
established by the myth of white supremacy. Nevertheless, I have kept the reported 
findings faithful to the language of the Maasai because I want to provide them with 
a voice next to mine. Overcoming the continuation of worldwide, large-scale 
inequality that rests on a mythical foundation of racial difference is a process that 
can only evolve when we take ‘the other’s’ viewpoints as serious as our own. That 
means that as academics, we cannot simply do away with the Maasai’ views as a 
form of ‘false consciousness,’ again putting ourselves in the leading position of 
defining what is the right way of thinking, whilst dismissing the realities lived and 
explanations created by others taking in another position but using the same human 
reflexive capacities. Maasai have created these views to deal with the reality that 
surrounds them in a logical and pragmatic way, constructing understandings based 
on their position within global power constellations. A feeling of unease with their 
views can thus be considered an indication of unease with the contemporary world 
system. 
I consider the deconstruction and falsification of racial images like these of 
importance, but only a first step. The next step is to understand why these images 
are still continually (re)created, even in the face of contrasting experiences in 
interactions with ‘the other,’ and stubbornly remain part of people’s views. 
Nederveen Pieterse analysed ideas of Africans and blacks in Western popular 
culture from colonial to modern times, concluding that images can be understood 
as constructed imaginations which tell us about ‘the other’ only in a limited way, 
but reveal a lot about ‘the self’ and our relationship with ‘the other.’25 When I 
combine the results generated through Q method and combine them with the data 
from interviews, ethnography and film-assisted observations from this specific 
community, it is further underlined that the image of whites that Maasai construct 
in their mindmaps is a mythical construct, which is validated not so much by 
experience, but has mostly an ideological function to explain and legitimate 
inequality. This image has components and functions similar to the image of the 
‘noble savage’ that tourists have of Maasai: Both are mythical images that never 
existed to accurately describe a people, but have been created to legitimate the 
position of ‘the self’ vis-à-vis ‘the other.’ 
From the conversations I have had with my research participants and from the 
mythological story’s conclusion it can be extracted that in the Maasai’ eyes, even 
though they struggle with the ambiguous and violent implications of this way of 
thinking, choosing to believe in a positive image of overseas tourists and NGO 
workers and focusing on the possibility of beneficial relationships with them 
remains the most sane thing to do. The ethnographic research that I have done in a 
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variety of localities in Kenya and Tanzania confirms that this constructed view of 
whiteness is more widely relevant among Maasai, and I expect that there are even 
similarities with images other Africans and maybe other non-Western peoples have 
of whiteness. 
 
Notes 
1 This a simple relative construction containing the prefix for person ol/il connected 
with the stem of the verb of state aibor (to be white), literally meaning the-who-is 
white. Frans Mol, Maasai language and Vulture: Dictionary (Narok: Maasai 
Centre Lemek, 1996), 92. 
2 Fieldnotes November 28, 2011 describing the visit of an English lady of African 
descent. 
3 Thomas Spear and Richard D. Waller, eds., Being Maasai: Ethnicity & Identity in 
East Africa, 1st Edition, Eastern African Studies (Oxford: James Currey, 1993). 
4 Steven R. Brown, ‘Q Methodology and Qualitative Research’, Qualitative Health 
Research 6, No. 4 (1996); John Fairweather and Tiffany Rinne, ‘Clarifying a Basis 
for Qualitative Generalization Using Approaches That Identify Shared Culture’, 
Qualitative Research 12, No. 4 (2012); Simon Watts and Paul Stenner, Doing Q 
Methodological Research: Theory, Method & Interpretation (SAGE Publications 
Ltd., 2012). 
5 William Stephenson, The Study of Behavior: Q-Technique and Its Methodology 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1953). 
6 Dimitrios Stergiou and David Airey, ‘Q-Methodology and Tourism Research’, in 
Current Issues in Tourism 14, No. 4 (2011). 
7 Steven R. Brown, ‘A Q Methodological Tutorial’, accessed 17 January 2013, 
http://facstaff.uww.edu/cottlec/QArchive/Primer1.html. 
8 I constructed this theme from the statements that whites are educated, civilised 
(literally ‘gone ahead’), clever, using technology, rich, interested (eager to know) 
dynamic, and are not backward, weak, lazy, difficult (to grasp something) or easily 
influenced (wavering). These characteristics are connected and often mentioned by 
Maasai in close relation to each other. The concepts between brackets refer to the 
most prominent meaning these statements have when (re)translated in Maa. 
9 I constructed this theme from the statements that whites are helpful, friendly, 
open, free, happy, humble (considered an important positive trait in Maasai 
culture) and peaceful, not greedy, unfair, exploitative, lazy, untrustworthy, strange, 
dishonest, difficult, impolite, easily influenced (wavering) or dangerous. 
10 I constructed this theme from the statements that whites are friendly, interested, 
open, happy, humble, peaceful and not unknown, unfair, dishonest, difficult, 
impolite or varied. 
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11 I constructed this theme from the statements that whites are open, quite strong 
culturally, absolutely not unknown, not strange, not easily influenced [wavering] 
nor varied. 
12 The participants were in their 20s, 30s, 40s, 50s and 60s, five male and four 
female, some having worked with whites on a daily basis for many years, some 
interacting with them on an irregular basis, while others had almost never 
communicated with them directly. I subjected nine Q sorts to Brown’s centroid 
analysis and varimax procedures without handrotation, producing two factors, 
containing eight and one sort. The sort of eight I consider the ‘general view on 
whites.’ Principal components procedures produced almost identical results. 
13 Extended Q-sort interview male Maasai warrior JK, 16.08.2012 (P184:3). 
14 Q sort interview female Maasai elder TN, 08.08.2010 (P168:1). 
15 Maasai in my research locality tend to use the Swahili word.  
16 Semi-structured interview male Maasai elder EK, 24.11.2010 (P5:32). 
17 Q sort interview village leader Joshua, 10.07.2012 (P158:87). 
18 Georg Simmel, ‘The Stranger’, in The Sociology of Georg Simmel, ed. Kurt H. 
Wolff (Glencoe, IL: The Free Press, 1950 [1908]), 402-408, Erik Cohen, ‘Toward 
a Sociology of International Tourism’, Social Research 39, No. 1 (1972); Valene 
L. Smith, ed., Hosts and Guests: The Anthropology of Tourism, 24th Edition 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1989), 1. 
19 Extended Q-sort interview female Maasai elder TN, 08.08.12 (P172:85). 
20 Naomi Kipury, Oral literature of the Maasai (Nairobi: East African Educational 
Publishers, 1996), 165; Tepilit O. Saitoti and Carol Beckwith, Maasai (New York: 
Abrams, 1980), 23-24. This story is still well known and still told today. It was told 
to me in Narok district Kenya by an Il-Purko Maasai informant in August 2008. 
21 The implicit critique of the Maasai’s proud (or lazy) behaviour can also be 
observed in the idea that is quite alive in Maasai society that other African ‘tribes’ 
such as the Kikuyu or Meru have advanced more because they did not have such a 
proud (or lazy) attitude when the white colonisers came, and were educated by 
them which led them to live more ‘developed’ lives now, instead of living in the 
‘bush’ like Maasai. 
22 Vanessa Wijngaarden, Blessings and Burdens of Charismatic Mega-Fauna: How 
Taita and Maasai Communities Deal with Wildlife Protection in Kenya (München: 
AVM, 2010). 
23 Eileen Kane, Trickster: An Anthropological Memoir (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 2010). 
24 In line with trickster stories in general, the Maasai character representing the 
‘self’ is the loved one who has the sympathy of the audience, although even this 
becomes contested when the Maasai boy is described as proud (or lazy) as a result 
of being favoured. 
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25 Jan Nederveen Pieterse, Wit over Zwart: Beelden van Afrika en Zwarten in de 
Westerse Populaire Cultuur (Amsterdam, Den Haag: Koninklijk Instituut voor de 
Tropen; Stichting Cosmic Illusion Productions; NOVIB, 1990). 
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Creatively Rewriting Whiteness 

Composing towards/against Whiteness: The African Music 
of Mohapeloa 
 
Christine Lucia 
 
Abstract 
One of the criticisms levelled against Antjie Krog’s account of race relations in 
southern Africa, Begging to Be Black is that she ‘approaches blackness and 
whiteness from a literary standpoint.’1 But it is precisely as a writer that Krog can 
do so: it is ‘while writing – writingly, as it were,’ she says, ‘I find myself 
dissolving into, becoming towards what I am trying to understand.’2 This chapter 
acknowledges the agency of writing, here, to be an act of dissolving into or 
‘becoming towards’ racial otherness and applies it to the act of composing music, 
specifically to Lesotho-born Joshua Pulumo Mohapeloa (1908-1982) and his act of 
composing choral music. Rather than composing towards blackness, the chapter 
argues, during the course of a long career Mohapeloa composed towards, and then 
against, whiteness. Mohapeloa’s colonial education introduced him to various 
musical examples of whiteness and of the ‘white rules’ of harmony and 
counterpoint encoded therein, which his own compositions could ‘dissolve into’ 
through mimesis or by parodying or inverting their codes. Even while composing 
towards the musical whiteness that he was trying to perfect, however, Mohapeloa 
questioned it, acknowledging the legacy of African norms he had inherited. Two or 
three audio examples will illustrate how his music reflects these acts of composing 
towards or against whiteness, interspersed with extracts from his own writings 
about them. The music’s and composer’s historically-situated, autotelic qualities 
are then pitted against two tenacious criticisms of African choral music: one a 
negative, mostly institutional critique from a position of white power, where 
‘whiteness is equated to modernity and Westernness, and blackness to 
backwardness;’3 the other an ambivalent community criticism in which whiteness 
is sometimes – but not always – see as a betrayal of blackness.  
 
Key Words: African music, autotelic, blackness, composing, mimesis, Mohapeloa, 
modernity, whiteness, writing.  
 
***** 
 
Bhekimpilo Sibanda observes in his review of Antjie Krog’s polyphonic 
account of race relations in South Africa, Begging to Be Black that she ‘remains 
confused’ at the end of the book ‘primarily because she approaches blackness and 
whiteness from a literary standpoint’ as she ‘battles with the concept of 
connectedness.’4 The implication is that her standpoint is insufficient because it is 
‘literary;’ and yet, I argue, it is precisely as a writer that Krog’s moves towards 
racial connectedness are made. She writes to seek clarity; it is, as she puts it, ‘while 
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writing – writingly, as it were – I find myself dissolving into, becoming towards 
what I am trying to understand.’5 
Krog’s writing has agency here to ‘become towards’ racial otherness, and I 
apply this agency to another act of writing, that of composing music, specifically, 
to the act of creating and notating vocal scores in tonic solfa notation for choirs to 
sing. I apply it not to a single work (as in Krog’s case) but to an entire repertoire by 
African composer Joshua Pulumo Mohapeloa (1908-1982). Mohapeloa’s struggle 
for musical and cultural connectedness in the 1930s and early 1940s, I suggest, 
involved seeking approval from the white musical Establishment, as he attempted 
to dissolve into or ‘become towards’ its models of Euro-American church, folk, 
and classical music.6 During the 50-year process of writing some 185 short 
unaccompanied choral works to Sesotho texts for African community choirs, 
Mohapeloa pursued as open-ended a journey of racial discovery as Krog’s, but in 
reverse: at first composing – ‘composingly, as it were’ – towards, and then from 
the late 1940s onwards increasingly against, whiteness. 
In 1951, Mohapeloa described some of his songs as ‘reproductions of the 
various musics which the author or, for that matter, the African has tasted, chewed, 
swallowed, and assimilated till they formed part of his [sic] being.’7 This 
eclecticism exists in his repertoire as a whole and often within individual songs, 
too. As a whole, the repertoire is so varied in style that it poses problems of 
categorisation: not exactly classical (art) music, it is not exactly church music, 
either; or popular, jazz, world music, freedom song, or ‘traditional’ music, 
although individual songs can be churchy, jazzy, folksy, spiritual, or operatic. And 
it is eclectic in use, too: Mohapeloa’s Molelekeng, for example, was (I recall) sung 
at political meetings in South Africa during the 1980s.8 As a repertoire of black 
music, then, it is ‘not quite:’ not entirely white but also not like other black musics 
of southern Africa, and as such, it has elicited an interesting range of scholarship.9 
Mohapeloa’s music is the product of his colonial upbringing as a third-
generation missionised subject in rural Lesotho. Its potency comes from the way 
both words and music were written down and immediately memorised by amateur 
choirs, becoming a new vehicle for the expression of African modernity, along 
with comparable music by Marivate, Caluza, and Tyamzashe;10 hundreds of songs 
collectively singing a particular modality of African modernism into being. 
Mohapeloa’s Sesotho texts are poetic images of land, people, nature, politics, 
customs; and the music, mostly for four-part choir (Soprano, Alto, Tenor, Bass) 
often interprets the text mimetically. All of this gives the repertoire its political 
muscle as community music, quite aside from the political exhortations sometimes 
directly expressed, in phrases such as ‘we fight for our rights in our own land,’ or 
‘why, our people, are we starving?’ It embraces competing notions of song – as 
entertainment, solace, praise, ritual, poetry, lesson, anthem – and it comes out of 
almost nowhere as a genre; indeed, Mohapeloa was foundational to the African 
choral tradition in Lesotho and to some extent South Africa. 
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Disseminated by black choirs, notated in tonic solfa with African language 
texts, Mohapeloa’s repertoire was a product of his musical and literary education 
through the (white) French-Swiss missionaries of the Paris Evangelical Missionary 
Society (the PEMS).11 Some of the first songs Mohapeloa wrote were nevertheless 
also heavily indebted to Basotho folksongs. Mmutlanyana (Hare), for example, 
Chabana sa khomo (Nation of cattle), and U ea kae? (Where are you going?) all 
draw on traditional (orally transmitted) sources; but the traditional was 
incorporated into a new language model, which Mohapeloa developed, based on 
the format of the European songs he learnt in school. His popular ‘school’ song, 
Tsohang (Wake up), indeed, even has elements of European Alpine folksong.  
Mmutlanyana tells the story of the trickster hare, archetypal African folklore 
character. Here is part of Mohapeloa’s own rather free translation of the cryptic 
text: ‘The whistles of Hlolo, pilolo, pii / Hlolo is a boy’s name, pilolo, pii / He 
fried me but I didn’t get ripe / I fried him and he became ripe / He got burned and 
became ripe /… I am the hare that can be found on the wayside.’12 The music of 
Mmutlanyana mimics the whistle of the red hare, ‘pii, pii!’ and has rapid vocal 
motifs and hectic descending scales. The earliest recording of this song was made 
in December 1936 or January 1937 at the Gallo recording studios in Johannesburg, 
and was dubbed in 1946 for the International Library of African Music. Despite the 
poor sound quality one can still hear the musical characteristics mentioned above, 
as well as the Bass voices’ belting, ‘black’ quality offset by the accompanying 
voices’ more cultivated, ‘white’ quality.13  
 
Audio Example 1: Opening of Mmutlanyana (Hare) sung by the  
Morija Training Institution Male Choir. 14 
 
Mohapeloa’s representation of Alpine folksong can be heard in Tsohang (Wake 
up), recorded at the same time as Mmutlanyana and also dubbed in 1946. The text, 
in Mantoa Motinyane-Smouse’s translation from the Sesotho, says: ‘The sun is 
rising / Over the top of the mountains; / Smoke hovers over the fields / … Wake 
up, hey, stop sleeping / … Now be ready for work / … Work takes care of 
loneliness, / Work, it pays.’  
 
Audio Example 2: Opening of Tsohang (Wake up) sung by the  
Morija Training Institution Male Choir.15 
 
In audio example 2 we can hear how Mohapeloa heard the European idioms of 
his French-Swiss teachers: parallel thirds, an opening phrase repeated and 
modulating to the dominant, etc. There are many more self-consciously ‘perfect’ 
replicas of whiteness in his output, including replicas of the Western four-part 
hymn (Khanya (Light), 1935) and Molimo ke Moea (God is the spirit, 1955),16 the 
French chanson (Potla-Potla le ja Poli (More haste less speed), 1935), the military 
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march (Morija, 1939), and the operatic chorus (Senqu – The Orange River, 1951). 
Mohapeloa did not stop at imitation, however, but parodied white idioms by 
altering aspects of white harmonic and vocal writing, consciously creating a new 
choral language that did ‘not quite’ match white choral norms.  
What he subverts – and his perfect imitations elsewhere show that we are 
dealing here with subversion, however conceived, rather than (as many Western 
scholars see it) ineptitude – is not any one composer or work, but something more 
abstract, the ‘white rules’ of elementary music theory, harmony, and counterpoint. 
These rules of composition are what he learnt from his teachers at Morija Training 
Institution (1922-27) at an elementary level and later at the University of the 
Witwatersrand (1939-42) at a more advanced level. The idealised sound of a four-
part choral idiom upon which they are founded was the musical whiteness towards 
which Mohapeloa was composing in the 1930s to ‘40s, and against which he 
increasingly composed from the late 1940s to the late 1970s.  
What are these ‘white rules’ of composition? Centuries old, they derive from 
medieval European music practice and determine notions of consonance and 
dissonance: how notes should be pleasingly arranged vertically and horizontally. 
They were made into prescriptive theoretical pedagogy in the 18th century, most 
notably by German musician Johann Joseph Fux whose textbook, Gradus ad 
Parnassum, published in 1725, subtitled (in translation) Guide to Musical 
Composition by the Rules, using a New and Sure Method, Never Before Published 
in so Methodical an Arrangement, became what Ian Bent has called a ‘tabula by-
no-means rasa on which [generations of] theorists and pedagogues have written.’17 
Fux made composition ‘easy’ by presenting idealised solutions to largely 
hypothetical problems of consonance and dissonance, in a puritanical church vocal 
style already outmoded in 1725. This became the ground plan for harmony and 
counterpoint teaching, establishing, even to the present day, a benchmark for the 
learning of Western classical music.18 
Mohapeloa did not – could not, by virtue of his limited training – radically 
flaunt these white rules. If he had done so, he would have been Arnold Schoenberg 
or Charles Ives. But there was no possibility for an African Schoenberg or Ives to 
exist in 1930s Lesotho; indeed, Mohapeloa’s modernism is untouched by the kinds 
of Euro-American musical modernity evident in the European and American 
classical music avant garde of the 1930s. This was unaccompanied choral music 
borne out of the missionary hymn, and Mohapeloa’s palette of colours was drawn 
from harmonic and rhythmic play within a very small scale, musical works of 
between one and three minutes’ duration. He tinkered extensively with the rules, 
however, and his adjustments, however small, I see as continually subverting the 
normative aesthetic of an idealised Western model.  
He was the black composer nipping at the heels of white normativity. His 
rhythms are too lively for ‘smooth’ choral writing, for example; notes are left out 
of chords; notes are abnormally intensified; chords progress from one to another 
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unexpectedly; voice registers are extremely high or low and voices cross each 
other’s ranges; dissonant notes pop up out of nowhere. This litany of compositional 
anomalies summarises what Mohapeloa ‘does wrong’ in the eyes of the white 
Establishment, and such ‘wrongness’ was encapsulated in a remark made by 
ethnomusicologist Deirdre Hansen about Xhosa composer Benjamin Tyamzashe in 
1968: ‘His scores reveal his liking for the sound of the chord of the dominant 7th, 
and his failure to use it correctly.’19  
Mohapeloa adheres to overall conventions of key, meter, and form: his works 
do not overstep boundaries of taste in the tradition of Western choral music; it is in 
the detail, rather, especially the harmonic detail, that his ‘failure’ or, as I see it, 
‘subversion’ occurs. Such critique, to bring Bhekimpilo Sibanda back into play, in 
which ‘whiteness is equated to modernity and Westernness and blackness to 
backwardness,’20 can all too easily become racial, if not racist, critique. Indeed, as 
an example of this one can cite the fact that during four years at the University of 
the Witwatersrand Mohapeloa did not gain access to full degree status or even to 
higher level courses in music theory, orchestration and composition. 
In the 1935 scores of Mmutlanyana and Tsohang a number of subversions are 
already apparent, but in 1965, when Mohapeloa revised these and other 1935 
scores to send to Yvonne Huskisson at the SABC for her researches into ‘Bantu’ 
choral music, he did in fact make a number of ‘corrections.’ They are, however, 
token changes: Mohapeloa shortens the length of an unexpected dissonance in bar 
9 of Mmutlanyana, for example and makes a chord in bar 18 conform to 
expectations; but he leaves other ‘incorrect’ details (as Huskisson might see them) 
alone. Mohapeloa’s second thoughts do not signal any major change of heart or 
approach, I suggest, and his repertoire overall would still be regarded today, within 
the Academy, as full of errors in detail.21  
Comparing a repertoire like Mohapeloa’s with a work such as Begging to Be 
Black, challenging and unsatisfactory as such a comparison is, does point up a 
major difference in acceptance of non-conformity across disciplines. Writing like 
Krog’s, even in her second language, English, is considered consummate by 
literary standards. A repertoire of musical writing like Mohapeloa’s, however, is 
not (yet) seen on a par – as a language – with any academic white musical norm. I 
would like to suggest that this is because this kind of repertoire is still subject, in a 
way that literature has long since ceased to be, to criticism by what literary critic 
Pierre Macherey in the 1970s called the ‘normative fallacy.’  
In this scenario, the critic sets herself up ‘to instruct the writer,’ as Macherey 
puts it, ‘claiming a clearer vision of his intention, pointing out his carelessness;’ 
the critic finds that ‘the work should be other than it is [and that] its only reality is 
its relationship to [a] model.’22 The fallacy is that the work ‘can be corrected and 
effectively modified by continuous comparison with the model[,] which has an 
independent, a priori existence.’ As Macherey notes, the reductio ad absurdum of 
normative criticism is that it can even do away with the need for the work. Hence, 
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as he puts it, the (imperfect) work can be ‘finally abolished, pushed aside by the 
marriage of criticism with its model,’ whereupon it ‘vanishes, an embarrassed 
spectre.’23 Benjamin Tyamzashe’s dominant 7ths are an embarrassing detail, one 
could say, in a repertoire nevertheless deemed worthy of discussion by Hansen. 
But even in writing about this repertoire’s musical language she is a lone voice, 
speaking about a small corner of a repertoire still almost entirely invisible in the 
Academy. 
Am I only concerned, here, with validation of Mohapeloa’s invisible 
repertoire? Yes, although in one sense it does not require my validation, for 
African choirs still sing some of it, and many other more recent choral works that 
are developing the genre and still going against the white grain. But they sing in 
the margins, and yes, my conclusion is that in moving away from whiteness and 
performing his own normativity Mohapeloa has written itself out of the white 
script: surely, an ‘unfair dismissal.’ For this is a repertoire unto itself, and what it 
does presents a far more interesting line of enquiry than what it does not.  
Were there any African rules? Yes, but they were of a very different order from 
the white rules. They were more in the nature of cultural imperatives: one being to 
incorporate the African jazz idioms so popular in Johannesburg in the 1940s and 
1950s into choral music, another being to weave Sotho folksongs into new 
compositions, in print, as a way of preserving them. Because, as Mohapeloa puts it, 
‘as long as all [our] songs are published, the case of African Music will be in the 
right place, kept for the coming generations.’24 Another ‘rule’ was more a political 
protocol, driven by escalating Basotho nationalism in the run up to Lesotho’s 
independence from Britain in 1966.  
At the Independence Day celebrations in October 1966 when Lesotho became a 
sovereign state, Mohapeloa’s Moshoeshoe, Tsoha (Moshoeshoe, Arise) was sung, 
and this song illustrates just how far against whiteness he had moved by this time. 
His aim in songs of this period, Mohapeloa says, was to ‘Sothoize’ the music, and 
‘uncover the Basotho customs which were oppressed by foreign customs,’ by 
‘ensuring that the melody of the song does not divert badly from the line of the 
speaking voice [and by] following Sesotho rhythm.’25 Moshoeshoe, Tsoha does 
indeed illustrate a careful rise and fall of language and musical tones. The text, in 
an English translation included in the Independence Day programme book of 4 
October 1966, calls on Lesotho’s founding father, King Moshoeshoe I to help the 
new nation: ‘Moshoeshoe, arise! … Address the crowds here gathered … Speak, 
oh revered one, for we listen … Mighty Warrior, arise! / And witness the change 
that time has wrought.’26 The music is slow and dignified, in call-and-response 
style, its falling phrases and modal harmony capturing what Mohapeloa clearly 
intended as an African style of writing. 
There are mimetic moves in Mohapeloa’s use of ‘authentic’ African music and 
language, but overall, Mohapeloa’s repertoire does not keep referring to traditional 
community sources. It is, on the contrary, notable for its autotelic qualities. By this 
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I mean that it is self-conscious, commenting on its own idiom from within as it 
goes along, song after song – in much the same way that the different voices in 
Krog’s Begging to Be Black do – which is perhaps why his music never arrives at 
any final conclusion. It simply ‘becomes’ more and more towards itself, on its 
journey of writing.  
Other Basotho composers hailed the 1935 songbook Meloli le Lithallere tsa 
Afrika I as innovative: ‘Mr. J.P. Mohapeloa has started another way of progress, 
which we hope [others] may follow, and develop further.’27 Some among the older 
generation must have heard in it a subversion of their traditions, however, because 
he does try to placate them somewhat, in the 1953 reprint of this songbook, 
admitting that ‘what you are hearing differs from what you are used to hearing’ 
(i.e. traditional songs), and promising that in future he will try and ‘retain for those 
who loved and know these songs with their imperfections, the arrangement of the 
rhythm in the way they knew from before.’28 He does not do anything to specific 
songs in later editions to ensure this, however, but rather keeps inventing new 
songs with new ways of solving the problem of composing as an African composer 
in a white-dominated musical world. Ultimately, this is because the journey of self-
understanding is what mattered to him, I suspect, more than the ‘arrival’ of 
approval by white critics. ‘Things work themselves out in the long run,’ as he put 
it, poignantly, in the 1935 Preface to Meloli as his long career began: 
 
It is better to say that we will fall and roll on the move instead of 
staying at one place with the hope that a special time will come, 
in which we will be told whether we are on the right track or not 
… because it is better to choose a long road even if it will take 
long to get there. In any case only animals get lost, people do not 
get lost.29 
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Post-Colonial Experiments: The Appropriation of ‘White Roles’ 
in African Film 
 
Cassis Kilian 
 
Abstract 
Black actors are confronted with notions of a ‘racially’ determined identity that 
although scientifically obsolete, are still quite common in Western media, and this 
is despite that some changes in casting practices are noticeable today. In Europe 
and the United States, many roles are reserved for white actors, but since the rise of 
African film in the 1960s, African directors have sought to overcome the concepts 
that restricted the casting of black actors. In African films, black actors take over 
white social roles denied to them before the colonies became independent. They 
play white theatre roles and they appropriate many roles in which white film stars 
were originally cast. This chapter posits that this deconstruction of whiteness can 
be regarded as a post-colonial experiment. I argue that so-called ‘white roles’ 
become platforms on which African directors can rehearse the handling of post-
colonial conditions such as heritage, neo-colonial structures and the hegemony of 
Western media. To explore these relations, this chapter considers the taking over of 
white roles in three texts: the video comedy Osuofia in London; the film Hyènes, 
an adaption of Friedrich Dürrenmatt’s play The Visit; and a remake of the 
Hollywood blockbuster Predator. 
 
Key Words: Whiteness, post-colonial, African film, Richard Dyer, cinematic 
remake, appropriation, Homi Bhabha, culturalism, performativity. 
 
***** 
 
1.  Introduction 
Black actors call roles in which white actors are exclusively cast in Europe and 
the United States white roles.1 James Bond is such a white role, but on the day 
after Barack Obama was elected president of the Unites States, a radio report in 
Germany spoke of mounting speculation about casting a black actor in the role of 
James Bond.2 
In this regard, African film is progressive; for instance, in the film Ouaga Saga 
the sheriff from Ouagadougou is black;3 in Lambaaye, Gogol’s government 
inspector speaks Wolof;4 in Ibro Usama a Nigerian acts the part of Tony Blair;5 
and black African actors have also assumed roles played by Arnold 
Schwarzenegger. African films have been shot since the early 1960s and right from 
the start; black actors have been taking over white roles. The appropriation of 
white roles lays bare the construction of whiteness in Western film analysed by 
Richard Dyer.6 Hence, the actors deconstruct a casting category, which is racist 
because it attributes a signification to the colour of a person’s skin. African 
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directors use the taking over of white roles by black actors as a negotiating 
platform in a ‘third space.’7 They use it to experiment with post-colonial 
conditions, for example, the colonial inheritance, neo-colonial structures or the 
hegemony of Western media. For this reason, I perceive the appropriation of white 
roles as a post-colonial experiment.8 
This chapter is divided into three parts: Firstly, I discuss the taking over of 
white social roles; secondly, the taking over of white theatre roles; and thirdly, the 
taking over of white film roles, and I ask which theories can be used to analyse this 
phenomenon. 
 
2.  White Social Roles 
In films shot during the 1960s and 1970s, one sees African intellectuals who 
have studied in Europe and African business people with European trading 
partners. The directors use these figures to stage post-colonial dependencies. In the 
movies, the members of the new elite are dubbed ‘nègres blancs’ by their 
counterparts because they imitate the power strategies and lifestyles of the whites. 
They are recognisable by their suits. Neckties are emblematic in this context. The 
term ‘nègres blancs’ is to be considered in connection with Frantz Fanon’s 
influential publication Peau Noire Masques Blancs.9 As early as 1952 (which was 
still the colonial era), Fanon noted the Europeanisation of African elite. His main 
thesis is that the elite did the groundwork for colonisation. Today, Fanon’s concept 
of cultural mimicry is considered essentialist. Nowadays, concepts such as 
hybridity and transculturality are up to date. Yet, the concept of cultural mimicry is 
still in vogue, but in modified terms. In this context, many authors refer to Homi 
Bhabha for he views cultural mimicry as an appropriation strategy, which allows 
the stakeholders to deal subversively through multi-cultural competencies.10 
Against the backdrop of this debate, the Nigerian video comedy Osuofia in 
London11 deserves a closer look. The film was released in 2004. Osuofia refuses to 
pay his village community anything and he is summoned before the council of 
elders. The dignitaries are all wearing red robes and chains. In this traditional 
hierarchical setting, Osuofia looks like an alien in his grubby t-shirt. The local 
authorities impose sanctions on him, but Osuofia receives word that his brother in 
London has died as a wealthy man. The row is forgotten and they all wish him a 
safe journey as he prepares to travel to London to accept his inheritance.  
Osuofia presents himself like a British gentleman. He leans on his walking stick 
and his silhouette is evocative of Charlie Chaplin’s silhouette. He has tucked his 
trousers into his knee socks. To match the makeshift knickerbockers, he is wearing 
a jacket and a turquoise polo shirt with a necktie and yet another shirt as well as a 
‘hoodie’ and a red bobble cap on his head. The villagers fear that he will suffer a 
heatstroke. But Osuofia assures them in his own way, saying: ‘You talk like 
bushmen. They have what they call winter.’ And then he demonstrates the 
Londoner’s gait: ‘Please. My movements have changed. You walk like this in 
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London. You become block.’ Leaning on his stick, he struts across the village 
square on legs as stiff as a poker. 
But on his arrival in London, he soon tires of this arduous game and realises 
that he achieves more by slipping into the role of the ‘culturally foreign.’ 
Therefore, he turns up at the offices of his dead brother’s solicitor wearing the 
traditional red robes of his village. The solicitor is of Nigerian origin as well and 
has his eye on Osuofia’s inheritance. His appearance is of distinguished, British 
elegance. He speaks in honed understatements. Osuofia reacts immediately. He 
turns around furtively and asks: ‘Are you talking to me? You are talking like 
Queen Eliza?’ As the solicitor is black, the assumption is that he should speak like 
a black man. But the solicitor wants to persuade Osuofia to sign a contract. So he 
launches into a financial advice strategy and uses all kinds of jargon about probate 
procedures in a bid to bowl Osuofia over. But the solicitor soon hits a wall, as 
Osuofia has no faith in virtually all money deals – he wants cash only. 
Bhabha had mainly interpreters in mind when he developed his concept of 
cultural mimicry; well-trained intermediaries who manage to outwit Western 
assaults, if need be.12 All this applies to Osuofia’s daughter. She is an excellent 
student. She acts as an interpreter in this movie and as an intermediary between her 
father’s Nigerian family and a British woman. Osuofia has brought her home from 
London and introduces her as his second wife. But as soon as his daughter realises 
that the woman just wants to get her hands on her father’s money, the daughter 
crafts a cunning scheme. But when analysing this video comedy, one could just as 
well refer to Fanon’s concept of cultural mimicry: The black solicitor can certainly 
be seen as a ‘nègre blanc’ of the New Economy.  
It has to be noted that two paradoxical concepts of the term cultural mimicry 
appear in the same film and the British gentleman, whom Osuofia mimics just 
before his departure, does not fit either concept. The concept of cultural mimicry, 
borrowed from biology, seems unsuitable when analysing the appropriation of 
white roles in African films. I thus avoid it because this concept is used to refer to 
Africans who wear ties, but is never applied to white gangster rappers. 
 
3. White Theatre Roles 
The catchphrase ‘writing back’13 is often mentioned in the context of post-
colonial adaption of canonised European literature. But even if scholars do not 
assume subversion, they consistently emphasise the difference between the 
European text and the African staging. But why do African directors take an 
interest in European plays? To answer this question, I focus on the convergences 
rather than on the differences between European texts and African staging.  
As an example, many European intellectuals agreed that the concepts of 
colonialism were absurd because the allegedly civilised ‘white race’ had 
disqualified itself thoroughly during World War II. In 1955, Friedrich Dürrenmatt 
described the debacle as ‘the last dance of the white race.’14 A year later, he 
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became famous with his play The Visit.15 Even Hollywood expressed interest in the 
play, but not without conditions. Ingrid Bergmann was to be cast in the role of the 
old lady, the leading role, and the producer of 20th Century Fox did not want 
American audiences to endure the death of the leading man. The director, Bernhard 
Wicki, accepted these preconditions.16 Dürrenmatt was thus powerless, as he had 
sold the rights to his work without reading the legal clauses.17 And yet he was 
dissatisfied with both the ‘happy end’ and with Ingrid Bergmann in the leading 
role. Dürrenmatt wanted Bette Davis to be cast in the role of the old lady. His 
verdict on the film18 was consequently caustic: ‘Wicki has not understood my play 
at all.’19 The scholar Jan Knopf corroborated that Dürrenmatt was quite easily 
annoyed: He had installed himself on a hill at the edge of the woods and kept a dog 
to keep ‘unwelcome visitors’20 at bay. The Senegalese director Diop Djibril 
Mambéty also met this dog at Dürrenmatt’s garden fence after an exhausting uphill 
climb. He had a reworked version of The Visit in his luggage … his script was 
entitled Hyènes.21 Dürrenmatt was delighted with Mambéty’s version and gave the 
project his blessing.22  
But why did the play from Switzerland interest Mambéty so much? Mambéty 
said that the leading role of the old lady reminded him of a prostitute in his 
neighbourhood who worked the wealthy circles, which included people from high-
ranking positions in the financial sector.23 He also found Dürrenmatt’s handling of 
the economic situation in post-war Europe very useful because it could be easily 
transferred to the economic situation in post-colonial Senegal. The city of Guellen 
becomes more and more indebted to an old lady, who, according to Dürrenmatt, 
was in the West for a long time – (and hence is symbolic of the West) – and is now 
‘richer than the World Bank.’  
I would like to make the following remarks on the interest shown by African 
directors in European plays. The European colonial powers and their neo-colonial 
successors have shaped the structure of the African continent. Does it therefore 
seem logical to resort to tried and tested instruments to criticise these structures? 
Many European intellectuals are critical of the economics, politics and lifestyles in 
their countries of origin as well. But if we assume that there are mutual interests 
between European authors and African filmmakers, why should one consider the 
roles in European plays as white roles? Dürrenmatt explicitly agreed to cast black 
actors, but he had no say in casting roles in the Hollywood movie. Mambéty 
construed analogies between a black prostitute and the role of the old lady, but 20th 
Century Fox would presumably disagree. In 1964, it would have been 
unimaginable to cast a black actress in that role in a Hollywood movie, but 
Mambéty cast black actress Ami Diakhté in the role of the old lady. A Swiss film 
reviewer wrote that Ami Diakhté somehow reminded him of Bette Davis,24 who 
according to Dürrenmatt, would have been perfect in the role of the old lady. Thus, 
it can be argued that Mambéty’s decision to cast a black actress was a subversion 
of the white norms that underpinned Hollywood. 
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4. White Film Roles 
The taking over of white film roles is manifold. As soon as the catchword 
‘appropriation’25 is mentioned, scholars assume for the most part that subversion is 
at work. There are many references to Chaplin in African films, but these 
references cannot be seen as a subversion of a white iconic hero. Like Dürrenmatt, 
African artists do not view Chaplin as an opponent. Chaplin was critical of 
Western economics and politics as well. 
But some heroes of American action films are in the line of fire of African 
directors. In the movie Predator,26 Schwarzenegger is named Dutch. As early as 
the very first scene, he lets Dillon – a black man from the FBI – know who is 
stronger. Then they go hunting communists in a central American jungle until 
‘Dutch’ and his multi-ethnic troop come face to face with the ‘baddie’ Predator. 
Beating the black Dillon, the black Mac and a Chicano called Poncho is a ‘piece of 
cake’ for the Predator. Even poor Billy has to die; Billy being a native American 
character with stereotypically ‘strong jungle sense’ in the film; a character who 
would have been termed ‘half-caste’ in old Western films. Billy looks up at the 
treetops full of foreboding. He wraps his leather charm around his index finger, but 
all this hocus-pocus helps him as little as it did his Cherokee ancestors. Only the 
alpha male Dutch and a beautiful, savage woman come out of this ‘survival of the 
fittest.’ She is akin to a souvenir from a communist village and in the end, when it 
turns out that she speaks American English, and not only Spanish, Dutch cuts off 
her ropes with his bushwhacker. But it remains at this symbolic copulation; 
Schwarzenegger is a lone warrior. Thus Dutch beats the Predator alone through 
strategy and sheer muscle power. 
In Tarzomar Shahada, the north Nigerian video remake27 of this blockbuster, 
the members of the special unit are less self-assured. The Muslim soldiers pray 
together before tackling the Predator individually. Those who succumb to the 
villain die as martyrs and the Predator is ultimately hunted down with the cry 
‘Allahu akbar’ – Allah is great. 
For George Lakoff, Schwarzenegger is the icon of the Bush era.28 The film, 
Predator, was released in 1987 two years before Bush Senior became president. 
However, the north Nigerian remake was not released until 2002 when Bush Junior 
was already in office. The Predator personifies evil at a time when Bush Junior had 
announced a battle against the ‘axis of evil.’ The American anthropologists Blitz 
and Krasniewicz believe that obscure categories such as evil have been revived by 
the Schwarzenegger films and were increasingly mentioned in political discourses 
during the Bush administration.29 Regardless of how one rates Schwarzenegger’s 
influence on American politics, one thing is certain: many Africans perceive his 
films as a representation of ideological constructs from the Bush era. 
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5. Conclusion 
When African actors take over white social roles, other differences become 
noticeable; for example, the difference between the urban administration and the 
rural population or the difference between rich and poor. As the distinction 
between black and white is dispensed with, other differences may appear which are 
important. In this context one could point to the etymological proximity of theory 
and theatre; both words are based on the Greek verb ‘to observe.’ African directors 
often use European plays as models of specific power constellations. In these 
experimental arrangements, the consequences of a certain constellation of power 
no longer appear as an African destiny, and analogies with similar situations in 
Europe can hence be shown. Iconic stars of US action-films are disempowered 
when African actors take over white film roles; for example, Africans may appear 
as saviours of the world. Drawing on Butler, one could therefore argue that identity 
is not constituted by the colour of the skin but ‘through a stylized repetition of 
acts.’30 Thus, the taking over of a white role can be considered as a performative 
act because it breaks down constructs of difference, which have become self-
evident. In African films, black actors can explore a realm of feelings from which 
they are excluded in Western films. Thus they gain more freedom of action. I 
therefore perceive the taking over of white roles as a post-colonial experiment. The 
Cameroonian director Jean-Pierre Bekolo Obama once put it thusly: ‘Le cinema est 
une étude comparée entre l’extistant et le possible.’31 
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1 See for example an interview with Abid Med Hondo. Abid Med Hondo, 
‘Working Abroad’, Jump Cut 31 (March 1986): 48-49. 
2 Deutschland-Funk (a German radio station): ‘Kultur Nach Drei’, 06.11.2008.  
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(Burkina Faso: Papa Kouyate, Sahelis Productions, 2004).  
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Secma Senegal, 1971/72). 
5 For instance, the Nigerian Tony Blair in Ibro Usama, dir. Malam Auwalu Dare 
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6  See Richard Dyer, White (London and New York: Routledge, 1997). 
7 Homi Bhaba, The Location of Culture (London and New York: Routledge, 2010), 
55. 
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11 Osuofia in London, dir. Kingsley Ogoro (Nigeria: Kingsley Ogoro Production, 
Part I 2003, Part II 2004). Since the turn of the 21st century, films produced in 
Africa have been categorised as either ‘elitist’ auteur cinema or ‘popular’ video 
films. I discuss this phenomenon in the article: ‘Worth a Closer Look: A 
comparative study of “Xala” and “Osuofia” in London’, Journal of African 
Cinemas 5, No. 1 (2013): 55-71. 
12 See Bhabha ‘Of Mimicry and Man’, 128. 
13 The catchword ‘writing back’ is to be considered in connection with Bill 
Ashcroft’s, Gareth Griffiths’ and Helen Tiffin’s famous publication The Empire 
Writes Back: Theory and Practice in Post-Colonial Literature (London and New 
York: Routledge, 1989). 
14 ‘Kehraus der Weißen Rasse’ (my translation). Friedrich Dürrenmatt, 
‘Theaterprobleme’, Gesammelte Werke, Vol. 7: Essays und Gedichte (Zürich: 
Diogenes, 1991 [1954]), 59. 
15 English title of Friedrich Dürrenmatt, Der Besuch der Alten Dame. Eine 
Tragische Komödie (Zürich: Diogenes, 1998 [1956]). 
16 See Bernhard Wicki quoted in Luis Bollinger and Ernst Buchmüller, eds., Play 
Dürrenmatt. Ein Lese- und Bilderbuch (Zürich: Diogenes, 1996), 83. 
17 See Friedrich Dürrenmatt quoted in Bollinger and Buchmüller, eds., Play 
Dürrenmatt (Zürich: Diogenes, 1996), 86. 
18 The Visit, dir. Bernhard Wicki (USA/France/BRD/Italy: 20th Century Fox, 
1964).  
19 See Friedrich Dürrenmatt quoted in: Bollinger and Buchmüller, eds., Play 
Dürrenmatt (Zürich: Diogenes, 1996), 88. 
20 ‘Unliebsame Besucher,’ my translation. Jan Knopf, Friedrich Dürrenmatt, 4th 
Revised Edition (München: Beck, 1988), 68. 
21 The film Hyènes was released in 1992 as Dürrenmatt had already died. 
22 See a little drawing and a dedication by Friedrich Dürrenmatt to Diop Djibril 
Mambéty in Bollinger and Buchmüller, eds., Play Dürrenmatt (Zürich: Diogenes, 
1996), 92. 
23 See Diop Djibril Mambéty quoted in Bollinger and Buchmüller, eds., Play 
Dürrenmatt (Zürich: Diogenes, 1996), 92. 
24 See Martin Walder quoted in Bollinger and Buchmüller, eds., Play Dürrenmatt 
(Zürich: Diogenes, 1996), 95. 
25 See for example Bhabha, ‘Of Mimicry and Man’, 126. 
26 Predator, dir. John McTiernan (USA: 20th Century Fox, 1987). 
27 Tarzomar Shahada (Deadly Battle), dir. Suleiman Sa’eed (Nigeria: Hausa-
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How Conservatives Use Language to Dominate Politics’, Interview with Bonnie 
Azab Powell, 27 October 2003, accessed 17 July 2013, 
http://berkeley.edu/news/media/releases/2003/10/27_lakoff.shtml. 
29 Michael Blitz and Louise Krasniewicz, Why Arnold Matters. The Rise of a 
Cultural Icon (New York: Basic Books, 2004), ix. 
30 Judith Butler, ‘Performative Acts and Gender Constitution: An Essay in 
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Revealing Whiteness/Displaying Violence: South African 
Photography by David Goldblatt and Hentie van der Merwe 
 
Kevin Mulhearn 
 
Abstract 
In South Africa, where apartheid and its aftermath have provided both purpose and 
subject for artists, the intertwinement of whiteness and violence have proven a 
durable and important area of visual exploration. David Goldblatt and Hentie van 
der Merwe, two exemplary photographers who have dealt critically with the visual 
properties of whiteness in South Africa, have attempted to picture whiteness as a 
kind of violence done simultaneously to the other and to the self. These 
photographers, the first working in a documentary mode both during and after 
apartheid and the other pursuing more conceptual strategies in the present, work to 
uncover the links between the visual display of whiteness and violence grounded in 
militarism, nationalism, masculinism and heterosexism. In the work of Goldblatt, 
particularly the photographs found in Some Afrikaners Photographed (1975), 
Afrikaners, the white group most responsible for the creation of apartheid, are 
shown in a manner that subverts their own self-mythologies. Their claim to racial 
dominance is shown by him not as a God-given right but as stemming from the 
barrel of a gun. Hentie van der Merwe also considers the connections between 
identity construction and violence, most notably in the series Trappings (2000-3). 
In these photographs, he depicts military uniforms from South Africa’s Museum of 
Military History, revivifying these artifacts and reinserting them into the 
contemporary historical moment, transfiguring the museum’s dry displays into 
apparitions, made ghostly by the photographs’ use of slow exposure times and a 
hand-held camera. Goldblatt and van der Merwe present visual imagery that 
articulates a politically productive critique of South African whiteness, a vision 
that assails the history of white dominance in South Africa and provides an 
intriguing model for future analyses of whiteness. 
 
Key Words: South Africa, apartheid, photography, violence, Afrikaners, David 
Goldblatt, Hentie van der Merwe. 
 
***** 
 
In terms of methodology, the body of theory usually called ‘critical white 
studies’ provides an intriguing way to discuss certain works of South African art, 
especially art attempting to grapple with the violence that enabled and sustained 
colonisation and apartheid. Scholars pursuing this avenue of inquiry use the term 
whiteness to describe a socially constructed form of privilege and not the 
physiology of a biologically distinct group.1 Therefore, in critical white studies, 
‘the social reality of white skin privilege is now an underlying research 
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assumption, a point of departure for investigations into how it was established and 
how it is maintained.’2 One of the ways in which critical white studies works to 
undermine the ideological bases of white supremacy is by revealing the 
mechanisms through which it is constructed and by which it is maintained, a role 
which might also be filled by visual art. As cultural critic Maurice Berger points 
out in the catalogue prepared for his exhibition White: Whiteness and Race in 
Contemporary Art, ‘visual arts serve as an important catalyst for the discussion of 
race … because much of what defines race in culture is innately visual.’3 Looking 
at art through the lens of critical white studies might allow us to understand 
precisely how anti-racist art addressing itself to the theme of whiteness is able to 
speak critically about normative representations of whiteness and about those 
aspects of white supremacist ideology which articulate themselves visually. This 
essay considers the ways David Goldblatt (b. 1930) and Hentie van der Merwe (b. 
1972) have made South African whiteness visible through photography and 
worked to deconstruct the bases of its power. 
Richard Dyer, a perceptive analyst of whiteness and its representation, argues 
that whiteness is a paradox in terms of visual culture. It is, he suggests, a strange 
kind of thing, at once embodied and disembodied, specific and general, and, in 
terms of visual culture, visible and invisible. So, on the one hand, there is the oft-
forwarded claim that whiteness derives strength from its invisibility to its bearers.  
To quote Martha Mahoney, 
 
protection against seeing the mechanisms that socially reproduce 
and maintain privilege is [a] component of privilege … White 
privilege therefore includes the ability to not-see whiteness and 
its privileges.4 
 
On the other hand, simultaneously, whiteness must be always visible to non-
whites for it to function. As Dyer notes, ‘visual culture demands that whites can be 
seen to be whites.’5 This paradoxical entwining of visibility and invisibility is key 
to understanding how art can function critically within the social structure of 
whiteness, especially for white viewers, who are still, both in South Africa and 
elsewhere, the main consumers of art. Visual images can, on the one hand, show 
the usually invisible presence of privilege, and, on the other hand, critique the 
hyper-visibility of whiteness in society. 
Given the country’s history of white supremacist governance and the dramatic 
struggle undertaken by those opposed to this regime, South Africa offers numerous 
examples from both before and after the end of apartheid of artists and 
photographers investigating the paradoxical visual properties of whiteness.6 To 
grasp the variety and diversity of the work produced around this theme, one might 
compare the politically-concerned documentary photography of Ernest Cole (1940-
90) and the more artistically-minded sculpture of Jane Alexander (b. 1959), 
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especially the well-known work ‘Butcher Boys’ (1985-6).7 Related to these efforts 
and those of other artists and photographers, the works under discussion here by 
Goldblatt and van der Merwe represent two of the more sustained investigations of 
this topic. 
For example in the series Trappings, Hentie van der Merwe endeavours to 
reveal the paradoxical visual character of whiteness through the microcosm of 
military costume. A conceptually rigorous artist, who frequently places 
photography at the centre of his practice, van der Merwe consistently engages with 
issues of identity and gender construction, considering thoughtfully the legacy of 
white rule on contemporary South African identity, especially white identity. In the 
photographs that comprise Trappings, van der Merwe depicts historical military 
uniforms from South Africa’s Museum of Military History in Johannesburg. This 
museum is (as far as I know) the only one of its kind in South Africa, and it 
archives what, after the end of apartheid, has to be one of the most contested and 
controversial aspects of South African history.8 
White rule in South Africa, as elsewhere, was underwritten by military power, 
by modern technologies for killing and organising killers. Military uniforms are 
part and parcel of these innovations, a symptom of the massive economic, political 
and social changes which propelled the West to global power in the seventeenth, 
eighteenth and nineteenth century. Each colour photograph from van der Merwe’s 
series shows one isolated article of military clothing, usually a jacket, from the late 
nineteenth or the twentieth century.9 Often parade uniforms, the kind of colourful 
ceremonial costume designed solely for military pageantry, these garments recall 
an earlier era of military costume, before industrialised mass-killing bled all of the 
vestigial colour from the once-bright costumes of war. Rather than focusing 
generally on uniforms for fighting, with some exceptions, van der Merwe 
photographs uniforms associated with military spectacle, with the symbolic aspect 
of military power. In his photographs of these archived military artefacts – the 
‘trappings’ of white rule – van der Merwe revivifies these uniforms and reinserts 
them into the contemporary historical moment, transfiguring the museum’s dry, 
academic displays into floating, blurred apparitions, made ghostly and dream-like 
by his use of natural light, slow exposure times and a hand-held camera.   
In the photograph ‘Transvaal Horse Artillery (Colonial), Officer (1903-13),’ for 
example, van der Merwe photographs a jacket, brocaded and seemingly light-blue 
or light-green, hung in the military museum, apparently on some sort of unseen 
armature. Nothing is seen that would suggest to the otherwise uninformed viewer 
the original location of the jacket’s display. Though clearly designed to encase the 
human body, it is strangely disembodied, a shell. Above the jacket’s high collar 
and below its flared tail, the jacket is headless and legless. Its arms hang limply at 
its sides. The dim light and the out-of-focus blur of the photograph make the jacket 
seem to emerge, hovering, into materiality, animated by something subtler and 
stranger than the flesh and blood of a human soldier. Now a nightmare image, the 
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jacket seems to take on a kind of possessed quality. The once festive braiding that 
extends in horizontal rows across its surface begin to look skeletal or perhaps 
exoskeletal, giving the jacket a form that evokes death or that calls to mind 
something insect-like and inhuman. 
In this photograph, van der Merwe cuts away any context – his scholarly, 
historically-minded title, taken from the museum’s taxonomic organisation, only 
serves to reinforce the gulf that separates his poetic images from the museum’s 
model of presentation. Far from being a ‘museum piece,’ an object of passing 
historical interest whose meaning is derived from the institutional discourse of its 
display, in van der Merwe’s image this trapping of white rule becomes talismanic, 
magical. The uniform’s shell-like jacket effaces the humanity and individuality of 
the wearer. Dead as an individual, the wearer has become the bringer of death, a 
symbol of the violence that stakes out claims of colonial and racial dominance.   
Hentie van der Merwe’s photographs from Trappings crystallise the military 
uniform as the articulation of a certain kind of white masculinity, one which is 
extrinsic rather than intrinsic, and one which is defined (and limited) by its 
accessories rather than by the intrinsic character of the subject. This quality can be 
seen in a photograph like ‘TA Member of 32 Battalion Reconnaissance Wing,’ 
which shows the field dress worn by a member of one of the SADFs most 
decorated units of the 1970s and 1980s. Ironically, despite this photograph’s 
importance in a body of images that dissects whiteness, the 32 Battalion was 
actually composed of Angolan soldiers and non-commissioned officers, and the 
unit was mostly deployed beyond South Africa’s borders in occupied Namibia and 
in Angola as part of the apartheid regime’s effort to destabilise its neighbours.10 
Unusually for Trappings, which mostly focuses on jackets on headless 
mannequins, ‘Member of 32 Battalion’ depicts a camouflaged bush or boonie hat 
over a camouflaged mask, which completely conceals the face. Below, dark, 
indistinct forms suggest a field jacket. This photograph is central to the overall 
power of the series in the way that it emphasises the anonymity and lack of 
autonomous identity created by the military uniform. If race, the differentiation of 
black from non-black, is read on the surface of the skin, then this uniform effaces 
that marker. By hiding that key marker of racial identity, the uniform depicted by 
van der Merwe reveals a circumstance where the uniform itself becomes the only 
possible signifier of race. The skin colour of the wearer loses relevance, whether 
worn by a black-skinned or white-skinned person this uniform conveys the ability 
to wield violence and oppress militarily that is at the heart of colonial, 
segregationist whiteness.11 
Hentie van der Merwe captures the way in which racial identity, especially 
whiteness, can be created through costume.  But a photograph like ‘Member of 32 
Battalion’ also articulates the cost to the humanity of the wearer of the uniform. 
Obviously the ensemble depicted in the photograph is designed to conceal the 
presence or protect the anonymity of the wearer on dangerous missions. Though it 
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differs in form, in function the mask in the photograph recalls the balaclavas often 
worn by soldiers conducting raids into the townships to terrorise residents.12 The 
mask in van der Merwe’s photograph is the mask of the torturer or the executioner, 
but, like the executioner’s mask, it is a mark of weakness, intended to protect the 
wearer from the taint of a taboo act. As these associations build, the mask of 
whiteness depicted by van der Merwe can be seen to encompass both the victimiser 
and the victimised, simultaneously a sign of strength and weakness, display and 
concealment. 
Stylish and sinister, attractive and repellent, ultimately Hentie van der Merwe’s 
series Trappings are like whiteness itself, defined by paradox. In these 
photographs, whiteness is evident only through one of its facets, the military 
uniform. The macrocosm is visible solely through the microcosm. In this sense, 
Trappings makes an interesting complement to another series of photographs, 
Some Afrikaners Photographed, produced during the apartheid-era by David 
Goldblatt, arguably the country’s most famous photographer.13 In these works, 
Goldblatt tries to show viewers whites embedded within a society built on white 
privilege, revealing the operations of whiteness though the macrocosm of everyday 
life, though picnics or wedding celebrations. This series endeavours to show the 
pervasive character of a certain kind of whiteness in South Africa during apartheid, 
and the ways in which this made whites culpable and destroyed innocence. 
For this series, done at the height of apartheid, Goldblatt photographed only 
Afrikaners, who see themselves as the descendants of Dutch settlers who arrived 
on the Cape of Good Hope in 1652. In the twentieth century, the Afrikaner-
dominated National Party, which ruled South Africa from 1948 until 1994, would 
create the policy of white supremacy called apartheid – which means 
‘separateness’ in Afrikaans. Apartheid is an outgrowth of a certain kind of 
Afrikaner nationalism. (It bears noting that South African whiteness was 
traditionally divided internally in a variety of ways, most importantly between 
Afrikaans- and English-speakers. As a Jewish South African descended from 
Lithuanian-born immigrants, David Goldblatt was an outsider to traditionally 
constructed white identity in several ways, which made him especially attentive to 
the mythology of Afrikaner nationalism). 
In an image like ‘Picnic on New Year’s Day, Hartebeespoort Dam, Transvaal, 
1965,’ for example, Goldblatt depicts as deeply bizarre element of Afrikaner 
national identity considered normal, even laudable, during apartheid: the tight 
linkage of violence and whiteness. In this photograph, viewers are shown 
disturbing evidence of self-destructive violence: the self-inflicted wound of racism 
is portrayed. This unnerving image is dominated by three children. In the 
foreground, an incongruously pale child lays splayed-out, corpse-like. Behind, a 
somewhat older child cradles a diapered infant in his arms. The baby sucks at a 
bottle while the child who holds him takes careful aim at his right eye with a toy 
revolver. As a viewer, we understand immediately that the gun is a toy, but this 
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 farm near Barkly East December 1966’ from Some 
Afr
does nothing to limit the disturbance this image creates. The extremity of hard-line 
Afrikaner attitudes, an extremity which would find its counterpoint in the ‘one 
bullet, on settler’ slogan of its most vociferous black opponents, is envisioned here 
as a kind of minor domestic drama. The Afrikaner ideology of strength, 
individuality and force of arms is revealed to be a drive for death, leading 
inexorably to a zealous culling of the weak. The ritualised nationalism depicted in 
Goldblatt’s is unmasked in this photograph of a New Year’s picnic as a shocking 
ritual sacrifice, an infant sacrifice of profound (if metaphoric) barbarity and an 
eradication of innocence. 
As Goldblatt’s friend and colleague, the Nobel laureate Nadine Gordimer, 
makes clear, the question of innocence is one Goldblatt ponders very seriously. 
Comparing whites who lived during the apartheid regime to Germans alive during 
the Nazi-era, she acknowledges that all ‘bear responsibility for the acts of their 
fellows.’ But she is still left wondering whether there were ‘some who were 
innocent.’ If so, what are the grounds for this innocence? She asks, ‘is ignorance, 
nurtured by political and social brainwashing, a form of innocence to be claimed 
by its recipients?’14 For Gordimer, a particular Goldblatt photograph from another, 
similar series (In Boksburg from 1982) is a focus for these questions. In it, a young 
white girl in her tutu balances on her toe, arms aloft, eyes closed. A look of pure 
joy brightens her face almost magically. Gordimer wonders: ‘Is the aspirant dancer 
innocent? Could she be? If so, for how long, in and after apartheid South 
Africa?’15 Reading this image against the one showing the picnic, one is forced to 
conclude that this girl’s innocence can only be preserved wilfully. By confronting 
his viewers again and again with the problem of childhood innocence, Goldblatt 
tries to make the wilful blindness inherent to whiteness both manifest a
atural. 
Within this discursive regime, whiteness is always already a visual 
phenomenon, and it is presumed that racial distinctions are made through the visual 
perceptions of bodies. Like apartheid’s legal apparatus, the technology of 
photography also participates in the manufacturing of these perceptions. The 
ability to see whiteness, and by extension document it photographically, therefore 
involves a problem of perception and representation, a problem foregrounded by 
Goldblatt in ‘Wedding on a
ikaners Photographed. 
In this photograph, we see, from behind, a photographer (perhaps a 
professional, perhaps an amateur). Bending over, he leans over his camera to 
capture a woman in her Sunday best holding a bouquet, performing her bourgeois 
respectability on the occasion of the celebration of a marriage, that most eminently 
bourgeois ritual. To her left, stand the bride and the groom, and one supposes that 
the older woman is one of their mothers. The bride awkwardly smiles (this is 
supposed to be the happiest day of her life, of course) and looks at something 
outside the frame of the photograph (or is she scanning the periphery of the crowd 
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. The image clearly offers a catalogue of middle 
cla
otography, in 
whi
desperately to ignore its own construction 
and
ng 
odel of how such a practice might be undertaken by socially-engaged artists. 
 
Notes 
for an avenue of escape). For once in her life she is dressed like a queen, but it is 
not clear if she plays the role comfortably. It is clear that the queen is always 
subordinate to the king: the groom demonstrates his mastery, grabbing his new 
bride’s wrist and neck roughly
ss, middle-brow patriarchy. 
On the other side of the image, however, race intrudes unexpectedly. A black 
woman walks nervously out of the frame of the image. Though none of the whites 
spare her a glance, she looks over her shoulder at them nervously. She does not 
matter to them. But she cannot afford to ignore them. In her white coat and against 
a whitewashed brick backdrop, the darkness of her skin stands out. We therefore 
see her through the lens of the mug shot and of ethnographic ph
ch blackness is always established through extreme contrast. 
Goldblatt’s image would not be as powerful an articulation of race relations in 
apartheid-era South Africa were it not for the inclusion of the figure of the wedding 
photographer, who serves as an avatar for the other photographer on the scene, 
Goldblatt himself. The wedding photographer’s image would presumably not 
include this black passerby. Goldblatt’s photograph cannot avoid her. The presence 
of the photographer within the image establishes for the viewer the place of 
representation in the construction of racial identity in South Africa and 
acknowledges Goldblatt’s own culpability in this regime. The act and effect of 
representing race make this image a kind of shorthand account for photography’s 
history in South Africa: whiteness appears as innocence, blackness as marginality, 
and the entire edifice tries madly and 
 operation. 
The usefulness of considering the pervasive representations of whiteness in 
visual media from the standpoint of critical white studies is that, once whiteness is 
revealed to be as raced as any other subject position, it might cease to function as 
hegemonic. The recognition and identification of visual strategies that accomplish 
this task of ‘racing’ whiteness is evidently an important task. The employment of 
such a strategy might allow one to strip away some of the aura of invulnerability 
that is bestowed by the mantle of normalcy, to undercut the universalising 
authority of a humanism that is, in fact, specifically raced, gendered and classed. I 
believe the work of Hentie van der Merwe and David Goldblatt offer an intrigui
m
 
1 In their introduction to The Making and Unmaking of Whiteness, the editors note, 
‘We use the term “critical whiteness studies,” rather than the term “whiteness 
studies,” to mark the explicitly analytical nature of this inquiry’. Birgit Brander 
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Temple University Press, 1997), 3. 
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in Contemporary Art (Baltimore: Center for Art and Visual Culture (UMBC), 
2004), 45. 
4 Martha Mahoney, ‘The Social Construction of Whi
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(Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1997), 331. 
5 Richard Dyer, White (London: Routledge, 1997), 44. 
6 In 1948, the Afrikaner-dominated National Party instituted apartheid, an intricate 
legal framework which formalised and extended an already-existing system of 
racial segregation in South Africa. The system officially ended in 1994, when 
South Africans voted in their first universal suffrage general elections, electing 
Nelson Mandela president. For accessible general histories of South Africa, which 
describe the apartheid system and put it into a broader historical context, see 
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University Press, 2009). 
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catalogue of the exhibition Snap Judgments (see Okwui Enwezor, ed., Snap 
Judgments: New Positions in African Photography (New York: ICP/Stiedl, 2006), 
166-173 and 372), which was based on email communications with the artist. In 
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Bester, ‘Raiding the Archive’, NKA Journal of Contemporary African Art 6-7 
(1997): 64; Hentie van der Merwe, with an essay by Rory Bester, Trappings 
(Johannesburg: Goodman Gallery, 2000); Tracey Murinik, ‘Hentie van der 
Merwe’, in 10 Years 100 Artists: Art in a Democratic South Africa, ed. Sophie 
Perryer (Cape Town: Bell-Roberts, 2004), 386-389. A selected bibliography on the 
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From the Centre to the Margin: Changing Images of Whiteness 
in the Nigerian Novel 
 
Elizabeth Olubukola Olaoye 
 
Abstract 
This chapter examines the new positions of whiteness in contemporary Nigerian 
fiction as a manifestation of the changing roles of White characters in post 
independent Nigeria. It also reflects ever-changing attitudes towards perceptions of 
whiteness in an era of globalisation. In order to do this, the paper explores the 
positioning of whiteness in Ngozi Chimamanda Adichie’s Half of a Yellow Sun, 
and compares this with the images of whiteness in Chinua Achebe’s colonial 
novels: Things Fall Apart and Arrow of God. Through this comparative study, the 
paper seeks to unearth new attitudes to whiteness in contemporary Nigerian society 
as a manifestation of a deliberate desire to situate whiteness within a disadvantaged 
position in a black society. 
  
Key Words: Nigeria, Adichie, Achebe, whiteness, postcolonial, Biafra, Other, 
colonial, literature, African literature.  
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1.  Introduction  
There have been constant references to European distortion of the image of 
black man both in life and in literature over time.1 This work tends to include 
calculated reactions directed at revealing the short sightedness in perceptions of 
black people by white/European writers. Many of these critics are aware that these 
perceptions are rooted in European misreadings of black culture due to inadequate 
information. Corrective measures have therefore emanated from black writers 
within and outside of Africa to salvage African identity from its soiled status 
within the corpus of European literature and imagination. A glaring example of this 
is Achebe’s attempt in his novels set in pre-colonial Nigeria. In these novels, we 
see Achebe trying to rescue his African readers from an inferiority complex and 
from the belief that their pasts were so bad that Europeans had to act as God’s 
representatives delivering them from themselves.2 Achebe therefore uses his 
creativity to highlight plausible aspects of African pasts, while drawing attention to 
the fact that Europeans were not saints altogether. Since all corrective measures 
have as their precursor wrongness or misgiving, Achebe’s attempt to show 
Africans that Europeans were not representatives of God shows that they once had 
that opinion. 
My thesis in this chapter is that whiteness has also witnessed degrees of 
intentional modifications within the corpus of Nigerian prose fiction over time. 
While Nigerian writers might not have set out originally to distort the image of the 
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White man in their literature, they have learnt to react to the White man based on 
their own exposure to whiteness.  
 
2.  Whiteness in Early Nigerian Prose Fiction  
In early Nigerian prose fiction, white people were represented realistically or 
sarcastically to capture their privileged positions in colonial communities. Many of 
these depictions, like Achebe’s, are a direct response to claims that black people 
are cannibals. Also in novels set during the colonial period, white characters are 
usually major players in the conflict of the narratives. They occupy key roles in the 
scheme of things and they usually provide the backdrop against which narrative 
conflict thrives. In Achebe’s Things Fall Apart for example, Okonkwo’s downfall 
and personal tragedy is aggravated by the coming of the White man. Without the 
coming of the White man, things would not have fallen so drastically apart in 
Okonkwo’s life and clan. If we are to go by David Ker’s assertion in The African 
Novel and the Modernist Tradition3 that it is Umuofia, and not Okonkwo, who is 
the protagonist of Things Fall Apart,4 then the centrality of white people to the 
conflict in the narrative becomes more pronounced.  
This same pattern of representation of white people as major contributors to the 
conflicts in Africa and narratives of colonial Africa is evident in Achebe’s other 
novel; Arrow of God.5 The major white character in this novel maintains an 
existing tradition of viewing African practices as barbaric. Oyin Ogunba captures 
Winterbottom’s limitation in understanding the African way of life thusly: 
 
Winterbottom is the satirical butt in much of what takes place on 
Government Hill. He is the old coaster, the old colonial straight, 
as it were from George Henty’s days. For him the Igbo people 
are savage and the country itself turns into a furnace about 
midmorning, the first rains in the year, and the cool wind which 
usually follows the rain is treacherous. The festivals are 
unspeakable rites and the war between Okperi and Umuaro is a 
big savage war. Palm wine is dreadful stuff which natives 
consume in large quantities.6   
   
Here we see the limitation of the White man in the understanding of African 
culture and way of life. We also see the privileged position of whiteness in colonial 
communities in this narrative. Arrow of God narrates the story of a chief priest of 
Ulu, whose role as the sole intermediary between a people and their God changes 
overnight due to the coming of white people. Again, the centrality of the White 
man to the conflict in the narrative is unmistakable. The White man is a key player 
in this narrative and even occupies a more crucial role here than in Achebe’s 
Things Fall Apart. In the latter, the conflict is between a people and outsiders, 
others, necessary for the narrative conflict to be achieved. In Arrow of God, it is 
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god versus god, the African Ulu against the European Jesus.7 Like Okonkwo, 
Ezeulu realises the changes brought by this new religion but rather than astutely 
rejecting it like Okonkwo, he seeks a compromise by sending his son to learn the 
ways of white people. This compromise reduces Ezeulu in the eyes of his people 
who see his decision to send his son to learn the ways of the White man as a 
betrayal by a man who is meant to be an intermediary between them and God. 
Thus the hostility which Ezeule followers have for Christianity is eventually 
transferred to Ezeulu himself.  
This hostility bothers Nigerians who see the Europeans as an unpleasant 
presence, too dominantly present to be ignored or written off. Nweke Ukpaka, one 
minor character in the narrative, gives flesh and voice to this hostility when he 
describes the White man as something like a hot soup that must be taken ‘slowly 
slowly’ from the edges of the bowl, and as an unsolicited troublemaker.8 Again, we 
see the White man occupying the central space in the conflict in Arrow of God as 
well as in the story of the people of Umuaro. Therefore, it would not be too 
presumptuous to say Ezeulu’s sun would not have set so finally without the 
presence of the White man who presented an alternative god to his disenchanted 
followers. 
 In both Arrow of God and Things Fall Apart, we see the rift in the community 
as a function of European encroachment and interference in the day-to-day rhythm 
of African communal living. These two narratives, however, fall into the category 
of novels that can be described as first generation Nigerian novels, wherein the 
presence of Europeans was necessary to give a realistic view of the colonial 
encounter. 
 
3.  Re-Othering Whiteness in New Nigerian Novels: An Example of Half of a 
Yellow Sun 
The generations of novelists that follow Achebe’s are more concerned with 
postcolonial situations in the Nigerian state, and white characters have diminished 
drastically in these narratives. Even when they are present, seldom do they occupy 
strategic positions like they did in those early narratives of colonial encounter. In 
recent Nigerian narratives, however, white characters are making reappearances. In 
these new narratives, they resemble the shadows of their earlier presence. Beyond 
their realistic portrayal there is a measured intention on the part of authors to push 
white characters to the periphery of Nigerian existence, deliberately showing their 
irrelevance in day-to-day life in Nigeria. Unlike in earlier narratives when 
whiteness was a national issue, a distortion of the lives of whole communities, 
whiteness now is relevant only to the degree that individuals allow it to be.   
A number of writers emanating from the post-independent Nigerian state have 
been identified by Adesanmi and Duton9 as new generation Nigerian authors, and 
among them is Ngozi Chimamamnda Adichie with her book Half of a Yellow 
Sun.10 In this novel, whiteness is presented differently than in Achebe’s narratives. 
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Adichie deliberately dethrones the white character from the hallowed position he 
occupies in Achebe’s narratives. Adichie plays no lip service to whiteness in this 
narrative; rather, she shows whiteness at its weakest and worst in the new Nigerian 
state, which is battling with civil war.  
Adichie’s major characters in this narrative are Nigerians trying to survive the 
civil war. Thus the white voice of Richard, unlike white characters in Achebe’s 
narratives, is relegated to a less prominent position among many others who are 
Nigerian. Although Richard is fully developed as one of the main characters, he is 
more an observer than a major contributor to the narrative conflict. The major 
white character in this narrative is not a privileged colonial master; rather, he is a 
maladjusted young man trying desperately to get along with people. He is also a 
man of many illusions who is trying desperately to be a writer. Seldom in Nigerian 
prose fiction has the White man been portrayed in this confused state of limbo; he 
has always occupied the privileged position of the superior, both in knowledge and 
characterisation. In trying to engage in a realistic portrayal of the White man, many 
older generation writers have unconsciously perpetuated the existing myth of the 
superiority of white characters by showing them in their state of assumed 
superiority. What Adichie has done is to radically distort this image by showing the 
White man in a state of indisputable confusion.   
This transgression of the classic portrayal of white people is evident in the first 
mention of Richard in the narrative. He is first introduced as one of Kainene’s 
many white boyfriends. Rather than position Richard as a noble White man with an 
impulse to civilise black people, as in earlier Nigerian depictions of white people, 
Richard gets this first mention in the novel as an unknown, young white man who 
is battling with his sense of self. In the novel, Adichie anatomises whiteness 
through Kainene’s white boyfriends, who hardly succeed in hiding their thinly 
veiled contempt for black people.11 Perhaps in revenge, Adichie creates a shy 
Richard Churchill who is pardonable because he is not pretentious. By giving 
Richard the surname Churchill, Adichie creates a weakness and shyness seldom 
associated with British leaders and fuses this unapologetically into Richard 
Churchill. It is also interesting to note that in 1899, Winston Churchill was in 
South Africa as a newspaper correspondent for the Morning Post to cover the Boer 
War between British and Dutch settlers.12 Richard Churchill is also in Nigeria 
during the Nigerian civil war attempting to write unsuccessfully about the war. 
One cannot say precisely if Adichie is playing on this fact or whether this is merely 
coincidence. However, one thing is certain; Richard is made to fail the name 
Churchill so completely that he is in fact a caricature of the famous British prime 
minister. 
Richard gets his first full description in chapter three and Adichie does little to 
dress up the image already created in the preceding chapter; rather, she amplifies 
these weaknesses by starting the chapter with a narration of his maladjustment, as 
reflected in his silence.13 Richard Churchill is far from a man with a healthy view 
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of self. Even when his inability to mix with others is pardoned on the basis of his 
writing profession, he fears people see through him. This insecure character 
becomes pronounced in the company of expatriates who have carved a niche for 
themselves within the new Nigerian state, and who miss their earlier privileges as 
White rulers of Black people.  
Adichie is not just rewriting whiteness in a realistic way here; she is forcing 
whiteness into a silenced position, especially in the character of Richard Churchill 
upon whom Adichie so bluntly bestows the gift of silence. Dethroning whiteness 
from its pedestal in colonial narratives, in this new narrative, whiteness thus 
represents a realm of silence. Moreover, further on in the narrative, we see this 
limiting silence at work in Richard Churchill’s life as he is unable to stand up to 
Susan, a deluded fellow white who assumes she has a relationship with Richard. 
Richard sheepishly follows Susan around unable to correct her wrong impressions, 
and eventually moves in with her. Even though he has sexual relations with her, he 
is unable to have lasting feelings for her. It is however with Kainene, a Nigerian 
and Chief Ozobia’s daughter who is not as attractive as her twin sister, that Richard 
finds true love.  
To further amplify Richard’s position as a weak White man in a black society, 
Adichie garnishes his already tarnished image with impotence. When Richard 
meets with Kainene, he sometimes finds it difficult to develop an erection. To 
satisfy Kainene by all means, he results to asking his Nigerian domestic staff to 
show him where he might acquire local herbs to restore his manhood. This 
positioning of Richard – his actions and inactions, his abilities and inabilities – is a 
deliberate rewriting of whiteness. At various points in the narrative, Richard is 
shown to be the least comfortable in interpersonal exchanges, even with domestic 
staff. At every available opportunity, Adichie causes her Nigerian characters to 
criticise whiteness and its very essence as represented by Richard.   
A manifest example of this is when Richard meets an Igbo Chief who tells him 
about traditional Igbo art, which Richard is interested in researching. Discussing a 
series of discovered brass images, Richard commits the blunder of assuming that 
Igbos had kings. After being insulted and told Igbos never had kings, Richard feels 
obliged to apologise. Other than portraying Richard as an ignorant white man, the 
whole narrative thus abounds with instances where Nigerians so blatantly reject 
whiteness by criticising traces of white culture and persons. And to further 
accentuate this rejection, we see the major white character in the novel, Richard, 
substantiating these criticisms. Richard for example has little love for his native 
food as he loves peppery, tasty Nigerian meals, an attribute which one of the 
Nigerians refers to as proof that Richard was an African in his first existence. 
Rewriting the civilising narratives of the first White men coming to Nigeria, 
Adichie hence creates an ignorant white person who needs to be educated in 
Nigerian ways. From his first appearance to the novel’s end, Richard is trying 
desperately to find a place for himself in Nigerian society. But unfortunately for 
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Richard, he is unable to fit in. Even when he thinks he has finally found acceptance 
and comfort in his relationship with Kainene, Kaneine’s friends criticise whiteness 
to Richard’s face. Similarly, Major Udodi, one of Kainene’s business 
acquaintances, makes the following remarks concerning her relationship with 
Richard:   
 
… what I am saying is that our women who follow white men 
are a certain type, a poor family and the kind of bodies white 
men like … the white men will poke and poke the women in the 
dark but they will never marry them. How can! They will never 
even take them out to a good place in public. But the women will 
continue to disgrace themselves and struggle for the men so that 
they will get chicken feed money and nonsense tea in a fancy tin. 
It’s a new slavery, I’m telling you, a new slavery. But you are a 
big man’s daughter, so what are you doing with him?14 
 
It is interesting to note that this denigrating remark was dished out in Richard’s 
presence. Although Udodi appears to have said this under the influence of alcohol, 
when his friend Madu apologises to Kainene on his way out he excludes Richard in 
the apology. We are told that Richard ‘felt as if he had disappeared, as if that was 
the reason Major Madu did not include him in the apology.’15 Feelings of 
worthlessness like this abound in scenes involving Richard. Furthermore, 
Richard’s incomplete manuscript of half formed opinions is scattered throughout 
the narrative, not necessarily moving the narrative forward but representing the 
scattered thoughts of an unsure person.   
Added to this, one moment that stands out clearly in the narrative as a 
manifestation of Richard’s outsider status is the scene involving Richard and a 
number of Biafran police. Having learnt to speak Igbo, Richard assumes he is on 
the Biafran side in the civil war in Nigeria. The Igbos and some other tribes in the 
rich Niger Delta have seceded and formed a new state called Biafra. As a result, 
the Igbos are marginalised in a Hausa dominated part of the North, and hostility to 
outsiders has increased drastically in the Biafran side of Nigeria. It is in the context 
of this conflict that Richard attempts to move from Port Harcourt to Nsukka to 
retrieve his manuscript and select a houseboy. Biafran soldiers stop him and tell 
him to turn back. The following conversation is revealing: 
 
“Are you sure you are not an agent of the Nigerian government? 
It is you white people who allowed Gowon to kill innocent 
women and children.” 
 
“A bu m onye Biafra,” Richard said. 
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The man laughed and Richard was not sure whether it was a 
pleasant or an unpleasant laugh. “Eh, a white man who is saying 
that he is a Biafran! Where did you learn to speak our 
language?”16 
 
It is obvious that no matter how much Richard endeavours to blend in, his 
whiteness stands between himself and Nigerians, especially those who embrace the 
fleeting dream of a new country called Biafra. Here, Adichie amplifies the 
irrelevance of white people in the context of a new country battling civil war. This 
new kind of white character who loathes his own culture and desperately clings to 
Nigerian culture is new in Nigerian fiction. He is a White man who, despite being 
present, is definitely not given prominence. 
At the end of the narrative, which is also the end of the civil war, Kainene is 
missing and Richard travels to Eastern Nigeria in a futile effort to find her. Loosing 
Kainene is very important in understanding the displaced status of Richard at the 
end of the war. Having suffered various degrees of rejection and denigration due to 
the colour of his skin, Kainene is the only true resting place for him. However, 
losing Kainene is akin to losing any firm footing he might have had in Nigerian 
society. Richard is thus represented as being empty, and we are left feeling that this 
emptiness will continue to trail him in the manner of undecided endings that trail 
the stories of missing persons.  
 
5.  Conclusion 
Whiteness has ceased to occupy a privileged position in Nigerian narratives. 
White characters, who are the major representatives of whiteness in Adichie’s 
narrative, have been dethroned from their colonial positions and are presented as 
‘others’ within a Nigeria that is struggling to remain one. Even in the context of the 
failed state of Biafra, whiteness, represented by Richard Churchill, has no place. In 
this narrative, whiteness occupies a marginalised position; the target of deliberate 
stigmatisation and denigration. There thus appears to be a conscious attempt on the 
part of these authors to dissociate whiteness from earlier positions of superiority 
accorded them unconsciously in earlier Nigerian narratives. 
 
Notes 
1 See for example Chinua Achebe, ‘The Novelist as a Teacher’, in Hopes and 
Impediments: Selected Essays, Chinua Achebe (New York: Anchor-Doubleday, 
1990), 27-31; Abdul R. Janmohamed, Manichean Aesthetics: The Politics of 
Literature in Colonial Africa (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1983); 
Ngugi wa Thiong’o,  Decolonising the Mind: The Politics of Language in African 
Literature (London: James Currey, 1986); and V. Y. Mudimbe, The Invention of 
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Africa: Gnosis, Philosophy, and the Order of Knowledge (Bloomington and 
Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1988). 
2 Refer Achebe, ‘The Novelist as a Teacher’. 
3 David Ker, The African Novel and the Modernist Tradition (Ibadan: Mosuro 
Publishers, 2003). 
4 Chinua Achebe, Things Fall Apart (London: Heinnemann, 1958). 
5 Chinua Achebe, Arrow of God (London: Heinemann, 1964). 
6 Oyin Ogunba, ‘Literary Art and Literary Creation in Africa’, inaugural lecture 
(University of Ife, Nigeria, 21 November, 1978). 
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8 Achebe, Arrow of God, 106. 
9 Pius Adesanmi and Chris Dunton, ‘Everything Good Is Raining: Provisional 
Notes on the Nigerian Novel of the Third Generation’, Research in African 
Literatures 39, No. 2 (2008): vii-xii. 
10 Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, Half of a Yellow Sun (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 
2006). 
11 Ibid., 36. 
12 ‘Events that Happened in 1899’, World History Project, 2013, accessed 19 July 
2013, http://worldhistoryproject.org/1899/. 
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Who Says White Men Can’t Dance? Deconstructing Racial 
Stereotypes in Windowlicker 
 
Ruth Adams 
 
Abstract 
This chapter offers a critical textual and socio-cultural analysis of the music video 
for Windowlicker, a track dating from 1999 by the avant-garde UK electronic 
music producer Aphex Twin (real name Richard James). Conceived and directed 
by James’ long-time collaborator Chris Cunningham, the film is a dark parody of 
Hip-hop music video clichés. Infinitely more subtle and complex than a mere 
spoof, the video inverts and deconstructs racial stereotypes, and in doing so makes 
them visible, no longer implicit. The video arguably challenges Richard Dyer’s 
notion that whiteness is ‘an unmarked norm’ and illustrates Frankenberg’s 
contention that ‘whiteness is in a continual state of being dressed and undressed, of 
marking and cloaking.’ The dissonance between the visual registers of the film and 
the distinctly ‘white’ Techno soundtrack is echoed and amplified by the symbolic 
content of the video. The film’s white protagonist is endowed with all the positive, 
enviable (and therefore fearsome) attributes of black masculinity. He is sexually 
potent, can dance like Michael Jackson and displays ‘ghetto-fabulous’ conspicuous 
consumption. He signifies blackness and ‘signifies’ like a black man, with 
subversive flash trickery. The ‘real’ black men in the video, in contrast, are 
rendered ‘white;’ wannabe nerds with no style who can’t dance and can’t get laid. 
There is much pleasure to be had in unpicking the complex, layered semiotics of 
the film, but what can we learn from doing so, and what can we deduce of James’ 
and Cunningham’s intent in its creation? Does the deconstruction of racial 
categories allow for a more progressive and nuanced reconstruction of models of 
culture and ethnicity, or is it a reactionary work, which ridicules black popular 
culture and grants the putative (white, male) viewer a symbolic vengeance? Does it 
pose a challenge to racist conventions, or is it itself racist?   
 
Key Words: Music video, race, whiteness, blackness, Hip-hop, racism. 
 
***** 
 
My chapter critically considers one of the most extraordinary pieces of visual 
art to have been made within the genre of music video, Chris Cunningham’s film 
for Windowlicker, a 1999 track by the Aphex Twin, aka Richard James. This ten-
minute film to some extent rehearses the stereotypes of hip-hop videos, and 
Cunningham has stated that he deliberately set out to make a more commercial 
video than his usual, very dark fare. Yet it is evident that Windowlicker is not a 
straightforward homage to, or parody of the urban video genre, rather it is 
something much more complex and unsettling. 
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The content reflects Cunningham’s own impressions on listening to the music, 
which he describes as ‘summery and sunny’1 and ‘sexual and feminine.’2 He is 
quoted as saying that he thought the last half 
  
sounded really pornographic. It made me think about girl’s [sic] 
arses. So I thought okay, that’s definitely how the video’s got to 
end and the first half of the video sounded like driving round in 
the sun.3  
 
The choice of approach was also partly pragmatic. Cunningham said he 
‘wanted to make an Aphex video that fit amongst the hip-hop videos.’4 He felt that 
there was ‘more chance of infiltrating MTV if [… he made] this video sit more 
snuggly [sic] against all these other dance and rap videos.’5 He reflected that he 
ultimately failed to do so, both because MTV would not show the video in 
America, due not least to the 127 profanities in the opening scene, and because he 
does not feel he achieved the look of a genuine hip-hop video. He denies, however, 
that he was attempting to satirise the genre. He says: ‘I’m too much of a hip-hop 
fan to want to take the piss out of hip-hop.’6 But we could also argue that it fails as 
a hip-hop video because ultimately it could not be mistaken for anything other than 
an Aphex Twin/Chris Cunningham production. Despite the commercial urban 
music veneer, the content is undeniably, to use Cunningham’s own phrase, ‘totally 
bent.’7 
The element that most clearly distinguishes the video from mainstream hip-hop 
is the morphing of the faces of the women into that of Richard James, complete 
with rictus grin. The contrast with their conventionally attractive and overtly 
sexualised bodies is startling. This head swap trope was repeated from an earlier 
film Cunningham made for Aphex Twin, Come to Daddy, in which an old lady is 
terrorised on a bleak housing estate by screaming demons and small children with 
James’ face. Cunningham said, 
 
At first I was a bit hesitant to go back to using the head swap 
idea, but it seemed so different in tone to Come to Daddy, that I 
thought it would be worth doing an LA sequel.8  
 
The video concludes with a dance sequence on a beach. On the face of it an 
archetypal hip-hop scenario, a panoply of jiggling black female behinds upon 
which the white protagonist ‘makes it rain’ by shaking up a bottle of champagne. 
The stereotypical image is unhinged by the horror and dissonance of the women’s 
faces, with one exceptionally grotesque variant taken from a sketch by H. R. Giger. 
There is no question that Windowlicker is an astonishing piece of music and 
film making, and we might assume that Cunningham is sincere in expressing his 
love for hip-hop and that he means no disrespect. However, given that it is the 
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ion and anomaly,’ and that  
product of two white, male, middle-class British avant-garde artists, it is perhaps 
not surprising that questions were asked whether the film was in fact racist and 
sexist. When the video was released The Guardian newspaper asked a number of 
prominent black commentators for their thoughts on the matter. DJ Trevor Nelson 
said, for example,  
 
What you’d expect in a video like this is maybe 20 seconds of 
explicit dialogue – but it went on for so long that you got the 
feeling that this guy was trying to make a statement. What’s the 
agenda here?9   
 
Cunningham’s agenda was more likely aesthetic than political. He claims he 
wanted the video ‘to be like a cartoon. I didn’t want the dialogue to be too realistic 
or anything. I just wanted it to be really over the top.’10 Lola Young, author of 
Fear of the Dark: Race, Gender and Sexuality in Cinema, did not think the video 
was racist, and suggested that it was more pastiche than satire, however she argued 
nonetheless that ‘even if the intention of a video is to parody a genre, a video offers 
no critical distance from the genre being parodied.’11 There is perhaps something 
in this, particularly with reference to the sexist nature of the imagery on show, 
which is arguably to some extent complicit with the normalisation of pornography 
to which mainstream music videos have contributed. Susan Sontag goes so far as to 
assert that, ‘pornography isn’t a form that can parody itself ... A parody of 
pornography, so far as it has any real competence, always remains pornography.’12 
However, although the video allows for a degree of conventional, patriarchal 
visual pleasure, this is violently arrested. The women’s bodies may encourage 
erotic engagement, but their faces certainly do not. However whether this actually 
constitutes a radical challenge to the objectification and commodification of black 
women’s bodies is less clear. As Margaret Hunter and Kathleen Soto observe, 
‘Black women’s behinds are a spectacle in mainstream rap music,’ and that far 
from celebrating the black female body they are instead ‘routinely dismembered 
and highly racialized.’13 This is particularly problematic, they suggest, ‘given the 
fact that young, affluent white men purchase more rap music than any other racial-
gender group.’14 If this is true for hip-hop, it is even more the case for Aphex 
Twin, as electronica/‘Intelligent Dance Music’ is a genre overwhelmingly 
produced and consumed by white, middle-class men. Numerous commentators 
observe that when the gaze is white and male, we come into uncomfortable 
proximity with colonialist imagery and discourses of black sexuality, the 
fetishisation of particular body parts and physical characteristics. Anne McClintock 
observes that ‘by the nineteenth century, popular lore had firmly established Africa 
as the quintessential zone of sexual aberrat
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women figured as the epitome of sexual aberration and excess. 
Folklore saw them, even more than the men, as given to a 
lascivious venery so promiscuous as to border on the bestial.15  
 
Sander Gilman argues that black female bodies were seen as ‘more primitive, and 
therefore more sexually intensive’ than those of white women, and, in particular, 
‘black women’s primary and secondary sexual characteristics, the genitalia and 
buttocks, were seen as primitive, as “animal-like,” a physical sign of an 
uncontrolled and, indeed uncontrollable, animalistic sexuality.’16 Black women’s 
bodies were put on display in the Victorian era, the most famous example being 
Sarah Baartman, an indentured servant brought to Europe from colonised Africa, 
and popularly known as ‘the Hottentot Venus.’ For white European audiences, the 
buttocks of black women functioned ‘as the semantic signs of “primitive” sexual 
appetite and activity’ and ‘as a somewhat comic sign of the black female’s 
primitive, grotesque nature.’17 As Hunter observes:  
 
Just as European visitors came to Paris to see Baartman in her 
cage and ogled her buttocks, today white consumers view 
multimedia images of black women with exceptionally large 
(and often surgically altered) breasts and buttocks.18 
 
The colonialist gaze is made manifest in the Windowlicker film because, unlike 
most hip-hop videos, the protagonist is a white man. In many ways he is a very 
white man; blonde, dressed all in white, with a huge, flashy white car. He is 
affluent and socially and culturally dominant; but in many ways the character, and 
thus the video as a whole, challenge the ‘heavy reliance on familiar racial and 
gender stereotypes’19 on which rap music’s mainstream success is to some extent 
predicated. Rather, he seems to embody positive and negative characteristics 
imputed to both white and black.   
Firstly he is hypersexual and hyper-phallic, symbolised by the absurdly 
stretched limo and the thrusting umbrella. This is a characteristic, as Railton and 
Watson recount, usually attributed to black men. They write,  
 
even though the penis is not on display, the sexualized image of a 
black male body “becomes reduced to a focus on the Black male 
penis as a distillation of the essence of Black masculinity.”  […] 
in fixing black masculinity around […] a “super phallic imago” 
and thus locating the “essence” of black masculinity in the 
domain of sexuality, black men become “confined and defined in 
their very being as sexual and nothing but sexual, hence 
hypersexual.” In this sense, then, the image of hypersexual black 
masculinity […] can be understood as a very specific form of 
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, asserts Dyer,   
racial fetish, one built around a pull between envy and fear, 
attraction and repulsion, admiration and threat.20  
 
In Windowlicker these are all characteristics attributed to a white man. In the 
context of histories of racial violence and oppression, his evident fascination for 
the women of colour in the video perhaps makes for uncomfortable viewing, but it 
also unsettles and challenges in other ways. Richard Dyer argues that ‘inter-racial 
heterosexuality threatens the power of whiteness’ because ‘[i]f races are 
conceptualised as pure (with concomitant qualities of character, including the 
capacity to hold sway over other races), then miscegenation threatens that 
purity.’21 Such anxieties are perhaps diffused by the ‘money shot’ with the 
champagne. The cum shot
 
is a display of pleasure, which insistently divorces the moment of 
orgasm from that of procreation. The rise of heteroporn and the 
absolute requirement of the cum shot fix the image of sex as non-
reproductive, and sexual reproduction in a racialised society is 
always also something to do with racial reproduction.  
Heteroporn produces an image of Western sexuality that is 
racially terminal.22 
 
This might equally reinforce another apprehension, ‘that non-whites are better 
at sex and reproduction than are whites, that, indeed, to be truly white and 
reproductively efficient are mutually incompatible.’23 But the protagonist is a 
white man who is very clearly better at sex than the black men in the video. He is a 
white version of the ‘hip-hop celebrity/pimp/player,’ which is, suggests Mireille 
Miller-young, ‘a self-articulation that makes use of black men’s outsider status and 
reframes it as an oppositional and autonomous masculinity that is defined by a 
consciously chosen hypersexuality.’24 
Miller-young argues that the ‘convergence of hip-hop and porn illuminates the 
constructions and fissures of […] black masculinity, as it engages the myths and 
fascinations of black sexual deviance,’25 and in a positive sense could be regarded 
as an attempt, albeit a problematic one, ‘to refigure the racial logic of sexual 
respectability and normativity.’26 The affluent ‘pimp daddy,’ argues Eithne Quinn, 
bucks middle class notions of success and is instead  
 
preoccupied with the conspicuous display of material wealth ... 
the commodification of women ... by the supersexual pimp is 
recounted in the lewd vernacular. The dandified spectacle 
foregrounds the importance of impression management: naming 
... reputation ... and recognition. 27 
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The protagonist of Windowlicker articulates, as do the protagonists of many 
mainstream hip-hop videos, ‘fantasies of entrepreneurial empowerment, of sexual 
prowess, and of power over women and other men.’28 Does Windowlicker subvert 
the image of black masculinity as ‘non-normative, monstrous, dangerous, and 
feminized’29 as defined by ‘hegemonic white masculinity’ by imputing these traits 
to a white man? In doing so, does it problematise the notion that whiteness is 
invisible and unmarked and essentially racialise whiteness by inverting racial 
sexual stereotypes? Does it illustrate Ruth Frankenberg’s assertion that: ‘In fact, 
whiteness is in a continual state of being dressed and undressed, of marking and 
cloaking.’30 As Railton and Watson observe, even within mainstream music, video 
representations of race and gender can be activated in such a way as to call 
hierarchical power relations into question. So, does the radicalism of Windowlicker 
advance this process of deconstruction further?31   
Or is it less progressive and more reactionary than this? Is it merely an example 
of cultural appropriation? Is Windowlicker’s protagonist, and by extension 
Cunningham, simply a well-heeled wigger, exploiting his privilege and the 
subcultural capital of the ‘Other’? Does it corroborate the notion that as a category 
of identity whiteness is ‘empty’ and without positive content, ‘constituted solely by 
absence and appropriation […] defined solely by what it is not.’32 Is the video 
evidence of what bell hooks has described as ‘eating the Other,’ of the tendency 
among white youth identified by Kobena Mercer to adopt ‘markers of black self-
empowerment such as dreadlocks or hip-hop fashion’ and in doing so, 
‘simultaneously displace whiteness and its historical connection to racial prejudice 
and discrimination.’33 
Such an analysis is perhaps germane to the dance solo in the video, 
choreographed by Vincent Paterson. Cunningham says his direction to Paterson 
was to ‘come up with some really immature and perverted takes on Buzz [sic] 
Berkeley’s movies.’34 The end result is more an amalgam of Singin’ in the Rain 
and Michael Jackson, perhaps unsurprising given that Paterson has choreographed 
both Broadway musicals and Jackson tours and videos. Although both the 
choreographer and the dancer are white, as is the music, the dance style has evident 
precedents in black styles, as indeed does much dance in Western popular culture. 
However, as Carol J. Clover observes, this has often gone unacknowledged, at least 
explicitly. She suggests that although ‘the immensely popular tradition, on stage 
and film, of the performance, by whites in blackface’ came to an end in the post-
World War II era, blackface ‘more broadly understood,’ that is ‘whites simply 
imitating blacks, without the cork throve as vigorously as before.’35 So we might 
argue that this obscuring of the origins of dance styles is less a case of blacking up, 
than whiting up. Ironically, the men of colour in the video are hopeless dancers, 
which might be taken as symbolic of their impotence and inferiority to the great 
white phallus of the protagonist. Again here we have a subversion of racial 
stereotypes, of the notion that black people ‘have natural rhythm,’ but it is also 
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troubling inasmuch that it suggests an innate white superiority, even in the context 
of those spheres of activity at which black people are supposed to excel. 
Or is Windowlicker less about cultural appropriation and more an expression of 
a tendency in white culture to give white people ‘the illusion of infinite variety?’36 
Dyer asserts that ‘White men are seen as divided, with more powerful sex drives 
but also a greater will to power.’37 These sex drives are typically characterised as 
dark, and Gilman has argued that a 
  
projection of sexuality on to dark races was a means for whites to 
represent yet dissociate themselves from their own desires.  […] 
This furnishes the heterosexual desire that will rescue whites 
from sterility while separating such desire from what whiteness 
aspires to.38   
 
It is this darkness within the white man which ‘enables him to assume the 
position as the universal signifier for humanity. He encompasses all the 
possibilities for human existence, the darkness and the light.’39   
The narcissistic contagion evident in the sexuality of Windowlicker is 
reminiscent of the vampire; the horror of which, suggests Dyer, is ‘ghastly white, 
disgustingly cadaverous.’40 However the vampire can also be conceptualised, 
argues Judith Halberstam, as ‘a composite of otherness that manifests itself as the 
horror essential to dark, foreign, and perverse bodies.’41 Again here we have light 
and dark, white and black, in the one body. Halberstam proposes that the vampire, 
like Windowlicker, has the ‘ability to condense many monstrous traits into one 
body.’ She writes, 
  
Dracula is otherness itself [...] He is monster and man, feminine 
and powerful, parasitical and wealthy; he is repulsive and 
fascinating, he exerts the consummate gaze but is scrutinized in 
all things [...] Dracula is indeed not simply a monster, but a 
technology of monstrosity. Technologies of monstrosity are 
always also technologies of sex.42 
 
The monstrous elements of the video echo the connections between whiteness 
and terror and violence, and the notion that whiteness can be death or the bringer of 
death. bell hooks speaks of ‘the way whiteness makes its presence felt in black life, 
most often as terrorising imposition, a power that wounds, hurts, 
tortures.’43Although this might be rather overstated as a description of the 
relationships in the video, there are certainly clear power differentials, which are 
projected onto racial identities and an evident will to power on the part of the 
protagonist. As Dyer observes: ‘Will is literally mapped on to the world in terms of 
those who have it and those who don’t, the ruler and the ruled, the coloniser and 
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the colonised.’44 Rasmussen et al argue that: 
  
The notion that whiteness is violence and terror challenges the 
idea that whiteness is invisible and unmarked. […] Indeed, one 
of the central uses of white violence and terror is to make a 
display of white privilege and to assert the power to subjugate 
others.45  
 
However, and conversely, another terror lurks, the suspicion ‘that being 
nothing, having no life, is a condition of whiteness. [That] the purity of whiteness 
may simply be an absence of being.’46 Hence the appeal of blackness to white 
culture, because through 
  
the figure of the non-white person, whites can feel what being, 
physicality, presence, might be like, while also dissociating 
themselves from the non-whiteness of such things. This would 
work well were it not for the fact that it also constantly risks 
reminding whites of what they are relinquishing in their 
assumption of whiteness: fun, “life.”47   
 
This is not to deny the fact of white privilege, however; nor, as the culmination 
of the video appears to illustrate, that there is, as Dyer asserts, ‘an ecstasy to be felt 
in the […] luminescence that makes sense in the context of the idea of whiteness as 
transcendence, dissolution into pure spirit and no-thing-ness.’48  
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